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Foreword 
This is the .eighth of the JET Progress Reports, which 
provides an overview summary and puts into context the 
scientific and technical advances made on JET during 1990. 
In addition, the Report is supplemented by appendices of 
contributions (in preprint form) of the more important JET 
articles published during the year, which set out the details 
of JET activities. 
This Report provides a more detailed account of JET's 
scientific and technical progress than that contained in the 
JET Annual Reports. It is aimed not only at specialists and 
experts engaged in nuclear fusion and plasma physics, but 
also to the more general scientific community. To meet 
these general aims, the Report contains a brief summary of 
the background to the Project, and describes the basic 
objectives of JET and the principal design aspects of the 
machine. In addition, the Project Team structure is included 
as it is within this structure that the activities and responsi­
bilities for machine operation are carried out and the scien­
tific programme is executed. 
1990 proved to be another successful year for the Project. 
This period spanned the mid­stage of Phase III of the 
planned operational programme on Full Power Optimiza­
tion Studies. The main aims of the experimental programme 
in 1990 were to improve plasma performance in operations 
with high reliability. This was carried out in material limiter 
configuration with currents up to 7MA with high energy 
content, and at up to 6MA in magnetic limiter plasmas, in 
order to exploit the high confinement Η­mode regime of 
operations. Profile effects and related physics issues were 
also particular areas of study using RF, Neutral Beam and 
the prototype LHCD systems and using pellet injection. 
Up to May 1990, the machine was in a scheduled shut­
down period. The main tasks of the shutdown, which started 
in October 1989, were to replace a faulty toroidal field coil, 
install beryllium screens for the ICRF antennae and assem­
ble the prototype Lower Hybrid launcher and waveguides. 
Following the successful replacement of the faulty toroidal 
field coil with a spare one, the re­assembly of the machine 
proceeded smoothly. One particularly critical operation was 
the rewelding of the internal strengthening rings of the 
vacuum vessel. Due to excellent preparation work, no 
particular difficulty was experienced and mechanical sur­
veys confirmed that the vessel octant had been reassembled 
within l­2mm of its original location. This was a major 
engineering achievement. 
The shutdown from October 1989 to May 1990 involved 
work in two shifts, six days per week for about seven months. 
A total of 8000 man­hours was spent inside the beryllium­
contaminated vessel. Throughout this period, there were no 
safety incidents involving beryllium. This must be consid­
ered a major success and a consequence of the considerable 
effort made at JET in both organisation and the provision of 
support teams and facilities for beryllium handling and 
contamination control. Between January and March 1990, 
in­vessel work was able to proceed without full protective 
suits. Face masks were found to be sufficient in view of the 
low residual beryllium contamination. 
The experimental programme restarted in June 1990. 
Then, operation was mainly devoted to the introduction and 
exploitation of new facilities; further improvement in plasma 
performance; improvements in understanding key areas of 
tokamak physics (such as, particle and impurity transport; 
physics of the Η­mode; energy transport and confinement; 
and experiments relevant to Next Step devices). Impurity 
control in JET, as for other long­pulse high power tokamaks, 
is of fundamental importance and therefore significant effort 
has been devoted to this area of study. 
The number of pulses in 1990 was 2500 (compared with 
2244 in 1989), bringing the total number of cumulative JET 
pulses to 23,530. A significant feature was the increasing 
number of discharges with plasma current exceeding 3MA. 
which for 1990, braucht the cumulative total to about 7450. 
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A comparison between the current pulse distributions for 
1989 and 1990 shows a continued movement to operation at 
higher current values in 1990 and a reduction in the number 
of low current values (<1 MA). In spite of the limited time 
available for operation, 1990 was a year in which high 
performance operation was repeatedly achieved and in 
which most systems performed satisfactorily. Of most con­
cern were the in­vessel components which became damaged 
as a result of the large forces associated with disruptions 
during high performance plasma operation. Improvements 
in fixing such components will be carried out during 1991 
and methods for improving the control of disruptions are 
being considered. 
The successful operation of both the Octant No: 4 and 
Octant No: 8 neutral beam injection systems was maintained 
throughout 1990, with high levels of both reliability and 
availability. Prior to the start of the operations programme, 
the conversion of the Octant No: 4 system to 140 kV was 
completed to give one injection system at 140 kV plus one 
at80kV. Although the change to 140 kV operation provided 
lower total power (7.8 M W compared with ~ 10.5MW at 80 
kV), this was offset by enhanced beam penetration and, 
hence, more efficient heating of the central plasma region. 
Furthermore, the voltage of the Octant No: 8 system was 
progressively increased beyond its 80 kV design value to 85 
kV, resulting in ­11.5 MW power without decrease in 
reliability. These modifications resulted in the record values 
for plasma parameters, achieved with NB heating in 1989, 
being marginally increased during the 1990 experimental 
campaign. The flexibility and usefulness of neutral particle 
injection was further enhanced by the successful use of 
Octant No:4 system to inject beams of He and also of " He 
(at 120 kV) into the plasma during the final weeks of 
operation. This was advantageous in reducing the beam­
plasma neutron production and eliminated the complication 
of measuring the thermonuclear neutron production. 
The upgrading of the eight generators for the Radio 
Frequency (RF) heating systems was completed at the start 
of 1990 (3 MW to 4 MW each). RF power of 21 MW (for 
1.75s) was subsequently coupled to the plasma, which was 
within 5% of the theoretical limit taking losses and reflection 
into account. A number of enhancements to the powerplant 
and antennae system were commissioned during the year. 
Most notable was the use of a feedback system to automati­
cally control the plasma position to maintain constant loading 
resistance despite L­mode to Η­mode transitions. The 
enhancements combined with the beneficial effects of the 
new beryllium antennae increased the availability of high 
RF power and allowed important contributions to various 
aspects of the JET experimental programme. 
In addition, the prototype lower hybrid current drive 
(LHCD) launcher compromising one third of the number of 
waveguides of the full system was tested and installed on the 
torus. The eight klystrons and associated drive, phase control 
and power transmission system were installed and 
commissioned, and the system used in operation during the 
experiment campaign. In the limited experimental and 
commissioning period, the prototype system operated at 1.5 
MW for 20s and 1.6 MW for 10s. Initial coupling studies in 
X­point plasmas were performed. Useful data was obtained 
on assembly and operation of the system, which will be 
invaluable in the replacement by the full system. 
The use of small pellets of solid deuterium is one of the 
possible methods of fuelling a fusion reactor. Experiments 
have been carried out with a multi­pel let injector which JET 
and the US Department of Energy (USDoE) have jointly 
installed and are jointly operating under the umbrella of the 
Bilateral Agreement on Fusion Research. Using 2.7 and 
4mm deuterium pellets at speeds up to 1.4 χ 10" ms , the 
injector was extensively used in experiments of all catego­
ries for various purposes of fuelling, and was particularly 
helpful in providing peaked density profiles for the Pellet 
Enhanced Performance (PEP) in the Η­mode. A further 
pellet launcher has been developed to provide pellet speeds 
up to 4 χ 10 ms" , which should allow pellets to penetrate to 
the centre of a hot plasma at temperatures of a few ke V. A 
prototype launcher is being installed ready for 1991 opera­
tion, in parallel with the existing pellet injector. 
During the first few years of JET's operation, extensive 
areas of the torus walls, including the belt limiters, inner wall 
and X­point interaction regions, were covered with carbon 
tiles, and other surfaces were carbonized. Beryllium was 
introduced in 1989, first as a thin layer evaporated onto the 
carbon surfaces from four sources equally spaced around the 
torus mid­plane, and later with solid beryllium tiles on the 
belt limiters. Oxygen and carbon impurity concentrations in 
the plasma were strongly reduced, leading to lower Zeff and 
higher fuel concentrations, n^n,.. Density control was pre­
viously a problem with all­carbon surfaces, but beryllium 
pumped both hydrogen and helium, giving better density 
control and the possibility of strong gas puffing to maintain 
a low edge temperature with reduced beryllium influx. 
Operating experience in 1990 confirmed the benefits in 
terms of lower Zeff and higher ηβ/η^ in using beryllium as 
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a first wall material. The replacement of nickel by beryllium 
on the ICRF antennae screens has allowed an extension in 
the operational range of Η­mode with ICRF heating in both 
dipole and monopole antennae configurations. Further 
improvement to ICRF heating in the X­point configuration 
was obtained with a new position feedback system that 
maintained a constant plasma coupling impedance. This 
was effective in allowing high ICRF power (up to 10MW) 
to be maintained throughout the transition from L to H­
mode. Η­modes with ICRF heating now have confinement 
properties comparable to those with neutral beam heating 
The change from graphite to beryllium for the lower X­
point protection tiles was carried out by using tiles originally 
intended for the ICRF antennae frames. Η­mode discharges 
were obtained with similar power thresholds and compara­
ble confinement properties to discharges on the upper set of 
carbon tiles. However, a quantitative comparison between 
Η­modes with carbon and beryllium X­point operation, 
prevented subsequent establishment of Η­modes on the 
damaged tiles. As with carbon as a first wall material, high 
performance pulses with beryllium are terminated by an 
impurity "bloom". This confirms the need for active impu­
rity control to sustain pulses in reactor relevant conditions. 
Operating experience during 1990 indicated that, with 
the higher levels of plasma purity and performance being 
achieved, larger mechanical forces are acting on the wall 
protection tiles during disruptions and vertical instabilities. 
These forces result from currents flowing in the poloidal 
directions along the rails or plates used to support the tiles 
and have damaged mechanical support and brought protec­
tion tiles out of alignment causing some tiles to fracture or 
detach. Measures are being taken to strengthen the supports 
and accommodate these forces. 
Another feature of 1990 operation was the demonstration 
of Helium neutral beam injection. Up to 5MW of " He and 
7MWof Heat 120keV have been injected into 5M A limiter 
and 3.5M A double­null plasmas for up to 3s. Although a low 
level of localized heating was observed on the lower belt 
limiter, there were no indications of serious problems such 
as increased impurities or limiter heating due to the ioniza­
tion of metastable neutrons in the beam. Beam penetration 
at these energies was excellent over the typical range of 
plasmadensities. Preliminary results show that stored plasma 
energy and global energy confinement with He beams are 
comparable to those with D beams. The elimination of 
beam­beam and beam­plasma reactions resulted in signifi­
cant reductions in neutron yield, which was advantageous in 
reducing vessel activation and in permitting a more direct 
interpretation of neutron diagnostic measurements of ther­
mal neutrons. 
He beam injection has been used as a precise particle 
source to simulate alpha­particle diffusion in L­ and H­
modes. The time and space resolved profiles of helium 
densities showing the evolution of the injected helium and 
the subsequent recycling have been measured. In L­mode 
discharges, the central helium density decayed promptly 
after the helium source was switched­off. In H­mode 
discharges, the helium concentration decreased more slowly 
and in some cases accumulated in the plasma core. 
During 1990, substantial progress was made towards 
reaching reactor conditions, in that very high values of the 
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fusion product (n¡tET¡) of ~9x 10 m ' keVs were achieved. 
These high values were obtained within an Η­mode X­point 
configuration; both with a hot­ion Η­mode and with a Pellet 
Enhanced Performance (PEP) Η­mode. The neutron yield 
for this hot­ion discharge was the highest ever achieved on 
JET at 3.8x10 ns" , producing 50kW of fusion power with 
a QDD = 2.5x10" . A full D­T simulation of this pulse 
showed that ­13MW of fusion power could have been 
obtained transiently with the 18MW of injected NB power, 
giving a fusion product value (n¡TET¡), which was within a 
factor of 5­8 of that required in a D­T reactor. In addition, 
fusion powers of = 140kW were measured from the D­ He 
fusion reaction. These experiments used ion cyclotron heating 
of the He minority and best results were obtained with low 
' He concentrations admitted by gas puffing. 
Other aspects of improved plasma performance, result­
ing largely from reduced impurity levels included: 
• more efficient pumping and improved density control 
permitted low density and high temperature (up to 
30keV) operation for times exceeding Is; 
• increased density limits lead to a record peak density 
of4xl020m"3; 
• sawteeth oscillations were stabilised for periods ex­
ceeding 7.5s. 
The plasma temperatures, plasma densities and confine­
ment times obtained in JET, have now reached individually 
those needed in a reactor, but not simultaneously. JET is the 
only machine in the world to have reached this stage. 
However, these impressive results were achieved in a tran­
sient state and could not be sustained in the steady state. 
Ultimately, the influx of impurities caused a degradation in 
plasma parameters. However, by virtue of its size, its plasma 
performance and its long pulse capability, JET is in a unique 
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position to address the problem of impurity control in the 
basic geometry for the next step tokamak. Consequently, a 
new phase is planned for JET to demonstrate effective 
methods of impurity control in operating conditions close to 
those of a next step tokamak in an axi­symmetric pumped 
di vertor configuration. The objectives of the pumped di vertor 
in JET are to control impurities in the plasma, decrease the 
heat load on the target plates, control the plasma density, and 
demonstrate exhaust capabilities. 
The schedule for the JET programme in the new phase 
should allow for a pump divertor in JET in 1992. To provide 
time for the new phase, the use of tritium in JET would be 
postponed until the end­1994. At this stage, all information 
on particle transport, exhaust and fuelling, first wall require­
ments and enhanced confinement regimes needed to con­
struct the next step, should be available. Final tests with 
tritium, including alpha­particle heating studies could be 
performed in the two years following, leading to the comple­
tion of the JET programme by end 1996. The JET Council 
agreed the proposed prolongations on JET. In addition, a 
European Fusion Programme Evaluation Board (under the 
Chairmanship of Prof. U. Colombo) strongly supported the 
extension of the JET Project. A final decision of the Council 
of Ministers is awaited. 
Much of JET's efforts during 1990 has been directed to 
preparations for the future, in particular to pursuing in 
parallel the two programme paths: 
• preparations for the new pumped divertor phase in the 
frame of a proposed programme to 1996; 
• completion of a JET programme by the end of 1992 
with the final phase of tritium operations. 
In the context of preparing for D­T operations, installa­
tion of the main sub­systems of the active gas handling 
system has proceeded as the components have been deliv­
ered and sub­system commissioning has started. Some 
important components have suffered delays and this has put 
back the date at which overall plant process commissioning 
can start. At present, it is still considered possible to 
undertake a limited campaign of D­T operations before the 
end of 1992. At the same time, the Project has pressed ahead 
strenuously with design and procurements for the new 
pumped divertor phase. The design of the main components 
­ the divertor elements and the internal coils ­ evolved during 
the course of the year. The Project has been able to maintain 
the dual programme stance required pending the decision of 
the Council of Ministers on a revised Fusion Programme and 
in particular on the proposed prolongation of the JET 
Programme. However, this position cannot be maintained 
during 1991 for both programmatic and resource reasons. 
JET is also providing an important input into the collabo­
ration on the International Thermonuclear Experimental 
Reactor (ITER) Project. The ITER Conceptual Design 
Activities (CDA) were completed in December 1990 and 
JET is involved in a European Study Group set up to look at 
the proposal for a next phase of Experimental Design 
Activity (EDA) comprising a single machine. It is the JET 
view that a single Next Step facility (ITER) is a high risk 
strategy in terms of physics, technology and management, 
since it does not provide a sufficiently sound foundation for 
a demonstration reactor (DEMO). A Next Step Programme 
is proposed, which could comprise several complementary 
facilities, each optimised with respect to specific clear 
objectives. In a minimum programme, there could be two 
Next Step tokamaks, and a Materials Test Facility. Such a 
programme would allow division of effort and sharing of 
risk across the various scientific and technical problems, 
permit cross comparison and ensure continuity of results. It 
could even be accomplished without a significant increase in 
world funding. JET management has publicly expressed its 
opinion that the best way forward for Europe could be for it 
to take the lead in building the core of a fusion reactor as one 
of several complementary devices in the frame of acoherent 
world ITER programme. 
The most impressive advances made so far by JET are a 
tribute to the dedication and skill of all those working on the 
Project. They also reflect the continuous co­operation and 
assistance received from the Associated Laboratories and 
from the Commission of the European Communities. I am 
confident that with such dedication of the staff and the 
support and guidance of the JET Council, JET Scientific 
Council and the JET Executive Committee, the Project will 
be able to meet all likely challenges to be encountered in 
future years and contribute substantially to crucial informa­
tion for Next Step devices on the route to a fusion reactor. 
Dr. P­Η. Rebut 
Director 
March 1991 
Introduction, Background and 
Report Summary 
Introduction 
JET Progress Reports are aimed both at specialists in plasma 
physics and nuclear fusion research and at the more general 
scientific community. This contrasts with the JET Annual 
Reports, which provide overview descriptions of the 
scientific, technical and administrative status of the JET 
programme, and is directed to the average member of the 
public. 
To meet these general aims, the Progress Report contains 
a brief summary of the background to the Project, describes 
the basic objectives of JET and sets out the principal design 
aspects of the machine. In addition, the Project Team 
structure is detailed, since it is within this framework that 
machine activities and responsibilities are organized and the 
scientific programme is executed. 
The main part of the 1990 Report provides overview 
summaries of scientific and technical advances made during 
the year, supplemented by appendices of detailed 
contributions (in preprint form) of the most important JET 
scientific and technical articles produced during the year. 
The final part of the Report briefly sets out developments 
underway to further improve JET's performance and plans 
for future experiments through to its foreseen completion. 
Background 
Objectives of JET 
The Joint European Torus (JET) is the largest single project 
of the nuclear fusion research programme of theEuropean 
Atomic Energy Community (EUR ATOM). The project was 
designed with the essential objectives of obtaining and 
studying plasma in conditions and with dimensions 
approaching those needed in a fusion reactor. 
The studies are aimed at: 
(a) investigating plasma processes and scaling laws, as 
plasma dimensions and parameters approach those 
necessary for a fusion reactor; 
(b) examining and controlling plasma wall interactions and 
impurity fluxes in near reactor conditions; 
(c) demonstrating effective heating techniques (particularly, 
RF and Neutrai Beam Heating), capable of approaching 
reactor temperatures in JET, in the presence of the 
prevailing loss processes; 
(d) studying alpha particle production, confinement and 
subsequent plasma interaction and heating produced as 
a result of fusion between deuterium and tritium. 
Two of the key technological issues in the subsequent 
development of a fusion reactor are faced for the first time 
in JET. These are the use of tritium and the application of 
remote maintenance and repair techniques. The physics 
basis of the post JET programme will be greatly strengthened 
if other fusion experiments currently in progress are 
successful. The way should then be clear to concentrate on 
the engineering and technical problems involved in 
progressing from an advanced experimental device like JET 
to a prototype power reactor. 
Basic JET Design 
To meet these overall aims, the basic JET apparatus was 
designed as a large tokamak device with overall dimensions 
of about 15m in diameter and 12m in height. A diagram of 
the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 and its principal parameters 
are given in Table I. At the heart of the machine, there is a 
toroidal vacuum vessel of major radius 2.96m having a 
D shaped cross section 2.5m wide by 4.2m high. During 
operation of the machine, a small quantity of gas (hydrogen, 
deuterium or tritium) is introduced into the vacuum chamber 
and is heated by passing a large current through the gas. 
Originally, the machine was designed to carry 4.8MA, but 
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Fig. I Diagram of the JET Tokamak. 
Table I 
Principal Parameters 
Parameter 
Plasma minor radius (horizontally), a 
Plasma minor radius (vertically), b 
Plasma major radius, RQ 
Plasma aspect ratio, Rţ/a 
Plasma elongation ratio , e=b/a 
Flat top pulse length 
Toroidal magnetic field (plasma centre) 
Plasma current, D shaped plasma 
Volt-seconds available 
Toroidal field peak power 
Additional heating power (into torus) 
Weight of vacuum vessel 
Weight of toroidal field coils 
Weight of iron core 
Value 
1.25m 
2.10m 
2.96m 
2.37 
1.68 
25s 
3.45T 
7.0MA 
42Vs 
380MW 
- 50MW 
I08t 
364t 
2800t 
has already been modified to achieve 7MA. This current is 
produced by transformer action using the massive 
eight limbed magnetic circuit, which dominates the apparatus 
(see Fig.l). A set of coils around the centre limb of the 
magnetic circuit forms the primary windingof the transformer 
with the plasmaacting as the single turn secondary. Additional 
heating of the plasma is provided by propagating and 
absorbing high power radio frequency waves in the plasma 
and by injection beams of energetic neutral atoms into the 
torus. 
The plasma is confined away from the walls of the 
vacuum vessel by a complex system of magnetic fields, in 
which the main component, the toroidal field, is provided by 
32 D shaped coils surrounding the vacuum vessel. This 
field, coupled with that produced by the current flowing 
through the plasma, forms the basic magnetic field for the 
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tokamak confinement system, which provides a full design 
field at the plasma centre of 3.45T. The poloidal coils, 
positioned around the outside of the vacuum vessel, shape 
and position the plasma in operation. 
Initial experiments have been undertaken using hydrogen 
and deuteri um plasmas, but in the later stages of the operation, 
it is planned to operate with deuterium tritium plasmas, so 
that fusion reactions can occurto produce significant a particle 
heating in the plasma. 
In order to reach conditions close to those relevant to a 
fusion reactor, a plasma density of­10" m"" at a temperature 
of 10" 'keV would be needed. Even with a current of up to 
7MA in JET, this would be inadequate to provide the 
temperature rquired using ohmic heating alone. 
Consequently, additional heating is required and two main 
systems are being used at JET, as follows: 
• Injection into the plasma of highly energetic neutral 
atoms (Neutral Injection Heating); 
• Coupling of high power electromagnetic radiation to 
the plasma (Radio Frequency (RF) Heating). 
The total power into the torus will increase in discrete 
steps up to ­50MW. 
Project T e a m Structure 
The Project structure adopted, for management purposes, is 
divided into four Departments (see Table II): 
• Machine and Development Department; 
• Experimental and Theory Department; 
• Heating and Operations Department; 
• Administration Department. 
In addition, some scientific and technical duties are 
carried out within the Directorate and in the Coordinating 
Staff Unit. 
The main duties of the Administration Department have 
been described in previous JET Annual Reports. This 
Report concentrates on progress made in the scientific and 
technical areas during 1990. To aid this description, the 
functions of these Departments are described below. 
Machine and Development Department 
The Machine and Development Department is responsible 
for the performance capacity of the machine as well as 
equipment for the active phase, together with enhancements 
directly related to it (excluding heating) and the integration 
of any new elements on to the machine. In addition, the 
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Fig.2: Machine and Development Department, Group Structure 
(December 1990) 
Department is responsible for machine services. The 
Department contains three Divisions: 
(a) Magnet and Power Supplies Division is responsible for 
the design, construction, installation, operation and 
maintenance of the tokamak electromagnetic system 
and of plasma control. The area of responsibility 
encompasses the toroidal, poloidal and divertor magnet, 
the mechanical structure, the methods for controlling 
plasma position and shape and all power supply 
equipment needed formagnets,plasma control,additional 
heating and auxiliaries; 
(b) First Wall Division, which is responsible for the vital area 
of plasma wall interactions. Its main tasks include the 
provision and maintenance inside the vacuum vessel of 
conditions leading to high quality plasma discharges. 
The Division develops, designs, procures and installs 
first wall systems and components, such as limiters, wall 
protections and internal pumping devices. The area of 
responsibility encompasses the vacuum vessel as a whole, 
together with its associated systems, such as pumping, 
bakeout and gas introduction; 
(c) Fusion Technology Division, which is responsible for 
the design and development of remote handling methods 
and tools to cope with the requirements of the JET 
device, and for maintenance, inspection and repairs. 
Tasks also include the design and construction of facilities 
for handling tritium. 
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Fif>.3: Project Team Skiff in Machine and Development Department 
(December 1990) 
The Structure of the Machine and Development 
Department to Group Leader level is shown in Fig.2 and the 
list of staff within the Department is shown in Fig.3. 
Experimental and Theory Department 
The main functions of the Department relate to the 
measurement and validation of plasma parameters and to the 
theory of tokamak physics. The main tasks are: 
• to conceive and define a set of coherent measurements; 
• to be responsible for the construction of necessary 
diagnostics; 
• to be responsible for the operation of the diagnostics 
INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND REPORT SUMMARY 
and the quality of measurements and the definition of 
the plasma parameters: 
• to follow the theory of tokamak physics; 
• to play a major role in interpretation of data. 
The Department contains two Groups (Diagnostics 
Engineering Group and Data Processing and Analysis Group) 
and three Divisions: 
(a) Experimental Division 1 (ED 1 ), which is responsible for 
specification, procurement and operation of 
approximately half the JET diagnostic systems. EDI 
undertakes electrical measurements, electron temperature 
measurements, surface and limiter physics and neutron 
diagnostics; 
(b) Experimental Division 2 (ED2), which is responsible for 
specification, procurement and operation of the other 
half of the JET diagnostic systems.ED2 undertakes all 
spectroscopic diagnostics, bolometry, interferometry, 
the soft X ray array and neutral particle analysis; 
(c) Theory Division, which is responsible for prediction by 
computer simulation of JET performance, interpretation 
of JET data and the application of analytic plasma theory 
to gain an understanding of JET physics. 
The structure of the Experimental and Theory Department 
to Group Leader level is shown in Pig.4 and the list of staff 
in the Department is shown in Fig.5. 
Heating and Operations Department 
Heating and Operations Department is responsible for heating 
the plasma, the organisation of experimental data, and the 
day to day operation of the machine. The main functions of 
the Department are: 
• heating the plasma and analysis of its effects; 
• centralising the interpretation of experimental results 
and investigating their coherence; 
• organising data acquisition and computers; 
• preparing and co ordinating operation of the machine 
across the different Departments. 
The Department is composed of four groups (Machine 
Operations Group, Physics Operation Group, Health Physics 
Group and Data Management Group) and three Divisions: 
Department Head 
M.Keilhacker 
Experimental 1 
P.E.Stott 
Experimental II 
P.R.Thomas 
Theory 
D.F.Düchs 
Neutron Diagnostic Group 
O.N.Jarvis 
Electron Temperature Group 
A.E.Costley 
Plasma Boundary Group 
L.de Kock 
Diagnostic Engineering Group 
P.Millward 
Data Processing and 
Analysis Group 
J.G.Cordey 
Spectroscopy and 
Impurity Physics Group 
R.Giannella 
Charge Exchange 
Spectroscopy Group 
M.von Hellermann 
Particle Dynamics Group 
A.Gondhalekar 
Soft X-Ray Analysis Group 
R.D.Gill 
Analytic Theory Group 
W.Kerner 
Interpretation Group 
T.E.Stringer 
Prediction Group 
A.Taroni 
Fig.4: Experimental and Theory Department, Group Structure 
(December 1990) 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORY DEPARTMENT 
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J. Reid 
P.J. Roberts 
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K. Thomsen 
Mrs. R. Thormaehlen 
EXPERIMENTAL DIVISION I 
Head: P.E. Stott 
Miss N. Avery 
D. Bartlett 
B.W. Brown 
D. Campbell 
S. Clement 
E. Clipsham 
J.P. Coad 
A.E. Costley 
J. Ehrenberg 
L. de Kock 
J. Fessey 
C. Govvers 
Mrs. M. Harper 
P.J. Harbour 
M. Hone 
I. Hurdle 
O.N. Jarvis 
B. Laundy 
M. Loughlin 
F. Marcus 
G. Neill 
C. Nicholson 
A. Tiscornia 
E. van der Goot 
G. Vlases 
D.Ward 
J. Wesson 
C.H. Wilson 
D. Wilson 
P. Nielsen 
H. Oosterbeek 
R. Prentice 
G. Sadler 
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A. Stevens 
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J. Vince 
EXPERIMENTAL DIVISION 
Head: P.R. Thomas 
II 
K. Bell 
G. Braithwaite 
J.L. Bonnerue 
S. Corti 
G.B. Denne-Hinnov 
Α. Edwards 
Mrs. A. Flowers 
R. Giannella 
R. Gill 
Α. Gondhaiekar 
Ν. Gottardi 
D. Halton 
J. Holm 
Η. Jaeckel 
G. Janeschitz 
R. Konig 
L. Lamb 
G. Magyar 
J.L. Martin 
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H. Morsi 
R. Reichle 
J. O'Rourke 
J. Ryan 
D. Pasini 
M. Stamp 
M. von Hellermann 
Β. Viaccoz 
THEORY DIVISION 
Head: D.F. Düchs 
W. Core 
Mrs. S. Costar 
L. Eriksson 
A. Galway 
Mrs. S. Hutchinson 
B. Keegan 
W. Kerner 
F. Porcelli 
H.C. Sack 
R. Simonini 
E. Springmann 
T.E. Stringer 
A. Taroni 
F. Tibone 
W. Zwingmann 
Fig.5: Project Team Staffin Experimental and Theory Department 
(December 1990) 
(a) Control and Data Acquisition System Division (CODAS), 
which is responsible for the implementation, upgrading 
and operation of computer based control and data 
acquisition systems for JET; 
(b) Neutral Beam Heating Division, which is responsible 
for the construction, installation, commissioning and 
operation of the neutral injection system, including 
development towards full power operation of the device. 
The Division also participates in studies of the physics of 
neutral beam heating; 
(c) Radio Frequency Heating Division, which is responsible 
forthe design,construction, commissioning and ope rating 
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Radio Frequency 
J.Jacquinot 
Physics Group 
D.F.Start 
Antenna Systems Group 
A.Kaye 
RF Power Group 
T.Wade 
Profile Control Group 
C.Gormezano 
Department Head 
A.Gibson 
Neutral Beam 
Heating 
E.Thompson 
CODAS 
H.van der Beken 
Operations Group 
D.Stork 
Engineering Group 
H.Altmann 
Testbed Group 
R.Hemsworth 
Machine Operations Group 
B.Green 
Physics Operations Group 
A.Tanga 
Data Management Group 
R.Ross 
Health Physics Group 
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Control Group 
C.A.Steed 
Computers Group 
H.E.O.Brelen 
Data Acquisition Group 
E.M.Jones 
Electronics and 
Instrumentation Group 
K.Fullard 
Fig.6: Plasma Heating and Operations Department, Group Structure 
(December 1990) 
the RF heating system during the different stages of its 
development to full power. The Division also participates 
in studies of the physics of RF heating. 
The structure of the Heating and Theory Department to 
Group Leader level is shown in Fig.6, and the list of staff in 
the Department is shown in Fig.7. 
In addition, all Divisions are involved in: 
• execution of the experimental programme; 
• interpretation of results in collaboration with other 
appropriate Divisions and Departments; 
• making proposals for future experiments. 
Assistant to the Director (including Publications Group)), 
whose main tasks are as follows: 
* Scientific Assistants to the Director, who assist and 
advise the Director on scientific aspects of JET 
operation and future development; 
• Technical Assistant to the Director, who assists and 
advises the Director on organizational and technical 
matters related to JET operation. He also acts as JET 
Publications Officer, and is Leader of the Publications 
Group. 
Directorate 
Within the Directorate are one scientific and one technical 
group, (Scientific Assistants to the Director and Technical 
Coordinating Staff Unit 
The Coordinating Staff Unit is responsible for the provision 
of engineering services to the Project and for the 
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Fi ¡i .7. Project Team Staffili Plasma Heating and Operation Department 
(December 1990) 
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implementation of specific coordinating tasks at the Project 
level. 
It comprises four Groups: 
• Technical Services Group; 
• Planning Group; 
• Drawing Office; 
• Quality Assurance Group. 
The structure of the Directorate and Coordinating Staff 
Unit to Group Leader level is shown in Fig.8 and the list of 
staff in these areas is shown in Fig.9. 
Report Summary 
The first section of this Report provides a brief introduction 
and background information relevant to the Report. The 
second and third sections set out an overview of progress on 
JET during 1990 and with a survey of scientific and technical 
achievements during 1990 sets these advances in their 
general context. This summary is specifically cross referenced 
to reports and articles prepared and presented by JET staff 
during 1990. The more important of these articles, which are 
Directorate 
P-Η.Rebut 
Coordinating 
Staff Unit 
J-P.Poffé 
Scientific Assistants 
M.L.Watkins 
Technical Assistant and 
Publications Group 
B.E.Keen 
Technical Services Group 
B.Ingram 
Planning Group 
P.Trevelion 
Quality Assurance Group 
P.Meriguet 
Drawing Office 
H.Duquenoy 
Fig.8: Directorate and Coordinating Staff Unit, Group Structure 
(December 1990} 
DIRECTORATE AND COORDINATING STAFF UNIT 
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Fig.9: Project Team Staffili Directorate and Coordinating Staff Unit 
(December 1990) 
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of general interest, are reproduced as appendices to this The Appendices contain a list of work topics carried out 
Report, under Task Agreements with various Association 
The fourth section is devoted to future plans and certain Laboratories, and selected articles prepared by JET authors 
developments which might enable enhancements of the are reproduced in detail, providing some details of the 
machine to further improve its overall performance. Some activities and achievements made on JET during 1990. In 
attention has been devoted to methods of surmounting addition, a full list is included of all Articles, Reports and 
certain limitations and these are detailed in this section. Conference papers published by JET authors in 1990. 
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Technical Achievements during 1990 
Introduction 
From October 1989 to May 1990, the machine was in a 
scheduled shutdown in order to carry out a number of main 
tasks as follows: 
• removal of Octant No.3, replacement of a faulty 
toroidal field coil and reinstallation of Octant No.3 
systems; 
• modification of the toroidal field coil cooling loop and 
introduction of an organic fluid (freon) as a more 
effective coolant; 
• lower X-point carbon dump plates changed to beryl-
lium tiles to reduce carbon impurities during H-mode 
operation; 
• installation of Beryllium ICRF antennae screens to 
eliminate nickel impurities in the plasma; 
• installation of prototype Lower Hybrid Wave system 
to test effectiveness of current drive (LHCD); 
• one Neutral Beam box was changed from 80kV to 
140kV D operation to improve beam penetration and 
increase ion heating. Subsequently, one box converted 
to He operation (at 120kV) to reduce neutron pro-
duction. 
Machine operation took place from May to November 
with an interruption of four weeks in August due to an outage 
of the high voltage power grid for planned maintenance by 
the Generating Board. Operation was concluded by the end 
of November, as planned, and the machine again entered a 
shutdown period to install the dump plates for X-point 
operation. The dump plates will carry beryllium tiles in the 
vicinity of the bottom X-point and graphite (CFC) tiles at the 
top X-point. By the end of December 1990, the lower dump 
plates were installed and preparatory work started for fitting 
the upper dump plates. 
The following sections detail the technical achievements 
made during this period. 
Torus Systems 
Introduction 
Activities during 1990 were shared between carrying out 
maintenance and installation work during the earlier 1989-
90 shut-down; provision of services for the subsequent 
machine operation (vacuum system, wall conditioning, gas 
introduction and pellet injection); activities related to the 
design and the procurement of components for the pumped 
divertor; procurement, test and installation of components 
for the high-speed pellet Prototype Launcher; and preparation 
work for the installation of upper and lower X-point dump 
plates during the later shut-down (started in November 
1990). 
In-vessel components 
The new wall elements which were introduced into the 
vessel during the earlier shut-down were beryllium X-point 
target plates at the bottom of the vacuum vessel. Thirty two 
segments 200 mm wide and 800 mm long were installed 
(Fig. 10). Due to the narrow width of a few mm of the X-point 
strike points, their power handling capability was low (eg. 
5MW for Is) but it was anticipated that by tailoring the gas 
feed during discharges higher loads could be accommo-
dated. However, during the experimental campaign, due to 
problems with inner wall protection, there did not remain 
sufficient time to evaluate this scenario 
Problems experienced with the wall protection were 
related to vertical plasma movements during loss of position 
control. A fraction (up to 25%) of the total current was 
transformed into poloidal currents (halo currents) which 
upon wall contact were then transferred to the vessel wall 
including the wall protections. This is a new phenomenon 
which had not been observed earlier. The wall components 
were designed to withstand eddy current forces due to the 
decay of the poloidal magnetic field but they were not strong 
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Fin.10 Discrete beryllium X-poinl target plates at the bottom 
of the vacuum vessel 
enough to cope with the forces created by the interaction of 
wall transferred halo currents with the toroidal field. One 
example of the resulting damage is shown in Fig. 11 for a 
section of the inner wall close to the midplane. Here, two 
tiles were lost by being pulled off their supports, and a third 
one is damaged and protrudes from the wall. The forces 
exerted on the tiles were calculated (and measured in a 
mechanical simulation) to be 500 - 700 dN for each tile. This 
is more than one order of magnitude higher than forces due 
to eddy currents. A poloidal current of 4 to 8 kA transferred 
to these tiles is sufficient to explain this behaviour. 
Fiji.11 Damane at the inner wall 
At the end of the experimental period, a total of 49 tiles 
out of 2300 were dislocated or damaged. This still represents 
only a small fraction of the total number installed but made 
plasma operation difficult as the plasma-wall distance had to 
be increased to values of up to 100 mm. For example, this 
made it impossible to systematically investigate high current 
operation (~7MA). 
During the later shut-down, remedial action was taken to 
reinforce the wall protection in the affected areas: welds 
were strengthened, fasteners improved, weak mechanical 
supports were modified and cantilevered mountings wen 
eliminated. The forthcoming operational period will show 
how far these modifications have been successful. If wall 
damage is still experienced, different recipes will have to be 
tested, such as. for example, mechanical decoupling be-
tween wall protection and vessel with spring loaded supports. 
New wall elements being installed during the later shut-
down are toroidally continuous X-point target plates at the 
top and bottom of the vacuum vessel. These replace the 
present target plates, which consisted of toroidally spaced 
energy dumps initially devised as wall protection. The 
power handling capability is anticipated to increase by a 
factor 2-3. It is expected that X-point discharges, compared 
with those before the change of target plates, can be run at 
higherpowers or for longer times before incoming impuri ties 
degrade the plasma. Fig. 12 shows the new X-point dump 
plates at the bottom of the machine during installation. 
Fig.12 Continuous X-point dump plates during installation 
The placing of contracts for components of the pumped 
divertor did not proceed as speedily as expected, mainly due 
a the change from one to four divertor coils. The design of 
all the main components is now completed and several 
contracts are placed. 
Vacuum system 
All components of the vacuum system worked well, without 
problems. Only normal maintenance was required tochange 
oil, bearings or faulty gauge heads. Some electronic units 
had to be exchanged due to faults attributed to ageing of 
electronic components. Therefore, replacement units must 
be purchased. In this context, discussions will take place on 
whether the standard for vacuum measurement instruments, 
which served JET well for the last eight years, should be 
updated to take into account recent developments in this 
area. 
TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 1990 
Exchange of components directly connected to the vacuum 
vessel (eg. gauge heads) was more difficult, due to safety 
precautions taken to avoid Be-contamination in the Torus 
Hall, and, therefore, more time was required for exchange. 
However, contamination measurements indicated, that the 
safety precautions were more than adequate as airborne 
contamination was not detected. In future, for component 
exchanges on top of the vacuum vessel, a simplified procedure 
will be proposed using an efficient air flow into the vessel. 
Leak testing of components and also of the torus, due to 
octant exchange and during tokamak operation were major 
activities during 1990. During 1988, anumberofleaks were 
detected between the outer shell of the double-walled vacuum 
vessel, which forms the barrier between the interspace and 
the atmosphere. Four of the eight bellows connecting the gas 
baking loop to the U-joint interspace had developed leaks. 
No action had been taken at that time. A further leak from the 
interspace to the torus at one of the sixteen limiter feed pipes 
was found and repaired temporarily. In 1989, a leak from the 
interspace to the torus was detected in a U-joint cover plate 
behind the lower reinforcement ring in an inaccessible 
position and its repair was also postponed. 
The earlier 1989-90 shut-down provided an opportunity 
to repair these leaks and to replace all eight connecting 
bellows with tubes, even those which were not yet leaking. 
The remedial work necessitated either the local removal of 
the lower reinforcement ring (Octant No.8) or cutting holes 
in the inner shell of the double walled vacuum vessel to gain 
access. All these repairs were successful and no further 
leaks, or reoccurrence of previous ones, were observed 
during 1990. 
During machine operation in 1990, one of the most severe 
vacuum incidents occurred, that had been experienced so 
far. As a consequence of a disruption, a 32 mm flange weld 
fractured and the pressure in the torus rose to -600 mbar with 
the vessel at 300"C, corresponding to a leak rate of about 106 
mbarfs '. Cooling down was initiated immediately but due 
to the thermal inertia of the vacuum vessel, the temperature 
reduced only to values below 150"C after a few hours. This 
incident led to heavy oxidation of the torus walls. After leak 
repairs, satisfactory plasma operation was resumed follow-
ing application of 24 hours of glow discharge cleaning in 
deuterium and subsequent beryllium evaporation, whereas 
attempts to restart with only employing beryllium evapora-
tion were not successful. As a consequence, both methods 
will be used together in the future after major incidents or 
openings of the vessel. 
The gas introduction system has been updated to cope 
with requirements for increased gas feed. Due to the high 
pumping efficiency of in-vessel components and the ability 
to operate at higher densities after the introduction of beryl-
lium, the amount of gas required foradischarge increased by 
nearly one order of magnitude to a maximum of 1000 mbar£. 
Two more piezo-driven gas inlet systems were therefore 
installed and these worked satisfactorily. The related control 
system was modified to operate several valves in parallel. 
Experience with this approach was good and also proved the 
reliability of the valves, which are foreseen for use during the 
tritium phase. 
Two more new systems of this new gas introduction 
module were designed and procured for installation in the 
1990/1991 shut-down. The purpose is to feed gas between 
the strike zones of X-point discharges at the bottom of the 
machine. This is a simulation of high recycling operation 
and will serve to gain experience with gas flow requirements 
in the future divertor configuration. 
Present vacuum instrumentation is not yet completely 
compatible with operation at radiation levels expected for 
the tritium phase, especially the residual gas analysis (RGA) 
and absolute pressure measurements require attention. The 
development of a radiation resistant RGA started in industry 
in 1989 and was successfully completed in 1990. The solid 
state pre-amplifier was replaced by electrometer tubes and 
the RF-generator which normally is mounted directly on the 
measuring head is now 100 m away. The first unit of the new 
RGA system to be operated from outside the Torus Hall was 
delivered and is in the process of installation in the torus for 
trial runs during the next operation period. 
Pellet Injection 
This section summarises matters concerning the present JET 
multi-pellet injector and its upgrading by implementation of 
higher pellet speed capability. A more detailed report on the 
status of injector development and future planning can be 
found in the later section on Developments and Future Plans 
of this Progress Report. 
The collaborative effort under the Pellet Agreement with 
the United States Department of Energy (USDoE) contin-
ued, whereby the pellet team of JET and US members shared 
the development of the three-barrel, repetitive, pneumatic, 
single-stage gun launcher with pellets of 2.7, 4 and 6 mm 
diameter and speeds around 1.3 kms ', constructed by Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), U.S.A., and mounted 
on the pellet injector box (PIB) interface built by JET. The 
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U.S. team participated in the JET experimental programme. 
The attendance of US personnel during 1990 was somewhat 
lower than the four man-years per year foreseen under the 
Agreement. 
The pellet injector was extensively used in experiments 
of all categories for various purposes of fuelling, and cor-
responding results can be found in the contributions in the 
sections of this report on Scientific Achievements. How-
ever, it should be noted that as in previous years, there was 
very little time to study long-pulse fuelling effects using 
strings of pellets. One of the reasons is that present attempts 
at continuous pellet feeding (high frequency, long pulse) 
easily lead to overfilling (density limit) and, if the plasma is 
not stationary, phenomena are difficult to interpret. Further 
fuelling experiments would best be accompanied by stronger 
and experimentally variable pumping from the plasma 
boundary as is foreseen in the future Divertor Phase of JET. 
During the next experimental campaign, this aspect of long-
pulse fuelling will certainly gain in importance. 
Long pulse fuelling during the New Phase of JET is not 
covered by the present collaborative agreement between 
JET and the USDoE. The ORNL Launcher now in operation 
is geometrically incompatible with future JET high-speed 
launchers and as well, is not compatible with the JET active 
phase, remote handling and tritium requirements (and was 
not intended to be). Negotiations with the USDoE have been 
initiated concerning continuation of the Pellet Agreement 
and a decision by the USDoE is expected soon. It is envis-
aged that the US would provide a similar pellet launcher to 
the existing one for the Divertor and Active Phase of JET. 
However, it would be slightly upgraded with regard to the 
length of pellet sequences. Meanwhile, in a joint effort JET 
and ORNL have technically defined this device, undertaken 
a conceptual design phase and concluded this by reviewing 
tritium and remote handling compatibility. 
For a more central deposition of clean fuel by pellet 
injection - the only known method which is not accompa-
nied by a simultaneous delivery of excessive power, pellet 
velocities higher than that presently available ( 1.5 kms') are 
necessary to reach higher temperatures in the plasma. For 
this, and particularly important for the assessment of pellet 
fuelling potential forareactor, reliable scaling of penetration 
depth with speed and experimental evidence on the behav-
iour of plasma following pellet injection is urgently required. 
As a first step towards an Advanced High-Velocity Multi-
pellet Launcher, JET is preparing respective experiments by 
employing a 6 mm single-shot, two-stage gun prototype 
launcher of its own development with a pellet velocity of ~4 
kms"' . 
The development work, forming the basis for the design 
of the prototype, had started in 1985 and culminated in 1989/ 
90 in the demonstration of 4 kms ' deuterium pellets being 
successfully formed, accelerated, separated from their 
supporting sabots and reproducibly delivered to a target in a 
teststand. (Sabots are plastic cartridges to support the pellet 
at velocities exceeding about 3 kms'' because of erosion 
effects increasing with pellet speed). These trials were 
carried out with an experimental two-stage gun developed 
by JET, delivering the driver gas heated by adiabatic com-
pression to increase its sound velocity, and an experimental 
cryostat as the pellet formation and loading unit, developed 
jointly with CEN Grenoble under an Article 14 Contract 
with CEA. 
Such an experimental set-up is not suitable for implemen-
tation on the JET device, for reasons of remote control and 
maintenance requirements. Therefore, JET has carried out, 
in parallel, a two-stage gun and cryostat design fulfilling 
these needs, as well as adesign forthe necessary modifications 
to the existing Torus Hall pellet injector, where the prototype 
launcher will be installed alongside the ORNL Launcher. To 
make operation of the high-speed prototype launcher worth-
while (in view of the valuable experimental time on the JET 
device), it must be available for a session, with 10 successive 
JET pulses with an interval between pulses of about 20 
minutes. This latter period is sufficiently long to re-initialise 
and re-arm a two-stage gun, but too short to permit thermal 
cycling at near liquid helium (LHe) temperatures. There-
fore, provisions must be made to form pellets prior to a 
session and store them, accordingly; also it must be noted 
that the prototype launcher will not be manually accessible 
for typically a week at a time. 
The development and design of the prototype launcher 
and the method and installation measures to implement it on 
the PIB interface have been described previously [2,3]. In 
the run-up to the 1990 JET experimental campaign, the 
prototype two-stage gun - a 3 m long pumptube with 60 mm 
ID with a ~1 kg titanium piston delivering the driver gas 
through a nozzle into a 6 mm ID barrel - was assembled and 
brought through its qualification tests (up to 5000 bar peak 
pressure) in the teststand. Modifications to the injectors - the 
main items being the strong support steelwork for the two-
stage guns and the controls and specific pellet diagnostics -
were nearly completed. However, the complexity of the 
cryostat, led to large delays in manufacture as well as in 
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Fif;.13 Schematics of Prototype Laimclicr cryostat 
assembly and commissioning. As a consequence, the Pro­
totype Launcher was not brought into operation during 
1990. 
A schematic of the essential parts of the cryostat is shown 
in exploded view in Fig. 13. A chain with holders (see detail 
in Fig. 13(a)) of disposable bushings, which are pre­loaded 
with sabot, bursting disc (to define the precise starting 
position of the pellet regarding the pressure wave), and 
deuterium pellet can be indexed to locate the bushings 
successively into the breech position for firing. The breech 
is pneumatically closed shortly before the shot (see details in 
Fig. 13(b)) ­ with the upstream barrel being the movable part 
­ and operation has shown that the breech tightness is 
sufficient. During the breech closure, the bushing is de­
tached in the downstream direction from its groove ­ spring 
loaded ball fixture ­ and it snaps positively back into the safe 
position when pushed back by the return spring while the 
breech is being opened. The chain is enclosed in and guided 
by a chainbox (kept slightly above the condensation tem­
perature of deuterium), which in tum is enclosed in thermal 
radiation shielding and guard vacuum vessel. From the 
magazine, which holds up to 100 bushings pre­loaded with 
sabot and bursting disc, warm bushings can be loaded one by 
one at the loading position into the bushing holders within 
the cold chainbox. Thereafter, the deuterium pellet forma­
tion by cryo­condensation can take place in parallel at each 
of the ten cold stations; each of these feature an anvil, the 
coldest part, against which the bushing is pressed by the 
pusher rod, the tip of which is slightly higher in temperature 
than the anvil and through the interior of which the deute­
rium gas is pre­cooled and guided to the bushing cylindrical 
volume in front of the sabot (see Fig. 10(a)). A rod co­axial 
with the pusher rod can be used to compact the cryo­
condensate. The pellets can be stored after formation for 
long times by lowering the temperature of the chainbox. 
At present, the complete first prototype launcher is as­
sembled in the teststand. Its two­stage gun is commissioned 
and sabot­only­shots have been fired in LHe cold conditions 
of the cryostat, proving that the the interface conditions 
regarding hot high­pressure gas versus high vacuum at the 
breech are met and that the in­flight separation of the sabot 
from the pellet trajectory is sufficient. The ice formation and 
storage commissioning is still continuing, although the basic 
LHe flow adjustments for the various temperature levels 
have been carried out. The deuterium pellet formation 
process is still being fine­tuned, but it is expected that the 
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launcher will be ready for operation in 1991. Provisions have 
been made that, once the gun is fully commissioned, its 
transfer to the Torus Hall and its re­commissioning on the 
machine can be accomplished within about 1 week. A 
second Prototype Launcher has been manufactured and is 
ready for assembly. The remaining site preparations have 
now been completed. Still under assembly are the modifica­
tions to the periscope to view the pellet plume in the plasma 
from a lower vertical port. These include enabling the 
periscope to home in on particular parts of the plume, 
magnifying it to the extent that the shielding cloud (~1 cm 
diam) can be spatially resolved, and freezing pictures of 
successive plume onto a single frame of a CCD camera by 
a pulsed image intensifier. 
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Power Supplies and 
Magnet Systems 
Introduction 
The JET electromagnetic system is made up of the toroidal 
and poloidal coils with their mechanical structure, the pur­
pose of which is to establish, maintain and control the 
tokamak magnetic configuration (Fig. 14). It includes the 
toroidal coils, the poloidal coil Ρ1, acting as primary winding 
of the tokamak transformer and the coils P2, P3 and P4. to 
control plasma radial position, vertical position and shape. 
To perform these functions, the coils must be energised by 
suitable DC power supplies, whose voltages and currents 
are controlled in real­time by the plasma position and current 
control system (PPCC). Additional DC power supplies 
IRON 
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JG91.54/7 
Fig. 14 Cross section of JET showing toroidal und poloidal 
coils; 
energize the neutral beam (NB) and radio frequency (RF) 
heating systems. 
The total installed DC power required by JET is well in 
excess of 1500MVA with a delivered power peak above 
1000MW and an energy content per pulse up to 10.000MJ. 
More than half of the power and of the energy is taken 
directly from the National Grid at 400kV and the rest is 
provided by two vertical shaft flywheel generators. Conse­
quently, a major feature of the JET power supply scheme is 
the 400kV­33kV distribution system. Auxiliary power is 
supplied by the 20MVA. 1 lkV/3.3kV/415V distribution 
system. 
The development programme to bring JET, first to its full 
design performance and subsequently well above, including 
new magnetic configurations, calls for continuous modifi­
cation and upgrading of the electromagnetic system, of the 
plasma control and of the additional heating power supplies. 
The main objectives of 1990 were to bring forward the 
development underway in the tokamak and additional heat­
ing power supplies including the distribution system and to 
come to a full commitment in design and construction of the 
major components of the multi­coil divertor for the New 
Phase of JET, (i.e. the four poloidal coils and the associated 
power supplies), including extensive analytical and compu­
ter studies to confirm the feasibility and the stability of the 
required divertor configurations. 
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In addition, major repair and replacement work was 
undertaken on the faulty toroidal field Coil No.3.1, (Octant 
No.3, coil 1), discovered during the 1989 JET operation 
campaign. 
Electromagnetic System 
The electromagnetic system comprises the toroidal and 
poloidal coils with their associated mechanical structure, 
and the power supply to energise the coils. 
The Magnet System 
The magnetic system remained unchanged in its functions in 
1990. However a major intervention on the machine was 
necessary to replace a faulty TF coil. 
(¡) Toroidal Coils 
Changing TF Coil3.1: A faulty TF coil was discovered in 
Octant No.3 during 1989 and at the end of 1989 the octant 
was removed from the machine and transferred to the 
Assembly Hall. The faulty coil was changed during January 
1990. The operations for changing a coil had been defined 
previously but, as the interior of the vacuum vessel was now 
contaminated with beryllium, special precautions had to be 
taken to keep the vessel sealed and at the same time allow 
work to proceed inside the vessel. In February, the rebuilt 
octant was transferred to the Torus Hall and re-assembled 
into the machine. Again, this operation was similar to the 
original assembly with extra precautions to avoid beryllium 
contamination. Following octant replacement, it was possi-
ble to lower the upper poloidal coils (P3 and P4) and raise the 
lower poloidal coils to their normal positions and reassem-
ble the rest of the machine. 
Diagnosis of the Faulty Coils: With faulty coil in the 
machine, it was only possible to make measurements at the 
coil terminals and inspect parts of it externally using an 
endoscope. When the coil was removed from the machine, 
a series of tests were made todeterminethecau.se of the fault. 
a) Non-destructive test and inspections 
Before further damaging the coil, as much information as 
possible was obtained as follows: 
• When the coil was removed from the mechanical 
structure, water was found to be leaking from a crack 
in the coil ground insulation. The crack was at the end 
of a tapered copper section, which was part of a special 
pancake inter-connection plate. The tapered section 
was desianed to relieve shear stresses but had caused 
a stress concentration at its (rather sharp) termination; 
• Vacuum leak tests were made on each of the coil 
cooling circuits, which showed that the leak was in one 
turn near to the electrical and water connections of the 
coil; 
• AC (50Hz) currents were passed through the coil and 
magnetic field measurements made using a simple 
coil and voltmeter, which enabled the faults to be 
located accurately. These measurements confirmed 
the location of the four interturn faults already shown 
by resistive measurements with the coil in the ma-
chine. The faults were all located at an opposite point 
on the coil circumference to the water leak (at the 
bottom of the straight nose in the collar tooth region), 
as shown in Fig. 15. 
Cross section through water 
termination block showing 
position of leak in pipe 
Fig.15 Location of water leak and inter-turn electrical faults in 
TF Coil No.3.1; 
b) Destructive tests 
Having confirmed the existence and location of the faulty 
regions, the coil was then partially dismantled, as follows: 
• The epoxy glass ground insulation was removed first 
in the regions of the electrical faults and water leak, 
and later, over wider areas. Oxidation of the copper 
surface showed that water had penetrated between the 
coil conductors and ground insulation over practically 
the whole periphery of the coil. At the fault locations, 
the interturn insulation was carbonised. The source of 
the water leak was not found at this stace: 
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• The coolint; water is fed into the coil via a system of 
copper pipes embedded in a matrix of polyurethane. 
The polyurethane was removed by burning in local-
ised regions to reveal the water pipes. A repeat of the 
vacuum test then showed the leak was at a brazed joint 
in one of the pipes (Fig. 15). The brazed joints were 
examined and found to be badly made. However, the 
leak appeared to be due to mechanical damage, which 
had caused a hole in the copper at the joint. 
c) Cause of faults 
The sequence of events leading to the electrical faults is 
believed to be, as follows: 
• Water leaked from the pipe taking water to the coil 
pancakes. After the pipes were surrounded by poly-
urethane, the polyurethane would have retained water 
temporarily. If the leak developed after manufacture, 
then corrosion or erosion must be suspected, but visual 
inspection showed no evidence of this. The only 
evidence for corrosion was the location of the leak at 
the edge of a brazed joint; 
• Water followed the path of the pipe through the 
polyurethane into the body of the coil. The pressure of 
water under the ground insulation caused progressive 
delamination until water had penetrated around most 
of the coil periphery; 
• Fault currents flowed in the water between turns and 
eventually caused carbonisation of the epoxy glass 
insulation. The faults occurred at a particular location 
as the insulation was in some way inferior in this 
region. This inferior insulation could have been due to 
poor impregnation of the epoxy resin into the glass 
(this region on the coil was the most difficult to 
impregnate properly) or mechanical damage to the 
insulation during operation (this region is the most 
highly stressed part of the coil). 
Change of Coolant: The coil fault was found to be due 
initially to a water leak at a pipe joint, which lead to electrical 
insulation failure in another part of the coil. To avoid future 
problems due to water leaks, it was decided to change from 
water to an insulating coolant. 
As reported in the 1989 Progress Report, a fault was 
observed in Coil No.3.1 of the toroidal field coil at Octant 
No.3. The cause of the failure of the toroidal field coil was 
fully understood by the end of 1989 when the coil was 
removed from the octant. There was a leak at a brazed joint 
on one of the copper pipes between the external water 
connector piece and the main body of the coil. Since these 
pipes are enclosed in a rubber block, the water could not leak 
out. Instead the water found a path inside the coil outer 
insulation and travelled several metres along the coil cir-
cumference until it found a spot where the intertuin insula-
tion was not fully impregnated with epoxy resin. The 
interturn electrical faults were due to the relatively low 
electrical resistivity of the stagnant water. 
It was realised that such a fault could occur in other coils 
if similar conditions existed. (Subsequently, a further fault 
was found in acoil at Octant No.4). By the end of 1989, (that 
is well before the discovery of the second coil fault), a 
decision was taken to replace water as a coolant with an 
organic dielectric fluid. The use of a fluid with intrinsically 
high dielectric properties would prevent the reoccurrence of 
this type of fault. 
A survey of industrially available fluids was carried out. 
Table III 
Fluids for coil cooling 
Fluid 
perchloro-ethylene 
trichloro-trifluoroethane 
(Freon) 
fluorinated 
hydrocarbon 
Compatibility with 
Coil and Cooling 
Components 
effect on epoxy glass, 
damage to normal 
rubbers 
damage to normal 
rubbers 
no problems according 
to information 
Radiation 
Resistance 
not tested, chlorine 
products on break 
down 
no effect at 25krad, 
chlorine products on 
breakdown 
no effect at 25krad, 
fiorine products on 
breakdown 
Cost 
0.3 
1.0 
20.0 
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The main criteria for selection were non-flammability. 
compatibility with the epoxy used for the coil insulation and 
low toxicity (seeTable III). On non-flammability, most 
organic fluids would not be suitable, as these could easily 
ignite at a temperature lower than the vacuum vessel baking 
temperature. Fluid leaking at the top of the machine would 
reach the vessel, soak the vessel thermal insulation material 
and could leak to a potentially disastrous fire. Only chlorinated 
and fluorinated products were found to satisfy the criterion 
of non-flammability. Three products were pre-selected: 
Perchloroethylene,Trichlorotrifluoroethane and fluorinated 
fluids such as .those used for the cooling supercomputers. 
The first option was incompatible with epoxy resin, and the 
third option was eliminated on financial grounds. 
Chlorofluorocarbons are used for a wide range of 
industrial processes. They are non-toxic, but nevertheless, 
represent a potentialy safety ha/.ard since the permissible 
concentration in air is typically 1000-2000 ppm. 
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are reported to be harmful to 
the earth's ozone layer when released to the atmosphere. For 
this reason, massive industrial use of CFCs is being pro-
gressively phased out. There is a wide range of CFCs, but 
the one selected for the cooling of the toroidal field coil, 
CFC-113, is a fluid with low viscosity which gives fairly 
good heat transfer properties. Organic fluids cannot match 
the heat transfer properties of water, but CFC-113 proved to 
be adequate for the purpose. Computer simulations of the 
complete cooling loop, including the coils and the heat 
exchangers, indicated that the cool-down time between full 
energy pulses would be in the range 25-35 minutes. 
The use of Trichlorotrifluoroethane implied considerable 
modification of the cooling loop. The loop capacity was 
reduced to cutdown on the total volume and cost of the fluid. 
The large lOrn' mixing tank became a storage tank and 
basement pipework was simplified and shortened. Absolute 
leak tightness is essential when CFC is used. All non-
essential flanged connections, valves and instrument flanges 
were systematically eliminated and welded connections 
were implemented wherever possible. Remaining flanges 
were tightly sealed by a special liquid- rubber compound. 
Pump seals were replaced with CFC compatible bellow 
seals. In the Torus Hall, all flexible rubber hoses (1536 in 
total) were replaced with new CFC compatible hoses and all 
hose connectors (remote handling Raffix connectors) were 
fitted with locking devices to ensure that these would not 
become loose. In view of the much higher density of CFC 
compared with water, stress analysis of pipework was 
carried out and additional supports installed, where re-
quired. Ne w storage tanks were procured and new pipework 
for CFC-113 drainage and recovery of freon vapour were 
installed. Safety aspects were also most important and fixed 
CFC-113 detectors were fitted at various locations in the 
Torus Hall, access cell, basement and ventilation ducts. 
In spite of the very short time available to carry out these 
major modifications, the new cooling system was ready by 
the end of March 1990 and tilled with 65m' (100 tonnes) of 
Trichlorotrifluoroethane. The system has operated fully 
satisfactorily throughout the 1990 experimental campaign. 
During commissioning, a small quantity (less than lm') 
of CFC-113 was released due to a hose connector which 
became loose inspite of the special locking device. The 
event was nevera safety hazard nor was it an environmental 
hazard in view of the small quantity of CFC-113 which was 
lost. However, there were inaccurate local press reports and 
the event was later reported in the national UK press, TV and 
some continental European newspapers. Even though re-
ports were often grossly inaccurate, they emphasised the 
extreme sensitivity of the media and the public on envi-
ronmental issues in relation to CFCs. 
Following this event, a JET internal safety and engineer-
ing review was convened. It concluded that to guarantee that 
such an event would not recur could only be given, if the hose 
connectors were replaced with a more reliable type. By the 
end of 1990, a new hose connector had been selected and 
installation started during the 1990/91 shutdown. 
Protection: The original coil protection system com-
pared voltages between coils and worked satisfactorily. It 
was decided to fit extra instrumentation and protection so 
that any future faults could be monitored more closely. The 
voltage measurement system was therefore extended to all 
coils (the protection system already operates on all coils) and 
a new system for monitoring ampere-turns was installed. 
A Rogowski coil was fitted to each toroidal coil. These 
of consisted of double layer helically wound cable, wrapped 
around the TFcoil. These helical windings are connected to 
an integrator and should integrate the magnetic field around 
the coil, thus giving a measure of the enclosed current. The 
Rogowski coils give a satisfactory measure of ampere-turns 
and thus enable fault currents to be measured. Unfortunately, 
due to geometric imperfections, these also pick up other 
magnetic fields (due to poloidal currents, for example), 
which have to be removed, when post-processing the sig-
nals. 
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A Further Faulty Coil: When the machine was reas­
sembled with the new coil Octant No.3, impedance meas­
urements were made for all 32 coils. This showed a fault in 
another coil (Coil No.4.2, ie Octant No.4, coil No.2). This 
fault had not been noticed in previous measurements be­
cause it was masked by the much larger fault in the adjacent 
coil. 
a) Inspection of Coil No.4.2. 
Inspection of Coil No.4.2. with an endoscope and acoustic 
tests showed small cracks and evidence of delamination of 
the ground insulation near the coil connection region. To 
check whether the delamination was caused by a water leak 
and to prevent internal pressurisation by the leak, small holes 
were cut in the ground insulation of the coil. When the coil 
was filled with Freon, the existence of a leak, too small to be 
detected by vacuum tests was confirmed. 
b) Development of fault in TF Coil No.4.2 
The Rogowski coils installed on all TF coils were used to 
monitor fault ampere­turns in Coil No.4.2. A standardised 
TF coil pulse was needed and the daily power system test 
pulse (called a dry­run) was used. Fig. 16 shows the peak 
fault current in dry runs, with fault current typically 3kA­
turns. This compares with 30kA­turns for the fault in Coil 
No.3.1. and shows that the fault is less severe. During 1990, 
the TF current was reversed several times and the fault 
current increased after each polarity reversal but then settled 
down (Fig. 16). Generally, the trend over the year has been 
for Coil No.4.2. to improve slightly. 
c) Tests on other coils 
Since the development of the second TF coil fault, the other 
TF coils have been examined carefully by on­line measure ­
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ments during pulsing of out­of­balance ampere­turns and 
measurements during shutdowns at the coil electrical and 
water terminals. No evidence of other faults has been found. 
However, detection is difficult because: 
• small differences in high field levels during pulsing 
have to be detected; 
• damage to the coils by testing (eg at high voltage) must 
be avoided; 
• the vacuum vessel, which is a single low resistance 
turn, couples inductively with the TF coils. 
The most serious limitation of the coil testing methods 
used so far is that a loss of interturn insulation can only be 
detected when the insulation level has degraded by a factor 
of 104 or more: i.e. only interturn insulation less than 
lOOmW can be detected. This is due to the very low copper 
turn resistance (~80μΩ). Better testing methods are being 
sought, aiming at detecting interturn insulation degradation 
at 1Ω and possibly at 10Ω level. 
It should be noted that, an interturn insulation level of 0.1 ­
1Ω may be more than adequate, since, due to the low copper 
turn resistance, the power dissipation in the fault is very 
limited (about lkW) and does not cause further insulation 
deterioration (helped by the Freon coolant). This level of 
fault would have a negligible effect on the uniformity of the 
toroidal field. However, while the above consideration have 
allowed full performance operation during 1989, it is still 
planned to replace TF Coil No.4.2. during the 1991­92 
shutdown. 
(¡i) Poloidal Coils 
PI Spare Coils: A set of six spare inner poloidal (P1 ) coils 
has been made and delivered to JET, with a similar specifi­
cation as the original coils. The set have been machined 
together on their outer diameter so that they are ready to be 
assembled into the machine, in the event of failure of the 
central PI coils. 
The Magnet Power Supplies 
The magnet power supplies are divided into two systems; the 
toroidal field power supplies for the establishment of the 
toroidal field confining the plasma column, and the poloidal 
field power supplies for the establishment and sustainment 
of plasma current iand for the control of the plasma column 
position. 
The toroidal field power supplies consists of a fly wheel­
generator­diode rectifier, rated 67kA DC, 9.0kV no­load 
voltage, 2600MJ energy and two transformer­thyristor rec­
tifiers supplied from the 33kV distribution. 
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The poloidal field power supplies consist of a flywheel­
generator­diode rectifier, similar to toroidal field power 
suppl ies, a DC switching network and a transformer­thyristor 
rectifier PVFA 5­6, rated 2.8kV DC no­load voltage, 35kA 
DC, for the establishment of plasma currents, up to 7M A. In 
addition, the poloidal field power supplies includes ampli­
fiers for the control of the plasma position: PRFA 1 ­2 + 
PRFA 3­4, rated + 5.2kV DC (no­load), +3kA DC, for the 
control of the vertical position; PVFA 3­4 + PVFB, rated 
12kV at 1 kA, 4.7kV at 6kA, 2.3kV at 25kA, for the control 
of radial position; and PVFA 1, rated 1.4kV DC (no­load), 
40k A DC, for the control of plasma shape. 
AC Plug Braking for the Flywheel Generators 
The contract for the supply of two motor operated change­
over/isolators, ( 11 kV, 1250A), was placed in February 
1990. The isolators consist of a six pole change­over, 
operated from a single motor drive, and provides the two 
required functions, i.e. to change­over the motor supply 
from llkV (direct) for motoring to 5.5kV (reverse) for 
braking, and to isolate the 11/5.5kV step­down transformer 
when the braking mode is not used. 
A prototype was built and subjected, to an extended 
mechanical endurance tests, and to necessary safety tests. 
The two isolators, isolator cubicles and control cabinets, 
where delivered in December 1990. Both have been in­
stalled and commissioning will start in early January 1991. 
PVFA Conversion Four Quadrant Operation 
This activity has been undertaken to conduct semi­continu­
ous operation, in which the plasma current will be reversed 
during a JET pulse. This requires a four quadrant power 
supply for plasma radial position stabilisation. Each unit, 
PVFA 1 and PVFA 2, consists of two sub­units, (rated 1.4k V 
DC no­load voltage, 20kA DC load current), which can be 
configured in parallel (reference configuration) or in series. 
PVFA 1 normally supplies current to the shaping field 
circuit (single unit operation of PVFA 1­2 system). 
A study of the modification of the control and protection 
system as well as the DC busbars was made toconvert PVFA 
1­2 into four quadrant operation (with current capability 
± 19k A and a no­load voltage ±2.4kV DC, with the sub­units 
series configured). The study of the control and protection 
systems were undertaken by the manufacturer, while the 
study and implementation of the DC busbar modifications, 
were undertaken by JET. Testing of the system on dummy 
load will be performed in January 1991. 
Upgrading of the Radial Field Amplifier 
During the 1989­1990 shutdown, the control loop of the 
radial field amplifiers was modified to improve the small 
signal frequency bandwidth (voltage loop) and to reduce the 
amplitude of the peak circulating current (current loop) 
during rapid voltage variations. The two amplifiers PRFA 
1­2 and PRFA 3­4, in series, were tested on an inductive 
dummy load. 
The tests showed: 
• an improvement of the small signal 3dB frequency 
bandwidth from 90Hz to 300Hz (see Fig. 17); 
• increase of maximum voltage derivative from 1.1­
1.8kV/ms. 
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Plasma Control 
Automatic Control of the ICRF Coupling Resistance 
The plasma position and current control system (PPCC) has 
been enhanced by the inclusion of a feedback control of the 
ICRF coupling resistance. The coupling resistance devia­
tion from the desired reference value is evaluated within the 
ICRF system and transmitted to the PPCC. The feedback 
control of the radial plasma position includes a contribution 
by a proportional/integral controller for the coupling re­
sistance error. This contribution overrules the original pre­
programmed position within a selectable window. This 
system has been working satisfactorily for coupling 
resistances up to about 5W and permitted an effective and 
almost constant coupling of RF power. 
Vertical Instabilitíes 
The range of plasma configurations which can be stabilised 
is limited by the response time of the poloidal radial field 
amplifier (PRFA). For example, plasmas with double­null 
configuration become vertically unstable, if the distance of 
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during previous operation with carbon tiles as the plasma 
current quench was often delayed so that the vertical plasma 
displacement reached large amplitudes, while the current 
was still large. Fig. 18 shows the disruption of a double­null 
3MA plasma. The stabilisation system is saturated shortly 
after the onset of the disruption, as seen from the amplifier 
input voltage VR¡n; thereafter, the plasma displacement Ζ 
increases up to ~lm before the current quench. For these 
reasons, a new fast radial field amplifier (FRFA) has been 
specified which has an increased power ( 12 to 25MVA) and 
a reduced response time (2 to 0.3ms). This enhancement is 
also essential for future operation with a pumped divertor. 
Further investigations have been carried out on the so­
called halo currents, which play an important role during the 
later phase of a vertical instability. These currents flow 
outside the confined plasma and they are forced into the 
vessel wall at the location of intersection with the helical 
the X­points from the wall is too large, typically > 0.1 m. 
This represents an undesirable restriction on operation. 
Another shortcoming of the present stabilisation system 
is apparent from the behaviour during disruptions. The 
system was often saturated shortly after the energy quench 
and the plasma then became vertically unstable. The result­
ing vertical forces and displacements at the vessel produced 
vacuum leaks at external vacuum pipes and damage to 
protection tiles. The forces were on average larger than 
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lines of force. The observed damage of tiles and tile supports 
is to a large extent caused by these currents as they pass 
through these elements. An indication of the magnitude of 
the halo current is obtained from the toroidal field difference 
at the top and bottom inside the vessel, and also the differ­
ence of the poloidal voltage drop along the vessel at top and 
bottom. The total poloidal component of the halo current 
can reach about 20% of the instantaneous plasma current. 
However, the distribution of these currents has not been 
measured and requires further exploration. 
During the 1990­91 shutdown, resistive shunts will be 
installed at selected vacuum vessel tile supports to measure 
halo currents in the vicinity of the upper and lower X­point 
dump plates, where some damage of tiles was seen. These 
measurements will be performed at two different toroidal 
locations to check whether the halo currents are non­uni­
form. This question is important because a local current 
concentration can produce particularly large magnetic forces 
at in­vessel elements. 
The beneficial effects of the improved small signal 
bandwidth and of the increased maximum voltage deriva­
tive of the present poloidal radial field amplifier have not yet 
been fully assessed. This will be a goal of 1991 plasma 
commissioning programme. From experiments performed 
after the amplifier modification, the stabilisation range for 
elongated plasmas was improved, but there was no apparent 
effect on the frequency and the severity of vertical instabili­
ties observed during disruptions. 
Additional Heating Power Supplies 
Radio Frequency Power Supplies for ICRF 
This system is fully operational at its maximum design 
performance and no major problems were encountered with 
the supplies. Only routine maintenance was performed 
during the year. One of the design features of the power 
supply was that in case of arcing in the RF transmission line/ 
antenna system, the high frequency power would be inter­
rupted for not more than 5ms. On the power supply, this 
would reflect in the output current being interrupted for a 
maximum of 5ms. During the latter part of the operating 
period, it became apparent that these 5ms were not long 
enough to extinguish the arc and, in addition, it was better to 
reapply the power not as a step but as a ramp. Design 
changes to the power supplies are being undertaken to 
accommodate these changes. These will be tested during the 
present shutdown and if successful, the power supplies will 
be modified accordingly. In addition, a flexible pulse/pause 
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timing circuit is being tested. This will allow the pause time 
to be dependent only on the energy taken during the pulse. 
If the test is successful, this feature will also be implemented 
in the power supplies. 
Lower Hybrid Power Supplies and Protections 
During the year the installation of all the power supplies and 
the protective crowbars was completed. A schematic of the 
power supply is shown in Fig. 19. The power supply is fed 
from the 33k V through one stepdown transformer with two 
secondaries to approximately lkV. At this voltage level, 
off­load isolators are installed in order to be able to isolate 
one power supply/protective crowbar/klystron unit for 
maintenance and repair. The power supply itself is based on 
the star­point controller for regulation. At the output of the 
power supply the protective crowbar is connected, close to 
the klystrons. Each power supply/protective crowbar unit 
supplies four klystrons. 
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Fifi.19 Schematic of the LHCD power supply. 
One of the main design features of the overall system was 
to avoid any steps in power supply current. At the beginning 
of the pulse, the klystron works as a diode and the current is 
ramped up from /.ero to its required level during 100ms. If 
arcing occurs in the circuit downstream of the klystron, the 
high frequency power is interrupted. However, the klystron 
continues to draw the same current from the power supply 
and it operates again as a diode. In this way the design of the 
Power supply was much simpler and the output voltage 
could be kept within the required limits without a large filter 
or other additional requirements. One added advantage is 
that this design also avoids steps in active power on the 33k V 
network. The price to pay was an increase in heat loading on 
the collector of the klystron which required a larger cooling 
unit than normal. Commissioning of all the power supplies 
was carried out on dummy load as part of the contract. All 
the protective crowbars were functionally tested. 
As the klystrons are connected to the power supplies, 
optimization of the feedback loop in the power supply is 
performed, as well as the final voltage test to the protecting 
crowbars. Part of these tests consist of connecting a wire in 
series with a sparkgap to the output of the crowbar instead of 
the klystron. By reducing the gap of the sparkgap, an arc is 
established; the crowbar must intervene before the wire 
melts. 
Two power supplies have been operated with the eight 
klystrons as load on the machine. As a result of this early 
operation, several minor changes have been made to further 
improve the performance. During 1991, the remaining 
power supplies and the protecting crowbars will be tested 
with the klystrons. 
Neutral Beam (NB) Power Supplies 
During the year the remaining Octant No.4 power supply 
was converted for 160kV operation. The completed system 
was used for injection at 140kV during the 1990 operating 
campaign. On Octant No.8 power supplies, the maximum 
voltage was increased to 85kV in deuterium compared with 
the design value of 60A. Further changes were made both 
to the 140kV and the 85kV power supplies, to improve the 
reliability of the supply. 
Neutral Beam (NB) Test Bed Power Supplies 
During the year the Neutral Beam Test­bed was extensively 
used for testing components for the divertor coil. A new 
system beam modulation was added to the supplies to 
simulate the sweeping of the plasma over the divertor. This 
system was designed and manufactured in­house, and has 
been used extensively during testing. 
During 1991, the Test­bed might be required to operate in 
continuous mode at reduced power instead of the present 
pulsed operation. A comprehensive study was undertaken 
to investigate what changes would be required to the sup­
plies. Several components would have to be changed, some 
requiring more design work. 
Design of the New Grid 2 Resistor 
A new Grid 2 resistor has been designed. This new design 
uses forced air cooling instead of oil cooling. A prototype 
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was constructed and tested for a dielectric stand-oft'voltage 
of 26()kV. cooling and operation. The first resistors were 
installed on module No.6 during August. After 2 weeks 
operation, the resistors were measured again, and several 
had changed value outside specifications. A few had increased 
their value substantially. An extensive program of testing is 
underway to find the cause of this problem. 
The JET Power Distribution System 
The 33kV Distribution System 
A further extension of the 33k V switchgear compound has 
been implemented to provide for the three 33k V feeders on 
busbars 1, 2 and 3 for the three 50 M VAR Reactive Power 
Compensation System (RPCS) Units. In addition, the pro-
curement of the 33kV/l lkV feeder for the 30MVA bi-
directional transformer is in progress. When operational this 
transformer will supply 33k V power to the RF and NB test-
beds when the 400kV/33kV substation will be under 
maintenance orto supply 1 lkVtothe 1 lkV/415V auxiliary 
system, when the 132kV/l lkV substation is under mainte-
nance. 
Service, Construction and Installation Work 
These activities comprise a variety of miscellaneous but 
important items, such as the completion of all building and 
experimental power supply distribution necessary for the 
Active Gas Handling System Building (at 415V), the in-
stallation of cable routing for the Disruption Feedback 
Amplifier System (DFAS), the auxiliary electrical supplies 
for the DFAS, LHCD, RPCS and for the extension of the Site 
Cryogenic system. Finally, the 415V Distribution System 
has required revision and extensions to suit the constantly 
expanding needs of the Experimental Divisions. The work 
has required considerable electromechanical design and the 
production of manufacturing drawings for the layout of the 
DAFS, the 30MVA bi-directional transformer, the Divertor 
Coil Power Supplier, the new arrangement for the power 
supplies of the KE4 Gyrotron Diagnostics. 
Reactive Power Compensation System 
The Contract for the Reactive Power Compensation was 
placed in May 1989; the design and the procurement of three 
identical 50 M VAR Units plus three Snubber Circuits were 
included in Stage 1 ; Stage 2 (two 50 M VAR Units) and Stage 
3 (one 50 M VAR Unit), were to be placed at a later time. The 
design review meeting took place in December 1989: and 
the CODAS interface Specification was agreed both with 
the Manufacturer and with CODAS in January 1990. 
All factory tests, on individual components, were com-
pleted successfully and installation started in June 1990. 
Before the end of 1990, the installation was completed, 
including personnel safety enclosures and fencing out earth-
ing system. Due to the rearrangement of the experimental 
plans and of the 1990-91 shutdown activities, no specific 
commissioning time with JET operational pulses was allo-
cated. It was therefore necessary to use the time allocated for 
maintenance and machine commissioning to test this new 
system. 
The completion tests for Stage 1 (three 50 M VAR Units) 
were concluded successfully in November 1990, with the 
energisation of the third Unit connected to busbar 3. All 
identified minor problems have been listed and discussed 
with the manufacturers. Acceptance tests, with a standard 
JET pulse, will be performed during the commissioning 
period, at the end of the present Shutdown. The main 
purpose of these tests is to measure the harmonics produced 
by the standard JET Pulse and to compare with theory, with 
the Reactive Power Compensation System both connected 
and disconnected. 
Supply of Electricity 
The privatisation of Electricity Supply Industry in the UK, 
has caused a major disruption of the ten-year old Contracts 
for the supply of electricity to JET, and the situation would 
have been extremely difficult were it not for the excellent 
relationships developed over the years between JET and the 
CEGB (Central Electricity Generating Board) and the SEB 
(Southern Electricity Board). 
The status of the renegotiated Contracts is, as follows: 
a) TheContractwithSEBforthesupplyof 1 lkV electricity 
to JET has been replaced by a new Contract placed with 
the privately owned Southern Electric Company. An 
annual saving of 15% - 20% has been achieved as a result 
of this new Contract; 
b) CEGB has been split into two privately owned generat-
ing companies (National Power and Powergen), one 
state-owned nuclear power company (Nuclear Electric), 
and one grid company (National Grid). As a result, the 
former Contract with CEGB for supply of electricity at 
400k V to JET on pulsed loads has been replaced by three 
new Contracts - one with National Power and two with 
National Grid. 
National Power which owns all of the large non-nuclear 
power stations in England and Wales has made an attractive 
offer to JET and has accepted all pulse parameters previously 
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negotiated with CEGB. The relative lack of restrictions 
imposed on JET operation comes as a result of experience 
gained by JET and CEGB. The Contract is ready for 
signature pending clarification of some points of detail. 
The consultancy contract with National Grid relating to 
system studies associated with aspects of JET operation in 
the future has now been signed, and the amount payable in 
any one year is limited to the cost of the studies requested by 
JET. 
Of the above Contracts, the Agreement for connection to 
the 4(X)k V transmission system is by far the most difficult as 
- in accordancewith the Standard Site Conditions in the Host 
Agreement - the UKAEA is also involved. A draft Contract 
including only JET and National Grid has been prepared, 
and the relevant aspects of the Host Agreement are the 
subject of separate negotiations with UKAEA. 
Neutral Beam Heating 
System 
Introduction 
The successful operation of both the Octant No.4 and Octant 
No.8 injection systems, achieved during 1989 experimental 
campaign, was maintained throughout 1990, with high 
levels of both reliability and availability. Prior to the start of 
the operations programme, the conversion of the Octant 
No.4 system to 140 kV was completed to give one injection 
system at 140 kV plus one at 80 kV. Although the change 
to 140 kV operation provided lower total power (7.8 MW 
compared with ~ 10.5 MW at 80 kV), this was offset by 
enhanced beam penetration and, hence, more efficient heat-
ing of the central plasma region. Furthermore, the voltage 
of the Octant No.8 system was progressively increased 
beyond its 80 kV design value to 85 kV, resulting in 
~ 11.5 MWwithoutdecrea.se in reliability. These modifica-
tions resulted in record values for the plasma parameters 
achieved with NB heating in 1989 being marginally in-
creased during the 1990 experimental campaign. The 
flexibility and usefulness of neutral injection in JET was 
further enhanced by the successful use of the Octant No.4 
system to inject beams of 4He and also of 'He (at 120kV) into 
the plasma during the final weeks of operation. 
The JET cryoplant has also maintained its high degree of 
availability and reliability throughout the year and work on 
upgrades necessary to supply future additional users of 
cryogens have been initiated. 
Neutral Beam Operations 
Performance of the Injectors in Deuterium 
Throughout 1990. the general availability and reliability of 
the two beamlines on JET remained at the high levels 
achieved in the 1989 campaign. The reliability defined as 
the ratio of the total energy delivered to the plasma to that 
requested for a given pulse improved slightly from an 
average value of 827c for 1989 to 84% for the 1990 data set. 
System availability was also maintained at 907c. the same 
level as the 1989 campaign. 
Both beamlines were upgraded in the 1990 period. The 
Octant No.4 system completed the commissioning of the 
final two PINIs of the 140 k V three-grid type. By the end of 
the campaign, all eight PINIs were operational at the full 
design voltage of 140 kV and a total power of 7.8 MW was 
delivered to the plasma with pulse lengths of up to two 
seconds. The Octant No.8 system remained in its original 
configuration throughout this period but the maximum 
operating voltage of the 80 kV four-grid PINIs was in-
creased from 80 to 85 kV and operation at 83-84 kV was 
achieved routinely without any significant degradation in 
reliability. As a result, Octant No.8 system provided 
—11.5 MW of neutrals to the plasma of duration up to 
three seconds. The pulse length was restricted only by 
power handling capabilities of the torus limiters and X-point 
tiles, and not by beamline considerations (the beamline 
components being capable of handling pulse lengths 
~ 10 seconds). The maximum power injected into JET was 
18.5-19.0 MW and more than 50 discharges were heated 
with NBI powers > 16 MW. 
Conversion of the Octant No.8 system from 80 kV to 
140 kV was started at the end of the 1990 operational period. 
This marked the end of the period during which this beamline 
was the only injector routinely capable of transmitting more 
than 10 MW to the plasma through a single injection port or 
drift duct. In addition, this beamline also transmitted the 
highest power densities through any drift duct with peak 
neutral power density > 200 MW m2. 
The performance of the JET beam duct [ 1 ], while exceed-
ing that of other systems in operation, is actually in excess of 
that required for a reactor in terms of transmitted power 
density and equivalent neutral current whilst simultaneously 
maintaining an acceptably low fraction of re-ionised power 
deposition in the duct. 
During the total period of operation of the Octant No.8 
80 kV beamline, from January 1986 to November 1990, a 
total of 2909 pulses were used to deli ver heating power to the 
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plasma. The injected power spectrum of these pulses is 
shown in Fig.20. The peak at 3 MW reflects the use of this 
beamline to provide diagnostic beams for charge­exchange 
recombination spectroscopy. In addition, 10,000 pulses 
were fired in Asynchronous mode (i.e. independent of JET 
operation) into the beamline calorimeter. The majority of 
these were related to system and power supply commis­
sioning. In the accumulated time of operation (> 105 seconds), 
no on­load failures of the water­cooled accelerator grids 
were encountered. The only failures during operation of 
other beamline components were of the original neutralisere 
which (as were the accelerator grids) fabricated using the 
electro­deposition of copper. No failures have been encoun­
tered since their replacement by a different design. In view 
of the high powers and complexity of these beamlines, this 
degree of reliability represents a remarkable achievement 
and can be used to provide statistical information on the 
reliability of beamline components and fabrication tech­
niques for future beamline designs. 
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Fit·.20: Power spectrum of all pulses from the Octant No.H 
injector into the plasma: 
Conversion of the Injectors to Helium Operation 
The injection of beams of energetic helium (as opposed to 
deuterium) offers the possibility of carrying out various 
interesting experiments on JET. in addition to avoiding the 
production of beam plasma neutrons which both complicate 
the measurement of the thermonuclear neutron production 
and result in activation of the vacuum vessel. Following the 
successful tests of 4He cryosorption pumping in the Neutral 
Beam Testbed (reported in the 1989 Progress Report, Vol 1, 
ρ 28), large scale pumping tests of helium cryosorption 
were performed on the Octant No.4 beamline using the total 
cryopumping capacity in an operational beamline. Meas­
urements were made of the pumping characteristics for 
helium gas of a layer of argon 'frost' on the liquid helium 
cooled cryopanels. The argon gas for this frost was intro­
duced via the gas neutralisere during the interpulse period 
between operation of the PINI gas introduction. The tests 
were successful and showed that adequate pumping speed 
was obtained by cryosorption for both helium isotopes in the 
full scale system. The apparent pumping speed was meas­
ured over a range of temperatures of the liquid helium 
cryopump panels and the results are shown in Fig.21. There 
is only a slight improvement in the pumping of 4He for 
operation at temperatures below 4.2 K, whereas the pumping 
for'He shows a sudden improvement when the temperature 
is reduced to 4 Κ but no strong variation thereafter [2]. 
The results for the large scale pumps do not form a simple 
extrapolation based on the pumping speed per unit area of 
the small Testbed pump. In general, the pumping speed per 
unit area appears to be lower for the large scale pumps (see 
Fig.21 ). This probably stems, not only from the difficulty in 
achieving a uniform coverage of argon frost over the large 
area cryopumps due to the gas feed being at the neutraliser 
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Fig.21 : Measured apparent pumping speed for Helium gas; 
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end of the Neutral Injection Box (NIB), but also that of 
interpretation of the pressure measurement in a complex 
differentially pumped system. Nevertheless, for future 
upgrades consideration should be given to supplying a 
uniform gas feed of argon over the entire pump surface. 
The Octant No.4 beamline was converted to 4He beam 
operation in October 1990 and operation with eight 120 keV 
4He neutral beams was rapidly established. A limited 
experimental campaign was carried out using short pulses of 
injected 4He to simulate a source of thermalised a­particles 
in the centre of the plasma and to measure their subsequent 
radial transport: During these experiments, a peak power of 
6.8 MW of 4He was injected into the plasma for 1.5 s, 
constituting a record power for helium injection. The 
cryosorption pumping by argon proved to be adequate in the 
presence of the high power beams and maintained the 
pressure in the torus injection duct at ~ 2­3 χ IO5 mbar 
during simultaneous operation of all eight beams. As a 
result, no problems were encountered with power loading in 
the duct from re­ionised beams. 
It should also be noted that 120 kV 4He operation con­
firmed the suitability of the beamline deflection magnet for 
the 160 kV operation in tritium which is foreseen for the 
final D­T phase of JET. 
For the final week of operation in 1990, the 4He beamline 
was used to inject beams of 'He at energies up to 125 kV at 
a power level of 5.2 MW for pulse lengths of up to 3 s. This 
is the first time 'He injection has ever been attempted in the 
world. Although the first experiments were limited to 
125 kV by electrical breakdown in the accelerator, subse­
quent analysis indicates that minor adjustments of various 
timing circuits should enable the voltage to be increased to 
155 kV. 
Based upon the successful operation in 'He and 4He both 
beamlines will be converted to be capable of this mode of 
operation as required by the 1991 experimental programme. 
This should enable > 13.5 MW of 120 kV 4He or > 15 MW 
of 155 kV'He to be available. 
Neutral Beam Testbed 
The work on the Neutral Beam Testbed in the past year can 
be divided into three major areas: support and development 
for the injection systems on the machine: development of 
high heat flux elements: and tests of beryllium­clad high 
heat flux elements for the pumped divertor for the proposed 
new phase of JET. 
Neutral Beam Development and Supporting Activities 
The characteristics of the beamline deflection magnet in 
conjunction with the upgraded full energy ion dumps to be 
installed in the injection systems have been measured over 
a range of beam energy for H, D and He operation. This was 
necessary, not only to confirm the power deposition profiles 
on the dumps, but also to confirm that the addition of extra 
iron to parts of the magnet yoke would enable safe operation 
using 160 kV beams of tritium. The results of an extensive 
series of detailed measurements confirmed that the up­
graded system would indeed be suitable for long pulse 
(> 10 s) operation with beams of 140 kV(D) or 160 kV(T). 
Six of the Positive Ion Neutral Injectors (PINIs) which 
are essentially the plasma source plus water­cooled beam 
formation and accelerator structures have been converted 
from the 80 kV to 160 kV configuration and conditioned to 
their full operating voltage and current in deuterium ( 140 k V 
and 30 A). Further developments of the PINI have included 
the successful testing of an alternative mode of operation, in 
which the first grid of the accelerator or beam forming 
electrode is permanently connected to the anode of the 
plasma source as opposed to being electrically floating. This 
modification can result in some simplification to both the 
mechanical design/construction and the electrical supply/ 
transmission interface of the PINI. 
During 1990, the Japanese JT60 team reported that 
beams of energetic helium contained a significant percent­
age of atoms in the metastable state (He*(1). This can have 
serious consequences in terms of the beam having very 
much reduced penetration into the plasma and thereby 
damaging components adjacent to the injection port. A 
comprehensive study using cross­section data available in 
the literature was carried out to predict the yield of metastable 
atoms from electron capture on positive ions as a function of 
neutralization target thickness. As can be seen in Fig.22, the 
predicted percentage of He*(1 is a maximum at very reduced 
values of target thickness and falls to < 10% for values of 
target thickness closer to the equilibrium value which is 
more typical of injector operation. The first helium injection 
experiments on JET did not reveal any major effect which 
could be attributed to an excessive fraction of He* . 
Development of High Heat Flux Elements 
Components capable of accepting heat fluxes (>)10MW 
m : will be an essential feature of not only the divertor for the 
proposed new phase of JET but also next generation fusion 
devices. The JET neutral beam systems have successfully 
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Fig.22: Calculated production ofHe*0 by electron capture as 
function of target thickness; 
used the hypervapotron principle for high heat flux 
components and considerable improvements to their 
performance have been achieved in an experimental 
programme which has also led to a better understanding of 
their behaviour. A variety of designs of the internal cooling 
geometry were examined (Fig.23). From an analysis of the 
extensive set of measurements, it has been shown that the 
heat transfer mechanism is a function of the incident power 
density. For water flow velocities ~ 4 ms~' and low values 
of incident flux ~ 5 MW m'2, the mechanism is simply due 
to non­boiling turbulent heat transfer enhanced by the 
increased surface area of the internal fin geometry. In 
the range 5 to 12 MW m2, "quiet" boiling heat transfer 
dominates and at even higher values of heat flux the "quiet" 
stable boiling is replaced by more vigorous "noisy" stable 
boiling [3]. 
The extent of the various regimes is a function of the fin 
geometry, the velocity (as opposed to mass flow rate) of the 
cooling water and its degree of subcooling. Fig.24 illustrates 
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Fig.23: Schematic of various types of hypervapotron internal 
cooling geometry; 
the significant improvement in power handling capability 
which has been achieved compared to that of the original 
design being utilized in the neutral injectors. 
Comparative tests of a hyper\ apotron and swirl tube high 
heat flux elements have also been carried out for NET. 
Although both systems are virtually identical in their power 
handling capability the hypervapotron offers the significant 
advantages of making better utilization of the coolant and, 
even more importantly, of not exhibiting a very sharp 
limiting value of heat flux which leads to catastrophic failure 
(melting) of the structure. This confirms the choice of the 
optimized vapotron geometry for the JET Pumped Divertor. 
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Fig.24: Measured performance of improved and original 
hypervapotron; 
Tests of beryllium Clad High Heat Flux Eements 
An essential feature of the JET pumped divertor is that the 
plasma facing components are clad with beryllium in order 
to minimise the production of impurities with high atomic 
number. Methods are being developed of attaching beryl­
lium to the surface of hypervapotrons using brazing or 
explosive bonding techniques. Progress in these areas is 
described in the Developments and Future Plans section of 
this report. 
In view of the need to test the performance of beryllium 
clad elements, a new small dedicated test­stand has been 
built and brought into operation to avoid beryllium con­
tamination of the main testbed facility. This new test­line is 
shown schematically in Fig.25 and uses a standard JET 
PINI. For reasons of speed and economy, this utilizes a 
reduced beam extraction area to minimise pumping require­
ments and shares the main Test­bed power systems, compu­
ter control and data acquisition system. 
Cryosystem and Cryopumps 
The cryosystem has continued to supply all users of cryogens 
on the JET site with an extremely high degree of reliability 
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IR Camera 
Test Elements 
Fig.25: Schematic of new beam line for testing Be clad 
components; 
This is required in view of the plans to ultimately convert one 
neutral injector to tritium operation. Tests have been carried 
out using small samples of the surfaces with tritium at 
TSTA, Los Alamos. USA. The first results indicate that 
isotope exchange reactions do occur between tritium and the 
water which is trapped in the black anodised surfaces. 
Therefore, it has to be assumed that a certain amount of 
tritium will be trapped by this mechanism. Further tests are 
required in order to obtain reliable quantitative data which 
will enable the magnitude of tritium retention to be assessed. 
and availability. Subcooled operation (< 4.2K) of the neu­
tral injector cryopump was an essential feature which ena­
bled the use of­'He beams on JET. 
In parallel with operation, preparations for upgrading the 
cryo plant and distribution system for new users (eg. Active 
Gas Handling System and Pumped Divertor) have proceeded. 
A new 10,000 f liquid helium reservoir has been commis­
sioned and a new (additional) cryogenic distribution valve 
box has been manufactured and installed (see Fig.26). This 
will enable liquid helium to be supplied to up to seven new 
users. It also incorporates the cold ejector for supplying the 
divertor cryopump with supercritical He plus a phase sepa­
rator for the returning fluid. The connection and integration 
of this new valve box into the existing system is being carried 
out during the current 1990/1991 shutdown. 
In addition, work has also been initiated to determine the 
potential tritium retention by the anodised black surfaces of 
the liquid nitrogen surfaces of the large injector cryopumps. 
Fig.2ft: Cryogenic valve box for upgrade to cryodistribution 
system. 
Engineering and Development W o r k 
Maintenance and Upgrading ofBeamlines 
No failures of mechanical components in the beamlines 
have occurred during 1990 and work on the planned up­
grades ­ improved Full Energy Ion Dumps (FEIDs) and Duct 
Liner Assemblies ­ has continued. Although delays have 
been encountered in the FEID contract, the first four 
assemblies have been delivered and assembled ready for 
installation. Delivery of the final set is imminent. The 
cryopump manifolds in both injectors have been modified in 
preparation for installation of the upgraded dumps. Delivery 
of the Mark II Duct Scraper Assemblies is also scheduled 
early this year to allow preparation for installation in the 
1992 shutdown and the manufacture of the upgraded Box 
Scrapers has been completed. 
Beryllium-Related Topics 
The large Beryllium controlled area has been constructed, 
commissioned and, following the development of procedures 
for routine working, has been in general use for the assembly 
of beryllium contaminated components. In addition, con­
siderable effort was devoted to the construction of the 
dedicated Be testline which is now operational in the Ν Β 
Testbed and to the development of isolators and procedures 
for the installation and transfer of components. 
Developments for the Tritium injector 
All thin­walled bellows which form a vacuum to atmos­
phere interface will require replacement toensure secondary 
containment in the event of catastrophic failure when tritium 
is used. A contract has been placed for the manufacture of 
double­walled units to replace the large bellows which 
connect the PINIs to the injector and enable the beam­axis 
to be correctly aligned. Installation of the first set is already 
underway. Double­walled insulated feedthroughs have also 
been designed, manufactured and delivered. A modification 
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to the PINIs compatible with remote handling requirements 
has been designed and successfully tested. This will allow 
potentially tritiated water to be drained out of the system 
should a water to vacuum leak occur during operation in 
tritium. 
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ICRF Heating and LH 
Current Drive Systems 
The purpose of the powerful ion cyclotron resonance fre­
quency (ICRF) heating and lower hybrid (LH) current drive 
systems (Fig.27) are quite different: 
Fig.27: View of RF plant installation in the North Winti of the 
JET building where space is at a premium, showing four 
klystrons, part of the recently completed LHCD plant, installed 
above some of the existing ICRF generators. 
• The ICRF heating system is used for highly localized 
heating of the JET plasma. The wide frequency band 
(23 to 57 MHz) allows variation in the position of 
heating as well as the ion species which is resonant 
with the wave (H or 'He at present, D in the future D­
T phase). The maximum design power is ~ 24 MW in 
the plasma. The system upgrade was recently 
completed and a power of 22 MW has been coupled to 
the plasma. 
• The LHCD (Lower Hybrid Current Drive) system ( 12 
MW at 3.7 GHz) is used to drive a significant fraction 
of the plasma current by direct acceleration of the 
plasma electrons, in order to stabilize sawtooth oscil­
lations, thereby increasing the central electron tem­
perature and improving the overall JET performance. 
This is the main tool for controlling the plasma current 
profile. A prototype system consisting of 2 launching 
units (LOC built by CEA Cadarache. France, and LOP 
built by JET) fed by a total klystron power of 4 MW 
was installed in 1990 and physics experiments have 
started (1.6 MW coupled to the plasma). The main 
results are discussed in a later section of this report 
(Profile Effects and Related Physics Issues). In this 
section, discussion is limited to technical achieve­
ments made during 1990. 
Technical Achievements with 
the ICRF System 
The original design power of the ICRF heating system was 
15 MW for 20 s. However, the upgrade of each of the eight 
generators from 3 MW to 4 MW is now complete (two 
generators were finally upgraded at the beginning of 1990), 
and a maximum power of about 22 MW (21 MW for 1.75 s ) 
has been coupled to the plasma. The maximum power 
achieved is within 5 % of the theoretical limit taking losses 
and reflection in the system into account. Pulse lengths were 
limited and longer times only possible at lower power level 
due to energy limitations on the vessel (excessive power 
loading on the plasma limiters). Table IV summarises the 
main characteristics of the RF system as used in 1990. 
A number of enhancements to the power plant and 
antennae system were commissioned during the year. Most 
notable was the use of the antenna coupling resistance to 
automatically control the plasma position by feedback in 
order to maintain a constant loading resistance despite L­
mode to Η­mode transitions. This method is used in 
combination with the existing matching systems to produce 
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Table IV 
Nominal Characteristics of the ICRF Plant in 1990 
Frequency Range 
8 Generators 
8 Antennae 
16 Transmission Lines 
(Generator to antenna) 
Feedback loops for 
control of: 
23 to 57 MHz 
4 M W output per generator module (20 s) 
• Beryllium bars ( 15° inclination) 
• Two adjacent loops operated with either Monopole phasing 
(0,0) or Dipole phasing (0,π), or a phased array. 
• Getter pumps on vacuum transmission lines 
Each line 84 m long rated at 50 kV peak 
(φ ­ 230 mm, 30 ohms) 
• Plasma position for constant coupling resistance 
• RF power level 
• Tetrode screen dissipation (acting on anode voltage) 
• Phase between the antennae 
• Frequency (Δν ­ 1 MHz) for matching 
• Motorised tuning stub for matching 
a constant match for the generators. These enhancements 
combined with the beneficial effects of the new beryllium 
screens have increased the availability of high RF power and 
have allowed important contributions to various aspects of 
the JET experimental programme [ 1 ]. 
Major new physics achievements include: 
• The combination of two enhanced confinement re­
gimes: the Pellet Enhanced Performance (PEP) and 
the Η­mode using 10 MW of ICRF (central heating) 
heating and 2.5 MW NBI (diagnostics) with resulting 
high performance in the fusion product; 
• A new record fusion yield ­ 140 kW obtained from 
'He­D reactions with 'He minority accelerated by RF 
near the optimum of the fusion cross­section (0.5 
MeV); 
• Attainment of sawtooth­free periods of up to 8s (mon­
sters) which proved an essential feature of high fusion 
yield discharges. 
Enhancement of the ICRH Plant 
and Control System 
A major difficulty for the ICRH plant is the rapid variation 
of the antenna load with plasma conditions. A goodexample 
of this is the change of the loading resistance (R) shown in 
Fig.28 during L­ to Η­mode transitions. 
A new feedback circuit [2| has been added which com­
plements the existing matching circuits. The plasma posi­
tion is controlled by the desired RF coupling resistance and 
this is held constant throughout the pulse, see Fig.28. The 
existing frequency control makes (fast) orthogonal correc­
tions for the plasma conductance (RF) and minor adjust­
ments to the tuning stubs with the result that the RFgenerators 
tuning is held almost constant during the pulse. 
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Fig.28: Antennae coupling resistive contrai of plusnia position 
during Η­mode transitions in Pulse Ν o :21906. During the RF 
Power pulse (a), which contains an 'H' mode (b). the coupling 
resistance at the antenna (c) is held constant, and the reflected 
power kept at a minimum (d) by the automatic control of the 
plasma position (e) and incremental frequency. 
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It has also been found necessary to add further control 
circuits to cope with the transient high voltages occurring 
during antenna arcs. Some antenna arcs were inducing 
damaging "burn­outs" in the generators by referred high 
voltages to unprotected components. Tripping the RF 
power on detected arc­radiated light in the generator clears 
the fault so that power can be reapplied without final 
damage. 
Fig.29 summarises the pattern of operation with the ICRF 
system in 1989 and 1990. It can be seen that the proportion 
of high power shots is larger in 1990 despite the short period 
of operation. This improvement is mainly due to the 
improved selectivity of the plant protection circuits. For 
clarity, low power tuning shots have been excluded from the 
statistics. 
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Fig.29: Histogram of the ICRF coupled power above JO MW 
showing an increased proportion of higher power pulses. 
(Lower power tuning and commissioning shots have been 
excluded for clarity). 
Beryllium Screens 
JET has replaced the antenna screens made with nickel tubes 
by a new screen assembly made of solid beryllium rods 
(Fig.30). 
The change was motivated both by impurity physics 
aspects and by certain technical reliability considerations as 
follows: 
• Beryllium getters oxygen and has a very low self­
sputtering coefficient which are dominant effects in 
impurity release due to RF sheath rectification on the 
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Clamp 
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Fig.30: A section of the Be screen side manifold showing the 
attachment of the element to the water channel by a flexible 
pivot. 
screen . Results obtained with beryllium screens 
have confirmed that impurity effects specific to ICRF 
heating have been reduced to negligible levels. 
• The good electrical conductivity of beryllium together 
with the use of an open structure allowing the line­of­
sight into the antenna, (see Fig.31 ) permits dispensing 
with circulating water inside the screen elements and 
eliminates the large number of welds between the 
elements and the water manifold. The heat can now be 
removed by radiation and by conduction from the end 
of the elements to water flowing in a manifold forming 
a "picture frame" around the antenna. 
The construction and testing of the screens proceeded 
well. The 500 flexible couplings connecting the Be elements 
to the manifold (see Fig.30) were the critical components. 
These were fabricated by electron beam welding of copper 
chromium alloy foils to the mounting blocks, followed by 
precipation hardening. Fatigue testing of samples showed a 
lifetime in excess of 200,000 cycles for 3 mm displacement. 
Static load tests of 1000 kN radial load and 500 Nm torque 
about a vertical axis were also successfully applied to a test 
element mounted on two couplings. 
The screen elements were produced by electro­erosion of 
curved elements from stock beryllium plates. These were 
subsequently machined on all surfaces and finally etched to 
remove surface damage. Load tests at room temperature and 
400°C confirmed the mechanical design of the element. 
The prototype screen was RF tested with aluminium 
elements up to 35 kV peak for 20s. The temperature rise in 
the screen was less than 20°C, and corresponded to a 
coupling resistance of ­0.01Ω. This is less than half the 
value used for thermal analysis, and confimi this validity of 
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Remote Control 
Console 
Ft'g .31 : View of the LHCD launcher in the torus, adjacent to 
one of the existing eight ICRF antennae. The upper and lower 
prototype launchers together with the carbon side protection 
tiles (similar to ICRF) can clearly be seen. The ICRF antenna 
conductors are just visible through the beryllium bars of lhe 
new open ICRF screen. 
the cooling system. In fact, during subsequent campaigns, 
the system will operate without cooling water in the antenna/ 
belt limiter system. 
Technical Achievement with the 
LHCD System 
During 1990. the prototype launcher compromising one 
third of' the number ot' waveguides of the full system was 
tested and installed on the torus. The corresponding eight 
klystrons and associated drive, phase control and power 
transmission system (Fig.32) have also been installed and 
commissioned, and the system used in operation during the 
experimental campaign (5|. 
The main achievements were: 
• Up to 50% drop in loop voltage is observed which 
increases more than linearly with the power per par­
ticle parameter PL, ^ n and has no apparent dependence 
on the plasma current: 
Γ 
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Fig.32: Block diagram of LHCD klystron amplifiers control 
and monitoring. 
• Current Drive efficiency appears to increase substan­
tially with the volume average electron temperature 
< Τ >: 
• Non­inductive currents up to 1.2 MA are driven at 
<T > = 1.9 keV, with corresponding efficiencies η ­
0.3­0.4 χ 102"m2A/W. 
These results are in qualitative agreement with estimates 
based on the spectral gap model and quantitatively exceed 
the values originally predicted for the JET system. 
In the limited experimental and commissioning period 
that was available, the prototype system has operated at 1.5 
MW for 20s and 1.6 MW for 10s on JET, and these initial 
experiments were performed with phase control of the 
klystrons, at their output, and with ±180° phase modulation 
of the klystron output to assess relative phase at the grill 
mouth. Initial coupling studies in X­point plasmas have 
been performed (see Fig.33). The details of the LHCD final 
system are shown in Table V. 
The assembly of the L0 launcher proceeded largely as 
planned, and provided valuable data for the impending 
assembly of the LI launcher. Then the assembly and 
launcher were tested (under vacuum) by applying high 
power to each window in turn with a matched load at the gri 11 
mouth on some but not all channels. These tests showed that 
the required power (300 kW per window) could be reliably 
coupled after a short period of conditioning [6]. 
Installation of the launcher on JET was completed during 
the '89/'90 shutdown (Fig.31 ). In particular, this required 
precise positioning of the in­vessel hanger for supporting the 
grill mouth whilst enabling radial movement of the launcher. 
(This unit, which incorporates highly stressed inconel 718 
flexure pivots, remains in good condition after the 1990 JET 
campaign). Subsequent installation included the system for 
controlling the radial position of the launcher. This is one of 
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Table V 
LHCD System Parameters 
Generator 
Frequency 
Number of klystrons 
Power (generator) 
10s pulse 
20s pulse 
Duty cycle 
Efficiency 
Phase control 
Maximum VSWR 
Length of transmission line 
Estimated insertion losses 
Launcher 
Number of waveguides 
(48 multijunctions) 
Waveguide material 
Coating 
Maximum temperature 
Total weight 
Stroke 
Response 
Pumping 
Final 
System 
3.7 GHz 
24 
15 M W 
12 M W 
1/30 
4 2 % 
10 degrees 
1.8 
40m 
IdB 
384 
stainless steel 
copper 
500°C 
15 tons 
210 mm 
12 mm/15 ms 
100 000/s"1 
Prototype 
System 
(8) 
(5) 
(4) 
(128) 
(copper + 
carbon) 
(10) 
0.20 
0.15 
0.10 
0.05 
0.0 
Coupling on module D 
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Fig.33: Reflection coefficient versus plasma-launcher distance 
for four different plasma densities. 
the main tools for achieving the correct coupling between 
the RF waveguides and the plasma boundary. 
The motion of the launcher is determined by hydraulic 
cylinders mounted between a reactive flange on the fixed 
torus port and thrust pads on the LHCD vacuum vessel 
(Fig.34). An electro-mechanical repro-valve is used to 
control two servo-cylinders connected in parallel, the launcher 
alignment being determined entirely by the two supporting 
hangers. The vacuum load o f -17 tonnes is supported by 
three offseLcylinders, also connected in parallel and operat-
ing at near constant pressure. The feedback system on the 
servo-cylinders is designed to allow the position to be 
controlled within ±1 mm during the entire duration of the 
plasma pulse. 
FigJ4: An external view of the Lower Hybrid Current Drive 
Launcher on JET. Its vessel is supported by the large frame. 
The prototype system has lb waveguides connected to the RF 
vacuum windows at the point of entry to the vessel. The entire 
assembly can be moved with hydraulic actuators during the 
plasma pulse. 
This system has operated for the first time on JET during 
the 1990 campaign. The launcher was maintained within ±2 
mm for continuous periods up to -100 hours during torus 
operation. Single sinusoidal waveforms have been applied 
during the pulse. The performance is presently hydrauli-
cally limited by failsafe components to a maximum velocity 
~0.2m/s and an acceleration of lm/s2 in order to avoid any 
risk of damage to the launcher during commissioning. 
Residual problems with fluid contamination, magnetic in-
terference and small oscillations will be resolved for the 
1991 campaign. In-vessel inspection at the start of the 
present shutdown showed the launcher grill to still be in 
good condition. 
Manufacture of the LI launcher is in an advanced state. 
Following a review of the programme, it is now planned to 
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install this launcher with the pumped di vertor in 1992. This 
has required some design changes to match the shape of the 
grill mouth to the larger plane profile, and has required some 
delay in manufacture pending completion of the design. The 
48 multijunction units at the heart of the launcher are, 
however, complete apart from final internal machining to 
the revised design. 
An Article 14 Contract with IPP Garching, F.R.G., to 
investigate coatings for suppression of multipactorarcs has 
also been completed. Many coating were investigated. 
Whilst none fully met the JET requirements, notably high 
temperature stability combined with low RF losses, two 
coatings show good potential and are being further assessed 
for possible application to the LI launcher. 
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Remote Handling and 
Beryllium Handling 
During 1990, remote handling development work was 
supported at a much lower level than planned due to the 
heavy involvement of manpower of the Remote Handling 
Groups in the major shutdowns. This involvement meant 
that the articulated boom was unavailable formock­up work 
whilst installed on the torus and then also unavailable whilst 
being maintained and prepared for the next shutdown. In 
addition, the Beryllium Handling and Waste Management 
Groups were subjected to a heavy work load. Main progress 
in these areas is set out in the following paragraphs. 
Remote Handling 
Articulated Boom 
During shutdowns, approximately 50 entries into the vessel 
were carried out under teach­repeat control. Substantial use 
was made of the new editing facilities to reverse or mirror 
image existing teach files. This resulted in considerable time 
savings, particularly in the difficult manoeuvre through the 
narrow entry port, and is a significant step towards true 
remote operation of the boom. The boom was used for the 
installation of the new LCHD antennae (side protection and 
hanger), a complicated operation which exploited to the full 
the articulations the boom provides and its precise control. 
In November/December, 32 dump plates were installed over 
a two week period. 
Operational experience has enabled issues of reliability 
and operational safety to be addressed with increasing 
attention. Monitoring facilities have been introduced, in­
cluding load detectors, monitoring of joint operating times 
for maintenance scheduling, joint current for setting of 
maximum values and monitoring and recording of operator 
commands to aid fault diagnosis. 
A new boom extension structure was designed and 
verified with finite element analysis to check stress con­
centrations at the mechanical end stops during fault condi­
tions. The new design allows an increase in the tilt angular 
range of motion so that vertical pick­up of components is 
safety achieved. This method has been used for both 
antennae and dump plate installation. A quick release 
mechanism has been designed to free the joints and retrieve 
the boom should the actuators seize in the vessel. 
An overall safety assessment has been instigated and is 
now underway undera task agreement with the Ispra Research 
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Centre. Italy. It includes the aspects of operation, control 
and collision avoidance. 
During 1990, a decision was made to build a new boom 
control system, to replace the existing PLC based design, 
which is ageing and difficult to enhance. The new hardware, 
based on Multibus II, has already been selected and pro-
cured, and the analysis and design of software is well under 
way. It is expected that the new system will be ready for 
operation by the next major shutdown in late 1991. 
Telescopic Articulated Remote Mast (TARM) 
Manufacture of mechanical parts and control was completed 
and the massive work of wiring was finished at JET. The 
TARM was delivered to JET and assembled on a stillage in 
the Assembly Hall, together with 80% of the service cubi-
cles (see Fig.35). After careful mechanical testing and 
commissioning of the controls, a Mascot servomanipulator 
was installed on the terminal interface (docking) module and 
some turbomolecular pump maintenance scenarios were 
demonstrated. The TARM was subsequently hoisted onto 
the crane trolley to check its complex geometrical fit to the 
crane. 
Commissioning and refinement of the robotics control 
system, a uniquely complex system controlling 32 degrees 
of freedom, is in progress. The main controls are already 
proving very satisfactory in both teach-repeat and resolved 
motion. 
l50TCrane 
The cables of the reeling system had to be replaced with 
polyurethane sheathed cables, as the low smoke sheathing 
previously supplied proved unsuitable for the continual 
flexing movements. During this operation, about 50 optical 
fibres for the control of TARM were inserted. The problems 
encountered prompted the design and construction of a cable 
multiplexer. This will reduce the number of cables from 
about 120 (some heavy duty) to about 4 twisted pairs, with 
no discernible delay in response times. In addition, the 
multiplexer constitutes an ideal prototype controller for use 
in true remote conditions, and is easily enhanceable to add 
a variety of useful facilities, like automatic fault logging and 
control of special lifting equipment. Testing and installation 
of the multiplexer is planned for early 1991. 
Mascot 
Use of the two units has put in evidence the dexterity features 
of this manipulator. Using support staff seconded to JET by 
Fit;.35: (a) The TARM installed on stillage in the Assembly 
Hall, shown with Mascot approaching a turbopump on a low 
level transporter for remote handling trials; (h) both TARM 
and Boom can reach the inside the spare Octant for in-vessel 
tests. 
the Ecole Polytechnique de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland, 
the control algorithm has been reconfigured so that the 
control parameters are now decoupled and can be set inde-
pendently from one another, with the help of a simplified 
computermodel. Following this, an Article 14 Contract has 
been placed with EPFL to complete and refine the dynamic 
model of the servo to optimise aspects of the control, such as 
acceleration control and linearisation of motor characteris-
tics. It is also intended to study the applicability of alternati ve 
motors with a view to trying to reduce the power losses. If 
successful, the practical result will be that the manipulator 
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can work for longer periods without overheating, a problem This has led to the conclusion that the life of the material 
caused by the necessity of encasing the manipulator in should be adequate without mechanical decoupling, unless 
gaitering to avoid contamination. future magnetic configurations change the situation. 
End Effectors 
The lifting devices for the LHCD system side protections 
and hangerand for the beryllium antennae were successfully 
and intensively used in the vessel. Some details were 
improved to enhance safety and ease of control. 
In-Vessel Inspection System (IVIS) 
Inspections of the vessel after disruptions were requested 
with increasing frequency, and with IVIS, it was possible to 
point out where damage had occurred, so enabling the 
operational programme to be tailored accordingly. In view 
of the increasing importance of these inspections, improve-
ments of the quality of the image and its interpretation are 
being implemented. An alternative camera unit prototype 
has been developed, including a zoom facility for better 
resolution. The prism was redesigned with a ray tracing 
programme developed for use on Silicon Graphics. A CCD 
camera is used because it is less affected by electrical noise 
and sensitivity can be enhanced by integrating with the 
existing Kristal image processor. A new interface system 
has been developed, to compose on the Silicon Graphics 
workstation a wide angle mosaic of the recorded images 
which are then easily retrieved and blown up. 
The IVIS motors have been repositioned away from the 
magnetic field which was found to be intense enough to 
demagnetise the rotors. For the same reason, the motors 
driving the light guides and fans are being replaced with 
universal and AC types. The IVIS lights were also used as 
a convenient beryllium compatible lighting system during 
shutdown work. 
The new probe, being developed by ENEA. Italy, under 
an Article 14 Contract, aims to eliminate optical aberrations 
by replacing the viewing cylinder with a flat sapphire 
window. It is now ready for hot tests in a temperature 
controlled oven under vacuum. 
A preliminary study has been carried out on high resolu-
tion image acquisition by means of a vertical line scan 
camera with wide angle lens. A system of this type would 
give a 350 degrees panoramic picture and would not require 
a tilt motion. A more accurate and up to date analysis of the 
dynamic loading on the vertical IVIS entry ports during 
disruptions was made possible by new experimental data. 
Special Tools 
The majority of work involving special tools has been 
concerned with the development and use of existing designs 
for hands-on work in the JET shutdowns. The new cutting 
and welding trolleys were used extensively during the 
Octant No.4 replacement work. These were used for a 
variety of lips but most notably were used to cut and weld the 
Octant "IT joints. Further development to facilitate their 
application to slightly deformed lips is now being under-
taken. 
Other special tool work included: 
• The new 20-27 mm diameter slitting saw and butt 
weld orbital welding tools were commissioned and 
used on the JET machine for the first time; 
• The 91mm diameter circular port cutter has been 
improved by the modification of the swarf extraction 
system, the introduction of a facility to simply change 
and adjust the cutting tool bit, the introduction of a feed 
indication device and the remotisation of the power 
drill attachment mechanism; 
• Various improvements have been made also to the 50 
mm diameter slitting saws, the 50mm diameter bore 
cutter, the sleeve welders and the whole range of 
circular port welders; 
• New design work has started on the range of tools 
which will be required for first installation of the 
pumped divertor system; 
• Two additional cutting tool controllers have been 
built, bringing the total to four, all functionally iden-
tical. The latest software enhancements include the 
ability to drive the new hydraulic return punch on the 
cutting trolley, and the new 27 mm slitting saw with a 
variety of cut profiles. 
Mock-Ups 
The PINI mock-up which was started in 1989 was com-
pleted, reviewed and reported on during 1990. As a result of 
the mock-up work there were approximately 20 recommen-
dations for changes to the PINI system components and 50 
recommendations for modifications/enhancements to the 
remote handling equipment. The ex-vessel mock-up work 
has since ceased due to lack of available staff and will restart 
in 1991 with the intention to make full use of the TARM. A 
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program of bench testing various RH tools and handling 
devices has recently been started. This work is concentrat­
ing on the problems of handling in­vessel tiles. 
collaborative work with KfK will continue but with emphasis 
now on the application of the KISMET software package to 
the RH mock­up work. 
RH Integrated Control System 
It was decided during 1990, in line with the extensive 
CODAS modifications, to change the Remote Handling 
Man­Machine Interface to be based on UNIX workstations. 
This fitted well with previous development work, in con­
junction with KfK Karlsruhe, F.R.G., in the area of real time 
3­D image displays. As part of this the communication and 
control network for the RH equipment was also rationalised 
to be Ethernet based. 
A new MMI concept was derived and an order placed for 
a prototype Hand Control Terminal. This HCT will facili­
tate control of any RH equipment both under "hand­on" or 
"local" control and fully remote from the RH Control Room. 
The second phase of work with KfK was completed in 
1990. This has resulted in the provision of a software facility 
installed on the JET Silicon Graphics UNIX workstation 
which enables the display of a computer generated 3­D 
image of the TARM operating within the Torus Hall, (see 
Fig.36). The model of the Torus Hall can be displayed at 
various levels of detail dependent on operator's choice. The 
models have been created using a CATIA system, 
downloaded to the Silicon Graphics and then displayed by 
the KfK "KISMET" modelling software. This facility is 
now being used to create a new in­vessel model showing the 
pumped divertor configuration. It is fully expected that the 
Fig.36: Display of computer generated 3­D image of the TARM 
operating in the Torus Hall. 
RH Manual 
The Remote Handling Manual has been reviewed and 
updates to existing chapters together with the generation of 
new chapters have been issued. This process will continue 
in 1991 as the work priorities allow. 
Beryllium Handling and Waste 
Management 
Beryllium Related Operations 
There were about 27 weeks of in­vessel intervention work 
during 1990 in three shutdown periods. Respiratory pro­
tection and protective clothing were required throughout 
this period with most of the work being carried out in 
pressurised suits. 
Further enhancements to the Torus Access Cabin (TAC) 
were carried out to improve the flow of personnel and 
materials. The most significant change was the attachment 
of the TAC to the Site Active Drain Line which, in combi­
nation with a new filtration system, allows the aqueous 
waste from the Τ AC to be disposed of without recourse to the 
mobile bowser. 
The Beryllium Handling Facility (BHF) in the Assembly 
Hall has been in operation throughout the year on support 
operations for the in­vessel programme. These have in­
cluded component decontamination and modification. 
Planned improvements in this area include new decontami­
nation equipment and aqueous waste filtration. These will 
be installed in 1991 when the facility will also be linked to 
the Site Active Drain Line. 
A dedicated facility forcleaning, inspection and repairof 
pressurised suits and respirators was commissioned in early 
1990. Around 100 suits/week are handled during the 
shutdown periods. During the year, an 8m! drain tank was 
commissioned for the wash water. This has also been 
connected to the Active Drain Line. The PVC workshop has 
been used to fabricate over 250 isolators during the year in 
addition to carrying out site work on isolator systems using 
mobile RF welding equipment. 
Waste Management 
Waste generated during in­vessel operations is classified 
initially as potentially active waste. A sampling facility has 
been commissioned in the Berylium Handling Facility and 
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the waste samples are analysed at AEA Harwell Laboratory 
for activity. A sni ffing method is being used to detect tritium 
in potentially tritium contaminated solid waste. Results so 
far indicate significant levels of activity, and, assuming the 
surface tritium levels are also low, most of the arisings of in­
vessel housekeeping wastes will be reclassified as non­
active beryllium contaminated wastes. 
During 1990, lOOm'ofberyllium waste were disposed of 
in 200 litre drums. Analysis of the waste indicated levels of 
beryllium significantly less than 1%. Consequently, follow­
ing an agreement with the Local Authority, a disposal 
method using alockable covered skip for the double bagged 
housekeeping waste has been introduced. About 100m1 of 
waste were disposed of by this method during the year. The 
Q/A system covering the disposal of low level solid active 
waste will be finalised in early 1991. Transfer of the small 
amount of waste in this category via AEA Harwell Labora­
tory to the Drigg Site in the UK will follow. 
A scheme for the storage and transport of tritiated aque­
ous waste from the Active Gas Handling Building has been 
devised and the equipment and facilities will be procured 
and installed during 1991. 
Control and Data 
Acquisition (CODAS) 
The JET COntrol and Data Acquisition System, CODAS, is 
based on a network of minicomputers. It is the only way to 
operate JET and it allows centralised control, monitoring 
and data acquisition. The various components of JET have 
been logically grouped into subsystems like Vacuum, 
Toroidal Field, Lower Hybrid additional heating, etc. Each 
subsystem is controlled and monitored by one dedicated 
computer interfaced to the machine and its diagnostics, 
through CAM AC instrumentation and EUROCARD­based 
signal conditioning. Embedded front­end intelligence is 
implemented through CAMAC­based microprocessors for 
real­time applications. The actions of the various computers 
are coordinated by a supervisory software running in the 
Machine Console computer. This supervisory function in­
cludes the countdown sequence for each plasma discharge. 
The present allocation and configuration of all CODAS 
computers is given in Table VI, while Tables VII and VIII 
pro\ ide other quantitative data. Figs.37 and 38 illustrate the 
evolution of the JET data acquisition over the years. 
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Fig.37: Evolution of JPF size and total JPF storage over the 
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Fig. 38: Evolution of JPF size and time to collect and transmit a 
JPF to the IBM mainframe computer. 
During 1990, CODAS Division has continued its role of 
expanding and improving its operational support to the 
operation of JET and has also laid the foundation to ensure 
that, if the project is extended beyond 1992, the availability 
and efficiency of its control and data acquisition system 
would be maintained in the best possible way. These points 
will be expanded within the sections on operational support 
and CODAS after 1992. 
Operational Support 
Bectronic Interface 
Expansion was moderate this year and a total of seven 
interface cubicles were designed, built, installed and tested 
for the Lower Hybrid system, for the precursors of the 
Pumped Diverter Diagnostics and for the Reactive Power 
Compensation systems. These installations required a corre­
sponding software effort to incorporate those extensions 
into daily operation. In addition, a total of 263 fully docu­
mented improvements were made to existing systems. The 
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Table VI 
CODAS Computer Configuration at the end of 1990 
Indicates on­line computers used for operation and testbed 
Sub-System 
AH* 
AN* 
AS 
CB 
CP 
DA* 
DB* 
DC* 
DD* 
DE* 
DF* 
DG* 
DH 
EC* 
EL 
GS* 
XC* 
LH 
MC* 
PF* 
PL* 
PM* 
RB* 
RP 
RH 
SA* 
SB 
XX 
SS* 
TB* 
TF* 
TR 
TR 
VC* 
YB 
YC* 
YD 
YE 
Usage 
NI Additional Heating (Oct 8) 
Analysis and Storage 
Assembly Database 
Message Switcher Β 
Cables Database 
On­line diagnostic 
On­line diagnostic 
On­line diagnostic 
On­line diagnostic 
On­line diagnostic 
On­line diagnostic 
On­line diagnostic 
Diagnostic Commissioning 
Experiment Console 
Electronics 
General Services 
Pellet Test Bed 
Lower Hybrid 
Machine Console 
Poloidal Field 
Pellet Launcher 
Pulse Management 
Radio Frequency Test Bed 
Radio Frequency 
Remote Handling 
Message switching &JPFCollection 
Standby­System/Backup 
Built­in, Pool, Computer dB 
Safety & Access 
NI Test Bed 
Toroidal Field 
Tritium 
Test 
Vacuum 
Integration 
NI Additional Heating (Oct 4) 
Sc Dpt Development 
CODAS System Development 
Model (Mbyte) 
NDIIOCX 
ND560 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
ND530 
ND520 
ND520 
ND520 
ND530 
ND520 
ND520 
ND520 
ND550 
ND570CX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
ND550 
NDIIOCX 
NDI00 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
NDI20CX 
NDIIOCX 
NDIIOCX 
ND520 
NDIIOCX 
ND530 
NDIIOCX 
ND570CX 
ND520 
Memory 
3.5 
4.0 
2.0 
4.0 
6.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
6.0 
4.0 
6.0 
6.0 
2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
3.5 
2.5 
3.0 
2.5 
7.0 
2.25 
3.0 
2.5 
4.0 
4.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
2.5 
2.5 
4.0 
4.5 
6.0 
3.5 
6.0 
6.0 
Disks 
1x70 
1x70 
2x45C 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
2x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
2x70 
2x45 
2x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
1x70 
(MByte) 
1x450 
1x140 2x450 
) 
2x140 
1x450 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x450 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 1x450 
1x450 
1x140 
1x140 
1x140 
1x450 
1x140 
1x450 
1x450 
1x140 
2x450 
1x140 
1x450 
1x450 
1x450 
1x450 
Quality Control facilities have been re­grouped and ex­
panded to allow more in­house testing, leading to cost 
reductions. 
Central Interlock and Safety System 
This system provides the secondary line of protection for the 
JET device and is based on a network of Programmable 
Logic Controllers (PLCs). Some reorganization of the sub­
system enable/disable key system was carried out. An 
almost complete recommissioning of the 1965 input/output 
signals was made together with a review of their fail­safe 
nature. Some of the subsystem logics were modified to 
include new equipment and the computerisation of the 
system's documentation has progressed significantly. 
Services 
The site­wide services like intercom, public address system, 
instrument pool and terminal network were modified to 
accommodate additional requirements. Of great signifi­
cance, a new Local Area Network (LAN) was designed and 
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Table VII 
Quantitative Information on CODAS Installation 
Item 
CODAS Interface Cubicle 
CAMAC Crates 
CAMAC Modules 
Eurocard Modules (Signal 
Conditioning and Power Supplies) 
CAMAC Serial Loop (Fibre Optic) 
On-line Computers 
Off-line and Commissioning 
Computers 
Size of JPF · 
Number of diagnostics on-line 
with CODAS 
Number of diagnostics under 
commissioning with CODAS 
End 1989 
159 
247 
3,382 
7,346 
25 
24 
14 
21MB 
3 
4 
End 1990 
157 
248 
3,289 
7,951 
25 
Table VIII 
Review of CODAS Electronics Stock Holding 
(installed, pre-procurement and spares) 
implemented for the needs of CODAS. One of its servers is 
allocated for the storage and maintenance of computerised 
drawings (~ 4,000 using AutoCAD). The technology of this 
LAN, based on ETHERNET, has been selected at the project 
level to form the backbone of a JET site data network which 
may interconnect additional LANs and provide services like 
Electronic mail (E-mail). 
The rationalisation of all of the CODAS hardware 
documentation and its integration into a single system, 
ELECTRA, has progressed well and should be completed in 
the coming year. 
Feedback and Real-time Systems 
Front-end feedback systems have continued to expand ei-
ther by modifying existing control loops to adapt them to the 
operation or by providing additional facilities. The follow-
ing are two typical examples: 
• The plasma radial position feedback system has been 
modified to maintain the coupling resistance of the 
radio frequency (RF) antennae to a preset value during 
a specified time window. The coupling resistance is 
derived, in real time, from RF generator voltage 
measurements. This provides easier operation and a 
better control of the RF power coupled to the plasma; 
• The changes in characteristics of the first wall have 
required substantial modification to the Plasma Den-
sity Feedback system which controls, in real-time, the 
setting of the gas introduction to obtain a pre-defined 
density. Although operating satisfactorily, the accuracy 
and dynamic performance of this system are still 
limited by the time lag between gas flow and density. 
1. CAMAC system modules 
2. CAMAC digital I/O modules 
3. Timing system 
(CAMAC & Eurocard) 
4. CAMAC analogue I/O Modules 
5. CAMAC display modules 
6. CAMAC auxiliary controllers 
7. CAMAC powered crates 
8. U-port adaptor 
9. CISS modules 
10. CCTV 
11. Cubicle frames 
12. Console devices (not CAMAC) 
13. Power supply modules 
14. Intercom, Public Address, 
Computer terminal network 
15. Pool instruments 
16. Analogue I/O in Eurocard 
17. Digital I/O in Eurocard 
18. Eurocard sub-racks 
Increase 
End 89 
918 
857 
1,361 
1,224 
409 
152 
274 
200 
965 
698 
345 
524 
1,848 
635 
1,009 
2,853 
4,909 
997 
20,178 
End 90 
911 
900 
1,371 
1,389 
410 
153 
284 
205 
1,040 
694 
345 
693 
2,071 
651 
1,046 
2,829 
4,901 
1,045 
20,938 
3.8% 
To improve the reliability of the operation of the JET 
device a new set of protective actions based on the real-time 
monitoring of the plasma behaviour has been devised and its 
implementation is underway. This new Plasma Fault Protec-
tion System has been devised and its implementation has 
been engineered by CODAS. 
Expanded Fadltiies 
The JET programme required changes to the Neutral Beam 
injection system. The CODAS hardware and software was 
enhanced to cope with the increase of the high voltage to 
140kV and with the requirement to inject Helium as well as 
Deuterium or Hydrogen. 
Future Work 
During 1991. CODAS facilities will be expanded to provide 
the following services: 
• Data link with the Active Gas Handling System; 
• Interface with the Disruption Feedback Amplifier 
System; 
• Interface to the Fast Radial Field Amplifier, 
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• New, or expanded, diagnostic systems; 
• Initial preparation for the Pumped Diverter. 
CODAS After 1992 
Policy 
After a comprehensive feasibility study and financial analy-
sis of the possible means of maintaining the services of 
CODAS if the Project is extended beyond 1992. it was 
decided to port our existing system to a new platform. 
Practical considerations and timescale led to the conclusion 
that the present structure should be retained and that the 
existing facilities should be ported to a standard, i.e. non-
proprietary, environment. The main characteristics of the 
new environment are: 
• Computers using UNIX as operating system; 
• Communication network based on ETHERNET 
(or FDDI if economical); 
• CAMAC instrumentation to be retained; 
• Computer interface to CAMAC to be based on 
Versa Module Eurocard (VME) standard; 
• Man-machine interface to be based on workstations. 
Considering the planning of JET and the time and effort 
required to port our control system, it was decided to make 
use of the JET 1992 shutdown to implement the change-over 
between the two systems. This approach, when compared to 
a gradual transition, has the advantage of reducing the effort 
which would have been requiredto have two co-operating 
systems which are of a different nature. At present, it is 
anticipated to run the Pellet Test Bed as a demonstration 
system by the end of 1991. 
Current Status 
A set of computers, a file server and two workstations were 
procured to start the development of the new system and 
about 11 man-years of effort have already been invested in 
this activity. A tool to facilitate the porting of low-level 
language to the C programming language is under acceptance 
procedures. 
The first prototype of the VMEboard required todrive the 
CAMAC serial highway has been delivered (see Fig.39) and 
tests are underway. This required the implementation of a 
VME development system and usage of powerful software 
tools to exploit field-programmable integrated circuits. These 
tools will be used also for future development of advanced 
front-end intelligence. The cable scheduling service using 
the MIMER database management system has already been 
moved to a UNIX environment. 
Fig.39: Prototype of the VME board. 
The study mentioned earlier identified the need to carry 
out a complete review of all electronic modules in use at 
present, to ascertain their longer term adequacy. For assess-
ment purposes, the modules were classified into four groups 
according to their importance. The groups were defined as 
• Supported: These are essential types for which an 
assured source of new stock must exist. Maintenance 
spares stocks are held. New designs are built around 
these types; 
• Maintained: Widely used types for which supported 
types could be substituted ifall stocks were consumed 
or if maintenance became impossible; 
• Tolerated: Non-essential types for which mainte-
nance is not assured but which may remain in place; 
• Abandoned: Nuisance types which are to be actively 
removed from systems. 
The present stock has the profile shown in Table IX. 
Table IX 
Present Stock Profile 
Supported Types 
Supported Stock 
Maintained Types 
Maintained Stock 
Tolerated Types 
Tolerated Stock 
Abandoned Types 
Abandoned Stock 
CAMAC 
42 
4409 
34 
874 
3 
74 
34 
120 
EUROCARD 
53 
9738 
no 
2369 
45 
356 
91 
87 
Future Work 
The design of the network required to link the new CODAS 
computers, the workstations and the computerterminals has 
started and should be completed in early 1991. The detailed 
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design of the new Man Machine Interface (MMI) is underway 
and should be completed in 1991. It will attempt to minimise 
costly retrofit in the existing application software. The 
tenderaction forthe procurement of computers, workstations 
and X-terminals will be issued in the second half of 1991. 
The main efforts of the Division will concentrate on the 
porting and testing of the CODAS software to its future 
UNIX environment. The effort required can be gauged by 
the fact that, at present there are more than 2,000,000 lines 
of FORTRAN source code and some 100,000 lines of lower 
level languages. 
JET Data Management 
The JET Data Management Group is responsible for the 
provision of a Mainframe Computing Service for scientific 
and engineering computing. This includes provision of 
appropriate software and hardware systems. The Group is 
also responsible for the management of JET data and for 
organisation and control of routine data processing. 
The computing Service is based on an IBM 3090 three-
way processor mainframe with two vector facilities. There 
are 70GBytes of disc storage and a further 240GBytes of 
IBM mass storage. The JET Mainframe Data Processing 
Centre is housed in a specially designed building at AEA 
Technology, Harwell Laboratory, and operated for JET 
under contract by a team from that Laboratory. The JET 
mainframe is also connected to the Harwell Laboratory 
CRAY2 computer. 
The JET Computing Centre has been operating since 
June 1987 and the computing load has grown significantly 
since that date. In order to maintain good interactive 
response and also accommodate an increasing load of 
background batch work, the central computer was upgraded 
in February 1990 from an IBM 3090/200E with two proc-
essors, one vector facility and 64MBytes of memory to the 
IBM latest technology, 3090/300J with three processors, 
two vector facilities and 196 MBytes of memory (64MB 
central and 128MB expanded). This has almost double the 
processing capacity. Since the upgrade there has been a 
significant growth in all areas of the mainframe computing 
workload, most critically in the CAD work from the JET 
Drawing Office and interactive (TSO) work. The system 
software has also been upgraded during 1990, ensuring 
independence from the system on the Harwell IBM compu-
ter, leading to a simpler and more reliable system. 
The Data Management Group provides the contact be-
tween the users, operators and system programmers, through 
the Help Desk Service, backed up by specialists in the 
Group. This ensures the smooth running of the system. The 
data communications between the JET site system and the 
Computer Centre are mainly the responsibility of CODAS 
Division and significant improvements in these areas are 
reported in that section. 
The Group is also responsible for the storage of JET data 
and currently ~ 186GBytes of raw JET data (JPFs) are stored 
on the cached Mass Store in a compressed form, and a further 
55GBytes of analysed data are stored on the PPF online data-
base system. The Central Physics File (CPF), established 
during 1988 under the SAS environment, forms a complete 
higher level data selection and storage system. A subset of 
all data is extracted at time points of interest, determined by 
the Timeslice program and the interactive timeslice editor, 
TED, and stored in the SAS databases. These data are the 
basis for extended statistical analysis, and the source for 
other extracts such as the TRANSPORT bank. This com-
plete system is a fully automated process, and is used by 
many physicists in the Project. 
In addition to mainframe computing, the Group provides 
support for the increasing numbers of Personal Computers 
(PCs) on site which are used both as stand-alone workstations 
and terminals to the IBM and NORD computers, and for the 
Systems introduced for word processing. 
Diagnostic Systems 
The status of JET's operating diagnostic systems at the end 
of 1990 is summarized in Table X and their general layout 
in the machine is shown in Fig.40. The staged introduction 
of the diagnostic systems onto JET has proceeded from the 
start of JET operation in June 1983 and is nearing comple-
tion. The present status is that 41 systems are in routine 
operation. A further 27 systems are in preparation or in the 
design stage for operation in the New Phase of JET or in the 
active D-T Phase. This will be discussed further in the 
section on the New Phase of JET. Operational experience 
has been good and most of the systems are now operating 
automatically with minimal manual supervision. The result-
ing measurements are of a high quality in tenns of accuracy 
and reliability, and provide essential information on plasma 
behaviour in JET. Further details on specific diagnostics 
systems are given below. 
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Table X 
Status of the JET Diagnostic Systems, December 1990 
Operational Diagnostics 
System 
K B 1 
K C 1 
K E 1 
K E 3 
K G 1 
K G 2 
K G 3 
K G 4 
K H 1 
K H 2 
KJ1· 
KJ2· 
K K 1 
K K 2 
K K 3 
KL1· 
K M 1 
K M 3 
K M 7 
K N 1 
K N 2 
KN3· 
K N 4 
K R 2 
K S 1 
KS2· 
K S 3 
K S 4 
K S 5 
KT1­
KT2· 
K T 3 
KT4· 
K X 1 
K Y 1 
K Y 2 
KY3· 
K Y 4 
K Y 5 
KZ3' 
Κ γ 1 
Diagnostic 
Bolometer array 
Magnetic diagnostics 
Single point Thomson scattering 
Lidar Thomson scattering 
Multichannel far Infrared Interferometer 
Single channel microwave interferometer 
Microwave reflectometer 
Polarimeter 
Hard X­ray monitors 
X­ray pulse height spectrometer 
Soft X­ray diode arrays 
Toroidal soft X­ray arrays 
Electron cyclotron emission spatial scan 
Electron cyclotron emission fast system 
Electron cyclotron emission heterodyne 
Limiter viewing 
2.4MeV neutron spectrometer 
2.4MeV tlme­of­flight neutron spectrometer 
Time­resolved neutron yield monitor 
Time­resolved neutron yield monitor 
Neutron activation 
Neutron yield profile measuring system 
Delayed neutron activation 
Active phase NPA 
Active phase spectroscopy 
Spatial scan X­ray crystal spectroscopy 
Η­alpha and visible light monitors 
Charge exchange recombination spectro­
scopy (using heating beam) 
Active Balmer α spectroscopy 
VUV spectroscopy spatial scan 
VUV broadband spectroscopy 
Active phase CX spectroscopy 
Grazing Incidence + visible spectroscopy 
High resolution X­ray crystal spectroscopy 
Surface analysis station 
Surface probe fast transfer system 
Plasma boundary probes 
Fixed Langmuir probes (X­point belt limiter) 
Fast pressure gauges 
Laser injected trace elements 
Gamma­rays 
Purpose 
Time and space resolved total radiated power 
Plasma current, loop volts, plasma position, shape of 
flux surfaces, diamagnetic loop, fast MHD 
Te and ne at one point several times 
Te and ηθ profiles 
\ne ds on six vertical chords and two horizontal chords 
Jneds on one vertical chord 
ne profiles and fluctuations 
\ne B„ ds on six vertical chords 
Runaway electrons and disruptions 
Monitor of Te, impurities. LH fast electrons 
MHD instabilities and location of rational surfaces 
Toroidal mode numbers 
Te (r,t) with scan time of a few milliseconds 
TB (r,t} on microsecond time scale 
Te (r,t} with high spatial resolution 
Monitor hot spots on limiter, walls, RF antennae, 
dlvertor target tiles 
Neutron spectra In D­D discharges, ion temperatures 
and energy distributions 
Triton burning studies 
Time resolved neutron flux 
Absolute fluxes of neutrons 
Space and time resolved profile of neutron flux 
Absolute fluxes of neutrons 
Ion distribution function. Tt(r) 
Impurity behaviour in active conditions 
Space and time resolved impurity profiles 
Ionisation rate, Zeff, impurity fluxes from wall and 
limiter 
Fully Ionized light impurity concentration, 7", (r), 
rotation velocities 
TD , nD and Z„„ (ή 
Time and space resolved impurity densities 
Impurity survey 
Fully ionized light impurity concentration. Τ, (ή, 
rotation velocities 
Impurity survey 
Central ion temperature, rotation and Ni concentration 
Plasma wall and limiter interactions including 
release of nydrogen isotope recycling 
Vertical probe drives for reciprocating Langmuir 
and surface collecting probes 
Edge parameters 
Neutral particle fluxes on target 
Particle transport, 7",, impurity behaviour 
Fast ion distribution 
Association 
IPP Garching 
J E T 
Riso 
JET and Stuttgart 
University 
CEA 
Fontenay-aux-Roses 
JET and FOM 
Rijnhuizen 
JET and FOM 
Rijnhuizen 
JET and CEA 
Fontenay-aux-Roses 
J E T 
J E T 
IPP Garching 
J E T 
NPL. UKAEA 
Culham and JET 
FOM Rijnhuizen 
J E T 
J E T 
UKAEA Harwell 
NEBESD Studsvik 
JET and UKAEA 
Harwell 
UKAEA Harwell 
UKAEA Harwell 
UKAEA Harwell 
M o l 
ENEA Frascati 
IPP Garching 
IPP Garching 
J E T 
J E T 
J E T 
CEA 
Fontenay-aux-Roses 
UKAEA Culham 
J E T 
UKAEA Culham 
ENEA Frascati 
IPP Garching 
UKAEA Culham 
JET. UKAEA Culham 
and IPP Garching 
J E T 
IPP Garching 
J E T 
J E T 
Automation 
A 
A 
A 
A 
S A 
A 
A 
S A 
A 
S A 
S A 
S A 
A 
A 
S A 
A 
S A 
A 
A 
A 
S A 
A 
A 
A 
S A 
S A 
S A 
S A 
S A 
A 
A 
S A 
A 
A 
Automated. 
but not 
usually 
operated 
unattended 
S A 
M 
M 
M 
Not compatible with tritium A=Automatic; SA=Semi-automatic: M=Manual 
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Neutron Activation 
System 
Lidar Thomson 
Scattering 
X.U.V.and VU V. Broadband 
Spectroscopy 
Active Phase 
Spectroscopy 
V.U.V Spectroscopy 
Spatial Scan 
X-Ray Pulse Height 
Spectrometer 
Charge Exchange 
Recombination 
Spectroscopy 
X-Ray Crystal 
Spatial Scan 
Plasma Boundary Probe 
Surface Probe 
Fast Transfer System 
Far Infrared Interferometer 
and Polarimeter 
Microwave Reflectometer 
Neutron Yield Profile 
Measuring System 
Cassette 
2mm Microwave 
Interferometer 
Bolometer Array 
Soft X-Ray 
Diode Array 
Neutron Yield Profile 
Measuring System 
Hard X-Ray Neutral Particle 
Monitor Analyser 
Time Resolved 
Neutron Yield Monitor 
High Resolution X-Ray 
Crystal Spectrometer 
Fig.40: Generai layout of diagnostics in the JET machine. 
Magnetics 
The basic system of flux and field measurements has contin-
ued to work reliably. The occasional breakdown of input 
amplifiers has been substantially reduced by installing volt-
age limiting devices at the inputs. The removal of a number 
of short-circuits between the vacuum vessel and mechanical 
structure (leading to high common mode interference) may 
also have helped. The standard differential input isolation 
amplifier, which had a limited bandwidth (~ 10 kHz) has 
been redesigned to improve this aspect, specifically regard-
ing the phase shift. The bandwidth now extends to 100 kHz. 
Manufacture of these units has now started. 
Removal and reinstallation of Octant No.3 for the re-
placement of a TF coil made it necessary to remove the 
voltage loops which are routed in tubes running toroidali)' on 
the outer wall of the vessel. In the past, seven loops had been 
installed (out of eight possible) and after this operation only 
three voltage loops could be re-installed. These included the 
loops used to provide the main loop voltage. 
Following identification of a fault in the torodial field coil 
to which the diamagnetic loop is attached a balancing circuit 
was set up for a second diamagnetic loop. The second loop 
is in Octant No.8, remote from the faulty coil in Octant No.4 
and shows less variability from day to day, although it is 
more susceptible to direct coupling with the poloidal field. 
Data were taken from both loops simultaneously throughout 
the final 1500 shots of 1990 and the calculated energies 
agree well under most operating conditions. More experi-
ence of comparison of behaviour of the two loops is required 
before deciding to switch to the second loop as the main 
energy measurement. This decision must also take account 
of the reported reduction in the level of fault in the TFcoil. 
Hard wired plasma displacement signals based on the 
Shafranov moments of the current distribution have been 
successfully commissioned. These signals are particularly 
important for the measurement of vertical and horizontal 
displacements of small diameter plasmas and X-point 
plasmas, where more conventional methods break down. 
The hardwired signals were in perfect agreement with those 
calculated by software considerations. They have greatly 
assisted in the analysis of very fast vertical disruptions. 
Work has also continued on the pick-up coils for the 
feedback stabilisation of m=2, n=l modes. A full set of 4 
pairs of coils have been installed and found to perform 
satisfactorily. A start has been made to build the circuits for 
the control of the gain and phase of the signals to be used in 
the feedback loop. 
The standard differential input isolation amplifier, which 
had a limited bandwidth (~10kHz) has been redesigned to 
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improve this aspect specifically regarding the phase shift. 
The bandwidth now extends to 100kHz. The manufacture 
of these units has started. 
Plasma Boundary Probes 
Single element Langmuir probes in the carbon (upper) and 
beryllium (lower) divertor targets as well as in the belt 
limiters, RF and LH antenna protection have routinely 
provided measurements of the plasma parameters of the 
plasma edge scrape­off layer. Probes in the carbon divertor 
target plates have proven not to survive the extreme heat 
loads found near the strike point of the separatrix in pulses 
with full additional heating. A design study has started for 
a probe that would be retractable behind the limiter surface 
and could be extended for measurements only during a very 
short time (~50ms) (so called "pop­up probe"). Probes in the 
beryllium divertor target were severely affected by the 
melting of the target. 
The fast moving reciprocating probe has been used 
regularly under remote control. The probe head had to be 
replaced several times due to unexpected plasma contact 
causing thermal shock damage. Therefore, new probe heads 
will be manufactured from 4D carbon fibre reinforced 
material offering improved protection against thermal shock. 
A Retarding Field Analyser (RFA) was used for the first 
time on the Fast Transfer System Facility (FTS), mounted on 
the tip of the train, to measure the ion temperature in the 
Scrape­Off Layer (SOL). The entrance slit of this probe has 
proven to be too fragile for the power fluxes found in the 
SOL during heating and a new more rugged version is under 
construction. 
The diagnosis of the divertor has been enhanced by fast 
in­vessel ion gauges mounted under the target protection 
plates. These gauges pose many new problems since the 
filament current is up to 30A and in­vessel routing and cable 
vacuum feedthrough are difficult. These problems have 
satisfactorily been resolved and the first measurements have 
shown good quality. The pressure measurement can be 
interpreted as a particle flux on the target and can therefore 
be compared with Ha measurements at the same location 
from CCD cameras. This is shown in Fig.41. 
Plasma Wall Interactions 
There is a continuing interest in the analysis of in­vessel 
components, particularly comparing beryllium first­wall 
with the all­carbon phase. First­wall components have been 
analysed by ion beam techniques in a specially equipped 
glove box forhandling the Be­contaminated components by 
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Fig.41 : Neutral particle flux measurement in the carbon 
divertor target private region of the carbon divertor target 
measure by means of a pressure gauge and CCD camera. The 
peak in H at 19s is due to a UFO. 
Beryllium tile 
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Fig.42: Surface deuterium concentration on a Beryllium belt 
limiter tile. 
bringing the ion beam into the glove box through an ultra­
thin window. First wall components are moved by computer 
controlled stepper motors so that the surface profile can be 
scanned automatically without the necessity to cut the 
material. Fig.42 shows the surface deuterium concentration 
on a Be­belt limiter tile. 
The integral exposure/analysis facility for surface collec­
tor probes : Fast Transfer System (FTS) coupled to the 
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Surface Analysis Station (SAS) has suffered from technical 
limitations both in the transfer of probes and in the analysis 
facilities. Therefore a limited number of probes have been 
exposed and subsequently analysed mostly by means of ion 
beam techniques. Probes have been exposed in twodifferent 
poloidal locations: near the outer midplane on the Fast 
Transfer System and at the top on the Plasma Boundary 
Probe System equipped with a cassette. Be evaporations 
were again successfully monitored and studies have been 
conducted on the ratios of the deposition of Beryllium and 
Carbon in the SOL. The evaluation has not been completed. 
On the FTS special probes have been exposed to measure 
the fluxes of fast helium ions as produced in ICRF heating 
experiments and with helium neutron beam injection 
heating. 
From experiments at JET and other tokamaks, it is known 
that a substantial amount of the working gas is released when 
the vessel is vented before a machine opening. The study of 
this effect has continued by taking samples with the present 
beryllium walls and by trying to reduce the release by means 
of glow discharge cleaning before venting and flushing with 
nitrogen. 
Limiter Observations 
Several wide-angle views have been used for general opera-
tional use and routinely recorded. On carbon very high 
target temperatures are often observed during intense ad-
ditional heating. Under these circumstances, disruptions 
often release UFO's that can clearly be followed. For 
detailed studies of limiters and targets, narrow-angle views 
have been used usually equipped with remotely controllable 
carousels with filters for Ha, Bel, II and CI, II, III. If the target 
temperature exceeds 1200°C, thermal radiation dominates 
line radiation and the surface temperature can be measured. 
All this information is a recorded in standard professional 
video format and analysed afterwards on a PC-based sys-
tem. This analysis system has further matured, so that 
saturated areas on the picture can be restored with a software 
procedure and so that also total deposited power deposited 
on a selected area can be obtained. 
Electron Cyclotron 
Emission (ECE) System 
The ECE measurement system has continued to provide 
detailed information on the spatial and temporal variations 
of the electron temperature on ail JET discharges. The 
Michelson interferometers give a measurement of the whole 
ECE spectrum with modest spectral and temporal resolutions 
thus providing temperature profiles (with spatial resolution 
-15 cm) under almost all plasma conditions. The twelve-
channel grating polychromator, and the heterodyne radi-
ometer (with corresponding typical spatial resolution ~ 6 cm 
and ~ 3 cm respectively) give detailed information about the 
time dependence of the electron temperature at a number of 
fixed points in the plasma. The real-time processing system 
analyses all data from one of the Michelson interferometers, 
allowing real-time calculation of interlock signals required 
for the Pellet Launcher Protection System and real-time 
display of electron temperature profiles in the control room. 
During 1989, a cryogenic failure in the detector used for 
the Michelson interferometers necessitated the use of a 
temporary replacement detector from another system. The 
permanent replacement, installed before the start of 1990 
operations, shows better cryogenic and detector perform-
ance than the original system. The complete Michelson 
interferometer system (including all the transmission 
waveguides, in-vessel components and the new detector) 
was again absolutely calibrated using a large area, high 
temperature black-body source located inside the vacuum 
vessel. A new source, with slightly improved radiation 
temperature and full remote control, was brought into service 
for use in the beryllium contaminated vacuum vessel. The 
source was subsequently de-contaminated and will be used 
for future calibrations. Comparisons of ECE data with that 
from other diagnostics (in particular the LIDAR Thomson 
scattering) indicate that the measured electron temperatures 
are within the normal level of accuracy (±10% in absolute 
level). The stability of the calibration appears to be as good 
as, or better than, that of the system before the 1989 detector 
problems. 
The upgrade of the heterodyne radiometer to44 channels, 
giving coverage of the frequency ranges 73-103 GHz and 
115-127 GHz at =1 GHz intervals, has been completed. 
Different frequency bands in the system can simultaneously 
view the plasma in different polarizations (ordinary or 
extraordinary mode) allowing both exploitation of the first 
and second cyclotron harmonics. This, combined with the 
extended frequency coverage, allows useful measurements 
over almost the full operating range of the toroidal field. At 
some values of the toroidal field, there is almost complete 
coverage of the plasma minor radius. Fig.43 shows an 
example of data obtained. In this case, data from 25 
radiometer channels each having a spatial resolution of =2 
cm, spread over a range of = 1 m, have been used. The signal-
to-noise ratio of the measurements is typically >100, with a 
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signal bandwidth of 10 kHz. The improved measurement 
capability of the upgraded system has already been ex­
ploited in a variety of physics studies such as MHD phe­
nomena in high β discharges, high­resolution studies of the 
sawtooth collapse, edge phenomena and edge temperature 
profiles. 
Preparations for the exploitation of the non­thermal ECE 
100eVI 
100eVI R=3.90m 
10.381 10.383 10.385 10.387 10.389 
Time (s) 
(b) NBI 
On On 
3.60 25.3 <T 
10 
Time (s) 
12f 
I Time of reference 
profile 
Fig.43: (a) the time evolution of the electron temperature around 
a sawtooth collapse, at a number of fixed radii. The signals 
shown are a subset of the 44 channels measured by the 
heterodyne radiometer. The existence of a localized MHD mode 
which persists through the sawtooth collapse is clearly visible: 
(b) data from 25 radiometer channels spanning the outer 
half of the plasma have been used to obtain the time evolution vf 
the temperature profile in the same time range as part (a\. 
spectra expected during lower hybrid wave experiments 
have been in progress for sometime. The first Lower Hybrid 
Current Drive (LHCD) experiments have shown the expected 
substantial effects on the ECE spectra measured with the 
Michelson interferometer. As predicted, the perturbation of 
the thermal spectrum appears to be dominantly at low 
frequencies (ie. below the second harmonic, in the ex­
traordinary mode), so that electron temperature measurements 
using the optically thick second harmonic are still possible. 
A quantitative investigation of the non­thermal emission, 
with the aim of obtaining information on the energy and 
space distribution of the non­thermal electrons, is in progress. 
Microwave Transmission Interferometry 
and Reflectometry 
The microwave transmission interferometer has continued 
routine use for measurements of the line­of­sight electron 
density and for plasma control purposes. It has operated with 
high reliability and without modifications. 
The work on reflectometry has three components: devel­
opment and application of a multichannel instrument which 
operates with radiation in the ordinary mode (Ε I Iß); 
development of correlation reflectometry, a technique spe­
cially devised for studying density fluctuations; and con­
struction of a novel 'comb' reflectometer to estimate density 
in the X point region. 
The multichannel instrument has 12 probing frequencies 
in the range 18 ­ 80 GHz and so probes electron densities in 
the range 0.4 ­ 8.0 χ 10" nr3. It has two modes of operation: 
narrow band swept, for measuring the electron density 
profile; and fixed frequency, for measuring relatively fast 
movements of the different density layers. 
The instrument was brought into initial operation at the 
end of 1989 and was used extensively during 1990. The 
principal operational difficulty that has been experienced, 
arose from density fluctuations which caused inaccuracies 
in the data given by the automatic fringe counting and period 
counting electronics. To overcome these difficulties, three 
modifications to the system were made. Narrow band filters 
were fitted to the IF stage of the heterodyne receivers, the 
gain of the IF amplifiers was increased, and cross­talk 
between the plasma and reference arms was reduced. In 
addition, a new mode of operation was developed, in which 
the probing frequencies were alternatively swept and held 
constant ('swept­dwell" mode) and the output from the 
fringe counters recorded. Data taken during the fixed 
frequency period was interpolated to provide a 'baseline ' for 
the measurements taken during the frequency sweep. In this 
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way, an accurate measurement of delay time of the radiation 
in the plasma is obtained. Inverting the data from the 
different measurement channels provides the electron den­
sity profile. 
These modifications have enabled useful measurements 
to be made for a range of plasma conditions. For example, 
Fig.44 shows movements of the different density layers 
measured during pulsing of the NBI and during 1CRF 
heating. These measurements were obtained with the fixed 
frequency mode of operation. This gives the relative 
movements of the different density layers and these are put 
on an absolute scale by referencing against a profile meas­
ured with the far infrared transmission interferometer. Fig.45 
shows some density profiles measured with the swept fre­
quency mode of operation during oscillations of the gas feed 
to the torus. The profiles are compared with those measured 
with the interferometer. 
Pulse No:23434 
^■■- 3.4 
Fig.44: Reflectomeier measurements of the movement of six 
density layers durin)· pulsina of NBI (2.5 MW) and during 
ICRF heating (4 MW). The absolute location of the different 
density layers is determined by referencing against a profile 
measured with the far infrared transmission interferometer at 
12.2 s. 
Measurements made with the reflectometer have been 
used in a range of physics studies. In particular, they have 
been used to derive a particle diffusion coefficient by 
measuring the density perturbation following a sawtooth 
collapse and results have been combined with determinations 
of the heat pulse thermal diffusivity obtained from measure­
ments of ECE. Profile measurements have been used in 
investigations of the plasma edge region especially under Fi­
mode conditions. 
The work on correlation reflectometry has been carried 
out with a four channel reflectometer which operates with 
radiation in the extraordinary mode (E J_ B). The probing 
frequencies are 75.5,75.6,75.75 and 76.15 GHz which give 
separation between the reflecting layers typically in the 
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Fig.45: The upper trace shows the time evolution of lhe line 
integrated density (central channel) during pulsing of the gas 
feed to the torus. The edge density profile measured with the 
reflectometer at four times (a.b.c and d) is shown (solid line). 
Profiles measured with the transmission interferometer are 
also shown (dotted line). 
range 3­20 mm. The fluctuating signal on each channel is 
recorded and the correlation level (γ) between the signals is 
calculated. The dependence of γ on the layer separation is 
determined by analysing results from the different channels. 
The data are interpreted in terms of fine­scale structures (ie. 
'density cells'), which rotate toroidally under the influence 
of the additional heating. From the analysis, an estimate of 
the radial extent of the structures (L ) and the effective toroidal 
wavenumber spectrum are obtained. 
The level of correlation has been found to vary substan­
tially with plasma conditions. Under ohmic conditions, the 
correlation between the channels is generally low, suggest­
ing the radial extent of any structures is (>) 3 mm. Under 
additional heated L­mode conditions, correlation level de­
pends on additional heating power. For power levels (>) 8 
MW, correlation level is high and L (>) 1.5 cm. On the other 
hand, under Η mode conditions the correlation level and L 
c 
are much reduced and generally closer to ohmic values. In 
all cases, the effective toroidal wavenumber spectrum is 
broad­band in the range 0.2 ­ 6 m ' . The significance of the 
results is not clear at this stage but could have important 
implications for energy and particle transport. 
The comb reflectometer has four probing frequencies, 
*35" 
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27,40, 60 and 90 GHz, and operates in the ordinary mode. 
It will probe the upper X point region through a waveguide 
mounted in a top vertical port. The maximum frequency in 
reflection will be determined, by observing the level of 
fluctuations (these are expected to be relatively high for the 
channels in reflection), and thereby an estimate of the 
plasma density in the X point region v/ill be obtained. The 
device is presently under construction and the first results 
should be obtained in the 1991 experimental campaign. 
Thomson Scattering 
During 1990, work on the LIDAR Thomson Scattering 
system has concentrated on maintaining routine operation 
and on the planned upgrade of the repetition rate. In 
addition, modifications are being prepared which will per­
mit high spatial resolution measurements in the plasma edge 
region. 
The system was operated routinely during the experi­
mental campaigns in either the standard 0.5 Hz/9 pulse mode 
or the ~ 1 Hz/6 pulse mode for higher time resolution. 
During the year, an event occurred accidentally which 
enabled the robustness of the time­of­flight (LIDAR) 
technique to be demonstrated. The carbon tile used as a laser 
beam dump was dislodged from the inner wall exposing a 
bright metallic surface leading to a large increase (at least 
two orders of magnitude) in the stray laser light level. 
Despite this difficulty, it was possible to maintain operation, 
by the addition only of an extra polarizer in the collection 
optics path. Some data obtained under these conditions are 
shown in Fig.46. These results are also important because 
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Fig.46: The electron temperature profile measured by LIDAR 
Thomson scattering in the presence of severe stray light. Note 
that the central temperature is >10 keV for a period > 4 s. 
they demonstrate that the central electron temperature was 
> 10 keV for a period > 4 s. They were obtained during a 
sawtooth free period of an ICRF heated D ­ He1 discharge. 
The upgrade for higher repetition rate has three main 
components: the installation of high reflectivity (99%) broad 
band dielectric collection mirrors, the use of PCs for fast data 
read­out and storage between laser pulses; and the pro­
curement of a high repetition rate (10 Hz) short pulse laser. 
The first two modifications were made during 1989 and 
were used successfully in 1990. Unfortunately, procure­
ment of the 10 Hz laser has met with difficulty and the 
contract has been terminated. As an alternative, a new 
system based on a 4 Hz ruby laser is being considered, and 
tender action for such a laser has been initiated. Delivery is 
planned for the first half of 1992. 
For the edge LIDAR diagnostic, one of the six parallel 
collection optical paths of the main LIDAR system has been 
redirected in the roof laboratory to provide an additional 
detection path. This path will include a new dispersion 
system suitable for lower temperature measurements and a 
new faster detection system based on a streak camera 
(Fig.47). This arrangement will provide LIDAR measure­
ments with a considerably higher spatial resolution over a 
limited radial range in the outer region of the plasma. 
Preliminary stray and plasma light characterisation tests 
were successfully carried out towards the end of 1990 
operations. A loaned streak camera and intensifier unit were 
used together with an existing CCD camera, suitably modi­
fied, as a digitizer. Delivery of the final optical and detection 
systems is expected early in 1991 and after testing, will be 
commissioned during 1991 operations. 
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Fig.47: Schematic of the high resolution LIDAR Thomson 
scattering system under construction for edge measurements. 
Use of the laser, laser beam­line and operating system of 
the original Single Point Thomson Scattering system has 
continued as a source for laser ablation experiments, and the 
results have been used in studies of impurity transport. In 
addition, the laser beam has been used as the source for 
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preliminary tests of the new q-profile Thomson scattering 
experiment designed to obtain an estimate of local internal 
magnetic field. The axicone collection optics for the system 
have been completed. The detection system including the 
pressure scanned Fabry-Perot etalon, the Peltier cooled 
CCD-camera and the data collection system was completed, 
delivered and installed by the AEA, Culham Laboratory, for 
this collaborative experiment. 
Attempts at measurements were conducted in the latter 
half of the experimental campaign. To measure successfully 
the direction of magnetic field, the central electron cyclotron 
frequency must be resonant with the Fabry-Perot etalon. 
Although resonant conditions were not determined unam-
biguously in any of the relatively few high density discharges 
on which a measurement was attempted, measurements 
proved the ability of the system to discriminate against stray 
laser light and showed a significant number of photoelectron 
events from Thomson scattering. Serious attempts at local 
field measurements were abandoned, when a tile from the 
inner-wall fell and blocked the alignment beam. 
Fast Ion and Alpha Particle Diagnostic 
During 1990, the development of high power 140 GHz 
gyrotrons were sufficiently advanced to permit ta start of 
construction of the collective scattering system formeasuring 
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the spatial and velocity distributions of fast ions including 
alpha-particles. Design of the system was completed and 
contracts placed forali major components. The system will 
be implemented in two stages. There will be a preliminary 
stage aimed at validating the physics of the technique and 
making the first measurements of fast ions. This stage will 
also involve important tests of technical aspects of the 
system and will be undertaken in 1991. The system will then 
be upgraded for D-T operation and made compatible with 
the pumped divertor geometry of JET. 
The principal system components are a gyrotron with 
power supplies and modulator, a mode convertor, oversized 
waveguide transmission systems for launch and detection, a 
multichannel heterodyne detector system, and signal condi-
tioning and data acquisition electronics (Fig.48). The gyrotron 
is a high power (> 400 kW), long pulse (> 5 s) whispering 
gallery mode tube. For initial experiments, an existing 
prototype tube will be used. The anode modulater is under 
construction at JET and will permit modulation of the 
gyrotron output at frequencies up to 40 kHz. This is 
necessary to discriminate the scattered radiation from th ; 
background ECE. The output of the gyrotron will be in the 
TE |J2 mode and this will be converted to a Gaussian beam 
by means of an improved efficiency Vlasov convertor. 
Power will be coupled to the HEn mode in the oversized 
Oversized waveguide 
transmission system 
Voltage regulator Gyrotron Vacuum 
and modulator 140GHz window 
35A 
100kV 
Data acquisition Signal Heterodyne 
and control conditioning detection 
electronics electronics system 
(134.0-139.5 GHz) 
(140.5-146.0 GHz) 
Oversized waveguide 
transmission system 
Fig.4S: Schematic of the collective scattering system for measuring the spatial and velocity 
distributions of fast ions including alpha-particles in JET. 
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(diam. 88.9 mm) corrugated waveguide and transmitted to 
a main vertical port at the top of the JET vacuum vessel. The 
waveguide will include special resistive sections to absorb 
power in unwanted modes. These sections have been 
produced using the technique of plasma spraying of stainless 
steel. For initial operation, an inertially cooled sapphire disc 
will be used as the torus vacuum window. This will limit the 
gyrotron pulse length to a few seconds and so the design of 
a cyrogenic sapphire window has been initiated. Radiation 
will be launched into the torus via two mirrors, the last mirror 
being rotatable in two independent directions. The in-vessel 
components have been mocked-up and tested. An identical 
arrangement at the bottom of the vessel will be used to detect 
the scattered radiation. In addition, there will be two slave 
detection lines to collect (spectrally integrated) scattered 
radiation from volumes adjacent to the main scattering 
volume. Eventually, these will be used in a real-time feed-
back system to maintain optimum alignment between the 
launched and received beams. The scattered radiation will 
be transmitted to a heterodyne detection system using over-
sized (diam. 31.75 mm) corrugated waveguide and quasi-
optical mitre bends. Initially, the spectrum will be resolved 
into 32 channels between 134 and 146 GHz. Ultimately, 
there will be 40 channels between 123 and 156 GHz. Both 
the fast ion and thermal ion features will be detected. 
Repetitive pulse addition techniques will be used to improve 
the signal-to-noise ratio and special signal conditioning 
electronics are being developed for this purpose. For the 
initial measurements, a simplified control system is being 
prepared which will give local control of the gyrotron and 
subsystems. The interface to CODAS and control from the 
diagnostic control room will be implemented at a later stage. 
Theoretical work supporting the technical developments 
has continued. The work has been directed at assessing the 
effects of the dielectric properties of the plasma and at 
developing predictive and interpretation codes. The dielectric 
properties have now been analysed using cold, hot and 
relativistic models of the plasma. The cold plasma model 
has been found to be adequate for describing scattering with 
radiation polarized in the ordinary mode, but for scattering 
with radiation in the extraordinary mode hot plasma effects 
can be important. The scattered signal can be up to an order 
of magnitude larger with extraordinary mode scattering and 
so there is considerable advantage in using this mode but 
there is an upper density limit. This limit has been evaluated 
using the hot plasma theory and is found to be higher than 
that given by the cold plasma theory. 
The predictive code will be used to determine the neces-
sary antenna orientations and polarizer settings for the 
diagnostic. The code includes a modified ray tracing routine 
which can make use of real data on plasma density, magnetic 
field and electron temperature distributions from previous 
plasmas. Codes for interpreting the measured spectra are 
also being prepared. 
Neutron Flux Measurements 
The strength of the neutron emission from JET plasmas is 
routinely recorded with sets of Fission Chambers mounted 
near three of the main horizontal ports of the machine. These 
chambers are suitable for recording brief bursts of 
photoneutrons, produced by runaway electrons following 
major plasma disruptions. A study of photoneutron emis-
sion was carried out [ 1 ] at a time when all the plasma facing 
components were constructed from carbon. Although 
photoneutron yields are inherently erratic, the "standard" 
scaling of the average yield (Y) with plasma current (I ) is 
Y=2xl0l3I26 photoneutrons per disruption (I in MA) was 
established. This study has been updated to investigate the 
effect of introducing beryllium in place of carbon in the 
machine. Pulse Nos: 19160 to 21959 were examined as this 
covers the period prior to introduction of beryllium, the use 
of beryllium evaporation and the subsequent installation and 
early use of beryllium belt limiters. The following prelimi-
nary conclusions can be drawn: 
(i) for carbon limiter plasmas, the standard scaling still 
applies; 
(ii) with carbon limiters and beryllium evaporation, the 
standard scaling applies up to 3MA, but for higher 
currents yields were lower than predicted by 1 to 2 orders 
of magnitude (but there were few occurrences); 
(iii) for beryllium limiter plasmas, the yield at 1 MA was the 
same as for carbon, but the yields fell with increasing 
current so that by 5MA they were 3 orders of magnitude 
lower than predicted (as illustrated in Fig.49); 
(iv)for disruptions occurring in the X-point configuration 
(with carbon dump plates), there was no clear I de-
pendence and the yields were 1 to 2 orders of magnitude 
lower than predicted with the standard scaling, irrespec-
tive of limiter material. 
It is evident that the generation of runaway electrons 
during disruptions is strongly inhibited by the presence of 
beryllium at the plasma boundary. It is well known that the 
disruption characteristics with beryllium are quite different 
from those for carbon and are related to the formation of 
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Fig.49: Neutron yields measured after major plasma 
disruptions; the results for beryllium limiters are in marked 
contrast with those for carbon limiters. 
MARFEs. The above findings indicate that runaway elec­
tron formation is most favoured in the outer regions of the 
plasma and that the edge electron densities for the beryllium 
cases are higher than forcarbon, possibly because of MARFE 
formation. 
The use of the Fission Chambers for measuring the 
instantaneous neutron emission strength from well­behaved 
plasma discharges requires determination of absolute de­
tection efficiencies to better than 10% accuracy. This is now 
achieved through the employment of foil activation tech­
niques, using two new irradiation positions that have been 
established inside the vacuum vessel to minimize the 
problems of modelling structures surrounding the plasma. 
Although the Fission Chamber detection efficiencies are 
now well established, they sometimes alter between oper­
ating periods in a manner that is not expected from the nature 
of the changes made to nearby hardware. To assist in 
understanding these changes, a simplified computer model 
of the tokamak has been developed for use with neutron 
transport codes. This model has been validated by compari­
son with extensive in­vessel measurements made in 1985 
with a :,2Cf neutron source [2]. Fig.50 shows that the model 
calculations reproduce very well the scan obtained by moving 
100 200 300 
Toroidal angle of source position (*) 
Fig JO: Comparison of experimental measurements with Monte 
Carlo neutron transport predictions for the variation of the 
neutron counter response with toroidal position of a 
Californium neutron source in the vacuum vessel. The good 
agreement obtained validates the computer model. 
the source around the tokamak on the plasma axis. These 
calculations indicate that the detection efficiency is relati vely 
insensitive to the equipment arrayed around the ports (but 
absolute calibration purely by direct calculation is not pos­
sible to better than ±30% accuracy). They also showed that 
the 15% change in efficiency that took place over the 1989/ 
1990 shutdown is attributable to the change from water to 
freon as a toroidal field coil coolant. 
Neutron Emission Profiles 
The Neutron Profile Monitor provides a measure of the 
spatial variation of neutron emissivity throughout the plasma 
volume. A topic of particular interest is the change in 
emission profile during sawtooth crashes, which has been 
studied using tomographic inversion methods. Fig.51 gives 
an example of the dramatic change which takes place in the 
profile for a D° beam­heated discharge, whereas the change 
in total neutron emission strength recorded by the Fission 
Chambers is only 15%. Of course, if the sawtooth crash 
leads only to a displacement of the hot ions, conserving their 
energy and density, then nochange in global emission would 
be expected. The change observed in Fig.51 is attributed 
mainly to the contribution to total emission from beam­
beam interactions which is important on­axis when the beam 
ion density is high, but varies inversely with density and so 
becomes small after the redistribution. 
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Fig.51 : Tomographic presentation of the neutron emission 
profiles before and after a sawtooth crash for a discharge in 
which the central neutron emission before the crash is 
dominated by beam-beam reactions. 
The interpretation of neutron emission profiles for 
ohmically-heated discharges is considerably easier than 
under D° neutral-beam heating conditions, since the meas-
urements give a direct indication of the ion temperature 
profiles; by means of a simple local transport analysis, the 
ion thermal conduct! vity, K: , for r/a =0.4 calculated from the 
temperature profile is in the range 0.5 to 2.5m2/s and shows 
a tendency to increase with plasma current, contrary to the 
dependence expected from neoclassical calculations. 
During 1990, the vertical camera of the Neutron Profile 
Monitor has been used on occasions for measurements of the 
X-ray emission from fast electrons driven by the Lower-
Hybrid Current Drive system, to study the localization of the 
fast electron current. The X-ray energy range of interest is 
50-500keV and is studied with Csl/silicon photodiode de-
tectors. The horizontal camera will also be brought into use 
during 1991. 
Concerted effort was devoted to the measurement of 
emission profiles for the 14MeV neutrons emitted from the 
t-d burnup reactions undergone by the 1 MeV tritons emitted 
from d-d reactions. The birth profile for the tritons is given 
by the 2.5MeV neutron emission; the peak reaction cross-
section for t-d reactions is ~ 180keV triton energy, so the 
14MeV neutron emission profile gives information on the 
confinement and diffusion of the tritons as they slow down 
and thennalize. This experiment is of direct relevance to the 
study of plasma heating by 3.5MeV alpha-particles from D-
T reactions. In practice, it has been found that the analogue 
pulse-processing systems used to distinguish neutrons from 
gamma-rays lack the dynamic range required to cater simul-
taneously for 2.5 and 14MeV neutrons. Some results were 
obtained under restricted conditions, sufficient to indicate 
that the tritons behave as expected. However, to obtain 
results for normal conditions, it wil 1 be necessary to duplicate 
the analogue signal processing equipment. This upgraded 
system should be operational during the 1991 campaign. 
Neutron Spectrometry 
Neutron Spectrometry has proven to be an indispensable 
diagnostic for the study of discharges in which high power 
ICRF heating is employed. This is due to the presence of 
beryllium as the major plasma impurity; ICRF heating 
generates a high energy tail of light ions (p, d, or Ήε), which 
undergo exothermic reactions with beryllium that release 
energetic neutrons and gamma­rays. The neutron yields 
from these reactions can be sufficiently strong as to compete 
with the d­d neutron yield. Under favourable conditions 
(low density and low impurity content), the application of 
RF power in addition to NBI leads to an enhanced D­D 
reaction rate due to second harmonic interaction with deu­
terium ions; Fig.52 illustrates the manner in which the 
interpretive code TRANSP (which does not simulate the 
second harmonic interaction) underestimates the neutron 
emission when the RF is applied. 
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Fig.52: Comparison of a TRANSP simulation with the 
measured neutron yield, showing the enhancement due to 
second harmonic RF enhancement. 
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Experiments with 'He neutral­beam injection provided 
an opportunity to exploit the Neutron Spectrometers for the 
measurement of ion temperatures up to 14ke V, directly from 
the Doppler­broadening effect, without the added complica­
tion of neutron emission from beam­plasma interactions. 
This permitted direct comparison with temperatures ob­
tained from the charge­exchange diagnostic, which has not 
previously been possible. Acceptable agreement is obtained. 
The Associated­Particle Time­of­Flight Neutron 
Spectrometer, constructed for use with d­t plasmas [3], was 
delivered at the end of 1990. Rather than mothball this 
diagnostic until the start of the active phase, it was decided 
to use the new detectors and much of the electronics to 
upgrade the existing 2.5MeV Neutron Spectrometer. The 
improved instrument should retain its present energy reso­
lution of about 120keV, but its efficiency should be en­
hanced six­fold, so that the time­resolution should approach 
100ms. The upgraded diagnostic will be brought into 
service for the 1991 campaign. 
Gamma­Radiation Spectrometry 
Now that lower Zrfr values are routinely obtainable in the 
presence of the beryllium belt limiters, it was hoped that high 
power ICRF heating ('He minority) would provide record 
'He­d reaction rates. The 16MeV gamma­emission from 
these reactions provide a reliable measure of the reaction 
rate. Although a new record of about 140kW of fusion 
power has been obtained, for a heating power of 16MW, the 
gamma spectra were significantly contaminated with high 
energy gamma­rays from ­"He­beryllium reactions, so that 
only a subset of the discharges run were analyzable (Fig.53). 
Attempts to exploit the beneficial effects of central fuelling 
with 'He NBI were not successful due to the excessive 
background level of 'He gas from outgassing of the inner 
wall components. 
Studies of the gamma emission from ICRF­heated ions 
interacting with impurity ion species using a large volume 
high­purity germanium diode were not very rewarding 
because of the very low efficiency of such a detector. 
Despite the good energy resolution (lOkeV), the ratios of 
photopeak to Compton background signals were disap­
pointingly small. A Compton suppression detector array 
would be a welcome addition to provide a better signal to 
background ratio, but would further reduce the signal level. 
This enhancement is being considered since the energy 
resolution of the HPGe detector is needed to identify unam­
biguously the gamma­ray lines that are observed, but it is 
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Fig.53: The 'He­d fusion yield power deduced from gamma­ray 
measurements versus RF power for 1990 discharges. 
considered unlikely that line­shape studies to determine fast 
ion energy distributions will be possible until machines 
providing very long discharge times (minutes, if not hours) 
become available. 
Triton Burnup 
The code used for modelling the burnup of 1 MeV tritons in 
deuterium plasmas has been enhanced by the addition of a 
Monte­Carlo method for simulating triton diffusion. With 
this addition, it has bee possible to demonstrate that the need, 
in early analyses, for an anomalous slowing down rate and, 
in one special case, for an anomalous loss term can be 
removed by the introduction of a diffusion coefficient of 
0. lm :/s. This value is close to that obtained from classical 
predictions. Fig.54 shows an example of 14MeV emission 
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Fig.54: A discharge for which lhe trilou slowing down time was 
exceptionally long: the ¡4MeV neutron emission, calculated 
from the observed 2.5MeV neutron emission, agrees well with 
the experimental measurements when the effect of triton 
diffusion are included. 
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from one exceptional discharge in which the plasma density 
fell to a low level but the electron temperature remained 
high, so that a very long slowing down time resulted. The 
calculation including particle diffusion fits the observed 
emission very well. However, this does not rule out the 
possibility of triton confinement losses (e.g. through charge 
exchange). The code is now being extended to compute line-
integrated emissivities for 14MeV neutrons as observed 
with the Neutron Profile Monitor for a definitive investiga-
tion of triton diffusion and confinement losses. 
Lost Alpha-Particle Diagnostic 
A computer code has been developed to assist in the design 
of a detector for escaping alpha-particles from d-t reactions 
in the active phase of JET operations. The code uses the 
experimentally determined magnetic field configurations to 
calculate the flux of escaping fast particles reaching the 
vessel walls and permits the detailed geometries of proposed 
detectors to be modelled. Calculations made with this code 
show that the majority of the 15MeV protons recorded with 
a previous escaping particle detector [4] had their turning 
points inside the vertical port in which the detector was 
located. The code has also been used in the interpretation of 
3He depth profiles from nickel samples in the fast transfer 
system and for studying possible effects of toroidal field 
ripple. 
Soft X-ray Measurements 
The toroidal, vertical and horizontal cameras, containing 
120 detectors have produced much new data in 1990, mainly 
due to the routine operation of the real-time trigger system. 
This allows the selection of events by a set of pre-programmed 
microprocessors in real time and also allows the imposition 
of logical relations between the trigger systems. With this 
system, a large amount of new data has been obtained on 
MHD effects, the snake and sawteeth. In particular, sawteeth 
with both pre- and post-cursors have been selected (Fig.55) 
and studied in detail. This should produce important new 
information about the sawtooth collapse mechanism. 
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Fig.55 Sawteeth of different types some showing enhanced 
MHD activity selected by the new trigger system. 
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Data has also been taken using the two filter technique 
with alternate filters of different thicknesses in front of 
adjacent detectors. By tomographic inversion, this allows 
the determination, of two separate profiles of soft X­ray 
emission from which, with knowledge of the impurity 
species, the plasma temperature and density may be deter­
mined on a rapid timescale (5μα). This method works 
reliably and has been applied to the study of the pre­
disruption phase and has shown that the electron tempera­
ture exhibits the same "erosion" behaviour as the soft X­rays 
and as the ECE, and that the electron density profiles become 
hollow. Analysis is continuing on the impurity influx phase 
of the disruption. 
The real­time tomography system has been installed and 
successfully operated and should be in routine operation in 
1991. Adequate inversion speeds have been obtained and 
typical results are shown in Fig.56. 
Fig.56 Typical output from the real­time tomography display 
taken during a plasma discharge. 
Work has started on the design of compact soft X­ray 
cameras based on Silicon strip detectors which have 40 
detectors on a 40 χ 5 mm array. Modelling has established 
the correct location of these detectors in relation to existing 
cameras on Octant No.2 and tests have shown that detector/ 
preamplifier assemblies inserted into one of the toroidal 
camera positions work well, with the expected noise level. 
It has also become clear that the detectors will operate in the 
JET radiation environment, with a reasonable signal to hard 
radiation noise level. 
New methods of analysis of the soft X­ray data have been 
developed allowing the impurity density and Zcfr profile 
evolutions to be obtained automatically [5. 6]. Following 
introduction of beryllium in JET, the X­ray emission at 
energies above keV is dominated by Bremsstrahlung radiation 
from the background deuterium ions, and both 
Bremsstrahlung and recombination radiation from one or 
two light impurity species such as beryllium and carbon. 
Under these circumstances, local values of impurity densi­
ties and concentrations, or alternatively of the effective 
charge 7. are derived from tomographic measurements of 
the local X­ray emissivity at energies above 1 ­3 keV, in 
conjunction with measurements of electron density and 
temperature profiles (Figs. 57 and 58). These calculations 
are performed using the intrinsic emissivities due to impu­
rity ions. Typical uncertainties are ­ 2 5 % and there is good 
agreement with measurements of impurity contamination 
using visible Bremsstralung. In addition, detailed impurity 
transport measurements have been made by following the 
evolution of the impurity density profile after injection of 
high­Z impurities by laser blow­off [7, 8]. 
The Pulse Height Analysis system has operated with a Ge 
detector, with a sensitivity of up to several 100 keV, in order 
to detect high energy electrons produced by the lower hybrid 
FigJ7 Evolution of radio­frequency heated discharge (Pulse 
No.20087): (a) radio­frequency (P ) and neutral beam (PNB) 
power; (h) central electron density from far infrared 
inlciferometrx; (c) central electron temperature from electron 
cyclotron emission (ECE); (d) central X­ray emissivity, using a 
Befdter of '250mm thickness; (e) inferred values ofZrffin the 
plasma centre and at mid­radius). 
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Fig.59 Pulse height analysis spectrum taken during lower 
hybrid heating showing the high energy tail. 
heating system. Many spectra have clearly shown (Fig.59) 
the existence of high energy X­rays with a characteristic 
temperature of 100 keV. 
Neutral Particle Analysis 
A new time­of­flight (TOF) Neutral Particle Analyzer (NPA), 
was installed during 1990. The NPA is located at the bottom 
of Octant No.l, with a vertical line­of­sight crossing the 
torus mid­plane at major radius of 3.1m. The NPA is 
absolutely calibrated for the measurement of H+, D+, T\ 'He"* 
and Ήε**ions in the energy range 0.5­200 keV, although the 
analyzer is capable of measuring = 300 keV singly charged 
and = 600 keV doubly charged ions. 
The NPA employs a cylindrical parallel plate electro­
static analyzer for energy selection. The subsequent mass 
analysis is performed using time­of­flight/coincidence 
measurement. The latter feature gives discrimination against 
noise in the neutral flux measurements induced by the high 
neutron and γ­ray environment of JET. The full energy 
range is covered by 15 energy channels with ΔΕ/Ε = 0.05­
1, each equipped with three coincidence channels, enabling 
simultaneous measurement of a wide selection of particles. 
The two key features of the new system, discrimination 
against neutrons and high energy range, have been tested 
and successfully exploited in the last experimental cam­
paign. High neutron and g­ray discrimination factors of 100­
400 have been measured, which makes it possible to meas­
ure neutral particle spectra during pulses of 3xlO'M019 
neutrons/s. 
Routine measurements of neutral particle spectra to 
determine ion temperatures, relative concentrations of dif­
ferent plasma ions, and high energy tails have been per­
formed [9]. By making use of specific features such as 
sawtooth modulation of detected neutral fluxes, spatially 
localized values of the plasma parameters have been obtained. 
Slowing down ion energy spectra during deuterium and 
helium NBI heating, and hydrogen and He1 fast ion tails during 
minority ICRFheating schemes have been observed. Effects 
on the ion velocity distribution of toroidal field ripple, and 
the VBT drift have been inferred. Minor upgrades of 
services are in hand to bring the NPA up to and beyond its 
specified energy range. 
A new contract has been arranged with the A.F. Ioffe 
Physico­Technical Institute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R., for the 
manufacture and supply of an analyzer capable of measuring 
neutrals with energies up to 3.5 MeV. Used in conjunction 
with a helium atom injector to increase the neutral helium 
density in the plasma core, the instrument would be suitable 
for detection of α­particles arising from D­He' fusion re­
actions during He1 minority ICRF heating experiments, and 
D­T fusion reactions during the active phase of JET operation. 
Installation is planned in two stages. A provisional 
instrument, based on a design for the T14 tokamak, is being 
prepared for installation during early 1991 and exploitation 
for the rest of the year. The NPA will be located on top of 
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Octant No.4 with a vertical line of sight crossing the torus 
mid­plane at major radius =3.12m. This line­of­sight will 
intersect the Octant No.4 neutral injector beams. An improved 
instrument will be designed and manufactured to JET 
standards for D­T phase operation, for installation at the end 
of the 1992 shut­down. 
Far­infrared Interferometer and 
Polarimeter 
Both these instruments have performed routinely and the 
measurements widely used in the control of JET operation 
and interpretation of plasma performance. During 1990, 
preparations were started to modify the interferometer/ 
Polarimeter system for the pumped­divertor phase. At least 
two of the six vertical chords will be lost. The loss will be 
made­up by increasing the number of lateral channels to 
four. These lines­of­sight require vessel mounted internal 
mirrors, whose mechanical displacements will be compen­
sated by deploying a two­colour interferometer, as for the 
present lateral chords. The laser for the 0.118 mm compen­
sating interferometer will be upgraded to higher power, 
whilst that for the plasma interferometer at 0.195 mm will 
remain unchanged. 
For the Faraday rotation measurements, depolarization 
effects due to the plasma are estimated to be negligible. To 
reduce errors due to beam depolarization by optical compo­
nents in the path, polarizing grids were installed in the 
probing beam immediately before entry into the torus, and 
on the reference beam immediately before recombination. 
This reduced signal power in the undesired polarization by 
a factor =5, removing most of the depolarization error. Six 
vertical and one lateral chords of the polari­interferometer 
were equipped with a depolarization monitor, greatly 
enhancing the capability analyzing the poloidal field structure 
of the plasma and the evolution of the safety factor on 
axis, q . 
A study of changes in the q­profile at sawtooth collapse 
was performed using the improved polari­interferometer 
data [ 101. At sawtooth collapse, (Aq(1)co"'"~' < (1 ­ q j is 
measured, indicating that the associated reconnection within 
the q= 1 surface is incomplete. Comparison of the measured 
rate of change of q,, between sawteeth and that deduced from 
field diffusion calculations reinforces the interference that 
the reconnection is not complete. Fig. 60 shows a plot of 
(Aq0)a>"lpsc against the preceding sawtooth period, U forohmic 
and ICRF heated plasmas. Also shown are the correspond­
ing calculated changes in q^  in a time ts. assuming neo­
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Fig.60 The change in the central safety factor qo during 
sawtooth collapse against the preceeding sawtooth period. The 
shaded hands cosrrespond to neoclassical calculations in 
which q is reset to I (upper) and 0.75 (lower) at the crash. 
classical resistivity. An assumption of complete reconnec­
tion after a sawtooth, equivalent to resetting ^=1 at each 
sawtooth, gives values in the upper band shown, while 
resetting q( = l at each sawtooth, gives values in the upper 
band shown, while resetting q() = 0.75 gives the lower band 
of values for (Aq0)a>llap''c. For shorter duration sawteeth, as­
suming that q, = l initially, the field diffusion calculations 
give values for (Aq(1)collapsc which are 2­5 times larger than the 
measured ones, again suggesting that incomplete reconnec­
tion is effected by sawtooth collapse. 
Alpha Particle Density and Transport 
Studies 
The study of slowing­down and thermalised alpha­particles 
has been an important study at JET. Therefore, a compre­
hensive experimental and theoretical campaign has been 
undertaken for the assessment of atomic data required for a 
quantitative analysis. Particularly in the energy range below 
50 keV/amu, different theoretical approaches and new input 
from experimental sources have led to a significant revision 
(up to factors of 3) of excitation cross­sections. The JET 
data­base ­ including multiple step processes for the neutral 
beam stopping in an impurity dominated plasma ­ were 
completed in 1990. 
The injection of 'He" and 4He" beams (120 keV, 6 A 
neutral current) into JET plasmas has given a new boost to 
interest in the absolute measurement of helium densities and 
its radial distribution. The importance of high energy neutral 
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injection in contrast to gas fuelling, lies in a central deposi­
tion of helium atoms with a well defined source of particles 
and known radial deposition profile. Another scenario, 
where helium is the target plasma and its density diagnosed 
by a neutral deuterium beam, has enabled transport studies 
of hydrogen in helium plasmas. 
In the first instance, with helium a minority in adeuterium 
plasma, the total number of alpha­particles derived from the 
C­X measurement of a radial helium density profile and its 
volume integration is compared to the number derived from 
the source rate. Results have shown that after an initial 
deposition phase recycling processes need to be taken into 
account during a subsequent steady state. Striking differ­
ences of central helium confinement were found in the case 
of injecting helium in L­ or Η­mode plasmas. In the L­mode 
case, the central helium density decays immediately after 
switching­off the fuelling He beam, whereas in the H­mode, 
it is usually found that helium accumulates in the plasma 
core. In both cases, however, the evolution of central density 
appears not to be correlated to recycling signals observed at 
the same time from Hel and Hell light emission at the 
boundary, and follows a significantly different time evolu­
tion. 
In the case of helium being the main constituent, the 
CXRS derived helium density profile can be compared 
directly to an electron density profile measured by Thomson 
scattering (LIDAR). That is, the sum of electrons provided 
by the main low­Z impurities (carbon, beryllium, helium) 
and by the fuelling diagnostic hydrogen beam needs to add 
up to the electron density. A line averaged value of effective 
3.8 4.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 
Major radius (m) 
Fig.61 Radial density profiles of helium, elections (LIDAR) 
and deduced deutet on profiles, in the case of a helium target 
plasma; the fuelling properties of the diagnosing deuterium 
beam leads to a distinctively hollow helium profile. The 
contributions of the other light impurities are η Jn =0.3% and 
n„ In =0.8%. 
ion charge can be deduced from the radial helium density 
profile shape and compared to <Z.f|> from visible 
bremsstrahlung (Fig.61). 
A somewhat unexpected result of ihe helium target test 
cases was the extent of hollowness of the observed helium 
profiles, the centre indicating clearly the fuelling role of a 
'diagnostic' deuterium neutral beam, even at modest power 
levels. The implication of this observation is, that enhanced 
transport caused by a centrally deposited hydrogen beam 
and frictional forces may lead to a significant removal of 
alpha particles from the plasma centre. 
Improved Analysis of Ion Temperature 
and Toroidal Rotation Data 
A spin­off of the advances in the JET atomic data­base are 
comprehensive and much improved calculations of C­X 
cross­section effects on measured CXRS ion temperatures 
and toroidal rotation. As a result, it was possible to compare 
systematically results of central ion temperatures and toroidal 
rotation derived from the two independent JET diagnostics, 
CXRS and high resolution X­ray spectroscopy. 
The correction factors due to C­X cross­sections effects 
apply in particular to the measurement of radial profiles of 
toroidal velocity. Depending on ion temperature and geom­
etry, for example corrections of up to 10 krad/s arise at 
temperatures of 30 ke V, if the C V 1(8­7) transition is used for 
the C­X velocity measurement, for example. In hot­ion­
mode plasmas, with central angular frequencies of the order 
105 rad/sec, the effect may be relatively small, but in the case 
of high­density, low toroidal speed­plasmas, e.g. pellet­
fuelled and RF­heated plasmas, the C­X correction factor 
may have the same order of magnitude as the measured 
central angular velocity. 
For the active poloidal rotation measurements at JET, 
planned for 1991, the cross­section effects must be taken 
into account. Minute changes in poloidal rotation speed 
during L to Η­mode transitions, observed in other tokamaks, 
may possibly be due to changes in the gradients of high ion 
temperatures near the edge, which may lead to apparent 
Doppler shifts in the observed C­X spectra. 
The deduction of central ion temperature and rotation 
from line­averaged measurements of the Ni2frt X­ray reso­
nance line has become increasingly difficult for JETplasmas 
with high electron temperatures (> 7 keV), broad electron 
density profiles and high toroidal rotation (100 krad/s). A 
novel analysis technique was recently completed and tested 
at JET which uses a synthetic line emission spectrum, which 
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is based on measured profiles of T, and n, (LIDAR) and a 
peaking factor for Τ and Ω[ΟΓ (CXRS). The synthetic spec­
trum is fitted to the observed X­ray spectrum and central 
values are derived. 
A comparison of central ion temperature values, in a 
range 1­30 keV, has shown that corrections applied to the 
two diagnostics (5% in the case of CXRS and up to 40% for 
the X­ray spectrum), give agreement within the statistical 
errors (Fig.62(a)). The observed differences in experimen­
tally deduced central rotation speeds can be explained by the 
predicted effects of cross­sections (C­X) and line averaging 
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Fig.62 Effects of broad radial emission profiles on the line­of­
sight integrated Nr6" X­ray spectrum due to high electron 
temperatures and high toroidal rotation speeds. 
(a) Comparison of central ion temperatures based on 
CXRS C* spectra with X­ray values, uncorrected for line­of­
sight effects, and deduced central X­ray values based on a 
synthetic spectrum which is fitted to the observed X­ray 
spectrum; 
(b) Predicted C­X cross­section effect on C­X rotation 
measurements (dashed line) versus ¡on temperature and 
experimentally observed differences between C­X values and 
results from the X­ray Doppler shift. 
process (X­ray) (Fig.62(b)). Advances in understanding of 
emission processes for both CX and X­ray spectra, have 
therefore enabled significant progress in the measurement of 
low level toroidal rotation speeds. 
In addition to the measurement of central ion temperature 
and central rotation, the X­ray instrument has been absolutely 
calibrated enabling deduction of central nickel concentra­
tion from its line intensity and a line average value of Zd | from 
its baseline. The latter result may be a significant asset in 
doubtful cases of high values of <Zd|> derived from visible 
bremsstrahlung. A greatly enhanced level of apparent 
continuum radiation may be possibly attributed to blackbody 
radiation from the background wall and a simultaneous 
measurement in the X­ray range should give some useful 
information. 
Combined Measurements of Local 
Magnetic Field Strength and Pitch Angle 
Beam emission spectroscopy is making use of the Da light 
emitted by neutral deuterium atoms in the JET heating 
beams. The Stark multiplet caused by the Lorentz field E = 
ν χ B has given precise (< 1 %) values for the local total field 
strength. Poloidal field values derived from the Stark 
splitting and toroidal field values from the equilibrium code 
were consistent with the equilibrium code predictions. After 
discussions with DIII­D, it was decided not to follow the 
scheme pursued at DIII­D and PBX, which uses an active 
single channel modulated polariser technique to derive local 
pitch angles. It was decided to maintain the potentially 
stronger technique which measures spectrally and spatially 
resolved entire Stark multiplet, and combine it with an 
additional polarisation sensitive detection (Fig.63(a)). The 
optical head of the CXRS diagnostic has therefore been 
modified into a multiple purpose instrument for simultane­
ous measurement of temperature, rotation density and mag­
netic field at several radial points. During 1990, however, 
only three radial channels were used for magnetic field 
measurements. In principle, the diagnostic can provide 
accurate toroidal field profiles for both vacuum and plasma 
cases. Preliminary tests with beam injection into low­
density neutral gas targets have confirmed this option, and 
will be pursued more systematically in 1991. 
For both toroidal field directions (Fig.63(b)), resulting 
pitch angle profiles were in reasonable agreement with 
values predicted from the equilibrium code. Present error 
bars of the system are estimated to be ­10% for the pitch 
anale. 
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Fig.63 (a) Schematic showing the principle involved in the 
measurement of magnetic field using the Doppler Stark 
polarisation together with sample spectra for the two 
polarisations; 
(h) comparison of the measured field line pitch angle 
with that determined from equilibrium analysis. 
Direct Measurements of Deuteron 
Density Profiles 
The density of deuterons in a plasma can be measured 
spectroscopically either directly from the C­X D spectrum 
or indirectly by measuring local impurity densities and 
subtracting contributions from an independently derived 
electron density. 
Considerable effort was devoted to understanding the C­
X excitation processes for the Da spectrum and its absolute 
intensity. Competitive processes such as beam halo effects 
were taken into account. The present status is good agree­
ment for (n/n.) values derived either from local nd or n/ 
measurements or even agreement between the first two 
techniques and values derived from visible Bremsstrahlung 
and C­X ratios of dominant impurities. A promising cali­
bration technique for the relative sensitivity of the radial 
channels of the C­X multi­chord system was tested by 
comparing radial profiles of deuteron density measured by 
the same instrument either via C, Be or D C­X intensities. 
However, there is still a puzzling inconsistency between 
experimentally observed intensities of the Doppler­shifted 
Da beam emission spectrum and the intensities predicted by 
known excitation processes. In spite of a complex model for 
the excitation, including multiple step processes, the ratio 
between experimental and predicted intensities is still ~2. 
This observed discrepancy has direct implications for future 
operations in high­density plasmas, where beam emission 
spectroscopy will possibly provide the only tool for reliable 
data on fast neutral densities. The use of beam attenuation 
codes for the calculation of neutral power deposition profiles 
is obviously only applicable in the cases where the error 
propagation introduced by the exponential beam attenuation 
can be accepted. For example, at volume averaged densities 
of 5x 10l9m \ the central beam attenuation is ­0.05, and the 
error in the calculated neutral beam density exceeds 30%. 
High Boundary Ion Temperatures 
A dedicated database on high edge ion temperatures was 
compiled in 1990 based on data from active C­X measure­
ments (CVI) and passive line emission spectroscopy (CVI, 
BelV, Da etc.). Ion temperatures up to 10 keV and electron 
temperatures up to 5 keV have been obtained within 10 cm 
of the last closed flux surface (LCFS) in high­power hot­ion 
Η­modes (Fig.64(a)). The results show that it is possible to 
bring the entire plasma volume to thermonuclear tempera­
tures, with a considerable boost to the overall fusion per­
formance. The high pedestal ion temperatures (defined as 
T(0.9a)) and high edge densities can contribute typically 30 
to 40% of the entire stored plasma energy. Fig.64(b) shows 
a systematic survey of 'edge' ion temperatures as a function 
of deposited beam power per particle, sorted for different 
confinement phases. 
The technical implications of the high T results for future 
operation of the CXRS diagnostic have clearly emphasised 
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(b) A survey of a number of JET pulses shows the scaling of pedestal ion temperature with power per particle and the distinctive difference in pedestal level for L­ and H­mode 
plasmas. 
the need for an improved spatial resolution and active radial 
alignment system. The present alignment system is preset before operation starts but is affected by vessel baking and expansion process. For 1991, an active remote controlled stepper motor alignment facility will be installed. 
Tritium­phase Active and Passive 
Spectroscopy in the UV and Visible 
Wavelength Range 
A direct optical link between a vertical torus port and 
spectroscopic equipment in the Roof Laboratory was imple­
mented and tested during 1990 operation. The link is based 
on several remote controlled mirrors and a penetration 
through the cei ling which minimises the neutron flux (Fig.65). 
First results have shown that spectral line emission can be 
observed down to a wavelength ­2500 Å. The final commis­
sioning phase has not yet provided convincing C­X signatures 
in recorded signals. It is hoped that a more thorough 
alignment procedure may optimise the signals in 1991. The 
design of the UV link is such, that, in principle, any short
quartz fibre cable from any port of the machine could be 
coupled at acceptable loss levels into the detection channel. 
For the future pumped divertor phase, it is planned to 
exchange the present linear detector arrays by two dimen­
sional CCD cameras with the option of a spatial resolved 
observation of the divertor chamber. A fibrescope observa­
tion of the target area is linked into the optical channel to the 
Roof Laboratory and either analysed spectrally or viewed 
directly with a CCD camera. 
Interpretation of Passive Line Emission 
Intensities from the Plasma Boundary 
The spectroscopic instrumentation covers a large number of 
viewing liners directed at outer wall, limiter, inner wall, X­
point target and IRCF antennae. Most collect light in a 
narrow wavelength bandwidth specified forselected impurity 
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Fig.65 Schematic diagram of the active­phase optical link to 
the roof laboratory is zigzagging via relay mirrors, mounted on 
the transformer limbs, through an oblique penetration in the 
Torus­Hall ceiling, supressing direct neutron fluxes to the Roof 
Laboratory. The optical link is designed for multiple purpose 
applications. Direct view of the neutral beams in the plasma 
centre gives access to C­X lines in the UV wavelength range. A 
beam­splitter on top of Octant No.8 enables either the coupling 
of a coherent fibre bundle into the light path for spatially 
resolved observations of the X­poinl strike zone area in Octant 
No.I, or a fibre link to further C­X spectrometers. 
lines and ionisation states. A single multi­channel instru­
ment (OMA) provides high resolution spectra from one 
viewing line (usually limiteror X­point). In addition to these 
dedicated passive viewing lines, active viewing lines of the 
CXRS system can be used. In this case, the line emission 
spectra of 'cold' boundary lines are part of the complex Ο­
Χ spectrum and may be used for interpretation. This aspect 
of a more efficient use of existing data appears to be 
particular important for a comprehensive understanding of 
the line emission at the edge and close to the last closed flux 
surface. 
Many of the observed passive spectral lines are character­
ised by at least two populations. One representing a very 
cold (<50eV) electron impact excited emission layer, and 
the second, which is just inside the LCFS, is thought to be the 
result of interaction of a dense cold neutral hydrogen layer, 
with recycled deuterium from the wall or impurities in low 
ionisation states. The temperatures of this 'intermediate' 
layer can reach values up to several keV. Since the observed 
line intensity isa sensitive function of the parameters of the 
neutral layer (T,, n., nH, see Fig.66), its amplitude may change 
much more rapidly than, for example, active C­X line 
intensities well inside the separatrix. 
Reversing the argument, if it were possible to combine all 
information on passive line emission (for example a com­
prehensive analysis of the spectrum around 4685 A, which 
contains the spectra of several ionisation states of beryllium, 
carbon and helium), it appears feasible to infer some data on 
the edge neutral hydrogen layer. It is obvious that any 
progress in this field will be beneficial for the interpretation 
of divertor chamber results. 
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Fig.66 The line emission of Bel is a sensitive function of the 
balance betwen C­X and impact excitation processes. Small 
changes in the cold neutral hydrogen concentration (η,/nj at 
the plasma boundary will therefore affect greatly the observed 
intensity. 
Improvements in Reliability and 
Operation of Spectroscopic Diagnostics 
(a) Active phase double crystal spectrometer 
This is an instrument for broad band spectral survey of 
impurities and high resolution spectral analysis. After 
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substitution of the high precision real time angle encoder, the 
system reliability was much improved and it was on line for 
most 1990 pulses. Some of its data was integrated into the 
data set of line intensities obtained from the VUV 
spectrometers and used for the analysis of radiated power. 
Due to its comparatively high sensitivity at wavelengths 
below ­20Å, it gave useful information on the behaviour of 
oxygen (only present in traces in the discharge after the 
introduction of Be in the JET vacuum vessel) by monitoring 
the Lyman­α intensity of this element (Fig.67), usually too 
faint to be detected by the VUV instruments. In its high 
resolution mode, the instrument gave some preliminary 
results on the temperature of different ions located at various 
radii across the plasma discharge. 
(b) Double<rystal spatially­scanning monochromator 
This instrument was given a major upgrade in 1990 to 
improve its repeatability, sensitivity and signal­to­noise 
ratio. This has enable radial profiles of line radiation from 
the Nickel impurity to be recorded with better time resolu­
tion and increased dynamic range, compared to previous 
results. Fig.68 shows radial profiles of emission from He­
like Ni XXVII, in the H­ and L­mode phases after Ni 
injection. The profiles consist of several scans added 
together but without smoothing. The dynamic range is about 
1000. 
(c) Laser blow-off impurity injection system 
This system had been quite unreliable during 1989 and only 
used on a few discharges. Careful realignment and focusing 
of the laser beam led to a substantial improvement in 
operation. Laser ablation of impurities was used in a number 
of experiments on a variety of discharges and proved to be 
the most effective tool for the study of the transport of metal 
impurites in the bulk of the plasma. 
(d) Spatially Resolved VUV Spectroscopy 
This diagnostic consists of two identical low spectral reso­
lution ( IÅ) , high throughput gra/.ing­incidence 
spectrometers. A rotating mirror is mounted in front of each 
spectrometer to perform a scan through the plasma column. 
Due to many technical and design difficulties, this system 
did not work reliably over the past 7 years. To improve this, 
a major rebuild and upgrade was carried out and was 
successfully commissioned and brought into routine opera­
tion at the end of 1990. The biggest changes were to the 
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Fig.67 The time history for a series of pulses (Pulse Nos. 
22111­20) of the Lyman­a line of oxygen, monitored with the 
active phase crystal spectroscopy system. 
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Fig.68 The emission profiles of helium­like nickel for L­ and 
Η­phases obtained using the spatial scan crystal spectrometer. 
detector and data acquisition system. Instead of the 
channeltrons used previously with analog amplifiers, 100 
metre long transmission cables for the signals and ADC's at 
CAM AC station, a new detector system has been developed. 
A spectral resolving detector system ( 10 channels covering 
3.5 A) was developed. The new detectors, using micro­
channel plates for the photo­electric conversion and charge 
muliplication and multi­anode arrays for charge collection, 
are operated in photon counting mode. The photon counts 
are coded into logic signals and relayed to the acquisition 
system via fibre optic transmission lines. The viewing range 
of the two spectrometers covers the upper half of the plasma 
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Fig.69 Lines­of­sight accessible to lhe spatial scan VUV 
spectrometer. The last closed flux sulfate of an X­poi lit plasma 
is shown to demonstrate that this instrument gives good 
coverage of the target region. 
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Fig.70 CII emission at 9025 A versus poloidal angle from the 
X-point region obtained with the vertical camera of the spatial 
scan VUV system. The upper trace is for the normal toroidal 
field direction (Pulse No.22885 with VB upwards) and the 
lower for reversed toroidal field (Pulse Ν 0.22521 with VB 
downwards). 
cross­section, including the upper X­point (Fig.69) looking 
between two of the discrete ribs of graphite target tiles. 
Carbon and helium emission from the X­point region was 
mainly investigated. The emission was mainly investigated 
with CII and CIV lines, which show maxima on both sides 
of the X­point. The maxima of CII light are very close 
poloidally to the strike zones, those of CIV are about 10 to 
20 cm from them. The relative intensities of the emission 
peaks were found to depend strongly on the discharge 
conditions and in particular upon the polarity of the mag­
netic field. In Fig.70 examples are given of CII emission for 
normal (ion V Β drift towards the X­point) and reverse field 
polarity. 
Radiation power analysis 
Improvement of instrumental calibration stability and op­
erational procedure led to an extensive set of impurity data. 
The major impurites were Be and C, depending on the 
material of the limiting surface or X­point target plates. 
As in 1989, CI was found to be a significant contaminant 
(N(CI)/Ne — 0.01 ­0.1 %) limiting operational performance, 
particularly at high densities when CI could radiate over 
90% of the power. With reduced CI level, higher gas fuelled 
density limits were achieved. Ni and Cr, whose source is the 
exposed inconel surfaces where also found to be present and 
at times were significant particularly towards the end of 
operations. In some cases, there was clear evidence of their 
concentration depending on plasma position. 
Initital results of a statistical analysis of the impurity data 
suggests that the most important factors affecting the release 
of CI into the bulk plasma are the vessel temperature, the 
presence of other impurities, such as F from SF6 and a con­
nection with Τ was found. High Τ tended to indicate the 
release of CI. Factors such as magnetic configuration, 
additional heating type plasma position and other plasma 
parameters eg. current etc. were not found to be important. 
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In contrast to CI for which a range of concentrations are 
found, there is a tendency for Be to radiate a certain propor­
tion of the input power. For example during the ohmic 
limiter phase 2s. into the pulse. Be typically radiates 0.2 ­
0.35 of the radiated power, whereas CI radiated power 
ranges from 0.05 ­ 0.5 of this total input power. 
Atomic Physics Studies and 
Data Compilation 
Atomic physics properties of atoms and ions in plasmas, 
typically collisional reaction rates, radiation emission co­
efficients and wavelengths, are used in two distinct ways at 
JET, namely, as part of simulation of plasma behaviour 
(both present and future) and in the reduction of diagnostic 
measurements (mostly spectroscopic) to key physical 
quantities. The primary atomic physics developments and 
studies are in the latter area. This is a testing use, sets the 
standards of quality and precision and provides the guidance 
for global improvement of data for simulation. 
It is generally the case in a plasma that a number or 
perhaps many atomic processes occur simultaneously so 
that it is the resultant or effective coefficients which must be 
identified and computed. The applied atomic physics stud­
ies at JET seek to provide and then exploit these coefficients. 
It is to be noted that JET provides a number of unique 
conditions for atomic processes not previously encountered 
in other experiments. Thus it has led to commissioning of 
concomitant new fundamental atomic investigations as well 
as the applied studies. 
derived data are used in all CXRS analysis and is of an 
accuracy sufficient to allow second order corrections to ion 
temperature, ion density and plasma rotation deduction in 
high temperature regimes. 
Deduction of impurity density in the plasma by CXRS 
requires knowledge of beam attenuation in the observed 
volume. Fundamental data on all stopping cross­sections by 
plasma ions, impurity ions and electrons are used in calcu­
lating this attenuation. Enhancement of the stopping through 
excitation of beam atoms is preferably also taken into 
account although a small correction (<20%) of JET densi­
ties. At JET, a complete computational solution for deute­
rium beams has been implemented which not only describes 
the beam attenuation but also the beam emission itself, the 
CXRS emission of plasma deuterons and is in fact part of a 
consistent collisional radiative model for deuterium emis­
sion in all parts of the plasma including the scrape­off­layer. 
Commissioned calculations (charge transfer and excitation 
of deuterium in the η = 2 shell for deuteron impact, excitation 
of deuterium in the η = 1 shell by He+2 and Be*4 impact) and 
reassessments (electron impact excitation cross­sections of 
deuterium up to the η = 5 shell) have been performed to 
improve key fundamental cross­sections. The fundamental 
and derived effective coefficients form an extensive data 
collection. The spectral profiles of spectrum lines emitted 
by deuterium in the heating beams in JET are strongly 
perturbed by Lorentz electric fields. The resultant 'Stark 
features' have been modelled in detail and are the subject of 
intensive experimental investigation at JET. 
(a) Charge Exchange Resonance Spectroscopy 
(CXRS) 
To exploit visible spectroscopic signals following charge 
transfer from neutral deuterium in the heating beams to fully 
ionised impurities in the plasma, there are certain atomic 
data requirements. To begin with, fundamental state selec­
tive charge transfer cross­sections to high principal quantum 
shells of the fully ionised receiving ion are required. New 
calculations, measurements and assessments of this data for 
helium, beryllium, carbon and oxygen have been assembled 
in an interpolable data­base. Extended ranges of collision 
energy are covered with special attention to helium for future 
α­particle analysis. Effective emission coefficients are 
deri\ ed by merging this data with complete reaction kinetic 
equations (collisional­radiative equations) describing the 
plasmaenvironment. Data for all possible visible transitions 
of the above ions have been computed. The resulting 
(b) Influx Spectroscopy 
Spectral observations along lines­of­sight directed at plasma/ 
surface interaction regions are intensively studied for diag­
nostic information on impurity release and parameters of the 
edge and scrape­off­layer plasma. Neutral and near neutral 
ionisation stages of the principal impurities (Be", Be+'. Be+:, 
C+l, C+:, 0+l, 0+:, Cr", etc) are key indicators. They are 
excited and ionised by electron impact primarily (although 
charge transfer from co­located thermal neutral deuterium 
can have an influence) and calculations of their line radiating 
efficiency are required for reduction of observations to 
impurity fluxes, electron density and electron temperature. 
Computation of relevant derived quantities always involves 
a multi­level excited state population calculation in the 
collisional­radiative picture and the starting point for this is 
assembly of complete sets of energy levels. Α­values and 
electron impact collisional rate coefficients for the ion. An 
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extensive data­base, organised by isoelectronic sequence, of 
this type has been prepared for many impurity ions. This has 
been by commissioned calculations (Be°, C+2, Cr°), inhouse 
ab initio calculations and critical literature review. Compu­
ter codes operate on this data to obtain populations, 
emissivities, photon efficiencies and line ratio behaviours 
and have allowed preparation of a derived data base cover­
ing most relevant species. New methods which take account 
of metastable states in complex ions and departures from 
'coronal' modelling have been developed to enhance the 
diagnostic scope in difficult regimes such as in the divertor. 
New comprehensive derived data has also been prepared for 
neutral deuterium. 
(d) The Atomic Data and Analysis Structure 
A computer package for the above manipulations of atomic 
data, calculation of radiating properties of atoms and ions 
and preparation of desired data for spectroscopic interpre­
tation has been implemented on the JET IBM 3090. Four 
types of active use are supported, namely, fundamental data 
preparation, theoretical investigative studies, preparation of 
derived data and interfacing to application programmes. 
This is as well as interrogation and display of all fundamental 
and derived data sets in the database. Extensive data is stored 
in the centralised data base, but a user can create his own 
personal database for manipulation with ADAS. 
(c) Ionisation, Recombination and Radiated Power 
The familiar spectral radiation from the bulk high tempera­
ture plasma is at XUV or X­ray wavelengths and is from 
highly ionised states of atoms. Heavier species such as 
chlorine and nickel are prominent radiators if present in the 
bulk plasma. Location of ion emission shells is a central 
issue for reduction of spectral observations and so is closely 
linked to impurity transport models. For these models, 
effective ionisation and recombination coefficients are 
required as well as emission coefficients. Because of the 
range of possible elements and ionisation stages this has 
proved a major task for theoretical atomic physics. At JET, 
extensive computer look­up tables have been created for 
important elements spanning ionisation, recombination, total 
line power, recombination/bremsstrahlung power, specific 
line emission and charge exchange recombination. They are 
available both based on the approximations commonly used 
in fusion plasmas as well as on assessed astrophysical 
research sourced data. These approaches were defined some 
years ago and constrain the accuracy levels achievable. 
They are not sufficient for the future fusion programme, 
especially in divertors. Extensive new calculations and data 
set replacements are in progress at a more appropriate level 
of precision. The methods are those of generalised collisional­
radiative theory which take account consistently of metastable 
states and finite density plasma similar to the detailed 
analysis data described in the previous section. External 
collaborations have been established to aid the merging of 
best available fundamental data into these calculations. The 
calculations are nearing completion. 
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Summary of Machine 
Operation 
During 1990, JET operations were essentially made up of 
three periods: 
a) The first period (Weeks ¡2 to Week 24) 
This period included the following activities: 
• CODAS and Power Supplies commissioning (Weeks 
12 to 23) in parallel with shutdown activities. Initially, 
this work was carried out in extended-day operation, 
but as plasma operation approached, shift operation 
started (Weeks 20 and 21); 
• Installation of the lower X-point beryllium tiles in the 
vessel. 
• Power supply commissioning culminating in plasma 
recommissioning (Week 23). This led to the start of 
the experimental programme in Week 24. 
b) The second period (Week 24 to Week 30) 
• Experimental operation (Week 25) was terminated to 
undertake remedial in-vessel work in Weeks 26 and 
27. This work was required due to damage to the in-
vessel protection tiles (some fallen and some out of 
position). The damage resulted from the high per-
formance operation (involving some disruptions) in 
Week 25. 
• After some power supplies recommissioning (Week 
27), the experimental programme was continued in 
Week 28, but was halted in Week 29 for vacuum-leak 
testing and repairs. During a plasma disruption, a 
diagnostic vacuum connection had been ruptured. 
This resulted in the abrupt loss of torus vacuum. 
Remedial work was rapidly performed. 
• Plasma operation was achieved late in Week 29 and 
continued in Week 30 until a 400/33kV power outage 
(Weeks 31 to 34) which had been agreed with the 
CEGB to allow for maintenance on the 400kV supply 
network. During this break, some in-vessel remedial 
work was carried out. In particular, protections were 
fitted between the lower X-point beryllium tiles and 
neighbouring graphite tiles to cover small gaps. 
c) 77ii> third period (Week 35 to Week 45) 
• Week 34 was devoted to commissioning as many 
systems as possible in the absence of the pulsed HV 
supply so that relatively little powercommissioning 
was required before plasma operation and the ex-
perimental operation were successfully restarted in 
Week 35. 
• The experimental programme proceeded to the end of 
Week 44, when the planned 1990/91 shutdown began. 
Remedial and maintenance work was kept to a mini-
mum to allow as much as possible for the experimental 
programme. However, this phase of high-power 
operation was difficult, due to: 
i) increasing in-vessel damage as a result of high per-
formance operation (protection tiles and theirsupport-
ing structures dislodged and either fallen or projecting 
into the vessel). This damage was regularly monitored 
with the in-vessel inspection system (IVIS). 
ii) the constraint to restrict the neutron activation of the 
vessel (to limit the radiation dose for the in-vessel 
workers in the subsequent shutdown). During this 
period, one of the neutral beam injectors was con-
verted from deuterium to helium operation. This 
permitted new and important experiments, while re-
stricting neutron production. 
• In Week 45, commissioning of the HV pulsed-power-
supply reactive power compensation system was 
completed. This system will be operated in fully 
integrated fashion in 1991. 
In 1990, the machine was operated for 86.5 days (i.e. for 
about the same period of time as in 1989). However, the 
relative amount of time for the experimental programme in 
1990 was increased (69 double-shift days compared with 
56.5 double-shift days in 1989). This was due to: 
i) much of the recommissioning activities were carried 
out in parallel with the shutdown work; 
ii) there were fewer maintenance and remedial days; 
iii)regular six day-a-week working (Monday to Satur-
day) was used both for operation and commissioning: 
iv)commissioning was carried out in double-shift-day 
operation. 
These operation days were divided among the different 
heating programmes as follows: 
V/c Ohmic (OH) heating only; 
21 c/c Radio Frequency (RF) heating only; 
187c Neutral-Beam (NB) heating only; 
587r Combined (NB and RF) heating. 
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τ — r 25 π—r 30 ι ι 35 
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τ — r 
45 π—r 50 Week 10 20 40 
Shutdown 
Commisioning 
Maintenance 
Operations E 
Time Allocation for 1990 JET Operation 
PSCM PCM NB NB/RF 
Fig. 71 : Allocation of days in which machine pulses were performed during 1990. 
PSC = power supplies commissioning, 
PCM = plasma recommissioning, 
M = maintenance and remedial work, 
OH = ohmic heating, 
RF = radio­frequency heating, 
NB = neutral beam heating. 
Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD), which involves 
some plasma heating and the prospect of profile control was 
brought into initial operation. 
The allocation of time to different activities is shown in 
Fig.71. The experimental programme was carried out by 
three Task Forces, and the double­shift operation days in 
which these were involved were distributed as follows: 
Task Force L (Performance Optimisation in 
Limiter Plasmas) 36% 
Task Force Ρ (Profile Effects and Related 
Physics Issues) 29% 
Task Force X (Performance Optimisation in 
X­Point Plasmas) 35% 
The number of pulses in 1990 was 2500, bringing the total 
number of cumulative JET pulses to 23530. The relative 
number of commissioning pulses continued to decrease 
(Fig.72). 1990 operation clearly moved to higher plasma 
currents (>3MA) (Fig.73). 
In spite of the limited time available for operation and the 
relatively small number of pulses, 1990 was a year in which 
high performance operation was repeatedly achieved and in 
which most systems performed satisfactorily. Of most 
concern are the in­vessel components which became dam­
aged as a result of the large forces associated with disrup­
tions during high performance plasma operation. Improve­
ments in the fixing of such components will be carried out in 
1991 and methods for improving the control of disruptions 
are beine considered. 
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Cumulative Totals of JET Pulses 1983 to 1990 
Total Pulses 
23530 
Commissioning 
Pulses 
6056 
\ I Shutdown (periods of two weeks or more with no pulsing) 
Fig.72: Cumulative totals of JET pulses. 
JET Pulses 1989 to 1990 
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F/,v.7.í.' Comparison of numbers of pulses and distributions of plasma currents for 1989 and 1990. The I9H9 
plasma current distribution differs from that in the I9H9 Report which was limited to technically successful pulses 
onlw The present comparison is for all tokamak pulses, both non-successful <mainly <IMA ) and successful. 
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Summary of Technical 
Achievements 
From January to May 1990 the machine was in a scheduled 
shutdown period. The main tasks of the shutdown, which 
started in October 1989, were to replace a faulty toroidal 
field coil, install beryllium screens for the ICRH antennae 
and assemble the prototype Lower Hybrid launcher and 
waveguides. 
Folio wing the successful replacement of the faulty toroidal 
field coil with a spare one, the re-assembly of the machine 
proceeded smoothly. One particularly critical operation was 
the rewelding of the internal strengthening rings of the 
vacuum vessel. Due to excellent preparation work, no 
particular difficulty was experienced and mechanical sur-
veys confirmed that the vessel octant had been reassembled 
within 1 -2mm of its original location. It should be noted that 
advantage was taken of the shutdown to repair a number of 
small leaks between the main vessel volume and the 
interspace. Such small leaks do not pose any problem as 
long as the machine operates with deuterium, but would not 
be acceptable during tritium operation. 
Early in 1990, a decision was taken to replace the graphite 
X-point protection tiles at the bottom of the vessel with 
beryllium tiles. The tiles used for this purpose were the ICRF 
antennae side protection tiles and therefore were not optimised 
for X-point operation. Due to the curvature of the tile profile 
and shadowing effects between adjacent tiles, the useful 
length in the toroidal direction (ie, the length intersected by 
magnetic field lines) is only one-tenth of the total toroidal 
circumference. Nevertheless, the use of such tiles was 
considered desirable to gain experience with beryllium 
target plates prior to the installation of the larger and better 
designed dump plates. The design of the supports and the 
installation of these X-point beryllium tiles extended 
somewhat the duration of the shutdown. The vacuum vessel 
was closed and evacuated by 4th June 1990. 
The other main in-vessel activities of the shutdown were 
the installation of beryllium screens for the ICRF antennae 
and the assembly of the lower hybrid launcher. No particular 
difficulties were encountered during this work. 
The shutdown from October 1989 to 1990 involved work 
in two shifts, six days per week for about seven months. A 
total of 8000 man-hours was spent inside the beryllium-
contaminated vessel. There were no safety incidents involv-
ing beryllium. This must be considered as a major success 
and a consequence of the considerable effort made at JET in 
terms of organisation and the provision of support teams and 
facilities for beryllium handling and contamination control. 
It is important to note that between January and March 1990, 
in-vessel work was able to proceed without full protective 
suits. Face masks were found to be quite safe in view of the 
low residual beryllium contamination. The use of face 
masks allowed up to eight workers simultaneously inside the 
vessel, whereas this number was restricted to four when full-
suits were used. 
In February 1990, immediately after the reassembly of 
Octant No.3, which had contained the faulty toroidal field 
coil, electrical tests were carried out on the complete toroidal 
field magnet. These tests revealed that another coil, at 
Octant No.4, was also faulty. Of course, this was a major 
setback which lead to the concern that the fault in the toroidal 
field coils might be systematic and potentially could develop 
in other coils. The newly found fault was an order of 
magnitude smaller than the previous one and this explained 
why it had not been detected earlier. Detection methods rely 
on inductive measurements and due to the close proximity 
of the Octant No.3 coils, the strong magnetic coupling 
between the two faulty coils resulted in the smaller fault 
being masked by the adjacent large fault. 
More electrical tests were systematically carried out on 
all toroidal field coils. These tests used improved compara-
tive resistive measurements, inductive measurements, 
Rogowski coil techniques and, finally, high frequency 
resonance techniques. These tests clearly indicated that no 
other fault comparable to the first or even the second one 
existed on any other toroidal field coil. However, some of 
these detection techniques when used to the limit of their 
resolution, gave some indication of smaller faults in other 
coils. However, these indications were not consistent, 
different detection techniques pointed to different coils, and 
it was concluded that even though small faults may be 
present they were below the limit of detection. 
By the end of 1989, and well before the discovery of the 
second electrical fault in a toroidal field coil, the decision had 
already been taken to use an organic dielectric fluid to cool 
the toroidal field coils. Since the electrical faults were 
caused by the presence of low conductivity water inside the 
coil insulation, the use of a fluid with intrinsically high 
dielectric properties would prevent the reoccurrence of such 
faults. 
A survey of existing fluids restricted the choice of fluid to 
chlorinated or fluorinated products which combine the 
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desirable properties of non-flammability. adequate radiation 
resistance, low viscosity and low toxicity. The final choice, 
following chemical compatibility tests with the epoxy resin 
used forthecoil insulation, was forTrichlorotrifluoroethane-
113 (CFC-113). The use of this fluid implied considerable 
modifications of the cooling loop to ensure absolute tight-
ness. The flexible rubber hoses which connect each turn of 
each coil (1536 hoses in total) had also to be replaced with 
a CFC-113 compatible type of hose. The conversion work 
had to be carried out within a very tight time schedule but 
was nevertheless completed in time for re-commissioning of 
the cooling loop in April. The system operated fully 
satisfactorily throughout the 1990 experimental campaign. 
During commissioning a small quantity of CFC-113 was 
lost due to a faulty hose connector. The event which caused 
some embarrassment due to inaccurate press reports, was 
neither a safety nor an environmental hazard. 
Operation took place from May to November with an 
interruption of four weeks in August due to an outage of the 
high voltage power grid for planned maintenance. Opera-
tion was successful especially during the period from Sep-
tember to November. It is noteworthy that the toroidal field 
coil fault did not affect operation. In fact, no long term 
evolution of the fault was detected throughout the 1990 
experimental campaign. 
Heating systems achieved a very high degree of availabil-
ity and both ICRH and neutral beams were able to inject in 
excess of 20 MW into the plasma. One of the two neutral 
beam systems operated with all ion sources at 140 kV (30A 
deuterium). The prototype Lower Hybrid system went 
smoothly into operation and with some 2 MW of RF power 
injected into the plasma, significant plasma current drive 
was observed. 
During the second phase of operation, the experimental 
programme had to be somewhat limited due to damage to 
wall protection tiles. Some graphite tiles were fractured and 
some tile supports were bent or ripped from the walls. Such 
effects had been observed before but to a much lesser extent. 
The damage was attributed in most cases to large forces 
produced by currents flowing in the poloidal direction along 
the vessel walls or tile supports. The mechanisms which 
cause these poloidal currents are now better understood and 
the current value can be predicted. These currents appear 
during vertical instabilities and it has been estimated that the 
total intensity is abunt 0.2-0.25 of the total plasma current. 
The forces resulting from the interaction with the toroidal 
field are therefore considerable. 
Monitoring the status of the wall protection tiles was 
essential during this period and was carried out every week 
by means of the In-Vessel Inspection System (IVIS). This 
system, which has been improved and extensively auto-
mated, proved invaluable and became an indispensable tool 
for the operation teams. 
As planned, operation stopped by the end of November 
and the machine was again in a shutdown period to install the 
dump plates for X-point operation. The dump plates will 
carry beryllium tiles in the vicinity of the bottom X-point and 
graphite (CFC) tiles at the top X-point. By the end of 
December 1990, the lower dump plates were installed and 
preparatory work started for fitting the upper dump plates. 
Remedial work was also carried out to strengthen the tile 
supports and tile attachments in such a way that they could 
resist the large forces due to poloidal and eddy currents. A 
large part of this work was already underway at the end of 
1990. 
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Scientific Achievements during 1990 
Introduction 
For 1990, the system of operation of the scientific pro­
gramme was the same as that in 1989. The programme 
operated for a series of Campaign periods, the standard 
being of eight weeks duration (composed of six weeks 
tokamak operation and two weeks of maintenance/commis­
sioning). Two Programme Leaders were nominated with 
responsibility for formulating near programme proposals 
(one campaign ahead) and outline plans (two campaign 
periods ahead). These proposals were within the broad 
outline of the JET Development Plan and subject to guide­
lines provided by the Experiments Committee. These 
proposals were presented to the JET Experiments Commit­
tee for discussion and approval before implementation. 
Programme Leaders for 1990 were: 
P.J. Lomas and P.E. Stott 
Three Task Forces carried through the programme, as 
follows: 
L) Performance Optimisation in Limiter Plasmas 
(involving progression to full performance in material 
limiter configuration with currents up to 7M A, with high 
energy content; and including progression to the highest 
fusion product, long pulse operation Beryllium optimi­
zation, etc.) (Task Force Leader: A. Tanga) 
X) Performance Optimisation in X­Point Plasmas 
(involving progression to full performance in magnetic 
limiter (X­point) configurations at high currents (up to 
6MA) to explore the Η­mode regime of operation both 
in the single and double­null configurations; and includ­
ing progression to higher NB and RF powers and to­
wards quasi­steady­state operation) 
(Task Force Leader: D.J. Campbell) 
P) Profile Effects and Related Physics Issues 
(involving a study of profile effects (using LHCD, RF, 
NB and high speed pellet injection, etc.); and including 
particle and energy transport studies in transient condi­
tions, and disruption and sawtooth stabilisation) 
(Task Force Leader: J. Jacquinot) 
Task Force Leaders were appointed with responsibility for 
(i) interacting with and advising Programme Leaders on 
programme requirements within that task area; (ii) devising 
and setting out a detailed programme for allocated time 
within a campaign period; (iii) driving through that task 
programme (including acting as Control Room representa­
tive); (iv) analysing data (in conjunction with Topic Lead­
ers, if appropriate); (v) disseminating information in the task 
area through internal meetings and publications (in conjunc­
tion with Topic Leaders, if appropriate). 
In addition, Topic Groups were formed, as follows: 
Topic Group Topic Leader 
(a) Energy and Particle Transport; A. Taroni 
(b) Plasma Edge Phenomena and Impurity 
Production (including fuelling and 
recycling); P.R. Thomas 
(c) MHD and Disruptions 
(including sawteeth); P. Smeulders 
(d) Physics Issues Relating to Next­
Step Devices (including α­particle 
heating effects, etc.) D. Stork 
Topic Group subjects are of longer term interest than the 
immediate tasks undertaken by the Task Force Groups. The 
Topic Groups are responsible for analysis of results within 
many areas across the Task Force spectrum, but they also 
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have responsibility for advising Programme Leaders on 
programme requirements which are topical and relevant to 
the Groups areas of activity. In addition, the Groups 
disseminate information through internal meetings and in 
external publications. 
Programme Objectives 
JET operation during 1990 was mainly devoted to the 
introduction and exploitation of new facilities; on further 
improvements in plasma performance; and to the further 
assessment of beryllium as a first­wall material. Impurity 
control in JET, as for other long­pulse high power tokamaks, 
is of fundamental importance and therefore significant effort 
has been devoted to this area of study. 
The main themes for the 1990 Experimental Programme 
were: 
• introduction and exploitation of new facilities; 
• further improvement in plasma performance; 
• improvements in understanding in key areas of tokamak 
physics: such as: particle and impurity transport; phys­
ics of the Η­mode; energy transport and confinement; 
• experiments relevant to Next Step devices. 
The scientific achievements for 1990 in these phases are 
described in the following sections, within the Task Force 
and Topic Group headings. 
Performance 
Optimization in Limiter 
Plasmas 
The superiority of beryllium limiters over those with graph­
ite was already demonstrated during 1989 high performance 
discharges. Dilution of plasma fuel and radiative losses 
were observed at moderate levels of plasma current. The 
benefits of using beryllium were more evident at higher 
plasma density, where the density limit was increased. The 
aim of the 1990 high current experiments was to extend the 
range of operations at high plasma current, up to 7MA with 
high power additional heating. To further improve the 
plasma performance at high plasma current, a fast ramp­up 
of the plasmacurrent was developed in which the onset of the 
sawtoothing activity was delayed until well into the flat­top 
of plasma current, assisted by ICRF current rise heating. 
With this new mode of operation, higher central values of 
plasma temperature, coupled with relatively good global 
energy confinement could be expected from the scaling with 
plasma current in a sawtooth­less L­mode discharge at high 
plasma current. 
Experiments at high plasma current were performed to 
demonstrate a target discharge at 7MA with total input 
power of 20MW. However, the high current experiments 
had to be suspended because of extensive in­vessel damage 
caused by disruptions, thereafter the plasma current had to 
be limited to 5MA. 
Experiments with plasma limited on the inner­wall were 
focussed on the extension of improved performance regimes 
(such as hot­ion and Η­modes) to this configuration, which 
also has potential for high current operation. Some H­mode 
experiments with inner­wall limited plasmas were achieved 
with NB heating in a magnetic configuration with substan­
tial edge shear, and hot­ion high performance pulses were 
obtained at 5MA. However, these experiments also had to 
be suspended because some of the inner­wall midplane 
graphite tiles were displaced and produced high levels of 
plasma contamination. 
The later part of the experimental programme was de­
voted to the exploration of Helium neutral beam injection 
heating. One NB injector box was converted to 
4 
monoenergetic He injection at an energy of 120keV, and 
later to He' at 135keV. Particle transport studies, both in H 
and L­mode were carried out. The relaxation of the injected 
helium profile was measured as a function of the time by 
using charge­exchange (C­X) spectroscopy. Helium con­
finement time was found to be similar to the energy confine­
ment time in the L­mode, a few times longer than the energy 
confinement time in ELM Η­modes, and orders of magnitude 
longer than the energy confinement time in ELM­free H­
modes. When compared to D injection, H injection produced 
similar heating efficiencies, while transport properties of the 
heated plasmas were similar, within errors. Improvements 
in central values of ion temperature, due to the higher 
average energy of the He beams, compared with D beams, 
were expected at relatively high plasma density and powers, 
which were not accessed. 
In low density plasmas and with large values of ICRF 
power, high electron temperature regimes were produced, 
with central electron temperatures ~ 12ke V. With increasing 
ICRF power, however, the electron temperature did not 
increase further. The saturation effect could be explained as 
reduced heating efficiency caused by the large D shaped 
orbits of the accelerated minority ions, extending in extreme 
cases, over half of the plasma minor radius. 
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The control of impurity influxes, especially the beryllium 
ions, originated by sputtering, and at high powers, by the 
onset ot" the melting of the surfaces, by heavy gas puffing 
was actively investigated. Preliminary analysis has been 
carried out. 
Performance of High Current Belt 
Limiter Plasmas in JET 
Beryllium belt limiter experiments have been performed for 
plasma currents 5­7MA with total input powers up to 
30MW. This section describes experiments on sawtooth 
suppression, electron heating at low density, ion heating in 
sawtooth free discharges and the density limit. 
Operation at 7MA has been demonstrated for the first 
time on the beryllium belt limiter. A fast IMA/s current 
ramp at constant qv was employed making a 3s flat­top at 
7M A, as shown in Fig.74. By making D­shaped plasmas to 
fill the vacuum vessel. qv was held above 3. In this dis­
charge, sufficient inductive drive ( V­s) remained that future 
extension to 10s duration should be possible. Initial heating 
experiments were performed with such plasmas up to 13MW 
of input power confirming the global confinement increases 
with plasma current in line with expectation. A steepening 
of the electron temperature gradient in the region r/a >0.3 
was clearly observed as the plasma current was increased. 
For smaller minor radii, the gradients were small, consistent 
with an outward shift of the RF resonance as a result of a 
large paramagnetic effect. 
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With ICRF applied during the current rise, sawteeth were 
suppressed until well after the flat­top of a 6.5M A discharge. 
At the first sawtooth crash, the inversion radius was r/a ~ 0.3, 
which is much smaller than the fully diffused case, where r/ 
a ­0.6. In such sawtooth free plasmas at 5 MA, the electron 
temperature increases approximately linearly with total 
power per particle, up to P,/neo ­3x10" MWm , consistent 
with a simple prediction based on the Rebut­Lallia­Watkins 
19 1 
model. For P,/neo in the range 3­6x10 M Wm',TC0 remains 
in the range 10­12keV. 
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Fifi.74: Opaalion at 7Λ/Η' with beryllium limiter, showing 3s 
flat-top. 
Fig.75: Operation at 6MA with 40M.I of additional heating. 
Neutral beam heating has been applied to such sawtooth 
free discharges to heat the ions. As shown in Fig.75, at 
6.5MA, 6MW of ICRFcombined with 8MW of NB heating 
produced Tio ~ 7.5keV and Teo ­ 8.0keV at nco ~ 5x 10l9m" 
'_^— ' with τΕ ~ 0.65s. In this case, the central value of fuel 
concentration was high, η 0/^­0.88, giving a fusion product 
­.20 ­3 (nD()TETio)~2.1xlO~ m'skeV. Higher ion temperatures in 
the range 10­13ke V were obtained at lower density at 5M A 
as illustrated in Fig.76, but values of (nD0TETio) were lower 
due to poor fuel concentration. 
The density limit has been explored at 5MA and, as a 
lower current, the maximum density reached with gas 
fuelling is set by the appearance of MARFEs. The highest 
density reached with 20MW of additional heating was nco~ 
1.45x10" m' with a flat profile. The maximum central 
density achieved scales as nc0 = 3xl0l9x[P,(MW)J,/2m"3, 
which is only 15%· higher than previously found at 3MA. 
Chlorine (CI) impurity has been observed throughout 
1989 and 1990 operation. Although its concentration, n(CI)/ 
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Fig.76: Operation at 5MA and lower density showing higher 
ion temperature achieved. 
ne, is small (~0.1 % or less), it has a significant effect on the 
power balance. This is particularly evident during high 
density operation, when it can account for over 90% of the 
radiated power.· In most cases, the CI radiation effectively 
determines the density limit. 
Analysis of the XUV spectrum enables radiated power 
components to be derived for the different impurity ele­
ments found in the plasma and this has allowed CI 
contributions to be regularly monitored. An understanding 
of CI behaviour and factors which affect CI release have 
been gained from this study. Most notably, the presence of 
fluorine in the vessel significantly increases the plasma CI 
content, whereas suppression of the CI release is correlated 
with a reduction in vessel temperature. A difference in CI 
behaviour is noted when the plasma limiting surfaces are 
either C or Be, the C limiting surfaces leading to a faster 
depletion of the CI inventory. This is presumed to be due to 
the higher vapour pressure of C­Cl compounds compared to 
Be­Cl compounds. 
During 1990, the conditioning of the vessel improved and 
a 5MA density limit programme was carried out in October 
1990, when the CI content of the plasma was low. Despite 
CI levels increasing during the programme, a record line­
averaged density of 4.3x10" m was achieved in Pulse 
No:23301. 
Hot­ion and Η­mode Plasmas in Limiter 
Configuration 
The inner­wall in JET is a shaped surface of 12m2 area 
protected by reinforced fibre­graphite tiles. Limiterplasmas 
were produced in contact with the inner wall up to 5MA 
currents. To avoid overheating of the graphite tiles with NB 
heating, with a consequent sharp increase of carbon impuri­
ties, it is essential that the plasma has the same shape as the 
contour of the inner wall. Fine tuning of the plasma shape 
feedback allows control within 1cm. In these optimized 
discharges, it was possible to apply 16.5MW of neutral beam 
heating for 2s, without a strong influx of carbon. 
Overnight beryllium evaporation on the inner­wall 
graphite protection plates produced plasmas with good 
control of plasma density and a significant improvement in 
plasma purity, and allowed low beam target densities 
19 3 
n<0.7xl0 m . With high NB heating on low density 
deuterium target plasmas, it was possible to achieve L­mode 
hot ion regimes at 5MA. Typical parameters were: 
n=2.5xl0 'V 3 , Te(0)=9.0keV, T¡(0)=22.0keV, nD(0)/ 
ne=0.85, TE=0.6s. In these conditions, the best value of the 
fusion product (nDTET¡) for limiterdischarges 3x20" rrTskeV 
was achieved, and, at the same time, the best value of QDD 
was 1.4x10 ". Typical traces are shown in Fig.77. 
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Fig.77: High performance inner-wall operation at 5MA. 
At lower plasma currents and at low values of toroidal 
field, it has been possible to produce Η­mode transitions at 
values of qv ­ 3 , (with I = 2 and 3MA). In these discharges, 
the Η­mode transition had the typical signatures of the H­
modes achieved in the X­point configuration, but the dura­
tion of the Η­mode phase was, at most 0.8s. The H­mode 
phase appeared to be ELM free with a sharp increase both of 
the edge electron density and global confinement time, as 
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shown in Fig.78. The increase of plasma energy in the H­
mode was also similar to that of similar discharges in the X­
point configuration. The power threshold of the inner­wall 
Η­modes scales linearly with the applied toroidal field at 
values about twice those in double­null X­point configura­
tion, as shown in Fig.79. 
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Fi¡>.78: Inner wall Η­mode at I=2MA; a) Da emission: b) 
diamagnetic stored energy; c) distance between plasma and 
inner wall; d) total input power, as a function of time. 
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Fig.79: H­mode threshold power as a function of plasma­inner 
wall distance (lp = 3.0MA. Br = 2.2T). 
Heating and Diagnostics with 
He NBI/ICRF 
Initial experiments have been carried out by NB injection of 
5MW of 3He or7MWof 4He beams at 120keV for 3s from 
one beam box. This is the first use of He NB heating in a 
tokamak. and as a record power of He injected.'He and He 
injection was expected to be advantageous for: eliminating 
beam­plasma neutrons in deuterium plasmas and enhancing 
neutron and CXRS diagnostic interpretation, providing a 
precise particle source for He transport studies and ' He 
resonant ICRFheating, heating ions preferentially due to the 
high critical energy, enhancing D­' He fusion reactions, and 
studying instabilities by varying fast ion distributions. 
The use of He beams was found to be an efficient heating 
method, and high ion heating was clearly observed. At low 
electron temperatures, similar stored energy increases were 
observed with either 80keV D beams or 120keV He beams, 
at the same power level, as shown in Fig.80, where Pulse 
Nos: 22975 and 22976 are compared. He beams are ex­
pected to give better deposition profiles than other species at 
high plasma density. 
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Fig.80: Stored energy increases as a function of time for 
similar NB power inputs (Pulse No: 22975: PNB (He'') = 8MW 
(120kV); and Pulse No: 22976: PNB(D) = 8MW (80kV)). 
He beams are able to produce an Η­mode in double­null 
divertor plasmas. When 4.7MW of 120keV 3He is com­
bined with 10.5MW of 80keV deuterium NBI into a deute­
rium plasma, as shown in Fig.81 (for Pulse No:23275 ), a hot­
ion Η­mode with T¡ up to 25keV is produced. This is 
comparable to the best results with deuterium injection only. 
The temperatures decrease after the peak due to impurity 
influx, as was seen in experiments with deuterium only. 
Increased ion temperatures are expected with higher power 
" He beams only. 
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Fig.82: A He' neutral beam (4­5MW, 3s) into a 5MA plasma 
does not appreciably affect the total radiation power. 
A particular concern with He injection is that metastables 
formed during beam neutralization would ionize at the 
plasma edge and cause localized limiter or dump plate heat­
ing. Most recent calculations indicated that about 10% or 
less of the beam would be metastables. Experimentally, He 
metastables in the neutralized beam do not seem to be a 
problem, as shown in Fig.82 (for Pulse No:23252). A He 
beam at 4­5M W of 3s duration in a 5M A limiter plasma does 
not produce a significant increase in impurity radiation 
power. Localized limiter heating from direct impact of 
metastables ionized in the edge is below the detectable level 
of cameras viewing the limiter. The global energy confine­
ment time, T E ~0 .53S , is the same as for deuterium beam 
heating at the same power level. 
By eliminating the beam­beam and beam­plasma neu­
tron generation occuring with deuterium beams, He beam 
heating allows a reduction of total neutron generation, while 
still allowing efficient plasma heating, which is important 
for reducing vessel activation. The neutron rate shown in 
Fig.82 is comparable from 5MW of 3He or 1.3MW of D 
injection. The elimination of beam­beam and beam­plasma 
reactions also allows a greatly improved measurement of the 
ion temperature directly with neutron spectrometers, since 
the broadening of the D­D neutron spectrum is due only to 
thermal ion motion. Measured temperatures agree with 
CXRS measurements taken by adding a deuterium beam at 
the end of the He heating pulse. 
In Pulse No:23252, the ion temperature at the end of the 
He NBI was ~3.6keV, and the axial neutron emissivity was 
10 ' neutrons/m's. Since local emissivity depends only on 
ion temperature and density, the axial deuteron density was 
19 ­3 
calculated tobe 2.6x10 m , which is consistent withZeff 
and electron density measurements. A combination of He 
and deuterium beams has been used to measure the particle 
transport of injected He, which provides a distinctive means 
of simulating alpha­particle transport with He beams depos­
ited on axis. Complete radial profile and time dependent 
data have been obtained by this method. 
D­ He High Fusion Yield Experiments 
To optimize the D­" He fusion yield, a series of experiments 
has been performed using the ICRF heating system to 
generate a high energy He minority tail. Both 5MA limiter 
discharges and 3.5MA discharges in the double­null con­
figuration have been used, with the power loading to the 
plasma facing components being shared between the belt 
limiter and the upper and lower X­point dump plates. 
RF power in excess of 15MW was coupled to the plasma 
in the He minority regime. To counteract the relatively 
strong pumping of He by the gettering action of Be, the " He 
injection system was used to provide a central source of " He. 
Best results were obtained with 3.5MA discharges in the 
double­null configuration with most of the power being 
deposited on the upper carbon X­point tiles. The fusion 
power was increased to a record level of 140kW (corre­
sponding to a reaction rate of 4.6x 10 s" ). At the same time. 
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Qri (=Pius/Pri) w a s improved from just below 1% in the Be 
gettering phase to 1.25% in these conditions, but as observed 
previously, saturation seemed to occur at ­10MW of cou­
pled RF power. The beneficial effect of central He depo­
sition by the NBI system could not be exploited to its full 
extent due to excessive ' He concentrations in the plasma. 
Time resolved measurements show a clear correlation be­
tween fusion power and energy stored in the fast He ions. 
First comparisons with simulations show reasonable agree­
ment, although some experimental observations could not 
be fully reproduced. 
Most experimental results were obtained in 3.5MA dou­
ble­null discharges with the wall power loading shared 
between the upper (Carbon), the lower (Beryllium) X­point 
dump plates and the Be belt limiter. High current discharges 
( Ip>4.5 M A) can only be obtained in the limiterconfiguration 
and, therefore, are likely to have a higher Be contamination 
preventing a proper analysis of the γ­ray spectra and/or 
leading to a poorer performance. 
Converting count rates into total γ­ray yields, taking into 
account line­of­sight and absorbers, give a good measure of 
generated fusion power. As shown in Fig.79, the highest 
yields achieved approach 140kW, and therefore lie substan­
tially above the previous record of lOOkW obtained during 
the Be gettering phase in 1989. At >10kW RF power, the 
yield seemed to saturate, possibly caused by excessive 
impurity generation and/or an acceleration of the minority 
ions above their optimal energy (TtaU > 250keV). The effect 
of this saturation can be seen clearly in Fig.83, where the 
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fusion multiplication factor Qrt=PrUs/Prf is shown as a func­
tion of coupled RF power. The maximum of Qrf is reached 
at moderate values of the coupled power and clearly exceeds 
the previous best of \c/c from the Be gettering phase. 
A clear correlation between generated fusion power and 
energy stored in the minority ions has been observed. The 
g­ray detector count­rate and the energy stored in the fast 
ions obtained from the diamagnetic loop can be seen to rise 
steadily during the heating period. However, the electron 
temperature after an initial sharp rise, only rises by a very 
small amount during the main part of the heating phase. 
Helium Transport Experiments 
He neutral injection has been employed to provide a source 
of He ions in the plasma core, thus simulating the production 
of He ash. Recent theoretical and experimental efforts have 
led to the establishment of a comprehensive database of 
cross­sections for relevant beam­stopping and C­X proc­
esses, with a vie w to the eventual study of slowing­down and 
thermalised alpha­particles. These results have been ap­
plied to determine the density of thermalised He , introduced 
by NB injection with a precisely known source profile. The 
He" density has been derived from measurements of the 
intensity of the Hell C­X line during simultaneous injection 
of deuterium diagnostic beams. The results demonstrate the 
capability of the C­X diagnostic to measure the temporal and 
spatial evolution of the radial He"+ density profiles (80ms 
and 10cm resolution), and hence the radial He + flux. The 
He" density measurements correspond closely to values 
expected from the He particle input, and results from dis­
charges with He majority plasma confirm the absolute 
calibration; also the reconstructed Zeff value obtained from 
simultaneous C­X measurements of He, Be and C densities 
gives good agreement with values derived from 
Bremsstrahlung measurements. 
He transport behaviour has been investigated by measur­
ing the relaxation of the He"+profiles following short (<0.5s) 
full­power He beam pulses into deuterium target plasmas. 
He recycling was measured from the intensity of edge Hel 
and Hell lines. The conventional particle flux model, ΓΗε = 
­DVnHc+nHev (diffusion plus inward pinch), has been used 
to interpret the profile evolution, applied at early times after 
the He beam pulse, before the onset of He recycling. For L­
mode plasmas, a rapid (<0.5s) decay of the He"+ density was 
observed, accompanied by an onset of He recycling on a 
similar timescale to the central decline. An effective central 
He"" diffusion coefficient D~0.4m s" has been derived for 
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Fig.84: Evolution of central He' + density following He NB 
injection, in a sawtoothing L-mode discharge. The Hell 
recycling signal is derived from the cold component of the Hell 
charge exchange line, viewed horizontally away from material 
limiter surfaces. The Da signal is from a vertical line-of-sight. 
and increases due to formation of an X-point at 12s. 
the L-mode transient phase in the presence of sawteeth 
(Fig.84). For Η-mode plasmas the behaviour is more varied; 
the decline of central He density was generally less marked, 
or absent in some ELM-free cases (Fig.85). In the approach 
to steady-state conditions, hollow He" density profiles often 
developed, implying additional driving terms not included 
in the model flux (see Fig.86). All the C-X data was taken 
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Fig.85: Evolution of central He' density following He NB 
injection in a sawtoothing Η-mode discharge. The duration of 
the ELM-free H-mode phase is indicated. 
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Fig.86: He' and electron density profiles measured about 0.5s 
after the start of D neutral injection into a He plasma. The 
particle source profile S of lhe D beams is also indicated. The 
plasma is in approximately steady state conditions: the main 
feature is the hollow He' density profile, which suggests an 
interaction between the outward D flux and the He'+. 
in the presence of a significant deuterium outflow main­
tained by the deuterium diagnostic beams, which suggests 
an interdependence of the fluxes of the two species, eg. due 
to additional frictional forces. 
Exploration of High Electron 
Temperature Regimes 
In previous experiments of minority ICRF heating (using 
graphite limiting surfaces), studies of the central electron 
temperature increase (ATeo) were made with values of the 
19 3 
additional heating parameter Pr|/neo < 2x10 MW m". In 
this operating regime, a linear dependence, ATco °^  Prf/nco, 
was found. With the first use of beryllium as a first­wall 
material in 1989, enhanced density control allowed the 
19 3 
operating regime to be extended to P,f/neo < 5x 10 MW m" 
in sawtooth free discharges. Results [ 1 ] showed an apparent 
saturation of Teo at values of ~12keV, thus indicating a 
departure from linear scaling (Fig.87). Such behaviour 
could be caused by either a degradation in the electron 
energy confinement, a broadening of the RF deposition 
profile (effectively giving rise to a saturation in the electron 
heating rate from the minority ions in the discharge core), or 
by an increase in losses of the energetic minority ions. To 
investigate further the temperature saturation, a new set of 
experiments was conducted in 1990 with coupled RF power 
increased to 22MW in both the (H)D and (' He)D minority 
heating regimes and with similar high values of Prf/nco. The 
total anisotropic energy content of the fast ions was 
determined using magnetic diagnostics and showed values 
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of up to 2.5MJ for both Η and " He minorities (Fig.88(a)). 
The fast ion energy scaled linearly with the theoretical 
central value: PrrTs(0)/2, where TS(0) is a central ion­electron 
slowing­down time. The differences in scales between the 
axes are a combination of profile and finite orbit effects. 
However, in the experimental parameter range, the central 
electron temperature, did not exceed 12keV (Fig.88(b)), 
confirming the earlier data. 
For the parameter range of these experiments, and with 
typical minority concentrations of a few percent of the 
electron density, it is expected that the average energies of 
the fast ions will be about a few MeV. As such particles are 
deeply trapped in the field, they follow drift orbits having 
maximum radii which are a significant fraction of the radius 
of the discharge. These particles therefore explore the cooler 
outer plasma region in which the collisional drag is larger 
than in the core. Therefore, the finite orbital size not only 
lowers the effective slowing­down time experienced by the 
particles, but also results in broadening of the heat deposi­
tion profile to the plasma electrons. Preliminary calcula­
tions of these effects, based on a self­consistent 2D solution 
of the Fokker­Planck equation [2|, indicate that reasonable 
quantitative agreement can be obtained between measured 
and calculated fast ion energy contents of these discharges. 
An extension of these calculations has been made to obtain 
the electron heating profile pL.(r) shown in Fig.89, where the 
results are compared with a Monte­Carlo calculation [3]. In 
this "benchmark' case, both models indicate a broadened 
electron heating profile which has a characteristic width of 
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Fig.88: (a) Central electron temperature (TJO)) versus 
(P,./ne„): and 
(b) Fast ion energy versus Prfts(0)l2,for both (He )D 
and (H)D cases. 
~30­40cm, and that <40% of the RF input power is deposited 
inside the innermost 30cm of plasma. 
To increase the electron power deposition in the plasma 
core from minority heating, it will be important, in future 
experiments, to constrain the orbital spreading by limiting 
the energy attained by the minority ions. This could be 
achieved in two possible ways. One method could be to 
simply increase the minority concentration; this would de­
crease the RF power per minority ion and therefore decrease 
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Fit·.89: Calculated heating profile p(r) as a function of radius. 
the average energy per particle. The limit on this procedure 
is the onset of mode conversion. A better scheme is to use 
the minority species with each density near the mode con­
version limit. This effectively doubles the total input power 
for the same tail temperature and orbit spreading. Prelimi­
nary calculations confirm that it might be possible to double 
the electron heating power density to the electrons in the core 
using this technique. 
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Optimization of Plasma 
Performance in X­Point 
Plasmas 
Introduction 
The main aims of the 1990 experimental campaign were: to 
extend the fusion performance of X­point plasmas at the 
highest currents and powers attainable; to characterize the 
parameters of the divertor plasma to provide a basis for 
prediction of performance in the Pumped Divertor phase; to 
investigate impurity retention in the divertor plasma; to 
exploit new facilities to improve Η­mode performance with 
ICRF heating; to extend understanding of Η­mode physics 
and to establish routine control of elm behaviour; and to 
investigate the use of beryllium as an X­point target material 
using a preliminary beryllium target. 
A number of new facilities were available which were 
anticipated to have a significant impact on the X­point 
programme: 
• a preliminary beryllium target was installed in the 
lower X­point region (graphite tiles were maintained 
in the upper region); 
• the nickel Faraday screens of the ICRF antenna were 
replaced with beryllium screens; 
• a new radial position control system, which utilized 
the RF antenna coupling resistance, was commis­
sioned; 
• the gas fuelling system was extended to permit gas 
puffing (both majority and impurity gases) into the 
'private flux' region of the X­point plasma; 
• improved magnetic analysis of the X­point geometry 
permitted a more accurate determination of the X­
point position, which stimulated experiments on the 
influence of the X­point to target distance on plasma 
performance. 
Unfortunately, as a result of damage to internal protection 
tiles and their supports, several diagnostic systems provided 
limited information for much of the campaign, and the lack 
of quantitative information, particularly on plasma purity, 
has restricted the interpretation of a number of experiments. 
Investigation of the Beryllium Target 
To obtain initial evidence of the influence of beryllium as a 
target material for X­point plasmas, a preliminary target was 
devised which used tiles of a non­optimum design, origi­
nally intended for use in the ICRF antenna protective frame. 
Fig. 90 shows the geometry of the interior of the JET vacuum 
vessel with the beryllium target. In this case, the plasma 
shown is a single null X­point plasma utilizing the upper 
(carbon fibre, or CFC) target tiles. For the beryllium target 
experiment, an identical configuration, but reflected about 
the vessel midplane, was used. To optimize the heat flux 
onto the tiles, which was known to exhibit a significant in­
out asymmetry, the direction of the toroidal magnetic field 
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Fin. 90: Cross­section of the JET vacuum vessel with flux 
surfaces of an upper single­null X­point discharge. The 
locations of the upper graphite (CFC) and lower beryllium 
targets are shown. 
was also reversed. This ensured that the direction of the drift 
of ions due to the magnetic field gradient (the so­called ion 
VB­drift) was towards the tiles. Nevertheless, calculations 
indicated that, for deposited powers of ­10MW, the time to 
raise the Be tiles to melting temperature ( 1278°C) would be 
~l(X)ms. It was, therefore, anticipated that experiments 
might be of limited duration, but that they would yield 
preliminary information on the effect of Be as a target 
material. 
Η­modes were initially achieved on the Be target at 
power levels ­50% higher than the power threshold for an 
equivalent configuration on the CFC target [ 1 ]. For exam­
ple, at 3MA/2.2T. the Η­mode threshold power on the 
carbon tiles was about 5MW NBI, whereas about 8MW was 
required using the Be target. However, after a few l(X)ms, 
local melting on the Be ti les was observed by a CCD camera 
viewing the target. Spikes of Be emission were observed and 
these were correlated with spikes in the radiated power. 
While these spikes were usually less than 50c/c of the input 
power, the exact radiated power fraction was unknown as 
the bolometer cameras cannot see the lower di vertor region 
and. moreover, cannot detect an important Bell line which 
is responsible for radiation from regions with electron 
temperatures of ­ K)eV. 
Fig 91 compares Η­modes on (i) the Be target and (ii) the 
CFC target, under ver}' similar conditions. In the Be case, the 
Η­mode persisted for~0.5s (the longest duration obtained) 
and termination coincided with a rapid increase in the Be 
radiation. On the CFC target, the Η­mode lasted for 1,7s, 
although the decrease in the D­D reaction rate, RDD, and the 
rise in the radiated power after 1.5s indicates that a carbon 
bloom occurred. Moreover, there was evidence of a gradual 
increase in the Η­mode power threshold on the Be target and, 
ultimately, it proved impossible to obtain Η­modes at the 
highest NBI power levels then available (11MW). The 
implication was that the performance of the target degraded 
as damage due to melting became more extensive, but it was 
not possible to identify the critical plasma parameter which 
prevented the Η­mode transition. 
Pulse No:21725 3MA/2.2T 
10 Be­H 
H H­mode 
I 1 ° ­ p«r 
10 11 12 
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Fig. 91 : A comparison of plasma parameters during 3 M A 2.2T 
H­modes produced on: 
(i) the Be target: 
tii) the CFC target. 
Due to the short duration of these Η­modes, it was not 
possible to perform a local transport analysis. In addition, the 
limitations of the bolometric observations made a full power 
balance impossible. However, by analyzing confinement 
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200ms after the Η­mode transition, when, admittedly, the 
rate of change of stored energy was large, an initial compari­
son of the confinement properties of Η­modes on the differ­
ent targets was possible. As shown in Fig. 92, there is no 
significant difference in the global confinement properties 
between the two cases. 
20 
3­3.5MA/NBI/­VB 
(­17cm<AX<+3cm) 
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Fig. 92: This comparison of global energy confinement in 
3MAI2.2T Η­modes on the Be and CFC targets shows that 
confinement in the two cases is similar. The diamagnetic stored 
energy, Wjla, is plotted against the corrected input power, 
[Pin - (dWIdt)]. 
Influence of Toroidal Field Direction 
Evidence from experiments on several tokamaks has shown 
that significant changes occur in some aspects of H­mode 
behaviour when the direction of the toroidal field is reversed, 
so that the ion VB­drift is away from (­VB) rather than to­
wards (+VB) the X­point. Specifically, the Η­mode power 
threshold can double and the distribution of power on the 
inner and outer X­point strike zones can change substan­
tially. A series of experiments was performed to investigate 
such differences in JET Η­modes. The plasma configuration 
used for these experiments was a single­null X­point (SNX) 
plasma for which the plasma current was varied between 3 
and 3.5MA for toroidal fields in the range 2.2<BT<3.4T. In 
addition, the X­point to target separation, ΔΧ, was varied 
over the range 3<ΔΧ<­17cm (where the convention is such 
that a positive value of AXindicates that the X­point lies 
behind the surface of the target tiles). 
As in other tokamaks a significant increase, by approxi­
mately a factor of 2, was observed in the Η­mode power 
threshold with the change in direction of the VB­drift. Fig. 
93 illustrates the variation of Η­mode threshold power, Pth. 
as a function of toroidal magnetic field, BT, for SNX dis­
charges with the ion VB­drift away from the X­point. A 
distinction is made between those plasmas which made the 
2.4MW/T 
(+VB) 
■ Elm­free H­mode 
O Elmy H­mode 
O L­mode 
Magnetic field (T) 
Fig. 93: Existence diagram showing input power, Plol, during 
elm­free Η­modes, elmy Η­modes and L­modes as a function of 
toroidal magnetic field BT. The data shown here are for 
plasmas with ­VB. The dashed line indicates that the threshold 
power for achieving an H­mode rises at 6MWT . For 
comparison, the H­mode power threshold in discharges with 
+ VB is shown (2.4MWT1). 
transition to an elm­free H­mode and those which remained 
in the L­mode. Discharges which produced only an elmy H­
mode are also indicated. The dashed line which separates 
those plasmas which made the transition to an elm­free H­
mode from the remainder has a slope of 6MWT" . For 
comparison, the power threshold for plasmas with the ion 
VB­drift towards the X­point is also shown [2]. Double­null 
X­point (DNX) plasmas in JET (which normally have a 
small displacement towards the X­point for which the ion 
VB­drift is positive) exhibit an intermediate behaviour. 
A second striking difference between plasmas with oppo­
site toroidal field directions was observed in the power 
deposition on the target tiles. Measurements were made of 
the time evolution of the temperature of the carbon X­point 
target tiles using a CCD camera with an infrared filter. These 
observations were used to determine the time variation of the 
power deposited on the targets and, in particular, to deter­
mine the distribution of power between the inner and outer 
strike zones. As is illustrated in Fig. 94, the ratio of the 
powers on the outer and inner strike zones changed from 
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Fig. 94: The ratio of deposited power on the inner and outer 
strike zones for a series of discharges with (i) + VB and (ii) ­ VB 
ion drift directions. Note the striking change in the distribution 
of deposited power between the rwo cases. When geometric­
factors are taken into account, the change is even greater. 
­1.7 For the +VB­drift direction to~l (Η­mode) or­1.2 (L­
mode) for the ­VB­drift direction. When corrections to the 
deposited power (to account for the geometry of the target 
tiles) are included, the asymmetry in the former case rises to 
­2.5, while that in the latter case is 0.7 (Η­mode) or 0.85 (L­
mode). In addition, the asymmetry for the +VB­drift direc­
tion increased with increased rates of recycling. 
Similar asymmetries were observed in the ion saturation 
current to the target measured by Langmuir probes embed­
ded in the tiles. On the other hand, the peak of the (impurity) 
radiation from the divertor plasma moved from the inner to 
the outer strike zone (i.e. the peak radiation was emitted from 
the ion drift side). In addition, the so­called third strike­zone 
[3 J was observed to move from the inner to the outer side of 
the X­point when the field was reversed, a result which is 
consistent with the interpretation of this effect being due to 
a hot ion population close to the plasma boundary. This 
behaviour of particle and energy fluxes to the target and their 
dependence on the sign of VB is similar to that observed on 
other tokamaks. 
The change in the distribution of power at the target has 
implications for the power­handling capabilities of the tar­
get and for plasma performance which are discussed in the 
following sections. Η­mode global energy confinement 
was, however, found to be insensitive to the direction of the 
ion VB­drift. Fig 95 shows confinement data from the 1989 
and 1990 operating periods for SNX plasmas. The total 
diamagnetic energy, including fast ions, is plotted against 
the input power (corrected for the rate of change of energy) 
for plasma currents in the range 3 to 4MA. The data broadly 
follows the behaviour of the ITER90H­P Η­mode scaling 
[4], but the best data at 3MA lies on the same line as the best 
at 4MA (the 3MA points correspond to an enhancement 
factor of 3 over Goldston L­mode scaling). These points 
correspond to the best hot­ion H­modes [5] and, in addition 
to peaked density and ion temperature profiles, have a 
substantial fast­ion component from neutral beam injection. 
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Fig. 95: Comparison of global energy confinement in terms of 
total stored energy, Wllla, versus corrected input power, 
[Pin ­ <dW dtll.for elm­free Η­modes with + VB and ­ VB ion 
drift directions. There is essentially no difference between the 
two cases. 
Carbon Bloom 
The present X­point graphite target, which is of a prelimi­
nary nature and consists of 32 discrete poloidal rings of tiles, 
will be replaced by quasi­continuous targets (top and bot­
tom) for 1991. Nevertheless, since neither of these targets 
incorporates active cooling, limitations on JET performance 
due to blooming (i.e. sublimation of carbon or melting of 
beryllium) of the target materials is expected to persist until 
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without the necessity of radial X­point sweeping. However, 
the precise advantage gained is still to be quantified inas­
much as several factors must be considered. In particular, the 
design of the present graphite target slightly favours the use 
of reversed field due to the toroidal inclination of the tiles. In 
addition, the tile edges themselves have a significant impact 
on the time required to produce a carbon bloom. Due to 
residual misalignments of the tiles, it is the edges which rise 
in temperature, and cause blooming, most rapidly. There­
fore, the incidental location of the strike points may have an 
indeterminate influence on the carbon bloom. Moreover, 
this may also explain the experimental observation that, with 
the present target, it is difficult to combine advantageous 
factors (such as ­VB­drift and sweeping) due to 
irreproducibility in the occurrence of the bloom. 
Fig 96 summarizes the results of analysis of the carbon 
bloom. The conducted energy, Ecc, 
t[Bloom) 
* ■ - Í 
dW, 
dt e­dt (1) 
(where Ptol is the total input power, Prad the radiated power, 
(dWpj/dt) is the rate of change of plasma energy) is shown for 
different plasma configurations without X­point sweeping. 
The influence of the VB­drift direction and of the separation 
between the X­point and the target is unclear. In addition, 
there is no dependence on the toroidal field strength. It does 
appear, however, that by increasing the X­point to target 
separation, plasma dilution is reduced. Thus, although the 
carbon bloom may occur at similar levels of conducted 
the installation of the Pumped Di vertor. Therefore, the study 
of techniques to delay the carbon bloom and to prevent the 
resultant impurity fluxes into the plasma has been a key 
aspect of the X­point programme. 
Previous experiments in JET have shown that radial 
sweeping of the X­point strike zones across the targets, to 
increase the effective areas of the targets utilized, can 
increase the delay until the carbon bloom occurs to about 1 s 
at the highest heating powers [6|. Furthermore, it was 
observed that heavy gas puffing could be used to produce 
long elm­free Η­modes (>5s) with controlled ZelT(~2.5) [7]. 
During 1990, further experiments investigated the use of 
vertical X­point sweeping (in which the X­point to target 
distance was varied), the exploitation of the more symmetric 
power distribution of the ­VB­drift direction and the role of 
the distance between the X­point and the target. 
Operationally, the best results in 1990 were obtained with 
the ­VB­drift direction, which provided high fusion yield 
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Fig. 96: Comparison of conducted energy, Ecc (defined in text), 
required lo produce a carbon bloom as a function of the X­
point to target separation, DX, and the direction of the VB­
drift. Discharges which survived without a bloom are also 
shown. In this data set there appears to be no major 
quantitative difference between the two ion drift directions. 
energy, the shielding of the plasma is increased by increas­
ing ΔΧ. 
It was also found that all plasmas which survived without 
a bloom had a high recycling divertor (i.e. a divertor plasma 
in which the ratio of particle flux at the target to that flowing 
across the separatrix is large). Operationally, high recycling 
can be set up by strong gas puffing before or during the H­
mode, but the regime is more stable if gas­puffing is started 
well before additional heating. Furthermore, high recycling 
is more readily established with the X­point well inside the 
vessel. On the other hand, the regime seems to be more 
difficult to achieve in hydrogen plasmas and this may be 
related to the increased likelihood of elms in these dis­
charges. 
Impurity Retention 
Retention of impurities in the divertor plasma to shield the 
main plasma is a critical aspect of divertor performance. 
This includes impurities generated at the target plates, which 
must flow back out of the divertor plasma, and those 
generated at the wall, which need only cross the separatrix. 
Experiments were performed to investigate the retention of 
the divertor for recycling (helium and argon) and non­
recycling (silicon) impurities. These impurities were in­
jected as gases into either the divertor plasma or the vessel 
midplane and the time evolution of the impurity content of 
the main plasma was followed by VUV spectroscopy of 
impurity emission lines. 
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For silicon, which was injecied in a continuous bleed of 
silane (SiH4), it was found that the divertor provided a very 
efficient trap for silicon injected into the divertor, but was 
ineffective when the impurity was injected at the midplane. 
Thus, in the former case, it was found that silicon penetrated 
the main plasma during the limiter phase of the discharge, 
but, as soon as the X­point was formed, the level of silicon 
emission from the main plasma dropped dramatically, as 
silicon was retained in the divertor. 
The recycling gases, helium and argon, were injected 
only from the plasma midplane in a single puff during the X­
point phase, but several seconds before heating was applied. 
To obtain the characteristic retention time of the divertor, tD 
the impurity emission was modelled using measured plasma 
temperature and density profiles. Fig 97 compares the 
measured behaviour of the Hell emission line for two 
plasmas with the same X­point to target distance (the X­
point was 3cm behind the target tiles). The two discharges 
had opposite toroidal fields (and hence VB­drift) directions, 
but this was not found to play a significant role. The 
overshoot following the injection of helium (at 13s in both 
cases) is a good measure of tD . As discussed below, the 
increased value of the xD for curve (ii) is associated with 
xenon contamination. 
Helium puff 
V/V* 0.25s 
NBI 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Time (s) 
Fit;. 97: Helium­ll line emission from the hulk plasma 
following injection of a puff of helium into the vessel midplane 
at Us. ¡he indicated divertor retention times. Tlt, are obtained 
from simulations of the emission n\ini> measured plasma 
profiles, lhe plasma with higher divertor retention times was 
aeeidentallv contaminated with xenon, which resulted in 
radiative cooling o] the divertor. 
The retention of the recycling gases in the divertorplasma 
did not depend on the X­point to target separation as long as 
the X­point was behind the vessel. However, discharges 
with an X­point inside the tiles displayed better retention and 
this might be associated with the discrete design of the X­
point target, which contains substantial trapped volumes 
between the individual poloidal rings. In addition, zD in­
creased significantly to values ~0.7s, in discharges which 
were accidentally contaminated with xenon (Fig.97). These 
plasmas exhibited a higher level of radiation from the X­
point region and, as a result, a lower di vertor temperature due 
to this high­Z contamination. The improved retention of the 
divertor can then be understood as the result of increased 
collisionality in the divertor plasma. 
High Performance Plasmas 
The development of the hot­ion H­mode [5,6] has allowed 
the attainment in JET of plasma conditions close to those 
required for breakeven. However, these conditions have, to 
date, been transient and, as explained above, the regime has 
been limited by the occurrence of the carbon bloom. A major 
effort, therefore, was made during the present campaign to 
extend this regime in duration and to improve the plasma 
parameters obtained. The major advance achieved was in 
the exploitation of the more uniform deposition of power on 
the X­point target when operating with the VB­drift away 
from the X­point. The duration of the regime has been 
extended up to 1.2s without X­point sweeping and up to 1.5s 
when combined with vertical sweeping of the X­point to 
target distance. Since shielding appeared to be improved at 
larger X­point to target distances, ΔΧ, high current (3 < ΔΧ< 
4MA), SNX plasmas were used in preference to the DNX 
configuration (since the JET poloidal field and shaping 
circuit permits SNX plasmas with substantially larger val­
ues of DX than can be obtained in DNX plasmas). 
Fig 98 illustrates the time evolution of the pulse with the 
highest neutron production (both peak and integrated) and 
best value of the thermonuclear triple product. nD(())T,(0)·^·. 
This discharge was a 3.5M A/2.8T discharge with 18MW of 
neutral beam injection ( 10MW of 80keV D" and 8MW of 
140keV D°). A peak neutron yield of 3.8xlO l (W' was 
achieved, corresponding to a Q D D of 2.5x10" In addition, 
QDD>2x 10 ' was maintained for over 0.5s. The parameters 
of this discharge were T,(0) = 28keV, nD(0) = 4x 10iy m 0 
and τΕ = 0.85s, corresponding to a triple fusion product 
ηο(0)Τ,(0)τΕ = 9x 1020 m"\skeV. 
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Pulse No:22689 
F/g. 98: Overview of the hot­ion Η­mode which has the best 
neutron yield. This was a 3.5MAI2.8Tplasma with ­ VB ion 
drift. 
TRANSP analysis of these discharges has been limited 
by diagnostic limitations. However, it has been possible to 
perform a detailed analysis on a similar Pulse No:22701 
(4MA/2.8T), which yielded a fusion reaction rate close to 
that of Pulse No:22689. As shown in Fig 99, while these 
discharges are initially dominated by beam­thermal and 
beam­beam contributions, when the peak fusion reactivity is 
reached thermal reactions account for ­50% of the fusion 
power. 
Hot­ion Η­modes are characterized by a significant 
population of fast beam injected ions, which contribute not 
only to the reaction rate, but also to the plasma energy. In 
Pulse No:22701 
Predicted 
Measured ­
Thermal­thermal 
Beam­thermal 
Fig. 99: TRANSP analysis of a hot­ion H­mode with plasma 
parameters and neutron yield close to to that of Pulse 
No:22689. Pulse No:2270l was a 4M A/2.8T plasma with ­ VB 
ion drift. At the peak of the neutron yield, thermal reactions 
account for ­50% of the neutron emission. 
addition, both density and ion temperature profiles are 
highly peaked. As a result, confinement of these discharges 
is very good and can reach values ~3xG, as shown in Fig 95. 
At lower plasma parameters, Η­mode energy confinement 
generally follows a P" ' power dependence [4] with a linear 
dependence on the plasma current, but only a weak depend­
ence on the toroidal magnetic field. Experiments in this 
campaign have yielded a dependence on toroidal field of 
BT a with a<3. 
Edge Ion Temperatures 
Recently, it has been realized that ion temperatures of up to 
lOkeV can exist within 10cm of the separatrix in hot­ion H­
modes [8]. Fig. 100 shows ion temperature profiles from 
several types of X­point discharge: (a) a quasi­ohmic X­
point discharge (just after the start of NBI); (b) an L­mode 
with 4MW of NBI; (c) a moderate density Η­mode with 
9MW of NBI; (d) a hot­ion Η­mode with 18MW of NBI 
(1989); (e) a hot­ion Η­mode with 18MW of NBI (1990). 
In two of these discharges, (b) and (c), the plasma was 
swept radially across the line of sight of the CXRS diagnos­
tic system to improve the effective radial sampling of the 
diagnostic. Careful analysis has confirmed that, in the mod­
erate density Η­mode, ion temperatures of several keV exist 
to within a few cm of the separatrix. Although such detailed 
measurements are not available for the two hot­ion H­modes 
illustrated, the high values of ion temperature observed at the 
final measurement point indicate that substantial gradients 
must exist in the last 10cm, possibly with large pedestals. 
While pedestals in the electron density and temperature 
profiles have been recognized as a characteristic feature of 
the Η­mode since its discovery, significant ion temperature 
pedestals have not previously been reported. Theirexistence 
may have significant implications for an understanding of 
the Η­mode since the observed scale­length of < 10cm for the 
edge ion temperature decay lies in the range of banana 
widths, 2pp, for the ion energies observed (4 < 2p < 14cm 
forl<E<10keV). 
As is shown in Fig 101, edge ion temperatures in the best 
Η­modes scale with the power conducted to the edge divided 
by the edge electron density. Edge temperatures in these H­
modes lie within a boundary T¡(a) < 1.3Pc(a)/ne(0.9a)[keV, 
MW, 10 m ] , while temperatures in L­modes follow a 
much weaker scaling which saturates below 1 keV. A range 
of Η­mode plasmas, including high density and elmy H­
modes, populates the region between these two boundaries. 
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Fig. 100: Ion temperature profiles, measured by active charge 
exchange resonance spectroscopy, for a range ofX­point 
discharges: 
(a) quasi­ohmic discharge (just after start ofNBI); 
(h) L­mode plasma with PNB = 4MW; 
(c) H­mode plasma with PNB ­ 9MW; 
(d) hot­ion Η­mode with PNB = I8MW(I989): 
(e) hot­ion Η­mode with PNB = 18MW (1990): 
In cases (b) and (c). the plasma was swept radially to obtain a 
quasi­continuous profile. 
The observed behaviour of T¡ in the edge of H­modes 
raises several issues concerning edge transport and confine­
ment in these plasmas. Forexample, such high ion temperature 
pedestals can contribute significantly to the thermal energy 
of the plasmas, amounting to as much as 50% of the stored 
energy. In addition, it is found that decoupling of ions and 
electrons is a prerequisite for the existence of high edge ion 
temperatures. In particular, the equipartition powercalculated 
from the measured density and temperature profiles is 
always less than the available input power to the ion channel. 
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Fig. 101 : Variation of edge ion temperature, TfPedestal), with 
power per particle into the plasma edge, P(a)/nJ0.9a),for 
various X­point plasma regimes. 
The major difference between the hot­ion Η­modes of 1989 
and 1990, which underlies the higher edge temperatures in 
the latter campaign, was a substantial difference between the 
density profiles. In 1989, fairly flat density profiles with 
slight peaking in the plasma centre, but high edge densities 
19 ­^  
(­3x10 m "), were obtained, while the hot ion H­modes 
produced in 1990 had significantly more peaked profiles 
with lower edge densities (~lxl019m 3). The reason for this 
remarkable difference is not yet understood. Nonetheless, 
the edge ion pressures are very similar for the two cases. 
Perhaps the most significant conclusion of this analysis is 
that the effective thermal conductivity in the plasma edge 
region can decrease by an order of magnitude in the H­mode. 
Fig. 102 shows the total heat flux, [nedTe/dr + n¡dT¡/dr], 
determined 10­20cm inside the last closed flux surface, 
plotted against the effective conducted power, 
[Pin ­ (dW/dt)]. As indicated, the thermal conductivity, χ^γ, 
of L­mode plasmas averages ~3m~ s~', but this falls as low as 
~i ­ I 
0.3m"s in the best H­modes. 
H­modes with Elms 
The majority of JET H­modes are free of elms. As a result, 
the density rises throughout and the Η­mode is usually 
terminated by a high level of radiation (or, at the highest 
powers, by a carbon bloom). It has been shown that impurity 
influxes can be reduced, and the Η­mode duration extended, 
by heavy gas puffing [7]. However, in these cases, the 97 
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Fig. 102: Effective thermal conductivity in the plasma edge 
(¡0­20cm inside the last closed flux surface) for different 
plasma regimes. The effective conductivity, χφ can decrease 
by an order of magnitude in the H­mode.from ~3m s' 
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Fig. 103: Overview of an elmy Η­mode, at moderate NBI 
power (~9MW), in which plasma parameters were held 
constant for 2­3s by the elms. This regime was established by 
gas puffing into the midplane of a hydrogen target plasma 
heated bx deuterium NBL 
density continues to rise and the regime never achieves 
stationary conditions. Experiments in both D­IIID [9] and 
ASDEX [10] have shown that, under certain conditions, a 
steady­state Η­mode can be achieved in which the particle 
and impurity influxes are controlled by regular elms. 
In JET, elms are observed rather irregularly. They are 
routinely observed for input powers close to the H­mode 
threshold power, but disappear as the power is raised. In 
addition, they are observed in irreproducible bursts during 
hot­ion Η­modes. More regular elm behaviour has been 
observed in discharges in which deuterium beams are in­
jected into hydrogen target plasmas, both at moderate plasma 
parameters and at high β. Although a number of detailed 
investigations of elm behaviour have been performed (e.g. 
[11,12]), there is, at present, no systematic characterization 
of elms in JET. Nevertheless, a short series of experiments 
was performed in this campaign to investigate the possibility 
of establishing a steady­state Η­mode with elms. 
Fig. 103 illustrates the most promising result obtained. 
Thisdischargewasa3MA/2.2TSNXplasmawith+VB­drift 
in which deuterium beams were injected into hydrogen. The 
use of hydrogen as a target gas was dictated in this case by 
the need to minimize neutron production, rather than specifi­
cally to increase the probability of elms. In the course of 
these experiments it emerged that elms could be produced 
reliably by gas puffing (with hydrogen) from the midplane. 
Lack of experimental time prevented similar studies with 
deuterium as a target and fuelling gas. As shown, after an 
initial phase lasting ~ls , elms appeared and plasma param­
eters were held constant under the influence of the elms. In 
particular, in spite of continuous gas puffing, plasma den­
sity, radiated power, impurity content, stored energy, and 
neutron production were maintained at a constant level for 
almost 3s. Furthermore, the elms appear to have been 
instrumental in preventing a carbon bloom during the 4s 
heating period. 
The range of plasma parameters investigated during this 
study does not permit an analysis of confinement scaling in 
this elmy regime. However, the data does shed some insight 
into the influence of elms on global plasma confinement. In 
Fig. 104, the stored energy for three discharges with very 
similar magnetic configurations (3MA SNX plasmas with 
AX~8cm) is compared. There are several differences be­
tween the discharges, but which, in the light of experimental 
results obtained in this campaign, are not crucial in relation 
to the issue of global confinement. 
The figure shows an elm­free Η­mode (Pulse No:22526), 
an L­mode (Pulse No:23331) and an elmy Η­mode (Pulse 
No:23336) together with lines corresponding to the Goldston 
scaling prediction for deuterium with enhancement factors 
of 1 (L­mode) or 2 (Η­mode). The stored energy of the L­
mode plasma lies very close to the Goldston scaling line, 
while that of the elm­free Η­mode discharge has an enhance­
ment factor of ­2.2. It is clear that the degradation due to 
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Time (s) 
Fif·. 104: Plasma stored energy in three similar discharges, 
which attained different regimes: 
(a) Pulse No:22526 ­ 3MA/2.2T elm­free H­mode. Pm 
= I0MW,D"­>D.­VB; 
(hi Pulse No:23336 ­ 3MAI2.2T elmy H­mode, PNB = 
9MW. D"­>H. + VB; 
addition, to further reduce RF specific impurity generation, 
the nickel screens were replaced by beryllium screens. 
Fig. 105 shows an overview of an ICRF­only H­mode 
which utilized the new position control system to maintain 
the coupling resistance. This discharge was a 3MA/2.8T 
DNX deuterium plasma using hydrogen minority heating 
with the RF antenna in the dipole configuration (k//= 7m~ ). 
Note the movement of the plasma edge under control of this 
system and the fact that the coupling resistance is kept 
almost constant during the L­to­H and H­to­L transitions. 
The power threshold for the Η­mode transition in such 
plasmas is ~5MW, slightly lower than the threshold for 
similar NBI­heated plasmas. The confinement is similar to 
that in NBI­heated plasmas with an enhancement factor ~2 
relative to Goldston scaling. 
Pulse No:22992 
(ci Pulse No:2333l ­ 3MA/2.8T. L­mode. P. NB ■8MW. 
D"->H. + VB; 
The predicted stored energy from Goldston. WG. and 
2.\Goldston scaling is indicated for each discharge (assuming a 
deuterium plasma). 
regular elms in the elmy Η­mode is not great, since the 
enhancement factor obtained is 1.8. Of course, more exten­
sive studies must be performed to investigate the parametric 
dependence of the confinement of elmy H­modes. 
H­modes with ICRF Heating 
The first H­modes in JET with ICRF heating alone were 
obtained during 1989, primarily as a result of the use of 
beryllium gettering to reduce impurity generation from the 
ICRF antennae shields [13,14]. A major limitation encoun­
tered during these experiments was the change in coupling 
resistance of the RF antennas which occurred at the H­mode 
transition. This caused difficulties in maintaining the RF 
power during the H­mode. To eliminate this problem, a new 
position control system was installed and commissioned 
during 1990. This system used the RF antenna coupling 
resistance, via a feedback loop, to control the position of the 
plasma to maintain constant coupling resistance during 
changes in the plasma edge (e.g. the L­to­H transition). In 
Fig. 105: Overview of an ICRF H­mode (hydrogen minority. 
dipole coupling) in a 3 M A/2.8T DNX plasma. Note the slow 
change in the plasma to antenna distance. DAP. as the new 
position feedback control system maintains a constant coupling 
resistance. /?,.. 
A significant advance made in this campaign, which can 
be ascribed to the new facilities, was the attainment of an H­
mode with the RF antennae in the monopole configuration 
(k// = 0). However, the power threshold for conditions 
similar to those outlined above was ~8MW, which is close 
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to the NBI power threshold for these conditions. In addition, 
the global energy confinement of these plasmas is slightly 
lower than in the dipole case. Nevertheless, by using beryl­
lium screens, RF­specific impurity problems have been 
eliminated and there is no significant difference in the 
impurity behaviour of dipole and monopole heated H­
modes. 
Significant progress was made in the parameters of 
ICRF­heated Η­modes during this campaign. Η­modes last­
ing up to 2.8s, with both gas and pellet fuelling have been 
obtained. Monster sawteeth were routinely observed in 
these discharges. Global energy confinement times of up to 
1.2s and deuterium reaction rates of up to 5.5x 10 s" were 
achieved, with a thermonuclear fusion product nD(0)T¡(0)xE 
20 3 
< 2.2x10 m skeV. Fig. 106 summarizes the confinement 
properties of ICRF­heated Η­modes. Note that the confine­
ment of (edge ablated) pellet­fuelled plasmas is systemati­
cally slightly lower than that of gas­fuelled plasmas, al­
though this result may not be statistically significant. 
ICRF­produced Η­modes are generally elm­free, though 
combined heating Η­modes may have elms. This is, in itself, 
an interesting observation. However, it raises the question of 
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Fig. 106: Summary of global energy confinement in ¡CRH­only 
Η­modes. The energy confinement times are of the same order 
as in equivalent NBI Η­modes. However, Η­modes with dipole 
antenna configuration have systematically better confinement 
than Η­modes with the monopole antenna configuration 
(though only a few of the latter have been obtained). In 
addition, it appears that gas­fuelled discharges have slightly 
better confinement than (edge ablated) pellet­fuelled 
discharges, though, once again, the number of discharges 
involved is small. 
whether elms can be stimulated, or whether other techniques 
for degrading particle and impurity confinement (without 
significantly degrading energy confinement) can be devel­
oped. Such a phenomenon was, indeed, observed in a 
number of discharges. Fig. 107 illustrates a plasma in which 
gas puffing into the X­point was employed with the aims of 
cooling the divertor plasma (to suppress the carbon bloom) 
and extending the Η­mode. After ~ 1,5s of Η­mode, during 
which the density and radiated power increased, a transition 
occurred which significantly changed the particle confine­
ment, leading to a substantial fall in the density and radiated 
power (with Zeff approximately constant). However, the 
energy confinement characteristics of the Η­mode were 
little affected, the stored energy falling by ­10%. The cause 
of this transition is not understood, but a similar phenom­
enon was observed during laser ablation experiments in 
which metallic impurities were injected into the plasma 
causing a substantial increase in the edge radiation. 
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Fig. 107: An ICRH­only H­mode with gas­puffing into the X­
point region. Note the sudden change of conditions at 13.5s at 
which the density and radiated power starts to fall, indicating a 
dramatic change in particle confinement properties, while the 
energy confinement is little degraded. Insofar as can be 
ascertained, there are no elms. 
Summary 
Progress has been made in several areas of Η­mode physics 
in this campaign. First experiments using beryllium as a 
target material were limited by the low power handling 
capabilities of the preliminary target and definitive experi­
ments must await the installation of the X­point dump plates 
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for the 1991 campaign. An extensive series of experiments 
was performed to investigate the influence of the ion VB­drift 
direction on the Η­mode. The changes in power threshold 
and on in­out asymmetries in the divertor plasma observed 
in other tokamaks were confirmed. However, due to the 
limitations set by carbon blooms in X­point experiments in 
JET, the more symmetric power distribution of the ­VB­drift 
direction proved to be a significant advantage in optimizing 
high performance plasmas. This enabled the fusion yield of 
the best discharges to be extended to QDD =2.5x10 s" ,with 
a thermonuclear fusion product nD(0)T¡(0)TE=9xl020m"3 
skeV. 
Studies of the impurity retention capabilities of the divertor 
plasma showed that non­recycling impurities, such as sili­
con, were retained in the divertor plasma if injected into the 
X­point region. The retention efficiency for recycling impu­
rities such as helium and argon could be increased by 
radiative cooling of the divertor plasma. Although, in these 
experiments, the X­point to target separation appeared to 
have little influence on the retention time of the divertor, 
analysis of the effects of the carbon bloom provided evi­
dence of improved shielding of the bulk plasma against 
carbon when the separation was increased. 
Recent analysis of edge ion temperatures yielded evi­
dence of very high temperatures (of up to lOkeV) in H­
modes within 10cm of the plasma edge. On the other hand, 
edge ion temperatures in L­mode discharges appear to 
saturate at about IkeV. These pedestals are indicative of 
very low transport (perhaps an order of magnitude lower 
than in the L­mode) near the plasma edge in the H­mode. 
Little further progress has been made in understanding the 
nature of elms in JET, but, by use of heavy gas puffing in 
hydrogen plasmas, it has been possible to produce an elmy 
Η­mode at moderate power (~9MW) in which plasma 
parameters were maintained in a stationary condition for 2­
3s. Finally, several new facilities in the ICRFheating system 
have been exploited to improve performance in ICRF H­
modes. In addition, Η­modes using the monopole plasma 
configuration have been obtained for the first time in JET 
and a regime has been observed, apparently without elms, in 
which particle confinement is significantly degraded at 
minimal cost to energy confinement. 
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Profile Effects and 
Related Physics Issues 
The objective of the Task Force was to study plasma 
performance improvements and underlying physics issues 
related to profile control of heating, current and density. 
During the course of this work, several important develop­
ments in plasma engineering were made. These included X­
point formation during the current rise which requires low 
voltage plasma breakdown (Mode­B discharges), long pulse 
ICRF and LHCD operation and an RF plasma position 
feedback control system to maintain constant coupling 
resistance during L­mode to Η­mode transitions. 
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The physics programme concentrated on four main areas: 
a) peaked density profile experiments using pellet injec­
tion; 
b) current profile control by neutral beam and lower hybrid 
current drive; 
c) electron heating by ICRF power at high values of power 
per electron, for which the heating profile is broadened 
by orbit effects and possibly MHD and micro instabili­
ties; 
d) impurity confinement studies using laser blow­off tech­
niques. 
In addition the new beryllium ICRF antenna screens were 
assessed for reduced impurity release. 
The most significant achievements of these experiments 
were as follows: 
1) The pellet injection experiments succeeded in combin­
ing the pellet enhanced performance (PEP) regime with 
the Η­mode regime which, with 9MW of ICRF power 
and 2.5MW of NBI, achieved central ion and electron 
temperatures of lOkeV, a central deuterium density of 
8x10 m~" and a neutron production rate of 10 s 
which was predominantly thermonuclear. The fusion 
triple product reached a thermal value, nclTixE = 7x10" 
m" s keV; 
2) Injection of 3.5MW of 133keV tangential D°° beams 
19 
produced 300kA of current drive at a density of 10 m 
whichcorrespondstoanefficiencyy=0.04x 10" m~~MA/ 
MW, which is twice that obtained in previous experi­
ments. Current drive with lower hybrid waves reached 
IMA for P,h=1.6MW at a density of 3xl0l9m"3 and an 
average electron temperature of 1.9keV. The efficiency 
increased with increasing <TC> up to a value γ=0.4χ 10" 
m"2MA/MW; 
3) The central electron temperature during ICRF heating 
tends to saturate at about 13keV as the launched power 
per electron is increased. Fast ion energy content meas­
urements indicate that this is due to a broadening of the 
electron heating profile, which is consistent with a model 
which takes account of fast ion orbit effects; 
4) Heat and particle diffusivity measurements have been 
made using mainly sawtooth heat pulse propagation and 
gas puff methods. The incremental heat diffusivity is 
independent of applied heating power and is typically 
3m"/s for 3MA discharges. The incremental particle 
diffusivity lies in the range 0.35­0.6m"/s for 0.5<r/a< 1 in 
similar plasmas; 
5) Laser blow­off experiments have shown that the diffu­
sion coefficient in the plasma centre is only 0.03­
2 2 
0.1m /s compared with l­3m /s on the outside. In L­
mode plasmas, the global impurity confinement time is 
of the same order at τΕ, whereas in Η­mode plasmas 
Timp > > τΕ due to improved confinement in the outer half 
of the plasma; 
6) The beryllium antenna screens have reduced the ICRF 
specific impurity influx to negligible amount with AZd|· 
= 0.005Prf(MW); 
7) 22MW of ICRF power has been coupled into a limiter 
discharge which has an energy confinement time, τκ, 
approximately 1.3 times the Goldston L­mode value. 
Detailed results of these experiments are described in the 
following sections. 
Plasma Engineering 
Mode-B Operation 
In the pellet enhanced performance [ 1 ] discharges of 1988 
and 1989, a long­lived peaked density profile was achieved 
most easily by pellet injection before sawteeth occurred. To 
repeat this for the combined PEP + H mode experiments 
required the X­point configuration to be formed close to the 
beginning of the current flat­top. In JET, the production of 
a double­null X­point configuration, with sufficient triangu­
larity to match the curvature of the ICRF antennae, relies 
partly on the stray field from the central solenoid. Control 
of the shaping is obtained by driving the mid­section of this 
solenoid by a separate power supply, which can only be used 
in the early part of the discharge, if the plasma start­up is 
performed without premagnetisation. This mode of opera­
tion (mode­B) is uncommon in JET but was commissioned 
successfully and achieved plasma breakdown with an elec­
tric field of 0.15 V/m. A typical field configuration obtained 
in this way is shown in Fig. 108(a) along with that used for 
previous PEP experiments in limiter discharges. In addition 
to facilitating the PEP+Η­mode scenario, model­B has been 
used in other ICRF experiments which obtained monster 
sawteeth of 8s duration and 140kW of fusion power from the 
' Fte­D reaction. The D­D fusion reactivities obtained with 
3MA and 4MA mode­B discharges are shown in Fig. 108(b). 
These are by far the highest thermal reactivities observed in 
JET. 
Long Pulse Operation 
Current drive studies on JET using NBI and Lower Hybrid 
waves require long pulses to achieve substantial profile 
modification since the current diffusion time is of the order 
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1990 Configuration for: 
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Fig.108 fa) Magnetic configurations close to the start of the 
current flat­top for PEP discharges in limiter and double null 
X­point plasmas, 
(b) D­D reaction rate during high performance mode­B 
discharges f PEP + Η­mode and record D­ 'He fusion yield). 
of 10s. With NBI. pulse lengths of 7s have been obtained for 
4MW of 135keV tangential beams. The lower hybrid 
launcher has provided 1.3MW for 20s which has enabled 
current profile modification during monster sawteeth to be 
observed as shown in Fig. 109. With low LHCD power, 
4MW of ICRF power is able to create only short monsters 
Pulse No:22831 I=2MA ñ =1.8x10'9 m3 
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Fig. 109: Long pulse LHCD and ICRF heating showing 
enhanced monster sawtooth duration as the non­inductive 
current drive is increased. 
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towards the end of the pulse. The addition of 1.3MW of 
LHCD power increases the duration of the monsters by a 
factor of two and they appear early in the heating pulse. 
through generator trips. With feedback on, the plasma 
moves by a few cms to keep Rc constant and continuous 
heating of the Η­mode is accomplished. 
ICRF Feedback Position Control 
The formation of an Η­mode is accompanied by a reduction 
of the thickness of the scrape­off layer, which can reduce the 
ICRF coupling resistance by typically a factor of two. Such 
changes can cause generator trips which sometimes lead to 
the loss of the Η­mode. Recently, a novel system has been 
commissioned which moves the plasma radial position 
under feedback control to maintain a constant RF coupling 
resistance. The effect of this system can be seen in Fig. 110, 
which compares a discharge without feedback to one with 
feedback. In the former case, there is a twofold decrease in 
resistance at the L­H transition resulting in power loss 
Pulse No:20230 Η­mode without feedback 
Pulse No:21802 Η­mode with feedback 
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Physics Results 
Combined PEP and Η­Mode Scenarios 
Two regimes of enhanced performance, namely the H­mode 
and the pellet­enhanced performance (PEP) mode, have 
been combined in JET [2] to take advantage of the improved 
edge confinement in the former and the better central 
confinement of the latter. The evolution of plasma param­
eters is shown in Fig.l 11(a) for Pulse No:22490. The X­
point is formed at t=4s (causing the Da signal to rise), the 
pellet is injected at t=5s and the PEP + H­mode exists 
between t=5.5s and 6.2s. The plasma is heated by 9MW of 
ICRF and 2.5MW of NBI which produces almost equal ion 
and electron temperatures of ­lOkeV. The evolution of the 
soft X­ray emissivity during the various phases of the 
Fig.HO: Comparison of the effect of lhe L to H­mode transition 
on RF coupling resistance both with and without position 
feedback control. 
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Fig. 111 ία) Evolution of plasma parameters during a PEP + Pi-
mode discharge in a 3MA double nullX-point configuration; 
(b) Soft X-ray emissivity during a PEP + Η-mode, illustrating 
the evolution of the profiles during various phases of the 
experimentje) Electron and ion temperature profiles during a 
PEP + Η­mode experiment (10MW oflCRH + 2MW ofNBI, 
lp=4MA);ld) Global confinement during the PEP + Η-mode 
experiments. The stored energy is normalized to the plasma 
current. 
experiment is shown in Fig. 111 (b). The ion and electron 
temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 111 (c) and the global 
confinement aspects are illustrated in Fig.l 11(d). The 
neutron production rate reached l O ' V (see Fig.l08(b), 
which, according to both TRANSP calculations and neutron 
spectroscopy measurements, is predominantly (80%) ther­
monuclear in origin. The fusion triple product (ndT¡T(,) is 
~ 7x 1020m"­\skeV, as shown in Fig. 112. The ICRF power 
input used hydrogen minority ions with a relative concentra­
tion of approximately 13%. Detailed analysis of the heating 
progress using full wave and Fokker­Planck codes [3 ] shows 
that the minority ions transfer 50% of theirenergy to the bulk 
ions and 50% to the electrons as shown in Fig.l 13. To a large 
extent, this models the 30% minority (D)T ICRF scheme 
which has been proposed |4| to provide bulk ion heating for 
ITER. With this scenario, a smaller power is required to 
reach ignition than with a pure electron heating scheme. 
Current Drive with NBI and Lower Hybrid Waves 
NBI current drive studies have been carried out with 133keV 
deuterium beams. For optimum efficiency, only the tangen­
tial beams were used and these provided 3.5MW of power 
which was injected into a 3MA limiter discharge. At a 
density of 10 m", the beam drive current was 300kA. The 
higher energy of the beams and the lower Zeff achieved in 
these experiments resulted in a twofold improvement in 
efficiency compared with earlier experiments using 80keV 
D° beams, as shown in Fig.l 14. The maximum efficiency 
(γ) achieved is7(1020A/Wm2)=0.04. Also shown in Fig.l 14 
is the scaling with electron density which fits the theoretical 
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predictions and the expected improvement, by a factor of 
two, for injection with beams tangential to the magnetic axis 
(R, = 3.1m). 
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Fig.114: NBI current drive efficiency as a function of plasma 
density. The CURVES are theoretical predictions assuming the 
plasma energy and profiles are invariant. The efficiency 
decrease with increasing density is primarily due to the 
reduced beam penetration and the implicit decrease in plasma 
temperature. 
The prototype Lower Hybrid system was commissioned 
during this period of operation and achieved 1.6MW of 
power coupled to the plasma and pulse lengths of up to 20s. 
This power level allowed 12MA of LHCD at a density of 
19 3 
3x10 m " and an average electron temperature of 1.9keV. 
Using acombination of Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) 
and ICRF heating, a measurement of the scaling of the 
current drive efficiency parameter, γ= LR η,ΤΡ, with average 
electron temperature <Te> was obtained and is shown in 
Fig. 115. The efficiency increase with increasing <Te> is 
similar to that obtained in JT­60 [5] and reaches a maximum 
value [6], y( 10 MA/MWm") = 0.4, which is slightly higher 
than the value expected from the theory of Fisch [7] and is 
the highest value achieved by any non­inductive current 
drive method. Clearly, it is important to establish whether 
this improvement is sustained at higher values of <TC> or 
• Limiter 
♦ X­point 
<T>(keV) 
Fig.115: Lower Hybrid Current Drive efficiency versus 
average electron temperature. 
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whether saturation occurs. These experiments will be 
attempted in the next period of operation. 
Broadening of the current profile has been observed 
during LHCD from changes in the sawtooth inversion radius 
and this is probably the reason for the extension of the 
monster sawteeth shown in Fig. 109. So far, the LHCD 
system has been able to save up to 3V­s of inductive flux. 
T e (0 ; versus P^/ne(0) during ICRF Heating 
For monster sawtooth discharges, the scaling of the central 
electron temperature with the coupled RF power per elec­
tron is typified by the data shown in Fig. 116. The central 
electron temperature, Tc(0), increases with increasing Pri/n 
up to Prt/n(MW/10 /m' ) = 3 but then appears to saturate for 
higher values. The maximum central temperature achieved 
i s ­ 13keV. In these experiments, the electron heating arises 
predominantly from the slowing down of the minority ions, 
with very little (< \0c/c) being provided by direct damping of 
the fast wave. Also, the fast ion energy content, relative to 
that expected for central confinement of these ions, de­
creases as Prf/n increases as showing Fig. 117. Thus, it 
appears that the fast ion profile is broadening as Prt/n in­
creases and this leads to a broadening of the electron heating 
profile. A candidate explanation of this broadening is the 
effect of the large orbits that these fast ions can achieve. For 
example. He ions, which are accelerated to 5MeV in the 
14 
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Fii;. I16: Central electron temperature produced by ICRF 
power versus Plf/nt.(0). The cunes are model calculations for 
Vvro­Bohm diffusion and show the reduction in TjO) due to the 
effect of the fast ion orbits broadening the heating profile. 
plasma centre, can follow D­shaped trapped ion orbits 
which allow them to access cooler plasma ~ 40cm in minor 
radius, where they deposit most of their energy. A model 
which takes account of these orbit effects has been devel­
oped and reproduces the fast ion energy content and TL,(0) 
scaling reasonably well as shown in Fig.l 16 and Fig.l 17. 
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Fig.117: Normalised fast ion energy content versus PJnJO). 
The curve is a model calculation with orbit effects included. 
Heat and Particle Diffusivity 
Measurements 
Measurements of the incremental heat diffusivity have been 
carried out by studies of the temperature perturbation fol­
lowing the collapse of a sawtooth. The evolution of Te is 
simulated with a transport code which takes account of 
possible coupling with density changes. Examples of the 
data and theoretical predictions are shown in Fig. 118 for 
both ohmic heating and 9.5M W of ICRF in 3M A discharges. 
In each case, the code fits the data for x'nc=3.2m7s compared 
1 Ί 
with values χ=1m2 /s and x=2m~/s given by power balance 
calculations for the ohmic and ICRF heating, respectively. 
Thus, χ does not depend on the heating power applied to 
the plasma. 
Measurements of the particle diffusivity D inc have been 
obtained from studies of sawtooth induced density pulses, 
nitrogen puffs and an accidental influx of a piece of nickel 
into the plasma. The transport coefficients were obtained 
by: 
a) using the coupled transport code referred to above; and 
b) using the FIR­interferometer to measure the density 
gradient changes and to evaluate the perturbed particle 
flux. 
Values of Dlnc obtained in the region 0.5<r/a<l by these 
various experimental methods and analysis techniques are 
reasonably consistent, shown in Table XI. 
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Fig. 118: Evolution ofTe after a sawtooth collapse for: (a) an 
ohmically heated plasma and (b) a plasma with 9.5MW of 
ICRH. The data are normalised to the central electron 
temperature before the collapse. The dash cutres are model 
calculations for χίηι.=3 2m~l s. 
Impurity Transport 
Impurity transport has been studied in laser blow­off experi­
ments using Al, Fe, Ni and Ge material as well as gas­puff 
experiments with N2. SiH4 and Ar. There is no noticeable 
difference in transport with the Ζ value of the impurity or 
with the Zeff of the background plasma. With Ni injection, 
comparisons have been made between ohmic, L­mode and 
Η­mode plasmas. The results for the global impurity con­
finement are shown in Fig.l 19. In L­mode discharges, the 
confinement is somewhat less than in ohmic, which in turn 
is much less than in Η­mode plasmas, where ν can be 
several seconds. Detailed studies of the evolution of the 
impurity radial profile show that the central confinement in 
all types of discharge is close to neoclassical. The central 
diffusion coefficient lies in the range 0.03<D(m"/s)<0.1, in 
Ni X X V I I Pulse No:21482 
Ni X X V I I L­mode 
6MWRF 
Pulse No:21449 
NÌXX2I Pulse No:22122 
L­mode 
NiXXSI Pulse No:23021 
.L­mode 
Ni XXVÌ Pulse No:22992 
L­mode 
13 14 Time (s) 
' Timp(Ohmic) > Xlmp (L­mode) · Timp ~ several seconds in H­mode 
Fig.l 19: Nickel line intensity versus time for laser blow­off 
experiments in ohmic, L­mode and Η­mode plasmas. 
Table XI : 
Particle Diffusion Coefficient (Dinc) for Various Experiments 
Method 
Sawtooth 
Nitrogen puff 
Nitrogen puff 
Nickel Piece 
Analysis 
Numerical code 
Numerical code 
Flux/Gradient 
Flux/Gradient 
Diagnostic 
Reflectometer 
Reflectometer 
Interferometer 
Interferometer 
D"* (mVs) 
technique 
0.35 ±0.1 
0.50 ±0.1 
0.60 ± 0.2 
0.50 ±0.1 
Note: These are determined for JET, 3MA/2.8T ohmic plasmas. Indicated is the experimental method used to induce changes 
in the electron density profile, the analysis technique used to determine D'"c, and the diagnostic used to measure the changes in 
the density profile. 
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measurements shows that the fast ion energy contents are 
small in these experiments which were performed at high 
density. 
Plasma current ramp­up and ramp­down experiments on 
TFTR [8] have shown an improvement in energy confine­
ment, relative to the appropriate L­mode value, with increas­
ing central plasma current density. Initial attempts to 
reproduce this result have not succeeded so far, probably 
because the ramp rates and the changes in \ were much 
smaller than on TFTR. However, in He­D non­thermal 
fusion studies,^ was observed to increase steadily throughout 
an 8s monster sawtooth with a corresponding improvement 
of confinement. These experiments will be pursued in the 
next campaign when faster current ramp rates will be 
available. 
Fig. 120: Impurity diffusion coefficient for L­mode and H­mode 
discharges. 
the absence of sawteeth. Beyond half radius, D is about 50 
times neoclassical and lies in the range l<D(m"/s)<3. The 
better global confinement in Η­modes is partly due to a 
reduction of the diffusion coefficient in the outer half of the 
plasma (see Fig. 120) and partly due to an increase in inward 
convection at the edge. 
Energy Confinement Issues 
The attainment of 22MW of ICRF power coupled to a 3MA 
limiter plasma has demonstrated that the L­mode confine­
ment remains somewhat higher than the Goldston value 
(τΕ= 1.3tEg) at high ICRF power levels, as shown in Fig. 121. 
Note that the similarity between the diamagnetic and MHD 
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Fig. 121 : Plasma energy content versus power loss for 3MA 
plasmas heatedhy ICRF. The tunes are Goldston scaling 
enhanced hy the factors shown. 
Beryllium Antenna Screen Assessments 
It has been known for some time that impurities are released 
from the screens of powered ICRF antennas. The flux 
depends on antenna voltage, the plasma density near the 
screen, the angle of the screen bars to the magnetic field, the 
phasing and the screen material. By replacing the nickel 
screens with beryllium, it was expected to reduce the impu­
rity influx by virtue of the low self­sputtering coefficient of 
Be. Some results of applying a modulated power to an 
antenna are presented in Fig. 122, which shows the sensitiv­
ity to voltage and phasing. Note that the threefold reduction 
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Fig. 122: Beryllium influx sensitivity to antenna voltage and 
phasing. 
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in impurity production when dipole phasing is used as 
opposed to monopole. The behaviour can largely be under­
stood |9] in tenns of sputtering due to RF field rectification 
in the sheaths formed where the magnetic field intercepts the 
screen bars. With the present antennas, the magnetic field 
lines can connect: (a) adjacent bars; and (b) different points 
on the front face of the same bar by virtue of its V­shape. The 
latter effect is sensitive to phasing and disappears for dipole 
phasing. The combined effects of dipole operation, the low 
sputtering coefficient of beryllium and the alignment of the 
bars to the magnetic field have rendered negligible the 
impurity influx contribution to Zeff (AZefl/Prf = 0.005/MW) 
[10]. 
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Energy and Particle 
Transport 
During the year, progress has been made in consolidating 
knowledge of transport phenomena in the following areas: 
• Global energy confinement : The approach followed 
has been based on a systematic use of rigorous statis­
tical methods and aimed to determine the physics basis 
of energy confinement; 
• Electron and ion energy local transport analysis: The 
main emphasis has been in attempting to determine 
similarities and differences in these two loss channels 
and in validating existing transport models; 
• Localparticle transport models, including impurities: 
The aim has been to identify the most important 
features to be explained, pointing out the relationship 
with energy transport and the relevance of neoclassi­
cal impurity transport. 
Global Energy Confinement 
Much of the work in this field has been performed in 
collaboration with the ITER team and is baed on the analysis 
of data not only from JET but also from other devices. These 
data refer to both L and Η­regimes and are included in the so­
called ITER databases. 
A rigorous application of standard techniques of statisti­
cal analysis has led to proper treatment of the problems of 
correlation among data and scarcity of data in some direc­
tions of the space of the variables used in the regression 
analysis. Data have been selected in order to derive scaling 
laws as representative as possible of the basic mechanisms 
that determine the plasma transport properties. This has 
been achieved by excluding from the analysis discharges 
that appear to be strongly influenced by radiation losses, 
sawtooth activity and power deposition profile effects. Both 
power law scaling and offset­linear scaling have been con­
sidered, to take into account the observed degradation of τΕ 
with input power. Results with both representations are 
comparable. 
The contribution of the energy of fast particles, Wf, has 
been assessed both for L and Η­regimes by subtracting it 
from the total energy content Wtol. The energy confinement 
time τΕ derived in this way takes into account only the 
thermal energy and is the appropriate one for the prediction 
of performance of next step devices aimed at ignition. Work 
is still in progress in this field. Indications so far 11 ] are for 
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a stronger dependence of τΕ on density and input power than 
found when Wtot is used in the analysis (tE <* η "" ' p"( 
, whentgisexpressedinpowerlawform). Thedependence 
of τΕ on geometrical quantities, as well as the dependence on 
toroidal field BT and density, are questions requiring further 
investigation. Further investigation is also needed to assess 
the effect of the so­called ELMs (edge localised modes), and 
more generally of boundary phenomena, on the scaling 
properties of the Η­mode. It has been demonstrated that 
most "working" scaling laws produced so far in terms of the 
so­called engineering variables (such as plasma current I, 
plasma radius a, etc.) can be written in terms of non­
dimensional variables, subject to minor changes and practi­
cally without losing accuracy. Even more interestingly, the 
extent to which the so­called Connor­Taylor constraints [2] 
can be imposed has been investigated [3­4]. This shows that 
most of the scaling laws satisfy the constraint imposed by the 
high ß­Fokker­Planck equation. Attempting to go further in 
establishing the physics basis of energy confinement scaling 
laws, results are much more difficult to obtain. It appears 
that short wavelength turbulence might be dominant in H­
mode discharges (leading to gyro­reduced Bohm scaling), 
because the related constraint is satisfied within the required 
accuracy. On the other hand, the long wave turbulence 
(leading to Bohm type scaling) might be dominant in L­
mode discharges [ 1 ]. Figs. 123 and 124 show the accuracy 
of the fits obtained for Η­mode data in cases with high­b 
collisional constraint and both this constraint and the short 
wavelength one. These results are preliminary and appear to 
be rather sensitive to the influence of phenomena such as the 
dependence on density of the NBI heating profile. 
Further work aims to establish to what extent similarity 
techniques can be confidently used for the prediction of the 
performance of next step devices as previously suggested 
[3,5]. 
Interpretive Approach to Local Electron 
and Ion Energy Transport Analysis 
A selection of pulses representative of the variety of plasma 
regimes that are observed in JET have been analysed [6]. 
They include standard L­mode discharges; Η­mode dis­
charges (with various possible combinations of auxiliary 
heating) including hot­ion and high performance cases; 
monstersawtooth discharges; and pellet­fuelled ICRF heated 
discharges. 
In cases with neutral beam injection, when T, profiles are 
available from charge­exchange recombination 
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spectroscopy, it has been possible to determine separately 
the values of the thermal diffusion coefficients^ andX' ' . 
In the other cases, an overall coefficient χρ has been de­
termined. These experimental values of χ have been 
compared with the "theoretical" values obtained by using 
experimental values of local tempe ratures, etc, in the formulae 
provided by various theoretical models for the same quan­
tities. Within experimental uncertainties, the ion heat 
conductivity X, is lower than the electron heat conductivity, 
χ,., near the centre, for hot ion Η­modes and monster 
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sawtooth discharges. For other discharges, the value of the 
ratio Χ, ¡Xc is more uncertain and might be anywhere 
between 0.2 and 3. X, is equal to or larger than Xe in the 
outer part of the plasma for all discharges except for the hot­
ion Η­mode discharge where the ratio X¡ ¡Xe may be 
between 0.3 and 1.8. In any case, X¡ is larger than its 
neoclassical value throughout the profile but approaches it 
in the plasma centre when peaked density or ion temperature 
profiles are established. The Η­mode discharges all exhibit 
lower values of thermal conductivities near the plasma edge 
than L­mode cases. The improvement in confinement from 
the L­ to Η­phase appears in both ion and electron thermal 
conductivities and does not depend on heating scheme. 
Comparisons with theoretical models given in Refs [7­
12] show that they fail to reproduce the anomalous transport. 
The neoclassical pressure­gradient­driven turbulence model 
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Fig. 125: Comparison of the electron thermal conductivities χ€ 
simulated by TRANSP and predicted by the trapped electron 
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Fig.128: Comparison of the ion thermal conductivities χ, 
simulated by TRANSP and predicted by the Rebut-Lallia model 
for the six discharges. 
of χ«, [13] and the Rebut et al critical temperature gradient 
[ 14] model of χ,, and χί give generally reasonable agreement. 
It must be noted that in the case of pellet shots, it is practically 
impossible to determine from experimental data the "theo­
retical" value of Xe predicted by the Rebut model et al in 
the plasma core, given its theoretical dependence on the sign 
of Vq (which is essentially unknown in the case of pellet 
fuelled discharges). Thus, the model cannot be properly 
tested by means of the interpretive approach in this case. 
Results of the comparison with "theoretical" coefficients are 
shown in Figs. 125­128. 
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The possibility of relating the anomalous ion energy 
transport to models derived from the theory of ion tempera-
ture-gradient-driven turbulence [9-12] has extensively also 
been tested in Ref.[ 15]. This analysis shows that while there 
is qualitative agreement (e.g. in pellet fuelled auxiliary 
heated discharges [16]) between theoretical predictions and 
experimental findings, there is a serious quantitative disa-
greement, namely (see Fig. 129): 
• all models predicted ion energy transport which is too 
low in the region p>0.7 (p is the normalised radius) 
even when fully developed turbulence is taken into 
account; 
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• all models predict a large χi in the central and inter­
mediate plasma region. Hence, T¡ is expected to be 
determined by r|¡ = n¡VT/T¡Vn¡ close to the instability 
threshold η " . Thus, to reconcile theory with JET 
results, a substantial increase of η " would be required. 
The lack of observation of hot electron regimes has been 
the subject of intense debate at JET. The apparent saturation 
of the electron temperature at about 12ke V may be explained 
by the standard degradation of transport with power and the 
widening of the power deposition profile with ICRF at high 
power and low density due to various effects (finite ampli­
tude orbits, MHD, etc.). However, it remains unclear and to 
be investigated experimentally whether it will be possible to 
produce hot electron regimes. These regimes require that 
very low values of Xe , comparable to X¡ in hot ion re­
gimes, are obtained at high electron temperature. 
Predictive Simulations of Energy and 
Particle Transport 
An extensive campaign of simulations with predictive codes 
(both 1 ­D and 1 Λ­D) has been carried out to assess various 
transport models. Particular attention has been given to 
standard ohmic and L­mode discharges but, as in the case of 
the interpretive approach, representative shots of all of the 
most relevant plasma regimes observed in JET were consid­
ered. The propagation of heat and density pulses following 
a sawtooth crash were also simulated. Only relatively 
complete transport models, claimed to be valid from the core 
to the plasma boundary, have been considered. Among 
these, models based on the explicit introduction of a "profile 
consistency" constraint have been shown to be completely 
empirical tools of limited validity, being applicable only to 
standard ohmic and L­mode discharges in quasi­steady state 
situations [17]. The Rebut model [14] has been shown to be 
much more satisfactory. It has been extended to include 
particle transport, and its theoretical basis, while being still 
largely incomplete, has been extended by studying two 
mechanisms of self­sustainment of the magnetic field con­
figuration, believed to be responsible for anomalous trans­
port [ 18.19]. The first one is based on the different behaviour 
of electrons and ions in the presence of islands as a result of 
their different Larmor radii. This effect leads to a difference 
in their drift velocities and hence to a current which main­
tains the islands. This mechanism could maintain magnetic 
turbulence resulting from a mixture between islands of the 
size of the ion Larmor radius and chaotic regions. The 
second mechanism is a pseudo­gravity, used as a simple 
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analogue for pressure gradient/field curvature modes. The 
electron and ion drift velocities, associated with the pseudo­
gravity, combine to produce the current sustaining islands 
much larger than the ion Larmor radius. 
Fig. 130 shows the experimental and simulated profiles of 
electron temperature and density for two discharges, one 
with ICRF heating, the other with NBI, which illustrate how 
the Rebut model can cope with rather different situations 
|20|. Referring to particle transport, case (a) is representa­
tive of those cases where no inward pinch term in the 
diffusion equation of deuterium ions is required. They are 
Fig. 130: Comparison of computed and experimental Te and n„ 
profiles for a sawtooihing RF discharge ((a) Pitise No.19617. 
BT = 3.IT, I = 3MA, PRF = 8MW) and a sawtoothing NBI 
discharge ((h) Pulse No.20334, B, = 3.IT, I = 3MA. 
Ρ NBI ­ 8MW). In (h), lite peaked density profile was computed 
with the same \\ln as in (a), the flat one was computed with 
»·„„ = 0. 
found in high density discharges with NBI (both L­ and H­
modes) but also in relatively high density ohmic discharges 
and discharges with pellet injection. Case (b) is representa­
tive of those cases where an inward pinch term was required, 
in the present version of the model, in the region r/a > 0.3­
0.4. Such cases are commonly found among relatively high 
Zeff, RF heated discharges. However, it must be noted that 
the required anomalous inward pinch term might simply be 
a manifestation of the incompleteness of the presently 
available model with respect to impurity transport. The 
model has been successfully applied in a 1­D code to 
simulate the propagation of the temperature and density 
perturbations following a sawtooth crash. The model indeed 
predicts different values of X¡ and χ,, related to the heat 
pulse propagation, as well as a relatively high values of yj 
D, (D being the particle diffusion coefficient) as observed in 
experiments (see next Section). 
The main deficiencies with the model have been found in 
the outer region of the plasma, where IVF' I (the absolute 
value of the critical electron temperature below which 
transport is predicted not to be anomalous) tends to exceed 
the observed |VTCI in L­modes at low boundary density. It 
is expected that the model, based on a single phenomenon 
has to be augmented by, for example, atomic physics proc­
esses and phenomena related to MHD instabilities which 
might be important in the boundary region. An empirical 
solution tothis problem, adopted in the predictive 1 /2­Dcode 
JETTO, is to reduce the anomalous transport gradually 
when IVTCI approaches and becomes smallerthan I VF. ' I. We 
also remark that a quantitative validation of the Rebut model 
in the central region of the plasma is subject to large 
uncertainties owing to the dependence of χ,, on the local 
shear and the practical difficulty of measuring Vq in this 
region. 
Analysis of Heat and Density Pulse 
Propagation Measurements 
The analysis of fast transients provides a method for deter­
mining a linearised matrix of transport coefficients from 
measured data and complements interpretive and predictive 
studies. Recent work at JET has been based on an analysis 
of the heat and density pulses following sawtooth crashes 
(see Fig.131), which takes into account the coupling be­
tween heat and particle transport [21, 22]. The main result 
of the analysis is the determination of the 2 x 2 diffusion 
matrix in a system of linearised diffusion/convection equa­
tions simulating temperature and density perturbations 
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evolving at various radii in a typical case. Values of the 
linearised particle and thermal diffusion coefficients Dp and 
Xc with I) 'Ι χ < 0.1 are derived in the outer plasma region 
r >0.6 from this kind of analysis. These values are consistent 
with the values of D and χ0 found in the simulation of the 
same pulse with the Rebut model (see previous Section). 
The pulse propagation analysis shows that there is a linear 
coupling between the particle inward pinch and negative 
temperature gradient. This recalls the effect of the thermo­
electric force in parallel classical transport (which in the 
Rebut model is related to impurities). 
Recent w ork has shown that the same method of analysis 
can be applied consistently to data from other tokamaks 
(TEXT and TFTR). However, further investigation is 
required to establish w hether this interpretation of the pulse 
propagation following a sawtooth crash is unique or other 
interpretations, such as the "ballistic" one proposed by the 
TFTR team, may be equally valid and general. 
Impurity Transport Studies 
A coherent picture of impurity transport, applicable to the 
various experimental situations which are found in JET, is 
starting to emerge. Data for impurity transport studies have 
been obtained mainly from ad­hoc experiments where im­
purities were injected into the plasma either by gas puffing 
or laser blow­off. Useful data, currently being analysed, 
have been obtained for He transport from discharges with He 
neutral injection. 
The global impurity confinement time, T¡ has been 
determined in various experimental conditions and for dif­
ferent impurity species. It has been found that t in is the same 
when injecting T¡ (Z=22), Fe (Z=26) or Mo (Z=42). This 
probably indicates that the mechanisms which are responsi­
ble for the anomalous transport affect all particles in a similar 
way. Similarly,Timp is independent ofZctŢas verified forZel ï 
values ranging from l .4 to 5. Values of η are 0.35s and 
0.2s in ohmic and L­mode plasmas, respectively. The 
experimental data presently available are too limited to 
determine quantitatively the dependence of τ­ on input 
power or plasma parameters. This should be an objective of 
the next experimental campaign. In Η­modes, the 
confinement time is longer than in L­modes. Confinement 
times of the order of seconds have been observed in pure H­
modes without ELMs. Fig. 132 illustrates the difference 
between impurity confinement in L­ and H­regimes. 
Local impurity transport analysis of the predictive type 
[23J tor ohmic and L­mode discharges shows that between 
sawtooth crashes the experimental data can be properly 
simulated assuming three different regions. A central region 
where the impurity diffusion coefficient D­0.03 ­ 0.15m"/s, 
an outside region where D~l .3m"/s, the largest value being 
tor L­mode plasmas in both cases, and a transition region 
around the sawtooth inversion radius where the value of D 
is taken to smoothly join the two regions. The central values 
of D are in agreement with neoclassical predictions and a 
factor 20 to 60 largeron the outside. The value of V is more 
uncertain, but it is also small in the central region with a value 
of~0.025ms~ and 0.15ms" at r=a/4 for ohmic and L­mode 
plasmas respectively. At the plasma edge. V~2ms in the 
ohmic case and V~6ms" for L­mode plasmas. 
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Fig.132: Comparison of the time evolution of line intensity 
following Ni injection into L­mode and Η­mode plasmas. 
A similar analysis of Η­mode discharges derives a rather 
low diffusion coefficient D=0. ΙπΓ/s across most of the dis­
charge, and a spatial variation of V which depends on the 
plasma temperature and density profiles [24, 25]. Fig. 133 
shows the empirically determined spatial profile of V during 
the Η­phase of a high density pulse. Before density steady 
state, in aphase lasting ~3.5s, the velocity V must be outward 
in the region r<0.8 in order to explain the nickel emissivity 
lines and radiated power; the empirical convective velocity 
V is consistent, within the large uncertainties of the analysis, 
with neoclassical theory. These results are confirmed both 
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Fig. 133: Radial dependence of the empirical and neoclassical 
velocity v¡ found by simulating the impurity behaviour in an hi­
mode with a hollow density profile (Pulse No.21022). 
for L­ and Η­modes by the interpretive approach whose 
application in the case of an L­mode is illustrated by Figs. 134 
and 135 (231. 
The decay of soft X­ray emission after laser ablation of Ni 
allows the measurements of Ni profiles and fluxes (Fig. 134). 
Fig. 135 shows a plot of the normalised particle fluxes and 
normalised density gradient at different radii calculated 
from the time evolution of the Ni density profile. It shows 
that fluxes and gradients are linearly related. Therefore, for 
each curve which corresponds to different plasma radii, the 
slope represents the diffusion coefficient and the intercept is 
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Fig.134: Time evolution of Ni density profile, as inferred from 
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the convection velocity. Clearly in the central region of the 
plasma, small values of the diffusion and the pinch term are 
required, while both values increase with radius. 
All of these findings indicate that neoclassical transport 
must be an important ingredient of a complete transport 
model of impurities. 
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Plasma Edge Phenomena 
and Impurity Production 
Effort has been devoted to coordinating the physics under-
standing of essential phenomena of plasma-wall interac-
tions and providing necessary diagnostics. The use of 
beryllium as a getter and limiter material has lead to a greater 
involvement in the experimental progamme and has focussed 
attention on processes taking place in the scrape-off layer 
such as: recycling of hydrogen isotopes, plasma parameters 
and their scaling with global plasma parameters, mecha-
nisms of the impurity release and transport, and damage to 
limiter surfaces. 
Details are set out in the following paragraphs. 
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Langmuir Probe Measurements of the 
Edge Plasma Parameters 
During the period September 1989 ­ November 1990. JET 
operated with beryllium toroidal belt limiters, a carbon 
upper target plate and a beryllium lower target plate. Exten­
sive measurements of the edge plasma parameters both in 
limiter and divertor configuration have been made over a 
wide range of plasmaconditions. Several types of Langmuir 
probes have been used to measure the edge parameters i.e. 
ion saturation current (Isal), electron temperature (Te), 
electron density (nc), deposited power (Pd) and plasma 
potential (V ). 
Many probes were installed into different plasma facing 
components (belt limiter tiles, divertor target plates, ICRF 
antennae and LHCD launcher side protection tiles and in the 
ICRF Faraday screen) at various positions inside the vessel. 
The general layout of these probes is shown in Fig. 136. 
Although these probes are in a fixed position they are 
radially separated allowing rough estimates of the scrape­off 
layer (SOL) profiles. Hence a database of the edge param­
eters as a function of main plasma parameters has been 
created for the different plasma configurations. This is 
similar to the database already obtained with discrete graph­
ite limiters and carbonised walls [ 11. 
A second type of probe is the fast reciprocating probe, 
containing two Langmuir elements facing ion and electron 
drift directions. This probe can make up to three radial 
movements, from an adjustable res', position, of 100 mm in 
200 ms at any time during a discharge. Data have been taken 
up to 20 mm inside the last closed magnetic flux surface 
(LCFS) and the detailed SOL profiles measured have agreed 
with extrapolated data from the fixed probes in the radial 
direction up to the LCFS. However, profiles have been 
measured for only a limited number of plasma conditions. 
An adjustable set of Langmuir probes has also been 
inserted on the front of the Fast Transfer System (FTS) train, 
also used for exposure of time resolving collector probes 
(near the outer midplane). The FTS train contains also a 
Retarding Field Analyzer (RFA), mainly to measure the 
edge ion temperature, and a grazing incidence probe to study 
the effect of the angle of incidence of the field lines on the 
power flux measured by the probe. 
The study of SOL parameters as a function of the main core parameters aims at describing the physics of the energy and particle transport from the core to the SOL where the contact with plasma facing materials is responsible for impurity release. Control of the impurity release and subse­­ent transport depends on the details of the behaviour of the 
Plasma boundary probe systems B 
(reciprocating probe) 
p­iÜÜñ ""—^ 
~^\f^ X­point divertor tiles 
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Plasma boundary probe system A 
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1.Retarding field analyser 
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• Langmuir probes 
χ Thermocouples 
Φ * $ 
Fig. 136 General layout of plasma boundary diagnostics 
during 1990. Insert is a detailed sketch of Langmuir Probes on 
X­point target plates and belt limiter tiles. 
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SOL and this aspect is extensively studied in the gas puffing/ 
pellet injection experiments. In addition. SOL parameters 
and those in the outer layers of the core plasma are essential 
for the successful interpretation of spectroscopic signals, 
while the results of those affect the detailed interpretation of 
the Langmuir probe measurements. 
Limiter Plasmas: Edge Parameter Scaling 
and Impurity Production 
The database of ohmic and heated discharges now extends 
to Ip=7MA with volume averaged electron densitites rang­
ing from 0.3 to 5.0 χ 10 m~" with carbon and beryllium 
limiters. The behaviour of the edge electron temperature and 
density with beryllium limiters found at low plasma densi­
ties is TL.(a) <χ nc (a)' " and becomes steeper at higher den­
sities (TL.(a) <* nc(a)~ ) as is shown in Fig. 137 [2]. The same 
dependence occurs for heated discharges up to 30MW (NBI 
and ICRF combined heating), and is also found in Fig. 137, 
1 0 0 ­
50 
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1 0 ­
Pulse No: 
+ 20943 
□ 20646 
O 20822 
Δ 20684 * 
• 20710 C, OHMIC C, Add. Heating 
0.5 1 2 5 
ne(a)[x10,8nr3] 
10 
Fig.137 Edge clairon temperature against edge density for 
beryllium limiter plasmas. The lower set of data is for ohmic 
discharges and the higher for additionally healed discharges 
(Nlil ICRF). The density range for similar discharges with 
carbon limiters is indicated. 
but in this case the wide variation in the relative fraction of 
radiated power is so important that a bigger scatter is 
introduced in the data. The shift in the value of Tc(a) at fixed 
density ne(a) is due to the higher power conducted to the 
SOL. In comparison w ith scaling obtained for the graphite 
limiters [ 11, the maximum edge electron temperatures are 
lower for the beryllium case, and seem to be clamped at 
lower densities. The heat flux to the belt limiters estimated 
from Langmuir probe measurements (assuming T, = TL. in 
the SOL), is much lower than that given by the power 
balance, and that derived from calorimetrie estimates of the 
power deposition. This effect is more noticeable at lower 
plasma densities (higher power per particle at the edge). An 
attempt has been made to explain this by assuming T¡ ~ 5­10 
Te in the plasma boundary [3,4,5]. This power may be 
under­estimated by bolometry, in part for geometrical reasons 
and in part due to the bolometer sensitivity decreasing at low 
energies typical of some of the radiation from beryllium. 
The radiation from recycled hydrogen and traces of carbon 
is also being investigated, especially near the density limit. 
There are measurements from spectroscopic diagnostics 
which corroborate this inference i.e. that T¡ >T e in the plasma 
boundary (see the later section on line profile measure­
ments). The role that the radiated power from the beryllium 
limiters plays in this power discrepancy is under investiga­
tion. 
With beryllium limiters, the scaling of the edge param­
eters with main plasma parameters was frequently very 
difficult due to temporal variation of plasma parameters. 
Higher levels of deuterium fuelling are required to maintain 
the central density than for carbon limiters. However, for 
ohmically heated discharges (see Fig. 138), the dependence 
of the edge electron density and temperature as a function of 
global plasma parameters is presented. From Fig. 138(a), 
there is a dependence of n(a) on <ne> ' , which lies in be­
tween other scalings with volume­averaged density, either 
linear [6,7] or square [7,8]. The decay lengths for the 
electron density (λ,κ.) and temperature (ÀTC) remain rela­
tively independent of density at low densities for a given 
input power, and both decrease with input power (higher 
plasma currents). However, \K decreases and ^ L . increases 
rapidly as the density rises to high values for fixed input 
power. In Fig. 139 we present the scaling of the power SOL 
thickness for the same discharges. As with previous scaling 
with carbon limiters, the dependence on volume­averaged 
density is weak but it is now becoming clear that the 
dependence on q is stronger than on I . The dependence of 
Tc (a) on Ip could still have a significant impact on future 
machines (i.e. Ip=30MA). 
Limiter Plasmas: Edge Parameters under 
Forced Fuelling Conditions 
The strong pumping of hydrogen isotopes (and helium) by 
beryllium covered walls necessitated fuelling the discharges 
at a high rate even in low density discharges. Depending on 
the starting density and the fuelling rate, the steady state 
relation between average core density and edge density was 
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frequently broken. Therefore, it is sensible to relate edge 
temperature to edge density and not to core density. 
By making the edge density transiently higher without 
affecting core density, the edge temperature and sputtering 
are reduced while the total edge radiation might increase. In 
principle, this effect has opened up a much larger accessible 
range of edge densities, although at high density, transient 
effects dominate with a relaxation time of about 0.5 s. Heavy 
fuelling and pellet injection have proven to be a powerful 
means to control impurity influx. 
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Fig.139 The scaling of power SOL thickness for ohmic 
beryllium limiter plasmas. 
The effectiveness of the different fuelling scenarios for 
impurity control are shown in Fig. 140 where the electron 
temperature, as a measure for impurity sputtering, is shown 
as function of the power conducted to the edge per particle. 
Low edge temperatures at high power per particle are only 
achieved by heavy gas puffing [9]. Similar conditions were 
obtained with carbon limiters but then it was necessary to use 
acombination of pellet and gas fuelling to maintain low edge 
temperatures and reasonably peaked profiles. 
In the end, high gas fuelling rates lead to very high edge 
densities and low edge temperatures. This leads to the loss 
100 
> 
P^JIO^W] 
Fig.140 The edge temperature versus power per particle for a 
number of discharges. The further the trajectories are to the 
right, the higher is the fuelling rate. 
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of thermal stability in the edge region which manifests itself 
as a MARFE or edge fuelling limit depending on the 
dominant impurity. In Fig. 141. the behaviour of the edge 
parameters for an ohmically heated plasma (Ip=4MA) with 
fast edge cooling by rapid fuelling, is presented, which was 
taken in the presence of MARFE's. Similar results were 
attained in heated discharges. The MARFE leads to a 
reduction in density with a return to quiescent operation and 
the process can be repeated several times [9]. Two such 
MARFEs are shown in Fig. 141. Prior to the peak in 
radiation, Tc is = 1 Oe V and the ion­saturation current and H a 
intensity at the limiter are maximum; these both decrease 
rapidly as the radiation increases [ 10]. 
Fitg. 14I Several boundary parameters versus lime for a plasma 
with repetitive MARFEs. Lines for Tt.(a) and nt.(a) connect 
sparse data points. 
value, (ie., linearly dependent on edge temperature [11]). In 
a simple model, the central impurity content has an inverse 
dependence on the cross­field diffusion coefficient, so, in 
principle the faster the increase of D]_"L with edge tempera­
ture improved values of Zeff could be obtained. This is 
shown in Fig. 142, where Ds"Las a function of Te(a) is cal­
culated fordifferent fuelling scenarios both in the beryllium 
coated carbon limiters and beryllium limiter (Fig. 140). 
DS"L has been calculated assuming T¡ = Tc in the SOL, and 
appears to be lower for beryllium than for the carbon limiter 
case, but within measurement uncertainties, D"" «Tc(a) 
with 1 < a < 3 [2]. 
s. ε 
Pulse No: 
■ 20684 (superpuff) 
* 20822 (gentle fuelling, add. heat.) 
o 20943 (gentle fuelling, ohmic) 
T„(a)[eV] 
F ig.142 The SOL diffusion coefficient versus edge temperature 
for three discharges. The solid line is lite Bohm value. 
Limiter Plasmas: Edge Parameters and 
Radial Transport 
Transport coefficients in the SOL (particle diffusion coeffi­
cient D± and heat diffusivity χ ' ) and their variation 
with plasma conditions are important parameters for the 
scaling and design of the next generation of Tokamaks. 
If diffusive transport is assumed, then from simple 
theory, ignoring sources, the edge value of DL and χ*" 
can be deduced from Langmuir probe measurements of 
density, temperature and deposited power scrape­off layer 
thickness. For operation with carbon limiters the scaling of 
ir1" was Bohm­like: D" " =0.06(7/'" /B)»rs ' [1]. A 
similar conclusion has been drawn for beryllium limiters. 
For 3.0 MA, 2.3 T ohmically heated discharges, the DSI" 
values are also in fairly close agreement with the Bohm 
From measurements of floating potential and of tempera­
ture profiles, the radial electric field has been deduced and 
has been related to the increase of radial transport occuring 
in limiter discharges during ICRF heating [12]. During 
ICRF heating, a DC poloidal electric field is alsogenerated 
producing a radial drift, comparable to diffusive drifts [12]. 
As a consequence, a strong local outflow occurs and ion 
sputtering and impurity production are enhanced. 
Limiter Plasmas: The Retarding Field 
Analyser 
The Retarding Field Analyser (RFA) can be used to measure 
the velocity distribution of ions moving parallel to the total 
magnetic field in the scrape­off layer. Ions are extracted 
through a small aperture of width comparable to the local 
Debye length and are analysed using retarding potentials 
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applied to internal grids. An analyser has been exposed to 
JET plasmas using the Fast Transfer System (FTS). Experi­
ments have demonstrated the potential of the FTS for more 
complex probe techniques other than the standard collector 
probe methods. Due to the high heat loads experienced by 
the delicate probe during high power, high current dis­
charges, preliminary data are available only for the low 
current, ohmic plasmas. In this case, the parallel ion velocity 
distribution is consistent with aone­dimensional Maxwellian 
distribution shifted in velocity space by an amount due to ion 
acceleration in the sheath electric field spanning the RFA 
entrance slit. Values of T¡,, deduced during the plasma cur­
rent flat­top were ~ 3Te a few cm behind the limiter leading 
edge, whilst the sheath potential at Vs = 2Te was consistent 
with simple theoretical expectations. Future work, using a 
more robust design will build on this early experience in 
attempting to provide scalings of T¡ and Vs under a much 
wider range of operating conditions. 
X­point Plasmas 
Edge parameters profiles in the SOL and along the divertor 
target plates have been measured during internal magnetic 
separatrix discharges (X­point) using a reciprocating probe 
entering the plasma at a position between X­point and the 
midplane and by using an array of 11 fixed Langmuir probes 
in the divertor target plates. While the measurements with 
the reciprocating probe were made for a limited number of 
discharges and at one time per discharge, the poloidal array 
at the target plates produced up to eighty local edge param­
eters per pulse for almost every discharge. However, due to 
high heat loads at the target plates, many of these probes did 
not survive to the end of the campaign. Edge parameters 
were measured during single and double­null operation, and 
particular attention was devoted to the L to Η­mode transi­
tion. Fig. 143(a) shows profiles of the local flux density (Isat) 
and electron temperature (Tc) for a double­null discharge at 
three different times: ohmic, L­mode and Η­mode phase. 
Clearly identifiable are two peaks associated with the inner 
and outer strike zone, where the separatrix intersects the 
target plates. 
In the outer SOL, the profiles always broaden when the 
plasma goes through an ohmic to L­mode transition and 
steepen in a region close to the separatrix during the H­mode 
phase [1]. The steepening of the SOL density profile is 
shown in Fig. 143(b) for a NB heated plasma with 11 MW 
power, after the transition to the Η­mode. These profile 
changes have not been observed in the inner SOL of double­
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Fig.143(a) The ion saturation current and electron temperature 
obtained with an array of Langmuir probes built into the X-
point target for ohmic, L­mode and Η­mode phases of a 
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target. 
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Fig.J 43(b) The SOL density profile for the ohmic and H­mode 
phases of a discharge measured with the reciprocating probe. 
The scale­lengths, A, are measured at the probe location. 
null discharges (see Fig. 143(a)) andare independent of the 
limiter/wall material used (full carbon, beryllium coated 
carbon, or full beryllium). 
The influence of beryllium gettering and the use of 
beryllium target tiles has been investigated for X­point 
discharges in JET. Unfortunately, in 1990 the probes in the 
lower beryllium target sustained damage due to the in­
creased power in the SOL and so probe measurements for 
single­null discharges with solid beryllium target tiles are 
not available for the 1990 campaign. However, with beryl­
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lium evaporation, an increase in power flow into the SOL 
was observed, as with the solid beryllium target, and there 
were other improvements, including reduction of oxygen to 
insignificant proportions, leading, in turn, to a reduction in 
the sputtering of carbon. Improved density control by 
gettering of deuterium as been described [13], the pumping 
speed due to gettering decreasing after evaporation, and 
spectroscopic evidence shows that the beryllium layeron the 
target is eroded in about 10 pulses. Carbon emission from 
hot tiles increases strongly (~x 10") with temperature ( 1500°C 
< T< 26(K)°C) and is independent of the amount of beryllium 
on the tile, as expected. Discharges with beryllium are 
tolerant to strong gas puffing, which allows radiation in the 
di verlor region to increase (up to ~ 70% of input power), and 
reduces edge electron temperatures and also the temperature 
of the target tiles. This in turn reduces the sputtering and the 
carbon influx due to heating the target, and the Zet1 then 
decreases. 
Measurements were made with forward toroidal field 
direction (ion VB drift towards the target) and the maximum 
heat load appeared at the outer strike zone. From Langmuir 
probes in the target, assuming Tc = T¡, the ratio of power 
fluxes (P()Ul/P|n) was up to 6:1 during the Η­mode. For 
reverse field direction (VB drift away from the target), the 
relative amplitude of the peaks reversed and the load was 
more equally distributed on each strike zone. In single null 
divcrtor discharges with forward field, the particle fluxes 
and temperatures on the target increased during the L to H 
transition, while with reverse field, a decrease of these 
parameters was observed. 
The edge parameters were also monitored during H­
modes obtained with ion cyclotron heating (ICRF) only. In 
contrast to the NBI H­modes, the power flux density at the 
separatrix extrapolated from SOL measurements is higher 
by up to a factor 5 . A preliminary observation shows that 
monopole antenna phasing gave a higher power flux density 
at the edge than dipole phasing, while the quality of the H­
mode was only slightly degraded and no difference in 
impurity behaviour was evident. 
Using the simplest non­collisional uniform SOL model, 
radial profiles have been used to derive the relative variation 
of transport coefficients. Absolute values are model de­
pendent, but it is generally seen that the cross­field diffusion 
coefficient Dx (= 0.5 m"s ) increases by = 50% at the tran­
sition from ohmic to L­mode and decreases by = 60% at the 
transition from L to Η­mode; similar behaviour is found for 
the heat dittushity. χ± ­2­7 m"s . 
Database for Modelling the Edge Plasma 
The design of the impurity control system and plasma facing 
components for the next generation of large Tokamaks 
(ITER, etc.,) must be guided by predictable modelling of the 
edge plasma and its plasma surface interactions. Therefore, 
knowledge of prediction accuracy from existing edge mod­
elling codes requires the creation of a reliable plasma edge 
data­base. The first step to create this data­base of JET data 
has been completed for a few discharges. The edge plasma 
model is a multi­fluid one linked to a Monte Carlo method 
for the neutral deuterium and impurity species. A relatively 
complete set of the edge data has now been evaluated for a 
discharge with a short Η­mode phase and the X­point very 
close to the target plates. [14]. 
The aim of the study was to establish the assumptions 
needed to obtain consistency between experiment and model, 
as the first step towards validation of the model by compari­
son with experiment. Together with the geometry of the 
discharge the input for the model required a set of plasma 
parameters at the target plates and in the SOL. The edge 
parameters profiles were measured at the divertor target 
plates by the poloidal array of fixed Langmuir probes, and 
also in the SOL with the fast reciprocating probe located at 
the major radius, R = 3.25m. The profiles are shown in 
Fig. 144 plotted as a function of mid­plane major radius 
using the mapping of the drift magnetic flux surfaces from 
the equilibrium code. The edge measurements were also 
matched with the Da light from the target plates as, in order 
to locate the separatrix. The values of Fig. 144 together with 
power balance and impurity concentration were used as an 
input to the model [14]. The results of the multi­fluid model 
of the X­point SOL show good agreement with the main 
experimental parameters. However, an additional rather 
large flow was invoked in the model (in a qualitative way) 
to pennit radiation and impurity density distributions to be 
well represented by the model. A more complete set of edge 
data is being assembled including discharges with a system­
atic variation of the main plasma parameters and variation of 
the separation of the X­point to the target plate. 
CCD Camera Observations at X­Point 
Targets 
Improvements in manipulation of CCD camera data have 
permitted more refined interpretation of the spatial distribu­
tion of power deposition and impurity recycling of the X 
point targets. 
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Measurements at the Beryllium Target 
At the lower beryllium X point target, small eruptions of 
molten beryllium were observed, and these occurred at 
progressively earlier times during sequences of similar 
discharges. This was interpreted as shot­by­shot degrada­
tion of the target surface, not only at the point of observation, 
but at all of the 32 bands of target tiles. Despite these effects, 
estimates of peak values of power deposition were made of 
­0.1 kW/m" per MW of NB heating power. Since the ion 
VB drift was in the direction of the lower target, the power 
was deposited almost exclusively on the outer strike zone. 
Subsequent in­vessel examination showed large toroidal 
variations in melt damage at these targets. The eruptions 
often preceded the formation of MARFEs or disruptions 
during which beryllium spectral intensities were dominant. 
Measurements at the Carbon Target 
Systematic studies were performed of the interaction at the 
upper target of simultaneous temperature and spectral meas­
urements. The power deposition profiles with forward (ion 
VB drift towards the target) and reversed field (ion VB drift 
away from the target) were significantly different and varied 
with recycling rates. The ratio, Pout/P¡n, of the power depo­
sition at the outer strike zone to that at the inner strike on the 
band of tiles varied for Η­modes in forward field from 1.4 to 
1.7 with an average value of 1.7 (see Fig 145(a)). Compa­
rable discharges in reversed field configuration showed a 
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Fig 145(a) Total power deposited on each of the two strike 
zones in a forward field discharge (Pulse No: 22867) with 
BT=2.2T and I =3MA. The loading on the inner (ion drift side) 
strike zone is significantly smaller than on the outer strike zone 
(electron drift side). 
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Fig 145(h) Total power deposited on each of the TWO strike 
zones in a reversed field discharge (Pulse No: 22270) with 
B¡­2.2T and I =3MA. During Η­mode (starting at 14.5 s). the 
loading on inner and (electron drift side) outer strike zone are 
almost equal. 
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variation of Poul/Pin from 0.8 to 1.5 with an average value of 
1.0 (see Fig 145(b)). The recycling taken from the Da 
intensity in the private flux region was well correlated with 
a pressure gauge data, and absolute flux values agreed well 
during Η­modes and the initial phase of L­modes when an 
ionisation to excitation ratio of 20 was used. However, 
during later phases of L­modes the pressure gauge often 
showed significantly higher values. High recycling values 
corresponded in both field directions with high Pout/P¡n 
ratios and low recycling values corresponded to low Poul/P¡n 
values (Fig. 146). For both field directions, heavy gas 
puffing showed. a reduction of loading, especially on the 
inner strike zone, which is similar to the effect of high 
recycling. 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
Pou/Ρ,ππ <L­™de) 
1.7 1.8 
Pou/Ρ,ππ (H­mode) 
Fin 146 Correlation of the change of recycled deuterium flax. 
Cp. at the L­to H­transition with the change of the ratio of 
P„JPmfor reversed field discharges. 
In the toroidal direction, the targets plates are not entirely 
equidistant toroidal ly due to the mechanical substructure of 
the vessel. If all other alignments were perfect a correction 
of the observed results for a toroidally equidistant distribu­
tion could be made by multiplying the results of Poul/Pin from 
forward field by a factor 1.4, and. in reversed field by a factor 
of 1/1.4, which would enlarge the difference between the 
forward and reversed field even more. However, it would 
still leave the reversed field as the more even balanced case. 
This ratio of Pout/Pin reflects the powers carried by the plasma 
in the outer and inner di vertor. The observation of the total 
deposited power, however, shows stronger effects probably 
due to misalignment of whole bands of tiles, which may 
supersede this idealised argument to some degree. 
The difference of total input power and total radiated 
power plus change of diamagnetic energy, which is the 
power available to be deposited on the target (if the effect of 
radiated power re­deposited onto the target is ignored) was 
compared with power to the target. Three times more power 
was deposited on the band of tiles than the calculated 
available power, assuming equal distribution to the 32 
discrete targets. The interpretation of this higher than 
average loading is, that the band of tiles under observation 
protrudes deeper than intended into the vessel. This is in 
agreement with photographic evidence that this band of tiles 
showed more than average erosion. With large separation, 
δχ between the X­point and the target, the deposition profiles 
were narrower, but the relative overloading was smaller, 
consistent with a large angle of incidence of field lines on the 
target. For these reasons, the preferred separation was 7­
10cm. 
H­mode Studies 
During Η­modes, the target temperature often reached val­
ues above 2500°C. Substantial increases in carbon flux were 
measured when the temperature exceeded 2300°C, due to 
thermal sublimation. Carbon blooms occurred within sev­
eral 100ms, and often the peak target temperature had 
reached ~3000°C by this time. At this temperature, the 
energy lost from the target by sublimation and radiation was 
calculated to be up to 20% of the measured total plasma 
radiation. The transition from L to Η­mode produced a 
number of effects at the target. Probably due to the changes 
in plasma β values, the X point position moved closer to the 
target (up to 3cm). This movement gave rise to substantial 
changes in deposition, if δχ was already small. 
At constant power input, the transition caused a tempo­
rary decrease in total power deposition at the target, due to 
changes in energy confinement. Up to 30% reduction was 
observed in the reversed field case (Fig 147). The ratio of 
Poul/Pin in L­mode was significantly larger than in H­mode. 
This was observed regularly with reversed field, but in cases 
where the L­phase in forward field was long enough to be 
investigated, this effect was also observed. In the reversed 
field case, the drop in Da light intensity in the private flux 
region (used as an indicator of recycling rate), showed a 
strong correlation (almost proportional) to the drop in Pout/ 
Pin ratio (Fig 148). 
Another effect resulting from the transition is the addi­
tional power flow at the ion drift side of the target. The 
original strike zone, from which substantial carbon fluxes 
were measured, remained substantially unchanged. A rapid 
temperature increase occurred at a position closer to the X­
point radius than the original strike zone. Nocarbon flux was 
observed from this region until sublimation temperatures 
were reached. From this, it was concluded than only higher 
energy ions strike this zone and this is reinforced by probe 
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measurements of low ion saturation currents and relatively 
low Tc values. 
Fig 149 shows a typical case with reversed toroidal field, 
in which radial scans of CII light intensity across the ion drift 
side of the target are plotted. The first scan, prior to NB 
injection, shows the distribution in the ohmic phase. The 
second scan, (400 ms later), shows the situation just after the 
Η­mode transition. The small additional peak at R=2.55m 
shows that the spectral intensity from this region is smaller 
than that at the original strike zone. The third scan (400 ms 
later) shows the distribution when the temperature at the new 
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Fig 149 Radial scans of CII intensity on the ion drift side of the 
target at various times during Pulse No: 22266. 
zone has increased substantially, so that the intensity is much 
greater than that at the original strike zone. Simi lar data were 
obtained at different wavelengths, including CI, CIII and 
Bel. 
This observation may be explained in terms of the energy 
dependence of ion drift orbits. Simulations show that the 
two normal strike zones are due to flows of plasma with low­
energy ions (<200eV) in the boundary outside the LCFS. 
Particles with energies of a few ke V can also reach the target 
from regions a few centimetres inside the midplane LCFS. 
Those arriving at the electron drift side, strike a position 
close to the original strike zone. For small δχ values (< 10cm), 
those energetic particles reaching the ion drift side, arrive at 
a position closer to the X­point than the original strike zone. 
This interpretation is consistent with camera observations 
and with T¡ measurements in the outer plasma regions. It 
suggests a direct flow of energy from the plasma to the X­
point target when T¡ near the LCFS is in the keV range. 
Beryllium Spatial Distributions near the 
Limiter 
The radial distribution of beryllium atoms from the top belt 
limiter has been studied as a function of density. The 2D 
distribution is viewed from the top of Octant No: 3 using a 
CCD camera and filter (825.4nm). The penetration of 
neutrals decreases and the distribution narrows as the den­
sity is increased, as expected. Although there is some 
density and temperature dependence of the photon effi­
ciency for the atoms, the radial distribution in principle, 
gives a measure of the ionisation source function. Detailed 
calculations are in progress of the expected distributions 
using the LIM Monte Carlo code and measured density and 
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temperature profiles. Results agree in qualitative trend but 
experimental profiles are much broader than code predic­
tions. 
Poloidal and toroidal distributions have been viewed at 
the bottom belt limiter. Individual tiles are clearly resolved 
in many cases (Fig. 150), and hot spots developing on the 
tiles during high power heating can be seen in real time. The 
scale length of the tiles shows clearly in the radiation, 
suggesting that the mean­free­path of the Bel atoms is ~ 
lmm, but depends on density. The poloidal distribution 
shows the typical double­humped structure, determined by 
the tile shape and plasma e­folding lengths in the SOL. 
Comparison of experimental data with LIM Monte Carlo 
calculations shows good agreement over a range of densities 
(Fig. 151). 
At high power, hot spots occur due to localized melting 
at the tile edge, where the field lines strike the surface at 
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Fig 150(a) CCD image of the lower bell limiter tiles, viewed 
through a Bel optical interference filter, showing typical 
footprints for a 3MA ohmic discharge. 
Fig 150(b) CCD image of the lower belt limiter tiles for an 
additionally heated plasma (about 10 MW total input power). 
showing several bright spots in addition to the regular 
footprints. 
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Fig 151 CCD recording of the lower belt limiter poloidal 
profiles of the Bel intensified al various volume average 
plasma densities, and the corresponding computed LIM results 
normal incidence. Molten metal is occasionally detached 
and redeposited on other tile faces, where it causes new hot 
spots to form. 
Impurity Influxes and Screening 
Impurity Influxes and Screening Impurity Influxes 
Impurity influxes are generated when outflowing particles 
(deuterium and impurities) strike the limiter, the wall, or the 
X­point target plates. At low input powers, the impurity 
generation mechanism is physical sputtering. This is illus­
trated in Fig. 152. where spectroscopically measured effec­
tive sputtering yields (Ycff) are plotted as a function of line 
average electron density, <nc>, for two different limiter 
materials and two power levels. 
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Fig 152 The spectroscopically measured impurity yield for 
beryllium and carbon (circles) limiters with ohmic (open 
symbols) and 10 MW of additional heating (shaded). 
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For constant input power, an increase in <ne> produces 
higher edge electron density, and lower edge Te. Therefore, 
the energy of ions striking the limiter, and hence the impurity 
physical sputtering yield is also lower. The monotonie 
decrease of Yeff with increasing <n> is therefore character­
istic of physical sputtering, although the exact shape de­
pends on the detailed behaviour of YDI, Yn , since ­ Yeff = 
YD1/( 1 ­ Y]|), where YDj = Sputtering yield of deuterium on 
impurity I (eg. Be or C), Yn = Impurity and, I, self­sputter 
yield. 
At high input powers, when parts of the limiter or X­point 
tiles show strong heating, impurity fluxes increase strongly 
due to thermal sublimation and radiation enhanced sublima­
tion, for carbon, and due to melting for beryllium. Impurity 
influxes can increase by two orders of magnitude in such 
cases, leading to contamination of the plasma core, and a 
reduction in the plasma reactivity. Some (usually small) 
fraction of the impurity influx is shielded from the plasma 
core, by processes in the plasma edge. 
However, the shielding factor can be large in both limiter 
and X­point configurations when strong gas puffing is 
applied. In such cases, the edge electron density increases 
while the central electron and impurity densities show little 
change. This operational regime is only accessible when the 
walls, etc, are acting as a strong pump, and this suggests that 
the flow of particles (from the gas value inlet to the pumping 
surfaces) is trapping the impurity influxes, and exhausting it 
from the plasma. This process is predicted and is necessary 
for the projected operation of the JET pumped divertor. 
Une Profile Measurements 
. Multi­Gaussian line fitting routines have been applied to 
spectrally resolved emission from deuterium and beryllium. 
Ion temperatures have been measured from the Doppler 
widths (Fig. 153), and suitable line intensity ratios have been 
used to measure the edge electron density. 
The deuterium spectrum has been resolved into two 
Gaussian components, giving a "cold" population (5eV) of 
Frank­Condon atoms, and a "warm" (40 ­ 200 eV) popula­
tion of charge­exchange (C­X) atoms. These C­X atoms 
were previously D+ ions in the plasma edge, and therefore 
represent the edge ion temperature, T¡(a). The Bel, and II ion 
temperatures are lower than T¡(a) because the plasma edge 
is strongly ionising: these low charge­state ions do not 
survive long enough to reach equilibrium with the local ion 
temperature. Line intensity ratios (normally Da/Dyand Bel 
8254A/Be I 4407A) have been used to measure the edge 
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Fig 153 The boundary ion temperature for ohmic heating 
density scans derived from the Doppler broadening ofDJDy 
(upper) and Bel (8254 Å)/Bel (4407 A) (lower) against line 
average density. 
electron density, ne(a) (Fig. 154) and the results agree with 
probe measurements. 
Correlations of ne(a), <ne>, T¡(a), r i m p (impurity influxes) 
have proved that the impurity and fuel influxes and the edge 
ion temperature are functions of the edge electron density, 
rather than the line or volume averaged density (Fig. 155(a) 
and (b)). This would explain the different scalings observed 
in different tokamaks, in the deuterium flux, Γ 0 <* <n e >\ 
where 1 < χ <3 depending on the change in the density profile 
with <n,.>. 
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Line average density (10,9nr3) 
Fig 154 Electron densities deduced from line­intensity ratios, 
DJDyandBe 18254A/Be 14407A. 
The strong pumping of beryllium surfaces in JET has 
given a degree of density profile control that has still to be 
fully utilised, but by decoupling the core and edge plasmas, 
and controlling the impurities in the edge, the potential for 
increased fusion performance is considerably increased. 
Particle Balance Analysis and Pressure 
Measurement in the Divertor Region 
Particle Balance Studies 
Analysis of deuterium or helium particle balance in JET 
discharges serves two main purposes. First, it reveals the 
distribution of the fuel gas between the plasma and the 
material structures surrounding it, as not all neutral particles 
admitted reappear as ions in the plasma. Secondly, it 
provides information on the amount of gas needed to set up 
specific densities under different conditions, such as plasma 
configuration (limiter or X­point discharges) or wall mate­
rials (carbon or beryllium). It also elucidates the physical 
Fig 155 The Da ion temperature, Da intensity and Bell intensity 
against (a) line average density and (b) edge density. 
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mechanisms which govern particle retention in and release 
from these structures, which, in turn, affects the fuel (deute­
rium) contents and, of importance in future D­T experi­
ments, the ash (helium) contents of the plasma. Knowledge 
of these effects is of particular importance for making 
estimates of the plasma particle composition in long dura­
tion (>1000 s) discharges anticipated in next step fusion 
machines. Most investigations were performed in ohmic 
discharges as they provided the most reproducible results. 
Before the introduction of beryllium, JET limiters and X­
point target plates were made of graphite and the remainder 
of the vacuum vessel interior was covered by micron thick 
layers of carbon due to earlier carbonisations and to deposi­
tion of carbon eroded from graphite surfaces. From mid­
1989, the limiters were beryllium. The carbon surfaces were 
all covered with beryllium primarily due to evaporation of 
beryllium in the torus, but also due to erosion from the 
beryllium limiter and subsequent plasma induced deposi­
tion. In 1990, the lower X­point carbon target plates were 
exchanged for beryllium plates. Even so, locally (particu­
larly at the wall), beryllium surfaces still contain a large 
proportion (>50%) of carbon. 
The beryllium usage has altered the particle balance 
during discharges. For deuterium discharges, the amount of 
gas needed to set up a limiter discharge with a certain density 
has increased by more than a factor of four. There are two 
reasons: first, the ratio Οίο/η,.) n a s increased by about a 
factor of two (dilution reduced from 0.5 to 0.2). Second, 
limiters and walls pumped larger amounts of deuterium 
under beryllium conditions than for carbon. [In ohmic 
discharges at constant current, the pump rate increased from 
~ 10" particles/s for a conditioned carbon limiter/wall, to = 
10" particle/s for beryllium conditions]. The fraction of 
deuterium admitted appearing as plasma deuterons was 
typically 0.1 under beryllium conditions, whereas it varied 
between 0.1 and above 1 for carbon (indicating uncontrolled 
deuterium release from surfaces into the plasma). These 
large fluctuations of wall conditions due to varying experi­
mental history and typical for carbon surfaces has been 
reduced after beryllium use. Most of this also applies to X­
point discharges. However, the transition from the limiter 
phase of deuterium fuelled discharges to the X­point phase 
causes pumping, which is independent of type of material 
used in JET for target plates. An example of this is given in 
Fig. 156(a) and (b). Here, the measured effective time τ_* 
forthedeuteroncontent is indicated fortwosimilardischarges, 
one with carbon and the other with beryllium. τρ* is quite 
Fig 156 The time history of the effective deuterium delay time 
for (a) carbon and (b) beryllium conditions. 
different during the respective limiter phases. The larger 
values for carbon indicate larger recycling coefficients or 
lower pumping rate compared with beryllium. However, 
after the transition to X­point configuration, the differences 
disappear and the values for τρ* in both cases are as low as 
they were for the limiter discharge under beryllium condi­
tions. These results are consistent with the onset of increased 
screening of neutral particles recycling in the di vertor region 
(flux amplification and this flux dominates the external gas 
supply). For pumping, particles must be retained in the 
material surfaces and although this is different for C and Be, 
these differences become less important if the screening 
effect is large enough. Net particle removal rates from the 
plasma during X­point discharges ­10" particle/s, is 
slightly lower with carbon, but in both cases were sustained 
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for several seconds. The gradual increase of τ * with time 
suggests a gradual onset of saturation of the material sur­
faces with deuterium. 
The use of beryllium has also altered the recycling 
behaviour of He­plasmas. During the carbon phase, all the 
admitted helium appeared in the plasma. There was no 
helium pumping which commonly led to a disruption during 
the plasma current ramp­down. Under beryllium condi­
tions, however, helium was pumped, although somewhat 
less than deuterium. 
Results consistent with these observations are obtained 
from studies of outgassing of deuterium and helium after the 
discharges. They indicate that apart from the case of helium 
discharges under carbon conditions, there is a rather slow 
outgassing process lasting hundreds of seconds. For deute­
rium, the fraction of particles put into the discharge and 
recovered in 1000s is about twice as large (50­70%) with 
beryllium compared with carbon. 
The temporal dependence of the deuterium outgassing 
rate (=* τ" ' ) is, within uncertainties, the same forcarbon and 
for beryllium. The total outgassing and the temporal de­
pendence give indications of the possible release mecha­
nisms. Under the assumption of limiters and walls with 
semi­infinite geometry, (i.e. a bulk material with surface 
facing the plasma), the deuterium release cannot be well 
described, regardless of which model for the transport of 
deuterium within the material is assumed. Much better 
agreement with experiment is found if it is assumed that a 
surface layer exists in which hydrogen is dynamically 
retained (i.e. able to diffuse out) and which prevents deute­
rium losses to the bulk material. However, no conclusive 
result can be obtained on the physical mechanisms (diffu­
sion, recombination, detrapping) responsible for deuterium 
release. Comparison of the initial release rate after the 
discharge with the final release rate during the discharge 
indicates that the release processes are likely to be independ­
ent of the presence of a plasma, provided a steady state has 
been reached during the discharge (power flux to the limiter 
nearly constant). 
The existence of a surface layer on walls and limiter has 
been shown by surface analysis. It is believed to be the result 
of continuous erosion and depositon processes occurring 
during discharges. Apart from dynamic retention, these 
layers also contribute to pumping by trapping deuterium 
(and helium for the case of beryllium), which is a permanent 
removal of particles from the plasma not followed by 
outgassing after the discharge. In combination with the layer 
build up, this process leads with increasing number of 
discharges to an increasing deuterium inventory in and at the 
limiters and walls and means must be found to limit the 
process in order to limit the retention of tritium in future D­
T machines. 
Pressure Measurements 
An important task is to test and study means of reducing 
impurity production at the X­point plates and to minimize 
impurity transport from the X­point plasma into the plasma 
core during these discharges. Theoretically, this can be 
achieved by creating a high density, high recycling plasma 
close to the dump plates. In 1990, three ionisation gauges 
capable of operating in high magnetic fields (>3 T) were 
installed forming a linear array close to the X­point target 
plates. The gauges measure the local neutral particle flux (or 
pressure) which establishes due to particle recycling and 
atomic processes between the recycling particles and the 
local X­point plasma. Results have been obtained with the 
gauge positioned in the private region between the strike 
zones of the plasma with the dump plates. The discharge was 
heated by neutral beams and made a transition from L to H­
mode. This has been compared with results from Da 
intensity measurements at an equivalent position on the 
target plates. In general, both signals behaved similarly, and 
the transition from L to Η­mode was followed by a decrease 
of both signals. However, there were detailed differences 
which allow conclusions to be drawn about particle and 
power situation in the X­point plasma. Measured pressures 
in JET divertor discharges tend to be at least a factor three 
larger than those found for similar plasmas in other ma­
chines, such as D III­D or ASDEX. 
Results from a series of discharges revealed, that for 
plasmas with otherwise identical parameters, the divertor 
pressure increased with pulse number up to a factor five. 
This effect was attributed to a memory effect of the carbon 
target plates due to particle loading in previous discharges 
causing increased particle desorption and higher recycling. 
Estimates from locally measured flux density (> 10 7m s) 
on the total particle flux striking material surfaces suggest 
that, even during ohmic divertor discharges, the target fluxes 
must be »10"/m~s and, therefore, higher than the particle 
fluxes estimated to leave the plasma core. That is, flux 
amplification at the X­point plates takes place after an X­
point plasma is formed, in agreement with results from 
probe measurements. 
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Analysis of In­Vessel Components 
First­wall components (inner­wall tiles, X­point protection 
tiles and belt limiter tiles) have been analysed using the ion 
beam from a 1.6 MeV Tandem accelerator. To allow safe 
handling of these large beryllium­contaminated samples (up 
to 400 mm long), analysis has taken place in a glove box 
fitted with remote handling facilities. This requires that the 
ion beam passes through a normally used high vacuum 
analysis chamber and out through a small orifice containing 
a 6 μιη aluminium window into the glove box (which 
contains helium gas at atmospheric pressure). Helium is 
used to avoid spurious analysis peaks due to the oxygen,etc, 
present in air. The facility has been used to continue 
assessments of the deuterium inventory in the JET vessel, 
and to examine beryllium belt limiter tiles after operations. 
Since beryllium was introduced into JET, much larger 
amounts of gas (usually deuterium) are needed to fuel the 
plasma due to a much stronger pumping action. However, 
at the end of the discharge a much larger percentage of the 
fuelling gas is emitted from the torus than in the all­carbon 
machine (pre­June 1989). Gas balance measurements sug­
gest that the long­term retention of deuterium in the vacuum 
vessel could be similar (as an average per discharge) to that 
during operations in the carbon phase, but this value is the 
difference between two large numbers and so is not very 
accurate. Since the current deuterium retention is very 
important to the planning of future operations involving 
tritium (when up to half of the deuterium will be replaced 
with tritium), a direct estimate of the retention of deuterium 
has been made from the analysis of first­wall components 
after use in JET. The results confirm the gas balance 
measurements that the rate of accumulation of deuterium in 
stable deposits in the vessel since the introduction of beryl­
lium is similar to that previously observed (a global average 
for hundreds of pulses of ~ 4 χ 10" detuterium atoms per 
pulse). Another observation of concern for tritium­phase 
operations is the release of a small fraction of the hydrogen 
isotopes trapped at the walls when the vessel is vented to air. 
For the carbon­phase, the number of deuterons released was 
= 10"' atoms, if venting was carried out without adopting any 
measures which could reduce this emission. Measurements 
following beryllium operations show that the release was 
approximately twice as large as in the carbon phase. 
Much of the deuterium retention occurs at the belt limiters, 
which although they include the areas of most erosion in the 
torus, also include the areas of maximum redeposition. The 
results of ion beam analysis of a beryllium tile from the upper 
belt limiter have shown in that the depth of analysis for 
deuterium is = 1 μιη would be proportionally greater. The 
general pattern for deuterium includes a maximum near the 
point of contact with the plasma, minima to either side and 
a broad subsidiary maximum towards the end of the tile 
away from the vessel midplane, and is similar to patterns 
observed previously on carbon belt limiter tiles. The maxi­
mum near the tangency point (which in principle is the 
region of maximum erosion on the belts) occurs because 
most erosion takes place at the edges of the tiles, and much 
of this eroded material is rapidly re­deposited further along 
the field lines. The situation with beryllium tiles is compli­
cated by the common observation of melting at the tile edges 
which on resolidification causes a rim to form along the tile 
edge, which both shadows the surfaces of the tile behind this 
rim (making it a prime site for redeposition) and makes the 
edge more liable to melting in subsequent discharges. Thus 
the analysis of this region is a rather random mixture of 
raised, resolidified areas (with relatively low levels of incor­
porated deuterium) and "pools" of redeposited material with 
large deuterium contents. The beryllium content of the 
surface region (which is also limited to ~ 1 μιτι, approxi­
mately) decreased towards the edge of the tile nearest the 
midplane, which indicated an increasing dilution of the bulk 
material by otherelements, principally by the deuterium and 
by carbon (much of which originates from the RF antenna 
protection tiles). The similarities between carbon and 
beryllium­phase results are particularly significant since the 
beryllium tiles were not expected to retain hydrogen iso­
topes after high temperature cycling to anywhere near the 
same extent as graphite tiles (based on laboratory 
measurements on pure bulk materials). 
Exposure of Collector Probes in the 
Plasma Boundary 
Time­and spatially­resolved collector probes have been 
exposed during 1990 using the Fast Transfer System (near 
the outer midplane) and the Plasma Boundary Probe System 
near the top of the machine. Probes have been exposed to 
over 60 discharges, since the beryllium phase commenced. 
The results are being collated to show the effects on impurity 
levels in the boundary of parameters such as different phases 
of the discharge (eg. profile broadening during the 
rampdown), auxiliary heating (eg.changing C:Be ratios and 
profile broadening during RF heating) and position in the 
torus. 
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The Fast Ion Collector Probe 
Measurements have been made of the helium ion energy 
distribution near the limiter radius, using of the fast ion 
collector probe, to study the slowing down of energetic 
helium ions a and to develop a technique for measuring 
escaping a­particles in the D­T phase. The technique uses 
nickel collector probes mounted in an array on the Fast 
Transfer System as shown in Fig. 157. Ions with small 
Larmor radius, travelling along the field.can only be collected 
in slot O. Ions with Larmor radius comparable with the 
probe diameter (50 mm) can enter slots 1 or 2. Both carbon 
and nickel collector probes have been used in slots 0.+1. +2. 
(a) 
O E 
(b) 
Slot 
Fig 157 The fast ion collectai probe. 
The nickel samples have a high trapping efficiency for 
helium. By sputter eroding these samples and measuring the 
release rate, helium depth profiles have been obtained. From 
known range­energy relationships the energy distribution of 
the incident helium ions can be inferred. Samples have been 
exposed to a variety of discharges including 120 keV He 
neutral beam injection and He minority ICRF heating. In 
the RF discharges, the mean energy varies with angle 
between the sample and BT, from 3 keV parallel to BT to 8 
keV perpendicular to BT. This is considerably less than the 
initial energy of the ICRF heated ions (~lMeV) indicating 
the the He ions normally thermali/e before escaping from 
the plasma. However the ratio of the perpendicular to 
parallel flux is anomalous indicating that there may be a 
significant fraction of ions with high transverse energy. 
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MHD Phenomena 
In 1990, studies of magneto­hydrodynamic (MHD) phe­
nomena were undertaken in the following areas: 
• m=l instabilities; 
• mode topology; 
• simulation of a major current disruption: 
• simulation of MARFE's; 
• high­ß discharges; 
• locked modes; 
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• SVD mode analysis; 
• vertical instabilities. 
The main advances are described in the following para­
graphs. 
m = l Instabilities 
Topology of the m= / Instability during the 
Sawtooth Crash 
Possible limitations of the SXR tomographic analysis in 
relation to its poloidal resolution have been studied for full­
reconnection (Kadomstev) and quasi­interchange (convec­
tion) models [ 1 ]. If the orientation of the structure is either 
in the vertical or horizontal plane the two cases can be clearly 
distinguished. Previously published data was orientated in 
this way and shows a distinct quasi­interchange pattern that 
accurately reproduces the emission profiles. 
Sudden Onset of Sawtooth Collapse 
The displacement of the plasma core is measured from Soft 
X­Ray (SXR) profile measurements derived using two­
dimensional tomography [2]. The onset of the instability 
was seen to be sudden with a growth rate y=(25ms)~ , as shown 
in Fig. 158. Present sawtooth theory cannot account for this. 
However, by including electron inertia terms into Ohm's 
law, connection times close to these experimental values 
have been obtained [3] and is described in more detail in later 
paragraphs of this section. 
100 
Time (s) 
Fig. 158: Displacement of the peak of the SXR emission during 
the fast sawtooth collapse, derived from two­dimensional 
tomography. Three cases are depicted showing that a constant 
growth rate of (25ms) is maintained up to the collapse phase. 
Sawtooth Parameters, Growth Rates and 
Displacement Times 
The displacement of the hot plasma core was measured from 
the raw data directly [4] to overcome objections to the 
tomographic technique. A large number of ordinary and so­
called monster .sawteeth were studied. In all cases, the 
collapse is characterised by exponential displacements of 
the central plasma from its equilibrium position to a final 
position which is 80% (±20%) of the sawtooth inversion 
radius, on a time scale of tdisp=100­300ms. The growth rate 
is found to be related to this by y„'p ­1 /3 τώψ. For monster 
sawteeth, the displacement time is seen to saturate at 
tdisp= 100ms, in good agreement with the predicted growth 
rate [3]. 
Sawtooth Parameter Scalings in JET 
Several sawtooth scalings have been established from JET 
results [5]. The inversion radius in ohmic discharges was 
found to scale strongly with qcyl and A,, but not with any 
other global plasma parameter. The scaling with q is 
supported by polarimetrie measurements of the q-profile 
and is consistent with the assumption that the inversion 
radius is related to the q=l position. The sawtooth period 
was not found to scale with any global plasma parameter. 
The inversion radius during Η-mode discharges decreases in 
time, typically at a rate of 2cms~ on a resistive time scale. 
This is expected to be due to respectable bootstrap currents 
present in the discharge and eventually, in case of even 
longer Η-modes, may result in sawtooth free discharges. 
Similareffects have been observed previously in the ASDEX 
tokamak. 
ICRF-heated plasmas show an increased inversion radius 
and sawtooth period. In the case of monster sawteeth, the 
inversion radius can be 50% larger than in the ohmic case. 
It is seen that rinv = rq=], within the error-bars on the q-profile. 
The stabilisation of sawteeth is believed to be due to the fast-
ion population leading to an extended sawtooth period in 
which q=l radius expands until a threshold in the stability is 
reached. Indeed, there exists a linear relation between the 
relative increase in the sawtooth period and the relative 
expansion of the inversion radius. 
Fast Event Trigger 
This system was fully commissioned during 1990, and has 
given a vast amount of information on all kinds of MHD-
phenomena occurring during a discharge |4]. Data, on a fast 
timescale (up to 200 kHz sampling rate), has been obtained 
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with the SXR, magnetic and ECE diagnostics. Pre­ and post­
cursors of normal, monster and partial­sawteeth and other 
MHD modes (like fishbones) have been registered system­
atically. An example is shown in Fig. 159, where several 
time windows are shown that are obtained by the selective 
trigger­system in a Pellet­Enhanced­Performance (PEP) 
discharge, during which various MHD­modes occur. 
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Fig. 159: Results from the fast event trigger system. A nearly 
complete set of data is obtained showing the evolution of the 
MHD activity in course of a discharge (Pulse No.23079). In 
the last 200kHz block, the PEP crash linked to (I.I) mode can 
be seen on diode Nos.21. 2b and 28 located at R=3.14.3.51 
and 3.66m, respectively. The crash is followed by a growing 
(2.2) mode leading to substanţial rearrangements in radial 
profiles. 
Spontaneous Snakes 
An example of MHD activity found with the new trigger 
system, which allows selection of particular events of inter­
est, is the spontaneous snake. Snakes were originally 
discovered in JET following pellet injection and were shown 
to be regions of high plasma density in the q=l surface with 
m=n=l topology. 
Recently, snakes have been observed immediately after 
the onset of the sawtooth oscillation and following neutral 
beam injection. It would appear that these "spontaneous" 
snakes are a more general feature of MHD behaviour in a 
tokamak than had been previously realized. These are 
formed following a period of m=l activity which was 
probably associated with the central q value falling below 
unity. These latter snakes have many similarities with the 
pellet induced snakes, except that their density perturbation 
is very much smallerand their main characteristic is that they 
are small regions of very much increased impurity density. 
There is also some evidence that spontaneous snakes were 
observed but not recognised, as long ago as 1984. An 
example of a spontaneous snake observed during neutral 
beam injection is shown in Fig. 160. The spontaneous snake 
survives many sawtooth crashes and can be be used to 
monitor the position of the q= 1 surface immediately after the 
onset of sawtoothing (Fig. 161). 
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Fig. 160: The spontaneous snake seen by the SXR vertical 
camera as a function of time for Pulse No.22334. 
21598 
Time (s) 
Fig.161 : The evolution of the radial position of the snake 
during a sawtoothing discharge (Pulse No.21598). The 
expansion of the q=l radius (2.5ms ) in between the sawtooth 
crashes can be seen and is a factor afone hundred faster than 
the expansion of the inversion radius in an Η­mode discharge, 
indicating a low shear region near the q=l surface. 
Sawtooth Reconnection 
Under the usual conditions of sawtooth reconnection in a 
tokamak. the electric field resulting from the flux reconnec­
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tion becomes very large [ 3 ]. This leads to an acceleration of 
the electrons in the reconnecting layer, such that the recon­
nection times are determined by the electron inertia rather 
than by electron collisions. Reconnection times are de­
creased by an order of magnitude compared to Kadomstev 
reconnection times. Inerţial reconnection times are typically 
around 300ms for a full flux reconnection within the q=l 
surface in JET plasmas. If q(0) is not restored to unity, these 
times become even shorter. Other effects such as finite 
Larmor radius, possible anomalous electron viscosity and 
velocity space instabilities of the runaway electrons in the 
layer may also play a significant role in the process, but these 
have not been included in this study. 
Electron Inertia, Ion Larmor Radius and Magnetic 
Reconnection 
In high temperature JET discharges, electron inertia re­
places the collisional resistivity in causing reconnection at 
the q=l surface [6]. If a fluid ion equation of motion is 
assumed, the reconnection takes place in a layer whose 
width, δ, is of the orderof the plasma skin depth, d. However, 
for realistic plasma parameters, the ion Larmor radius, p¡ is 
significantly larger than the plasma skin depth. A linear 
kinetic theory, which treats the ion dynamics correctly has 
been developed. Growth ratesy/roA=(5/rs)(p¡/d)"" and layer 
width Δ=Ρ| have been found, where coA is the Alfvén fre­
quency and rs is the q=l radius. For typical JET parameters. 
γ=50­100μ5. Interestingly, for p¡<d, the linear theory yields 
a growth time γ" =TA(rs/d) and a linear reconnection layer 
5=d, which are comparable to the non­linear ones. This 
suggests that the linear theory remains relevant up to rela­
tively large mode amplitudes, as also hinted by the experi­
mental observation of a continuing exponential growth rate 
up to displacements comparable with the sawtooth inversion 
radius (Fig. 158). 
Magnetic Topology 
This theme has been investigated by measuring the MHD 
activity with several diagnostics sampled at high frequen­
cies ( 10­200kHz) at the same instance in time. The diagnos­
tics involved are the magnetic pick­up coils, the 
polychromator and the heterodyne radiometer for the elec­
tron temperature, and the reflectometer for the electron 
density and the soft X­ray cameras. Simultaneous measure­
ments of the MHD activity have been made in 1990 during 
the current rise, the PEP (pellet enhanced performance) 
mode and the monster sawtooth. Some of the results are 
presented below. 
the low­field side of the mid­plane at toroidal angles 180° 
apart. This coupling corresponds to a maximum in the 
mutual energy between helical wires of toroidal mode 
number r.= I having a constant current in the same direction. 
In Pulse No:2()2()9, several MHD modes are excited and a 
snake is formed on the q= 1 surface after pellet injection. The 
dominant modes have n=l and n=2 components. After a few 
hundreds milli­seconds. these modes couple together before 
the rotation slows down and the modes lock. Fig. 162 shows 
a tomographic reconstruction of the soft X­ray emission in 
a poloidal plane just before locking. The snake (at the 
position of the "O­point" of the ( 1,1 ) island) can be seen to 
be aligned with the "X­points" of the (3.2) and (2,1 ) islands 
on the low­field side of the mid­plane. The position of the 
corresponding rational surfaces is in reasonable agreement 
with the computed q­profile. The observed coupling be­
tween the "O­point" of the (1,1) island and the "X­points" of 
the (3,2) and (2,1) islands suggests that there could be a 
current excess in the snake. However, this seems to be in 
conflict with a lower electron temperature initially (20% up 
to 100ms) seen in the pellet induced snake, that itself last up 
to 2s, and the higher impurity concentration in the spontane­
ous snake, which suggest a higher resistivity and therefore 
Fig. 162: Cross­section of plasma, as seen by the SXR cameras, 
during a pellet injuced snake with MHD activity. The snake is 
phase coupled to a (i.2) mode and a large (2.1 ) resistive mode. 
with the X­point of these modes orientated in this cross­section 
in the outer toroidal mid­plane. The contours have a 
logarithmic scale in 70 equally spaced steps from 15 to 
ü.lkWIin. 
Application of Coupling between Islands to determine 
the direction of Perturbed Current in the Snake 
Experiment shows that, when the m=l, n=l and m=2, n=l 
islands are coupled, their "X­" and "O­points" are aligned at 
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a current deficit in the snake. Clearly, further study is 
required. 
Current Rise Studies 
Current rises with a ramp rate of ~lMAs~ have been made 
in 1990 in preparation for a 7MA limiter discharge cam-
paign. Magnetic modes are observed to be destabilized, 
when the field line safety factor, q,., at the plasma edge de-
creases and before it reaches an integer or half-integer value. 
This is an indication that these modes are resistive, since 
their resonant surfaces are located inside the plasma. Most 
of the study has been focused on the crossing of the q,.=4 
surface at the plasma boundary. From an operational point 
of view, two cases can be distinguished: 
• at low inductance, with high central electron tempera-
ture and low density, the radiation is low and current 
penetration is slow. The axial safety factor q(0) 
computed with a magnetic equilibrium code is larger 
than 1.5. The magnetic diagnostic measurements 
indicate the presence of a dominant m=4, n= 1 mode at 
the plasma edge and give a radial width around 10cm 
for a magnetic island on the qv=4 surface. When q(0) 
is larger than 2, hardly any mode can be detected from 
the soft X-ray emission in the plasma centre and the 
current rise is successful. In the opposite case, a 
dominant m=2, n=l mode is measured by the soft X-
ray cameras at the plasma centre and there is a persist-
ent locked mode, which can terminate the discharge 
by a disruption; 
• at moderate inductance, with low central electron 
temperature and high density, the radiation is high and 
current penetration is fast. q(0) becomes smaller than 
unity early in the discharge. A dominant m=2. n=l 
mode is measured by the magnetic pick-up coils. A 
tomographic reconstruction (Fig. 163) of the soft X-
ray emission shows an m=2, n=l island, which is 8-
10cm wide radially. The island width and the position 
of the q=2 surface agree with the magnetic measure-
ments and calculated q=profile. 
PEP Mode 
During the PEP (Pellet Enhanced Performance) mode, the 
neutron yield reaches a maximum a few hundred ms after 
injection of a pellet and application of additional heating 
before decaying in approximately the same time during the 
additional heating phase. There is experimental evidence 
Fit;.163: Contours of equal X-ray emission on logarithmic 
scales in 35 equally spaced steps from 3.5kW/nf to 3.5mWlm' 
during a current-rise experiment for Pulse No.2I604 at 
1=1.4636-1.4658s, showing a resistive (2,1) MHD mode at the 
calculated q=2 position. 
that the collapse of the neutron yield is triggered by a fast 
MHD event. This event causes a moderate increase of the 
impurity influx at the plasma boundary. 
Before the event, the discharge is now sawtoothing, the 
safety factor on-axis calculated from a magnetic equilibrium 
code is above unity and MHD modes are observed with a 
main toroidal mode number n=2, 3 or 4. The MHD event 
occurs in the central region of the plasma and has a dominant 
toroidal number n=l (from the magnetic and soft X-ray 
emission measurements). After this event, the postcursor 
oscillations generally have a dominant m=2, n=2 mode in 
the central zone of the plasma. In some cases, the precursor 
and postcursor oscillations measured on the electron tem-
perature are non-sinusoidal, having a narrower maximum 
than the minimum. A careful and thorough analysis of the 
experimental data is underway to confirm these preliminary 
observations and to determine more accurately the nature of 
the MHD event and the magnetic topology. 
Simulation of Density Limit Disruptions 
The Article 14 Contract on "Numerical Simulation of Dis-
ruption on JET using a Cylindrical Resistive 3-D Reduced 
MHD Code" with CRPP Lausanne, Switzerland, was com-
pleted in December 1990. 
MHD activity during density limit disruptions is numeri-
cally modelled by a three-dimensional resistive reduced 
MHD code with a simple transport model and radiation 
losses. The simulations reproduce the following sequence 
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of experimental events: destabilization of MHD modes near 
the plasma edge during the early contraction phase; growth 
of the m=2, n=l mode to large amplitude; several minor 
disruptions; and the major disruption. The main results is a 
new theoretical description of the major disruption, which 
agrees with the experimental observations in JET. The 
major disruption takes place in two phases: flattening of the 
temperature in the central region by an internal relaxation 
has a mainly m=l, n=l displacement, consistent with the 
observation of "profile erosion" in JET. During the "ero­
sion", the (1,1) mode has a strong convective character as 
can be seen from the kinetic energy of the various modes 
shown in Fig. 164, at t=2800xA. The magnetic perturbation 
has also a strong m=3, n=2 component because of non­linear 
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Fig. 164: The calculated magnetic (top) and kinetic (bottom) 
energy of the various modes occuring inside the plasma during 
a major disruption (energy quench phase). 
coupling with the large m=2, n=l mode. The large ampli­
tude (2,1) (1,1) and (3,2) modes give rise to stochastic 
magnetic fields first in the q=l region and then inside q=2 at 
the end of the internal relaxation. During the second phase, 
~t=290OrA, MHD turbulence develops in the stochastic 
field, which results in a filamentation and a broadening of the 
current density, first starting in the central region. This leads 
to a rapid growth of the m>2, n= 1 modes, resulting in a full 
magnetic field stochastisation and current profile broaden­
ing across the entire plasma at the end of the disruption. 
Simulation ofMARFE Behaviour at the Density Limit 
A new linear theory has been developed for the MARFE. 
Also a 2­D transport code has been developed and used to 
study the MARFE, an example of such a simulation is shown 
in Fig. 165. The results show how the radiated power 
fraction to trigger a MARFE increases with the parallel 
thermal conductivity. Since parallel thermal conductivity 
(Xu) is a strong function of temperature, (χη <*: ¡c ) , 
M ARFE's will form at lower radiated power fractions as the 
edge temperature is reduced. This suggests that the differ­
ences between beryllium (MARFE's form at Prad/P¡n=40%) 
and carbon (formation at 100%) limiters, may be that 
discharges with beryllium limiters have impurities which 
radiate at lower temperatures; this is currently under inves­
tigation. Other theoretically predicted dependencies of the 
MARFE threshold on input power are found to be in good 
agreement with experiment. 
Fig.165: Simulation of a MARFE showing radiated power PrM¡ 
in a constant toroidal angle plane (R.z). 
High­Beta Discharges 
Experimental Programme 
No specific high­beta programme has been carried out in 
1990. However, some low­q inner wall discharges came 
close to the Troyon limit, with beta values ­5%. The most 
interesting work on beta­limits was carried out in PEP 
(Pellet­Enhanced Performance) and Η­mode combinations, 
where very steep pressure gradients were produced in the 
plasma core. It is possible that the collapse of the very 
peaked profiles is related to local beta effects, although 
globally the plasma is well below the toroidal beta limit. 
Discharges, such as Pulse No.22490, are being analysed for 
their stability limits [8]. 
Computational Studies 
Analysis of the high­ß shots in the range of Pulse Nos:20200 
to 20900 was completed. Most discharges near the Troyon 
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limit have a triangular pressure profile, which within error 
bars on the equilibrium reconstruction is found to be margin­
ally stable to n=°° ballooning modes. In some cases (par­
ticularly those which have a very peaked pressure profile 
due to pellet injection), the core is unstable to n=°° ballooning 
modes and cannot be stabilised by credible adjustments to 
the q­profile. For such cases, the effects of hot trapped 
particles, on the ballooning stability has been studied. Using 
the Pencil model to assess the hot particle population 
(CDßXü*! ) from the neutral beams (=10MW), it is found that 
the trapped particles should be sufficient to stabilize the 
ballooning modes in the core (which is otherwise ideally 
unstable) [9|. 
q=2q=1.5q=1 
\ .1 ♦ 
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Major Radius (m) 
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Fit;.166: FIILX surfaces in the horizontal midplane showing n=2 
high β instabilities at the various rational q surfaces. 
In 30­40% of the discharges with β>0.7βτ^ ο η , there is a 
'rapid' collapse of β. This is almost always associated with 
large n=2 activity. Studies with the toroidal resistive MHD 
code, FAR, show that the most likely candidates for the n=2 
activity are the pressure driven infernal modes occuring in 
the low shear core region. Soft X­Ray (SXR) chord meas­
urements reconstructed from the theory calculations give a 
reasonable match to the observed SXR signals during n=2 
ß­collapse activity. Fig. 166 shows this calculated mode 
activity at the various rational surfaces in the toroidal 
horizontal midplane. 
Large Amplitude Modes 
Large amplitude modes can exist in various plasma condi­
tions as seen in previous sections. Magnetic perturbations 
can be as large as δΒ/Βγ= 1 c/c at the plasma edge and typical 
growth rates are 10" to 10's" . Usually, these modes are 
initially rotating and hence are visible as oscillations on 
electron temperature, density, soft X­ray and magnetic 
diagnostics. As the modes grow in amplitude, their rotation 
(and the plasma rotation, also) slows down and comes to a 
complete standstill. The modes are then referred to as locked 
modes. Once the perturbations are locked, it is difficult to 
analyze them using the standard technique used on rotating 
modes. However, using the radial magnetic field or saddle 
coils, it is possible, by careful removal of n=0 fields (e.g. 
shaping fields), to study the evolution of these long­lived 
modes. This has revealed that a so­called locked mode 
which can persist under certain conditions over most of the 
discharge changes its structure in time. For instance, the 
structure changes from a dominant m=4, n=l mode to a 
m=2, n= 1 mode when the inductance increases as a function 
of time (Fig. 167). 
Fig. 167: Time history of a 5MA discharge (Pulse No.22442) 
with a long lived locked mode. The mode starts at 3.6s, when 
the q=4 is reached and lasts up to the end of the discharge. At 
the time A. the mode has a dominant (4,1) character hut 
changes in time. At time B, it has a mainly (3,1 ) and it becomes 
a dominant (2,1 ) at time C. 
A different type of locked mode has also been studied in 
some detail. This mode has no rotating phase, in contrast 
with the above. The development of this perturbation 
(dominant m=2, n=l as seen on the saddle coils) was first 
observed in low density X­point configuration discharges, 
but has also been found in low density inner wall discharges 
and high plasma current pulses. All these discharges have a 
high degree of shaping in common. 
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Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
Mode Analysis 
A new method has been devised to analyse the Mirnov coil 
signals, in order to detect the MHD modes spatial distribu­
tion and temporal evolution. It can be used on any set of 
oscillating signals coming from many channels distributed 
in space. The technique relies on the Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) of a rectangular matrix X. The SVD 
of a square matrix reduces to the well­known diagonalisation. 
The columns of X are the sampled time series of a particular 
channel, i, while the rows given the configuration vector at 
a given instant, t, in time. The SVD generates two set of 
orthogonal eigen­vectors which, respectively, give the spa­
tial distribution and the time evolution of the amplitude of 
the modes detected, without the necessity of additional 
assumptions. This is particularly useful in the case of the 
dependence on the poloidal angle. In the case of a sum of 
pure sinusoidal modes in the space variable, pairs of degen­
erate singular values are obtained from the SVD, which 
correspond to the sines and cosines components of the mode 
with a given m number, these singular or eigen­values are 
proportional to the amplitude of the mode itself. An example 
is given in Fig. 168, which refers to PEP discharge (Pulse 
No.23081). It shows the amplitude of the m=4, n=l mode, 
around the poloidal plane for the cosine and sine compo­
nents. The asymmetry around the poloidal angle can be 
­4 
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Fig.168: Amplitude of the cosine and sine component oftlie 
MDH mode analysed with the SVD method shown in the 
poloidal plane al 5.8s in a PEP discharge (Pulse No.23081 ). 
The mode has (4.1) feature, determined by the poloidal and 
toroidal pick­up coils used in the analysis. The m=4 character 
can he seen. Note the strani; in/outside asymmetry of the mode. 
The Evolution of Disruptive Plasmas in 
JET with Beryllium 
The dynamics of plasma disruptions is strongly affected by 
the material of the limiter and inner wall. The disruptive 
plasma is further contaminated by the wall particles which 
are produced during the strong plasma wall interactions that 
already took place at the onset of the disruption. The current 
decay time is determined by the plasma resistivity which in 
turn also depends on the radiative losses caused by the first 
wall material entering the plasma. In JET discharges with 
graphite limiters, large amounts of powercan be lost through 
radiation, resulting in relatively short plasma current decay­
times. With beryllium, the plasma current decay is much 
longer, up to ~ 1 s. With beryllium, the plasma energy quench 
is followed by a series of minor disruptions of increasing 
frequency. The power lost through these relaxations is 
between 20 and 40MW and can be the main power loss, 
much larger than the radiated power. 
In the case of fairly elongated discharges, with b/a> 1.65 
at the onset of the first energy quench, the control of the 
vertical plasma position can be lost (207r of the cases) and 
the plasma abruptly moves vertically. However, the vertical 
movement slows down after an exponential growth. There 
is experimental evidence from toroidal field pick­up coils 
that strong poloidal currents of up to 1 MA flow from the 
plasma into the vessel components and wall which steady 
the plasma motion and at the same time transfer the 
destabilising forces to the vacuum vessel. A model of the 
poloidal currents in the plasma and vessel due to these kind 
of disruptions in JET explains the forces on the vessel 
components [10]. The calculated vertical force on the 
vacuum vessel is in good agreement with that measured on 
the vessel supports of up to 300 tonnes. 
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Physics Issues Relating to 
Next Step Devices 
The objective of this Topic Group was to consider physics 
issues relating to Next Step devices, which were relevant to 
JET. These are described in the following. 
Simulation of Helium Ash Production 
and Transport 
The successful operation of one NI Box with " He and He 
beams at 120kV has provided the possibility of simulating 
production of He ash in the core of the plasma. This has been 
achieved by virtue of the excellent penetration and central 
deposition of the He beams. The use of NBI as a He particle 
source for transport experiments is intrinsically more satis­
factory than gas modulation, since the deposition profile of 
the He beams is precisely known, and the radial flux of He" 
can then be determined accurately from the temporal and 
spatial evolution of the He"+ density profile. Such profile 
measurements have been obtained from the intensity of the 
He II charge­exchange (CX) line observed via a multi­chord 
array, in the presence of Deuterium diagnostic beams. The 
results represent the first experimental test in JET of this CX 
technique applied to He"+ ions, for which the method was 
developed to diagnose fast and thermalised α­particles 
during future D­T operation. 
Preliminary results on He transport have been obtained. 
The 80ms time resolution of the present He" profile data 
makes it difficult to relate the He"+ radial flux rHc to the density 
gradient VnHe in all cases, due to the presence of sawteeth 
which occur between successive measurements. Neverthe­
less, initial conclusions can be drawn on the relative behav­
iour in L and Η­mode plasmas. In a sawtoothing L­mode 
discharge, the characteristic time for He removal from the 
plasma core is ~ τΕ, which is favourable for a steady­state 
reactor. This is illustrated in Fig. 169, where the redistribu­
tion of the centrally deposited He is seen in the central 
decline of He"+ density and in the simultaneous increase of 
He I edge recycling light. In Η­mode plasmas, the behaviour 
is more varied; in some cases, there is evidence of He 
retention in the plasma core, in contrast to the L­mode cases. 
The results point to the importance of confinement regime, 
sawteeth, and ELMs in determining the efficiency of He 
removal/exhaust. Preliminary evidence has also been ob­
tained for the existence of a frictional interaction between 
Time (s) (after start of NBI) 
Fig. 169: Measured (dolled line) and simulated (solid line) 
central He' density and edge recycling following (0.5s. 5MW. 
l2()kV. He) NBI pulse, in sawtoothing L­mode discharge 
(Pulse No:22977). The simulation assumes an effective 
diffusion coefficient DcJr) = 0.4(l+2r'la')m's . 
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radial flows of D+ and He~+ ions. This is expected on the 
basis of a model [ 1 ] of tokamak transport in which the 
anomalous terms arise from parallel transport along chaotic 
lines of force, projected onto the radial direction. The basic 
physics of this effect is identical to impurity control by 
forced plasma flow in a divertor. The present result, if 
confirmed, could have significant implications for a steady­
state reactor, since hydrogenic species, necessarily deposited 
close to the edge in a reactor plasma, must flow inwards 
against the outflux of He ash in order to refuel the plasma 
core. The consequences are presently being investigated in 
simulations. 
It is planned to perform further experimental He transport 
studies in 1991. Additional technical developments to both 
the CX diagnostic and NB systems (eg. 100% beam modu­
lation) will permit a large improvement in signal/noise ratio 
and time resolution of the He + profile measurements, ena­
bling further elucidation of all these phenomena. 
Beam Driven and Bootstrap Current 
Studies 
Neutral Beam Current Drive (NBCD) studies have been 
undertaken for NET/ITER geometries at the request of the 
NET team. Using the usual theory of NBCD, which was 
again validated for the 140keV D° system on JET in 1990, 
extrapolations were performed for the results of large ma­
chines using the NET/ITER geometry and equilibria. The 
extrapolation involves the NBCD dependence on injection 
angle; and dependence on beam deposition profiles (princi­
pally through dependence on density and beam energy) as 
validated on current machines and dependence on Te. The 
NBCD efficiency T|(=R0 (ne) IN BI /PNBI) depends roughly 
linearly on Te when beam slowing down is primarily on the 
electrons (as in the case of ITER). This dependence on Te, 
though well understood, makes it extremely difficult to give 
precise current drive efficiency figures for ITER. The 
PENCIL code predictions have been run for many ITER 
cases and compared with analysis performed elsewhere. 
Figs. 170(a) and (b) show the variability of η achieved for 
two density profiles. The profile comparison is made for two 
plasma scenarios; (i) the steady state ITER case with <Te> = 
20keV; and (ii) the ITER hybrid case with <Te> = 1 IkeV. 
The central values of Te and ne are obtained by preserving 
total β. One noticeable feature of the graphs is the relatively 
slow variation of η with beam energy (Eb) around the 
standard ITER value of Eb = 1.3MeV. The current drive 
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Fig. 170: Predicted NB current drive efficiency (using the 
PENCIL code) for different density profile peaking factors (a„) 
as a function of beam energy (Eh)for two standard ITER 
plasma scenarios: (a) the full non­inductive steady­state ITER 
plasma with <Te> = 20keV; (b) the ITER hybrid case with 
<Te> = I IkeV. The horizontal bands indicate the ± 10% limits 
on the central value of r/CD obtained for the ITER reference 
beams which have Eh = 13MeV. Note that the central value of 
density (ne(0)) is obtained by keeping β constant separately for 
each ITER case. 
efficiency varies by < + 10% between Eb= l.OMeV and Eb 
= 2.0MeV for the flatter density profiles. 
Studies have also been undertaken on the current profile 
to be expected from the ITER beams, in the case where 
beams are positioned off­axis in the vertical direction and 
aimed parallel to the mid­plane. It is foreseen that the ITER 
NBI system would have vertically steerable beams to build 
a profile control capability for non­inductively driven cur­
rent. An example of the variable profiles of non­inductive 
beam current obtainable from such a system is shown in 
Fig.171. 
Bootstrap Current Studies have also been performed on 
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Vertical beam centre 
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Fig. 171 : Current profiles obtained for different vertical 
steering values of the ITER reference beams. Predictions using 
the PENCIL code. Conditions n,(0) = 1.2xl(f"m'3; a„ = 0.5: 
TJ0) = 35keV: aT=1.0; Beam width 0.35m: Beam height 
1.0m. 
JET which can be extrapolated to the Next Step machines 
[2]. Earlier bootstrap current studies of JET H­modes [3] 
have shown the necessity for invoking a large bootstrap 
current (~0.8­0.9MA in a 3MA plasma) to explain the 
behaviour of the loop voltage ( VL) and the second Shafranov 
moment ( Y s ) during the H­phase. 
The Bootstrap current for Η­modes is predominantly at 
the outeredge of the plasma (r/a>0.8). Simulations have also 
been made of the Bootstrap current profiles in peaked 
profile, (pellet fuelled) L­mode plasmas with RFheating and 
in the peaked­profile Η­mode plasmas such as the 'PEP+H­
mode' (Pulse No:22490). In such peaked­profile shots the 
predicted bootstrap current peaks in the region r/a ~0 .25 
and can reach quite high values (~ 0.55M A m~") in the pellet 
L­mode case discharges. 
JET results are consistent with the Hirschmann formal­
ism for bootstrap current [4] and the extrapolation to the 
larger machines has also been performed using this model. 
An important part of this formalism is the strong inverse 
aspectratio (ε" =r/Ro)dependenceofdensityandtemperature 
gradient coefficients (L^, LTc and LTl ) in the bootstrap ex­
pression for pure hydrogenic plasma: 
JK 
, ,„. . ^ d n . , dT. , dT: 
L „ ( T . + T . " Γ + LTcnt—±­ + L T l n e ­ ^ 
dr dr dr 
extent, the density peaking parameter a,,. Fig. 172 shows the 
variation of the fraction of current which might be driven by 
the bootstrap mechanism (Ibœ/Ip) in aTokamak with aspect 
ratio of 3 (the remaining plasma current is assumed to be 
Ohmic). This shows the importance of a flat temperature 
profile. 
The importance to a peaked density profile is also seen 
from Fig. 172, especially in the more normal peaked Tc 
plasmas. However, prospects for peaked density profiles on 
Next Step machines remain poor. It is unlikely that pellets 
will be able to penetrate to the core of a reactor plasma. For 
NBI, the energies ~ 1 MeV foreseen for current drive lead to 
small fluxes into the plasma. The effect of 100MW at Eb = 
1.3MeV beam density profile of an ITER sized plasma 
assuming particle diffusion coefficients similar to those 
measured on JET leads to an increase in bootstrap current of 
<5%. As the 'natural' density profiles of Η­modes (need to 
ignite ITER) are generally flat (a,, < 0.25), it is probable that 
the bootstrap current will not be a substantial fraction of the 
plasma current. 
The predictions for future machines are still heavily depend­
ent on the temperature peaking parameter α τ and, to a lesser 
Fig.172: Profile dependence of the fraction of plasma current 
driven by the bootstrap mechanism (1/,,,,,/IJ. The dependence 
on the density (a„) and temperature (aT) profile peaking 
factors is shown. The calculations are for a tokamak with 
aspect ratio = 3 and ßpol = 1.5. 
Η­Mode Scaling Studies For ITER 
Throughout 1990, work proceeded on an Η­mode database 
for global confinement scaling as requested by ITER. The 
work was performed as a combined effort from JET and 
from several other tokamaks (DUID, ASDEX, JFT2M, 
PBXM and PDX). A database consisting of measurement 
from NBI­heated Η­mode phases during shots on these 
tokamaks was assembled. The main criteria for inclusion of 
the data in the Η­mode part of the database were that the H­
phase showed a clear transition in the divertor H a /D a light; 
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the Η­phase duration was at least 1­2 times the L­mode 
energy confinement time for the discharge; the radiated 
power was relatively low (Prad/Pin < 0.6); the fast particle 
energy content of the discharge was relatively low (Wfasl/ 
Wtot < 0.4); the discharge had approached a fairly steady 
state (Wtot/Pin < 0.35) and the safety factor q was above 3. 
An extensive statistical exercise on the quality of the data 
showed that there were large variations in all the 'independ­
ent' variables of the dataset except for q and toroidal field 
(BT). The overall 'standard Η­mode' dataset contained 
1239 observations and separate datasets were formed for H­
modes with and without so­called Edge Localised Modes 
(ELM's). The ELM and ELM­free datasets were found to 
scale differently. 
Two different scaling law models were fitted to the ELM­
free data and these, and other results, were presented at the 
major IAEA Conference in Washington, U.S.A. [3]. The 
power law scaling (ITER 90 Η­P) is given by: 
XE = 0.082Ip 1 0 2BT 0 1 5p­a 4 7Aa 5R l f ,K­0 1 9 (2) 
This fit to the ELM­free dataset also describes the overall 
standard data set selection. The dependence on A and BT 
was fixed (a dependence being established from smaller 
machines). Dependence on electron density (ne) and inverse 
aspect ratio (a/R) was described by a zero exponent within the 
errors. The difference in Η­mode confinement between the 
closed divertor Tokamaks (eg: ASDEX) and the open 
divertor Tokamaks (eg: JET) could not be distinguished 
from the effects of elongation (κ). 
An alternative scaling law involved an offset linear law of 
the type (W = W0 + tinc P) with an 'incremental' confine­
ment time (tinc) given by: 
The best value of Η for L­mode scaling law 'LS' was found 
by: 
* = H"' r' (5) 
where Hh 
The mean is calculated over the full set of observations. 
Fitted values of H^ ranged from 1.65 (forGoldston scaling) 
to 2.35 (for Rebut­Lallia scaling). In general the statistical 
quality of the fits obtained by Eq.(5) were significantly 
worse than the fit obtained in Eq.(2). 
The compiled Η­mode database for ITER was made 
available to all parties in November 1990. 
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Theory 
Tinc = 2.9 10­8IP10Ra87A0 ·5 (3) 
and W0 = 0.046 I P U R19 BT091 A05 (4) 
Once again the A dependence was fixed a priori whilst 
the Ip and BT dependences were established from the JFT2M 
results. 
In addition to these 'free' parameter fits, the H­mode 
standard dataset was tested against four of the existing L­
mode scaling laws (Goldston, Kaye­Big, ITER­P and Re­
but­Lallia) to find the value of the confinement enhance­
ment factor (H) of the Η­mode confinement over L­mode. 
The purpose of theoretical work at JET is twofold; it aims 
to increase physical under­standing of the plasma behaviour 
in JET and hence predict theoretically the performance of 
future experiments; and it assists experimentalists and engi­
neers with present problems. 
Typical of the latter category has been the collaboration 
in the design of the pumped divertor. Existing codes were 
used to evaluate the magnetic geometry produced by differ­
ent coil configurations. This was combined with numerical 
modelling of the scrape­off layer to estimate the effect of 
plasma flows on the impurity flux, and hence to optimise the 
overall design. 
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Reliable evaluation of the magnetic surfaces and current 
profiles within the plasma is essential for inverting line 
integrated diamagnetic signals or predicting MHD stability. 
This is difficult due to the insensitivity of the external 
magnetic signals to the current profile deep in the plasma. 
Improving the accuracy of this evaluation, partly by includ­
ing diagnostic signals originating from the central plasma, is 
an ongoing problem. A new extended version of the 
equilibrium identification code was successfully imple­
mented during the year. 
Theory has been relatively successful in explaining and 
predicting the effect on the plasma of ICRF heating, and 
agreement has been further improved. Equally important 
has been the development of a more approximate RF energy 
deposition code, which is fast enough for routine use and 
inclusion in transport codes. 
Analysis of the energy balance in JET plasmas serves 
both the above purposes. Rapid evaluation of the different 
loss mechanisms provides guidance for experimentalists 
when new operating regimes are entered. Of more long term 
significance is the assembly of an extensive data base of 
analysed pulses, and the comparison of the derived energy 
loss with different theoretical predictions. 
Predictive transport codes have been used to predict both 
the behaviour of JET in planned operating conditions and the 
performance of next step devices such as ITER. These also 
provided an important tool for testing different transport 
models, by comparing predictions for JET with measure­
ments. 
An important task is to keep informed on all current 
theoretical work which may help explain plasma behaviour 
in JET. Work is also carried out to advance theory in areas 
particularly relevant to JET. Effort on MHD theory has 
increased over the past year, with particular attention to b­
limits and Η­mode stability. This work has been greatly 
assisted by collaboration with the Associated Laboratories, 
through contracts and Task Agreements, and by short term 
visits to JET. 
Interpretation Codes and Data Banks 
Local Transport Analysis 
Heat and particle fluxes have been evaluated for more than 
16(X) time slices from 6(X) JET pulses, using the FALCON 
energy analysis code 11 ]. The resulting data­base is now one 
of the main sources lordata analysis in the Project, allowing 
detailed and extensive comparison between experimental 
and theoretically predicted energy fluxes, as well as the 
characterisation of individual discharges. A careful quanti­
tative assessment of several models has led to the conclusion 
that existing predictions of the anomalous transport induced 
by VT¡­driven instabilities are inconsistent with observa­
tions in JET [2]. Severe limitations associated with semi­
empirical versions of other theories of transport based on 
drift waves have also been highlighted [3]. 
An attempt is being made to determine the dependence of 
the observed local transport on major physics parameters, 
using for the first time a large set of complete and internally 
consistent profile data. This investigation is still in progress. 
For example,there are indications of a systematic favourable 
dependence of L­mode transport on the plasma particle 
content, and of stronger electron than ion heat losses near the 
plasma centre, while ion transport tends to dominate near the 
plasma edge [4]. 
The FALCON system now plays a key role in ongoing 
experimental campaigns. Its data handling techniques and 
checks on internal consistency of measured data have largely 
inspired the new design of routine data processing programs 
for JET. At the same time, JET has provided a reliable fast 
evaluation of local confinement properties of newly accessed 
plasma regimes, notably the Η­mode with peaked density 
profiles [6]. 
Equilibrium Identification 
The existing code for routine evaluation of the magnetic 
surfaces and current profile within JET (IDENTC), uses 
mainly magnetic data from coils and loops outside the 
plasma. So far 655 shots have been analysed and stored in 
the data­base. A new code, IDENTD, with improved 
performance is now operational and used for analysing 
recent discharges, which were difficult to analyse with 
IDENTC. IDENTD is based on quadratic finite elements, 
which yield higher numerical accuracy, in particular for X­
point equilibria. It also uses additional data from the plasma 
interior, e.g. the pressure profile from LIDAR or ECE, and 
the magnetic field from Faraday rotation. The current 
profile can be represented by global (polynomials) or local 
expansion functions (finite elements) giving enhanced flex­
ibility. The code has been shown to yield higher numerical 
accuracy and to be more robust than IDENTC, especially 
when analysing discharges with strong gradients in the 
plasma, as in Η­mode shots with pellet injection. 
An application to a Pellet Enhanced Performance (PEP) 
discharge (Pulse No:22567, t = 6.25s) is shown in Fig. 173. 
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Fig.173 (a) Equilibrium magnetic surfaces; (b) LIDAR pressure 
profile (dashed line) and that reconstructed from the 
equilibrium (solid line). 
The computation used the LIDAR measured pressure pro­
file. To check the accuracy, this is compared in Fig. 173(b) 
with the pressure corresponding to the computed equilib­
rium. The deviation is acceptable bearing in mind the 
uncertainty in the LIDAR profile. It is emphasised that the 
value of the safety factor on axis q(0) is below unity (q(0) = 
0.8), whereas when utilising magnetic data alone a value 
above unity was found (q(0) = 1.2). The good agreement 
(typically within a few percent) of measured and computed 
magnetic boundary data remains when using additional 
internal data. The resolution is good at the X­point as well 
as around the axis. 
To further increase the resolution near the plasma centre, 
more accurate data will be included. A recently developed 
diagnostic, based on the motional Stark effect, provides 
local information on the magnetic field. The code IDENTD 
has already been adapted to include this. First tests show that 
the equilibrium reacts sensitively to the additional informa­
tion. The effect on the computed current profile of including 
one additional value of Β inside the plasma is shown in Fig. 
174 for the same plasma as in Fig. 173. 
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Fig. 174 Two evaluations of the current profile. The dashed 
cune is derived from magnetic data alone whereas the solid 
curve uses Β at one interior point in addition (R = 3.55m, Ζ = 
0.07m). 
RF Modelling Codes 
The PION code [7], for rapid evaluation of the steady state 
ICRF power deposition and ion velocity distribution, has 
been extended to include time dependence [8]. It uses a 
simplified model, based on the more exact, but very time 
consuming, global wave code. Since the fast ion slowing 
down time is comparable to the RF pulse length in JET, time 
dependence can be important. A model for calculating 
current drive by electron Landau damping and transit time 
magnetic pumping in the ICRF­regime has been introduced 
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in the global wave code LION [9|. Frequencies near the 
fourth harmonic of deuterium have been found to be suitable 
for demonstrating current drive in JET, a current to power 
ratio of =0.4 A W ' might be obtained [10]. 
A weakness in existing RF power deposition codes is the 
neglect of the finite orbit width. Since the resonant minority 
species may acquire energies of several MeV, their trapped 
orbits are a significant fraction of the radius, thus broadening 
the power deposition profile. This broadening has been 
evaluated using the Monte­Carlo code HECTOR [11]. 
Studies of high power minority heating with peaked RF 
profiles show a reduction in the power absorbed and trans­
ferred to the background plasma at the discharge centre. 
Furthermore a significant reduction occurs in fast ion energy 
content and total thermonuclear yield [12]. Simulations of 
JET high power shots show improved agreement over that 
obtained using Fokker­Planck modelling. As Monte­Carlo 
computations are time­consuming, an improved Fokker­
Planck treatment is being developed, which should be fast 
enough for routine use in the PION codes. 
A code has been developed to evaluate the mode conver­
sion of the fast wave used for ICRF heating [13]. This 
conversion could explain the observed partial absorption of 
RFpower at the plasma edge, instead of at the resonant layer. 
WKB type solutions, used previously, are inaccurate in the 
edge region, as the gradients are usually large. A finite 
element method has been used to solve the ICRF wave 
equation in a one­dimensional inhomogeneous plasma, 
which gives faster convergence than finite difference meth­
ods. 
Theoretical Models 
A review of the correlation between observed energy and 
particle transport and the measured fluctuation level has 
been completed [ I4|. This correlation is not strong enough 
to establish beyond doubt that the fluctuations are solely 
responsible for the transport. Other possible transport 
mechanisms, particularly neoclassical, have been re­exam­
ined IIS]. 
The separation of the energy flux into convective and 
conductive components, about which there has been recent 
controversy, has been studied. It is concluded that to 
evaluate only the kinetic energy flux is misleading. The 
periodic exchange between kinetic and potential energy in 
the gyrating motion produces a spurious component, which 
is balanced by a potential energ> flux. The total energy flux 
(kinetic and potential), which is more physically meaning­
ful, has a convective contribution (3/2)ΓΤ, where Γ is the 
particle flux. 
In some ICRF scenarios, the RF wave, after traversing the 
plasma, may be converted to an Alfvén wave on the high 
field side. This occurs where the cyclotron frequency of the 
majority species exceeds the wave frequency. This process 
has been studied analytically, and results checked against 
numerical evaluation [16]. In resonant heating of tritium in 
a JET D­T plasma, nearly complete absorption of the power 
reaching the conversion layer is predicted. 
Observations of the JET X­point target plates show the 
formation of discrete impact zones or hot spots. These 
observations are at variance with the usual fluid description 
of plasma flows in the SOL and X­point regions, according 
to which plasma flow in the SOL is subsonic along field lines 
connected to the target plates. This gives rise to a bifurcation 
of the flow in the X­point region with heat maxima on or near 
the intersection of the separatrix with the plates. While this 
description is appropriate for the electron flow, it is clearly 
inadequate for the ion component for which the Vb drifts are 
important. Analytic [ 17] and computational [18] studies of 
the effect of finite orbit drift on power and particle flow into 
the X­point region have been made. The results are in good 
qualitative agreement with observations. 
MHD Stability 
With finite resistivity, the magnetic field is no longer frozen 
into the fluid and tearing instabilities can cause changes in 
magnetic topology. JET discharges are in the high tempera­
ture regime, where the electron­ion collision time, τri, is 
comparable to, and sometimes exceeds, the duration of 
sawtooth relaxations. In this regime, the rate at which 
magnetic reconnection can occur is determined by electron 
inertia and by the ion gyroradius, rather than by collisional 
effects. The collisionless m = 1 tearing mode was analysed 
by adopting a kinetic treatment for the ions and a fluid 
treatment for electrons. The relevant linearised Ohm's law 
included the electron inertia (m /ne2) di/dl, which greatly 
exceeds the usual r|J term near the collisionless limit. By this 
linear analysis, growth rates γ/ωΛ ~ d/V (r/d)2" were found 
[19], with ωχ the Alfvén frequency, rs the radius of the re­
connecting surface, and the ion gyroradius r replacing the 
skin depth d as the width of the mode boundary layer. For 
JET parameters, a typical timescale is τ=γ ' = 50­1 (X) ms. This 
compares favourably with the observed growth time of the 
displacement of the magnetic axis, which defines the first 
phase of sawtooth relaxation. As the temperature is in­
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creased, diamagnetic effects eventually become important. 
However, the condition for diamagnetic stabilisation of the 
m= 1 mode is more stringent in thecollisionless regime than 
predicted by the two­fluid model. The main conclusion 
from the present analysis is that the m = 1 tearing instability 
can remain virulent at high temperatures, contrary to expec­
tations based on collisional models. However, it must be 
kept in mind, that the nonlinear convective inerţial term 
V Vj, (with ν the electron velocity) becomes the dominant 
term in the generalised Ohm's law for large displacements. 
Nevertheless, this linear analysis reveals the important role 
played by electron inertia in magnetic reconnection for the 
plasma regimes attained in recent IDENTD experiments. 
The ideal ballooning stability properties of high­beta 
discharges produced in JET have been analysed with the 
HBT code [20]. A broad pressure profile (Pulse No: 19970) 
with b = 4.2%, (i.e. 90% of the Troyon limit), is completely 
ballooning stable. Changing the pressure profile until 
marginal stability is reached on each flux surface allows beta 
values up to 7.3%. However, such very broad profiles may 
lead to external kink instabilities. Peaked pressure profiles 
(e.g. Pulse No: 20272 and Pulse No: 20303) yield pressure 
gradients in the central plasma which exceed the critical 
value by a factor 1.5 to 2. This raises interesting questions 
concerning the accuracy of the measured gradients and the 
validity of the theoretical model. Even taking into account 
large errors in the data, the ballooning beta limit must be 
exceeded for a monotonie q profile. However, it is not clear 
whether hollow q­profiles, which would yield complete 
stability, are possibly consistent with the data. 
MHD spectroscopy, i.e. the identification of ideal and 
dissipative MHD modes for the purpose of diagnosing 
tokamaks and optimising their stability properties, requires 
a numerical tool which accurately calculates the dissipative 
MHD spectrum for observed equilibria. The new spectral 
code CASTOR (Complex Alfvén Spectrum for Toroidal 
Plasmas), in conjunction with the equilibrium solver 
HELENA which yields the mapping into a non­orthogonal 
flux coordinate system with straight field lines, provides 
such a tool. The equilibrium solver is interfaced with the 
identification code IDENTD to facilitate analysis of JET 
discharges. In CASTOR, the perturbed density, velocity, 
temperature and magnetic field are discretised by high order 
finite elements in the radial direction and by a Fourier 
expansion in the toroidal and poloidal angles. The temporal 
dependence is given by e . The resulting generalised non­
symmetric eigenvalue problem is solved by means of the QR 
algorithm, the Lanczos scheme and inverse iteration yield­
ing the entire spectrum, branches of the spectrum in the 
complex eigenvalue plane, or single eigenvalues, respec­
tively. The importance of the MHD spectrum for providing 
the underlying structure of the different temporal and spatial 
scales of the different macroscopic normal modes (con­
tinuum modes, gap modes, quasi­modes, kinks) is well 
established. The modifications caused by dissipation are 
much less understood. The finite­element techniques em­
ployed in CASTOR permit spatial resolution of the resistive 
modes in tokamak conditions down to values of 10" for the 
inverse magnetic Reynolds number. The structure of the 
code allows extension to other dissipative terms, such as 
thermal conductivity, a generalised Ohm's law and eventu­
ally energetic particle effects. This work was carried out 
collaboration with IPP Garching, FRG, and FOM 
Nieuwegein, The Netherlands. 
Global Alfvén waves, which are closely related to the 
ideal Alfvén continua, were studied. A circular cross­
section equilibrium with aspect ratio 2.5 and safety factor 
increasing from q0 = 0.95 on axis to qs = 2.3 at the edge has 
been analysed. The toroidal coupling of the m = 1 and m = 2 
modes produces a gap in the Alfvén continuum around 
Im 1 = 0.5, as shown from Fig. 175. The spectrum has been 
2.0 r 
­0.5 0 0.5 
Re λ [χ 10*] 
1.0 
Fig. 175 The spectrum of eigenvalues λ of a circular cross­
section tokamak in ideal MHD. (i.e. no damping and Re λ = 0ì. 
The gaps in the Alfén continuum are pronounced. 
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computed with five poloidal Fourier components m = 1 to 5 
and the toroidal wave number η = ­1. Inside this gap a 
discrete mode, the toroidicity induced Alfvcn mode (TAE). 
was found. A similar gap exists at Im λ = 1.5 due to higher 
order coupling. Owing to their global nature the global 
Alfvén waves can be destabi 1 ised by energetic particles such 
as fusion born a­particles [21]. On the other hand, these 
modes are expected to experience Landau damping by 
coupling to continuum modes. This damping is especially 
pronounced for non­uniform density profiles. The domi­
nant Fourier components of the radial velocity are displayed 
in Fig. 176. The m = 3 and 4 components yield the coupling 
to the continua and hence the damping. The singular 
component of the discrete mode with Im λ= 1.5 is much more 
pronounced and, therefore, these modes should not be 
dangerous. In general, mode coupling is more pronounced 
for JET equilibria due to elongation and increased shear. 
Thisenhances the probability that a­particles will be damped 
before destabilising Alfvén modes. 
The effect on MHD instabilities of the large orbit widths 
of minority ions, accelerated to MeV energies by ICRF 
heating, has been studied. An analytic description of trapped 
orbits that encompasses both the standard banana limit and 
[·Ίι·. 176 lhe dominant Fourier harmonics of the perturbed 
velocity for the eigenvalue λ= i 0.49. The radial component \\. 
defined by \ · ; <χ s\\. has a step­function type dependence on the 
radi U.S. 
the non­standard D­shaped limit has been developed. This 
formulation has been used to rederive the fast ion response 
torn = 1 perturbations. The influence of energetic particles 
on these modes tends to be reduced because of the large D­
shaped orbits. The reduction is modest for typical JET 
parameters, but can become signi ficant in smal 1er tokamaks. 
Predictive Computations 
Models of the SOL and Predictions for the JET 
Pumped Divertor 
In connection with the planned pumped divertor, magnetic 
field calculations have been performed. Two codes 
INVERSX and PROTEUS, based on different methods and 
different finite­element discretisations, produced the same 
configurations within error bars of ~ 1 % on integral quanti­
ties (e.g. plasma volume). The difference for the connection 
length between plasma and divertor plate >10%. The 
connection length for a 6 MA plasma current equilibrium 
was = 7 m for a 'slim' configuration, with a plasma volume 
of 79 m" and = 3.5 m fora 'fat' configuration with a volume 
of 93 m'. These magnetic field configurations were subse­
quently used to model the scrape­off layer. 
Modelling impurity control requires, in general, a 2­D 
model, since the boundary plasma in tokamaks, including 
the scrape­off layer, is at least two dimensional (2­D). A 
number of 2­Dcodes have been developed but none contains 
all the elements needed to model impurity retention. In 
particular, no 2­D code for the edge plasma contains all the 
following elements: Monte­Carlo treatment of neutrals; 
ability to handle arbitrarily high impurity concentrations; 
parallel current flows; and solutions obtained from one 
target plate to the other without imposing a plane of symme­
try. A versatile 1­1/2­D model has been developed which 
contains all these features. This model is complementary to 
existing 2­D codes. 
It is based on a plasma model [ 22] and an impurity model 
[23]. The two dimensional structure of the code EDGE2D 
[22] has been retained for the magnetic field geometry, the 
metric coefficients needed for the transport equations, and 
the transport of neutral deuterons and impurities computed 
by the 2­D Monte Carlo code NIMBUS [24]. Fluid equa­
tions for the conservation of particles, momentum and 
energy along the magnetic field are solved for electrons, 
deuterons and impurity ions. Transport coefficients are 
classical and allow for arbitrarily high impurity concentra­
tions. The full non­coronal distribution of impurity charge 
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states and the corresponding radiated energy losses are 
evaluated. A single impurity temperature, set equal to the 
deuteron temperature, is assumed. The temperature and 
density profiles transverse to the magnetic field are assumed 
to decay exponentially, with decay lengths based on experi­
mental values. 
This model has been used to simulate JET experimental 
results [25] and to predict the retention of impurities by the 
pumped divertor planned for JET [26,27]. While much 
remains to be done for a satisfactory validation of the model, 
results obtained so far show an overall consistency of the 
model with experimental results. In particular, agreement 
has been observed between the prediction that T¡ can be 
significantly larger than Te at the separatrix and the values of 
Te and Tj derived experimentally from probe and power 
balance measurements. There is also agreement between 
the predicted retention of impurities and radiated power in 
the X­point region of JET and the experimental observa­
tions. The elimination of the so­called carbon catastrophe by 
means of the flow induced by a strong gas puffs also 
predicted. 
Computations for the performance of a pumped divertor 
show that impurity control may indeed be achieved. How­
ever, a rather high boundary density seems necessary (n = 
10" m"). A benefit of operating at high density is that 
particle fluxes due to recycl ing at the di vertor targets are very 
large, and the related friction can be sufficient to retain target 
produced impurities, minimising or even eliminating the 
requirement for pumping or recirculating particles. 
Assessment of Transport Models 
Transport codes for predicting the performance of next step 
tokamaks require "complete" transport models. This means 
that such models must represent the local plasma properties 
from core to boundary in ignition relevant regimes. How­
ever, most transport models derived from theory are known 
to be invalid in the edge region and in many cases also in the 
plasma core, where sawtooth activity often masks local 
transport effects. 
For this reason, the existing models have to be completed 
by adding empirical prescriptions, and need to be tested 
against experimental results. In particular, it is important to 
clarify the role and relative importance of theoretical and 
empirical assumptions in a model. This kind of analysis has 
been carried out [28,29] for various models and, in particu­
lar, forthose models that claim to be based on the assumption 
of a "profile consistency" constraint [30­32] and for the 
Rebut model |33], 
It has been shown that energy transport coefficients based 
on the assumption of "profile consistency" are simply a 
convenient way to translate in terms of local coefficients 
some general empirical observations on the global energy 
confinement scaling and the shape of temperature profiles in 
quasi­steady state ohmic and L­mode discharges. This, of 
course, limits their range of applicability to this kind of 
discharge. Using the Rebut model [ 12] it has been found that 
Η­mode cases can also be simulated, provided an appropri­
ate confinement barrier is introduced at the plasma bound­
ary. Moreover, the evolution of temperature profiles follow­
ing pellet injection in ohmic cases may be well represented 
by the model that predicts a strongly reduced confinement 
when Vq < 0. 
Predictions For Proposed Next Step Devices 
An extensive campaign of simulations of the IGNITOR 
device was carried out using the 1­1/2­D transport code 
JETTO with transport models validated against JET results. 
This was carried out at the request of the EEC panel 
appointed to assess the possible performance and interest in 
this device for the European fusion programme. The results 
of these simulations have clearly shown that IGNITOR 
would require an energy confinement time of at least 0.4 s at 
35­40 MW power level to reach ignition. This confinement 
capability is 30­40% larger than predicted by most transport 
models for L­mode plasmas. The same computations also 
showed that the following requirements are important: low 
impurity level (Zcff■< 1.3): relatively peaked density profile 
21 ^ 
(n(y<n>)>2withn0= 1.2 χ 10 m "; and practical elimination 
of sawteeth. 
A similar analysis has been initiated for the ITER device, 
showing that in this case also the margin for ignition might 
be too narrow and sensitively dependent on sawteeth, impu­
rity control and the not well understood boundary phenom­
ena that determine the Η­mode edge transport barrier. 
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Summary of Scientific 
Progress 
As mentioned previously, the 1990 experimental programme 
concentrated on three main themes: 
(i) the introduction and exploitation of new facilities; 
(ii) improving the understanding of tokamak physics (in­
cluding detailed studies of thermal, particle and impurity 
transport and various aspects of Η­mode physics); 
(iii) improving plasma performance. 
A summary overview of the main achievements is given 
in the following sections. 
Exploitation of New Machine Facilities 
Plasma Purity 
During the first few years of JET's operation, extensive 
areas of the inconel torus walls, including the belt limiters, 
inner wall and X­point interaction regions, were covered 
with carbon tiles, and other surfaces were carbonized. Be­
ryllium was introduced in 1989, first as a thin layer evapo­
rated onto the carbon surfaces from four sources equally 
spaced around the torus mid­plane, and later with solid 
beryllium tiles on the belt limiters. Oxygen and carbon 
impurity concentrations in the plasma were strongly re­
duced, leading to lower Zeff and higher fuel concentrations, 
njj/n,,. Density control was previously a problem with all­
carbon surfaces, but beryllium was found to pump both 
hydrogen and helium, giving better density control and the 
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possibility of using strong gas puffing to maintain a low edge 
temperature with reduced beryllium influx. 
Nickel screens on the ICRF antennae were previously the 
source of a serious influx of impurity during ICRF heating, 
which prevented the plasma entering the Η­mode with ICRF 
alone. Η­modes heated by ICRF power were obtained in 
1989 when these nickel surface were covered with a thin 
evaporated beryllium film. For the 1990 experimental 
programme, the nickel screens were replaced by beryllium 
screens and the operational range of Η­modes with ICRF 
was extended. Further improvement to ICRF heating in the 
X­point configuration was obtained with a new position 
feedback system that maintained aconstant plasma coupling 
impedance. This was effective in allowing high ICRF power 
(up to 10MW) to be maintained throughout the transition 
from L to H­mode. Η­modes with ICRF heating have 
confinement properties comparable to those with neutral 
beam heating. 
Beryllium X-point Tiles 
The lower X­point protection tiles were changed from 
carbon to beryllium, although the beryllium tiles were 
intended for a different purpose and consequently their 
shape was not optimized for the power flux at the X­point. 
Η­mode discharges were obtained with similar power 
thresholds and comparable confinement properties to dis­
charges on the upper set of carbon tiles. As with carbon, H­
modes on the beryllium tiles were terminated by "blooms" 
due to the formation of localized "hot­spots" on the tiles. 
Various techniques to delay the onset of the blooms were 
explored including sweeping the X­point strike point radially 
in order to distribute the power more uniformly over a wider 
tile area. Carbon blooms were effectively suppressed in 
conditions of high recycling at the upper divertor tiles. The 
high recycling regime can be established by gas puffing 
either before or during the Η­mode, but was more stable 
when the gas puffing started before the high power neutral 
beam heating. The high recycling regime was improved 
when the X­point was well inside the vacuum vessel, but 
otherwise there appeared to be no clear systematic depend­
ence of the Η­mode duration on the position of the X­point. 
A quantitative comparison between Η­modes with car­
bon and beryllium tiles is inconclusive at present, since the 
beryllium tiles were badly melted during the first series of 
experiments (these beryllium tiles were not optimized for 
the X­point power flux) and subsequently, it was not possi­
ble to establish an Η­mode on the damaged tiles. These 
experiments will be continued during 1991 using new 
carbon and beryllium tiles specifically designed for the X­
point region. 
Lower Hybrid Current Drive 
A lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) system capable of 
launching 10MW at 3.7MHz is being prepared for JET. 
Preliminary experiments have coupled up to 1.6MW to the 
plasma for up to 20s. A significant drop in the loop voltage 
corresponding to a non­inductive current of about 1 MA was 
achievedatplasmadensitiesupto3xl0 m"'. AddingLHCD 
to a 2MA discharge with 4MWICRH extended the monster 
sawtooth period from 0.5s (without LHCD) to 2.9s (with 
LHCD). 
High Current Discharges 
Plasma currents of 7MA were achieved in 1988 using 
simultaneous ramps of toroidal field and plasma current to 
maintain q,^  = 2.5. The variation of toroidal field prevented 
heating during the current rise. A faster current ramp at 
constant q^= 3.5 has been developed and extended to 7MA 
discharges. These discharges have longer flat­tops (3s 
compared to 2s fortheearlier7M A discharges) and adequate 
flux remains in the core to extend the flat­top further. 
Valuable experience of operating tokamaks at high currents 
near to stability limits was gained. 
Helium Neutral Beam Injection 
Helium neutral beam injection has been demonstrated. Up 
to 5MW of 3He and 7MW of 4He at 120keV have been in­
jected into 5MA limiterand 3.5MA double­null plasmas for 
up to 3s. Although a low level of localized heating was 
observed on the lower belt limiter, there were no indications 
of serious problems such as increased impurities or limiter 
heating due to the ionization of metastable neutrals in the 
beam. Beam penetration at these energies was excellent 
over the typical range of JET plasma densities. Preliminary 
results show that stored plasma energy and global energy 
confinement with He beams are comparable to those with D 
beams. The elimination of beam­beam and beam­plasma 
reactions resulted in significant reductions in neutron yield, 
which was advantageous in reducing vessel activation and in 
permitting a more direct interpretation of neutron diagnostic 
measurements of thermal neutrons. He injection also pro­
vided a precise particle source for alpha­particle transport 
studies and for ion cyclotron minority heating. 
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Improved Understanding of Tokamak 
Physics 
Sawtooth Oscillations 
Sawteeth determine the central plasma parameters and thus 
the fusion performance. Neutron emission profiles showed 
a dramatic change following sawtooth collapse. In dis­
charges where the neutron emission was mainly thermal, 
there was a correspondingly large change in the total neutron 
yield consistent with the loss of thermal ions from the core. 
In discharges where there was a significant non­thermal 
contribution from beam­plasma and beam­beam reactions, 
the neutron emission profile also showed a dramatic change, 
though there was a much smaller drop (typically <20%) in 
the total neutron yield. Careful examination of the neutron 
profiles revealed that after the collapse, the fast ions ap­
peared to be redistributed but not completely expelled from 
the core. 
Sawteeth have been suppressed for up to 5s following 
pellet injection, both during the current rise phase and during 
the fiat­top. Polarimetrie measurements indicate that the 
current profile is broadened by the change in electron 
temperature due to the pellet ablation so that qu>l. Long 
sawtooth­free periods up to 5s have also been obtained in 
discharges where q() is significantly less than unity 
(0.6<q1)<().8±(). 15). These "monster sawteeth" are pro­
duced most efficiently when the ICRF power is applied at the 
magnetic axis. Monster sawteeth are not stabilized when the 
heating is moved outside the q= 1 surface. The stabilization 
mechanism is not fully understood but there is strong 
evidence that fast ions play an important role. Sawtooth 
stabilization is an important factor in optimizing fusion 
performance. 
Particle and Energy Transport 
Simultaneous localized measurements have been made of 
electron density and temperature perturbations propagating 
in the plasma fol low ing sawteeth crashes and during sawteeth 
free ("monster sawteeth") periods. The data have been 
analyzed in tenns of a linearized electron transport matrix. 
The diagonal terms correspond to the incremental particle 
and heat diffusi vities.Dc"1L and χ0"κ. The off­diagonal terms 
are a a measure of the coupling between heat and particle 
transport and indicate that pure temperature perturbations 
are not eigenmodes. Thus if a pure temperature perturbation 
is launched, it will generate a density perturbation that will 
be transported at the same rate as the temperature perturba­
tion even though De""' and χ0"κ have different values. 
Impurity Transport 
The transport of various elements including Si, Ar, Xe, Kr, 
He and several high Ζ elements, has been studied using gas 
injection and laser ablation. Impurities injected into the 
private flux region of X­point plasmas show impurity reten­
tion in the divertor whereas impurities injected at the mid 
plane penetrate and accumulate in the core. An interesting 
discovery during these experiments was that the noble gases 
are strongly pumped by beryllium surfaces. In particular, 
helium is pumped as strongly as deuterium. The pumping 
mechanism is not fully understood, but probably involves 
co­deposition of beryllium. 
Alpha-Particle Transport 
He beam injection has been used as an axial particle source 
to simulate alpha­particle diffusion in L­ and Η­modes. The 
time and space resolved profiles of helium densities show­
ing the evolution of the injected helium and the subsequent 
recycling are measured with charge exchange spectroscopy. 
In L­mode discharges, the central helium density decays 
promptly after the He source is switched­off. In H­mode 
discharges the He concentration decreases more slowly and 
in some cases is seen to accumulate in the plasma core. 
Improvement of Fusion Performance 
Limiter Discharges 
Previously, the energy confinement in high current, low­q 
limiter discharges in JET was close to L­mode values. 
Enhancement of the fusion yield requires strongly peaked 
temperature and density profiles. Sawtooth stabilization 
using ICRF power during the current ri se of 5M A discharges 
has now been extended well into the flat­top by using a faster 
current ramp at constant q = 3.5 and exploiting the density 
control provided by beryllium. Strongly peaked electron 
temperature profiles with Te(0)=12keV were obtained, 
though with modest ion temperature, T¡(0) = 5keV. A 
comparison of 3 and 5MA sawtooth­free discharges with 
similar input power and density shows that the temperature 
gradient is steeper in the 5MA discharge indicating a lower 
value of χ0. 
Gas fuelled discharges with beryllium limiters have flat 
density profiles even with beam refuelling. Refuelling with 
deeply penetrating pellets is required to produce peaked 
density profiles and careful timing of the pellets and heating 
is needed to obtain good penetration. Central electron 
densities nc(0) = 2.3x10" m have been obtained by injecting 
a string of 4mm diameter pellets into a 5MA discharge. 
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When heating (6MW of ICRFand 2MW of NBI) is applied, 
the central density decayed rapidly to nc(()) = 6x10 m with 
Tc(0) = T¡(0) = 5ke V and a transient peak QDD = 5x10"4. The 
global energy confinement time was enhanced transiently 
by a30% compared to gas fuelled discharges. Higher ion 
temperatures with T¡(0) = 18keV have been obtained with 
beam heating and pellet refuelling in 3MA limiter plasmas. 
The profiles were strongly peaked; (Tj(0)/<Tj>=7 and ne(0)/ 
<ne> = 4) and the fusion yield was enhanced by a factor =3 
compared to an L­mode discharge with flat profiles, even 
though the global confinement was not enhanced signifi­
cantly. 
Further development of higher current limiter discharges 
has continued with the aim of combining peaked profiles 
with the favourable scaling of global confinement time with 
current. Sawteeth were suppressed well into the flat­top of 
a 6MA discharge and during the current rise of a 7MA 
discharge. A central electron temperature Te(0)= 9ke V was 
obtained in both cases. The ions are heated by neutral beams 
in a 6.5MA discharge, giving T¡ = Te = 7keV at ne(0) = 
19 3 
5x10 m , with a confinement time of 0.65s. This resulted 
Ί0 3 
in a fusion product nDTET¡ = 2.3x20" m " skeV. This phase 
of high fusion performance was terminated by a sawtooth 
crash with a subsequent strong density rise and influx of 
beryllium. 
Inner Wall Discharges 
The inner wall of JET is protected by approximately 12m" 
of carbon tiles. The plasma shape must be carefully matched 
to the shape of the inner wall in order to avoid carbon blooms 
due to localized overheating of the tiles. In optimized 
conditions, neutral beam heating powers up to 16.5MW 
have been applied for up to 2s without a strong carbon influx. 
Evaporation of beryllium onto the carbon tiles gave a 
significant improvement in plasma purity and density con­
trol. Neutral beam injection into low density target plasmas 
toroidal field. The inner wall Η­mode appears to be ELM 
free but the maximum duration is 0.8s 
X-point Discharges 
The distribution of radiated power at the X­point and the 
power and particle fluxes to the tile surface depend on the 
direction of the toroidal field. When the toroidal field 
direction is such that the VB drift of the ions is towards the 
X­point, the temperature rise at the outer strike point is larger 
than at the inner strike point. When the toroidal field is 
reversed, so that the ion drift is away from the X­point, the 
tile temperatures at both strike points are lower and nearly 
equal. The carbon bloom is delayed significantly. The 
radiated power is greater at the inner strike zone when VB is 
towards the X­point and at the outer strike zone when VB is 
away from the X­point. The confinement properties and 
impurity behaviour appear to be independent of the field 
direction. The power threshold for the Η­mode is lower 
when the VB drift is towards the X­point (as observed in 
other tokamaks) and increases more slowly with BT, but in 
practice this is unimportant when the emphasis is on high 
power discharges that are well above the power threshold. 
Global energy confinement times in Η­mode discharges 
are 2­3 times longer than in the L­mode. An Η­mode data­
base has been compiled with data from JET and five other 
machines world­wide of different sizes. The preliminary 
analysis of these data gives an Η­mode scaling law with τΕ 
increasing linearly with L. 
Two routes have been explored to optimize fusion yield 
in JET Η­modes. The first seeks to combine the good global 
confinement properties of the Η­mode with peaked profiles 
produced by pellet fuelling and central heating. A peaked 
density profile produced by injecting a string of pellets is 
heated by a mixture of beams (2.5MW) and ICRF power 
(9MW) to produce peaked temperature profiles with Tc(0) 
= T¡(0) = 12ke V which, although transient, persist into the H­
provides hot­ion L­mode discharges with Ip = 4.7MA, η,,(Ο) mode phase. The fusion reaction rate peaks at RDD = 
=3.0x 10l9m"3, Te(0) = 9keV, T¡(0) = 20keV and τΕ = 0.55s. 
These discharges have the best fusion performance (nDTET¡ 
= 3.3x1020m"3skeV and QDD= 1.4xl0"3) obtained in JET 
limiter discharges. 
At lower plasma currents (L < 3MA) and low toroidal 
fields, Η­mode transitions were obtained in inner wall 
plasmas. The characteristics of the transition are similar to 
those at the Η­mode transition in X­point discharges. The 
power threshold of inner wall Η­modes is approximately 
twice that of an X­point Η­mode and scales linearly with the 
2x10 s" corresponding to QDD = 9.5x10 and is estimated 
to be about 90% thermal during the period when the peaked 
profiles and Η­mode phases overlap. The enhancement in 
fusion yield due to peaked profiles is shown in Fig. 177. 
The second route to high fusion yield is the hot ion H­
mode where powerful neutral beams are injected into a low 
density target plasma. Typically, a single null, 3.5MA 
discharge, heated by 18MW of D° (10MW at 80keV and 
8MW at 140keV), produces a central ion temperature T¡(0) 
= 28keV and plasma energy W = 12MJ. These discharges 
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Fig.177 Enhancement of the fusion reaction rate for peaked 
profiles compared to broad profiles with the same plasma 
stored energy. 
have obtained the best fusion performance with QD D = 
2.4x10"J and nDtET, = 9xl020m"\skeV. 
D( He) Fusion Experiments 
Fusion powers = 14()kW were measured from the D H e 
fusion reaction. These experiments used ion cyclotron 
heating of the " He minority and best results were obtained 
with low " He concentrations admitted by gas puffing. Cen­
trally deposited ' He from beam injection actually decreased 
the reaction rate, indicating that the optimum minority 
concentration is low (< 1CA ) so that the fast particle energy is 
maximised. 
Progress Towards a 
Reactor 
During 1990. substantial progress was made towards reach­
ing reactor conditions, in that very high values of the fusion 
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density/low temperature region is forbidden due to radiation losses. 
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product (ii¡(0) τΕ T¡(0)) of ~9xl0~ m keVs were achieved 
(see Fig. 178). These high values were obtained within an H­
mode X­point configuration; both with a hot­ion H­mode 
and with a Pellet Enhanced Performance (PEP) H­mode. 
The neutron yield for this hot­ion discharge was the 
highest ever achieved on JET at 3.8x10 ns" , producing 
50kW of fusion power with a QD D = 2.5x 10"'\ A full D­T 
simulation of this pulse showed that ­13MW of fusion 
power could have been obtained transiently with the 18MW 
of injected NB power, giving a fusion product value (n¡TET¡), 
which was within a factor of 5­8 of that required in a D­T 
reactor. 
The range of values of QD D that have been covered by 
JET during 1990 is shown in Fig. 179. The marked points 
indicate the best values that have been obtained in the four 
different operating regimes of hot ion Η­modes, H­mode 
with peaked density and temperature profiles, belt limiter 
and inner wall limiter discharges. Simulations of QDThave 
been made using the transport code TRANSP with the 
assumption that the plasma conditions remain the same as 
presently achieved in deuterium discharges. The results 
indicate that it will be necessary to inject both D and Τ beams 
in order to ensure an optimum mixture of fuel throughout the 
plasma cross­section. Several simulations where mixed D 
and Τ neutral beams are injected into a D + Τ target plasma 
give 0.8 < QD T < 0.9. 
Significant improvements were also achieved in the 
limiter configuration due to the improved pumping with 
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beryllium tiles. Higher ion temperatures (>20keV) and 
highervaluesofthefusionproduct(n¡TTj)=3.3xl0" irTkeVs 
were obtained. The highest achieved values of the fusion 
product in the various configurations are listed in Table XII. 
Table XII 
Maximum Values of <n.(0)tET(0)> 
Experimental 
Programme 
Ohmic (4.6MW) 
ICRF(I6MW) 
NBI(I6.5MW) 
Low n: 
Combined 
NBI+RF (22MW) 
X­point NB­( 18MW) 
X­Point (PEP) 
Pellet + ICRF (9MW) 
Peak 
Densiy 
n,(0) 
(xlOl9nr3) 
4.0 
3.8 
3.0 
4.5 
4.6 
8.0 
Energy 
Confinement 
(s) 
LO 
0.4 
0.55 
0.5 
LO 
LO 
Ion 
Temperature 
T(0) 
(keV) 
3.I 
8.0 
20 
8.I 
I9 
8.5­10.5 
Fusion 
Product 
<n¡(0)tET(0)> 
(xl020m­3.skeV) 
1.2 
1.2 
3.3 
2.0 
8.7 
7­8.6 
Equivalent 
0.010 
0.025 
0.35* 
0.30* 
0.8* 
­0.4 
Plasma 
Current 
lp 
(MA) 
5 
3 
4.7 
3.5 
4.2 
3 
(* Beam Plasma reactions are dominant) 
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Developments and Future Plans 
In 1978, the original objectives of JET were set out in the JET 
Design Proposal, EUR­JET­R5, as follows: 
'The essential objective of JET is to obtain and 
study a plasma in conditions and dimensions 
approaching those needed in a thermo­nuclear 
reactor. These studies will be aimed at defining 
the parameters, the size and the working condi­
tions of a Tokamak reactor. The realisation of 
this objective involves four main areas of work: 
i) the scaling of plasma behaviour as pa­
rameters approach the reactor range; 
ii) the plasma­wall interaction in these con­
ditions; 
Hi) the study of plasma heating; and 
iv) the study of α­particle production, con­
finement and consequent plasma heating. 
The problems of plasma­wall interaction and 
of heating the plasma must, in any case, be 
solved in order to approach the conditions of 
interest. 
An important part of the experimental pro­
gramme will be to use JET to extendió a reactor­
like plasma, results obtained and innovations 
made in smaller apparatus as a part of the 
general tokamak programme. These would in­
clude: various additional heating methods, first 
wall materials, the control of the plasma profiles 
and plasma formation.' 
At the start of 1990, the JET Project was midway through 
its planned Phase III ­ Full Power Optimization Studies. The 
original design specifications of JET had been achieved and 
in many cases exceeded. Two of the main programme 
objectives of the JET programme ­ the study of plasma 
heating and of the confinement of plasma ­ had to a large 
extent been met, in that the results from JET have made it 
possible to define with confidence the main parameters of a 
Next Step device. Some aspects of α­particle heating had 
also been studied in simulation experiments. 
During 1990, emphasis within the programme was fur­
ther directed towards the fourth area of study, that of plasma­
wall interactions, particularly the control of impurities in 
high performance plasmas. The Project has now demon­
strated clearly the benefits to be derived (albeit transiently) 
from passive impurity control by the use of beryllium as a 
first­wall material for plasma­facing components. 
The most recent experiments on JET achieved plasma 
parameters approaching breakeven values for about a sec­
ond, resulting in a large burst of neutrons. These neutrons 
indicate that fusion D­D reactions are taking place. How­
ever, in spite of the plasma pulse continuing for many 
seconds after reaching peak plasma values, the neutron 
count fell away rapidly as impurities entered the plasma and 
lowered its performance. This limitation on the time for 
which the near­breakeven conditions could be maintained is 
due to the poisoning of the plasma by impurities. This has 
further emphasised the need to provide a scheme of impurity 
control suitable for a Next Step device. 
The JET aims clearly state that JET is an experimental 
device and that, to achieve its objectives, the latest develop­
ments in Tokamak physics must be allowed to influence its 
programme. However, within a JET programme to 1992, it 
would not be possible to tackle thoroughly problems asso­
ciated with impurities. In view of the central importance of 
impurity control for the success of a Next Step device, the 
JET Council unanimously supported in 1989 a proposal to 
add a new phase to the JET programme, the objective of 
which would be to establish effective control of impurities 
in operating conditions close to those of the Next Step. This 
involves providing JET with a new magnetic configuration, 
including principally the installation of a pumped divertor. 
A prolongation of four years from the current end date of 31 
December 1992 is needed to carry out the changes and then 
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to allow sufficient experimental time to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the new configuration in controlling impu­
rities. This would provide for deuterium operation up to the 
end of 1994, followed by tritium operations in 1995 and 
1996. 
The JET Council has agreed the proposed prolongation 
of the Project. In addition, a recent European Fusion 
Programme Evaluation Board (under the Chairmanship of 
Prof. U. Colombo) has recommended that fusion should be 
maintained as a priority in the Community's energy research 
strategy and supported the proposal to prolong JET's life­
time. The Project extension has been incorporated into the 
Euratom Fusion Programme proposal and a decision by the 
Council of Ministers is awaited. 
During 1990, much of JET's efforts have been directed to 
preparations for the future, in particular to pursuing in 
parallel the two programme paths; 
• preparations for the new pumped divertor phase in the 
frame of a proposed programme to 1996; 
• completion of a JET programme by the end of 1992 
with the final phase of D­T operations. 
In the context of preparing for D­T operations, the Active 
Gas Handling Building was completed. Installation of the 
main sub­systems of the active gas handling system has 
proceeded as the components have been delivered and sub­
system commissioning has started. Some important compo­
nents have suffered delays and this has put back the date at 
which overall plant process commissioning can start. At 
present, it is still considered possible to undertake a limited 
campaign of D­T operations before the end of 1992. 
At the same time, the Project has pressed ahead strenu­
ously with design and procurements for the new pumped 
divertor phase. The design of the main components ­ the 
divertor elements and the internal coils ­ evolved during the 
course of the year. 
The Project has thus been able to maintain the dual 
programme stance required pending the decision of the 
Council of Ministers on a revised Fusion Programme and in 
particular on the proposed prolongation of the JET Pro­
gramme. However, this position cannot be maintained 
during 1991 for both programmatic and resource reasons. 
Present achievements show that the main objectives of 
JET are being actively addressed and substantial progress is 
being made. The overall aim for JET can be summarised as 
a strategy "to optimise the fusion product (n¡ T¡TE)". For the 
energy confinement time, xE, this involves maintaining, with 
full additional heating, the values that have already been 
reached with ohmic heating and in the Η­mode with the X­
point configuration. For the density and ion temperature, it 
means increasing their central values n¡(0) and T¡(0) to such 
an extent that D­T operation would produce α­particles in 
sufficient quantity to be able to analyse their effects on the 
plasma. 
The enhancements to JET aim to build up a high density 
and high temperature plasma in the centre of the discharge 
(with minimum impurity levels) where α­particles could be 
observed, while maintaining an acceptably high global 
energy confinement time, τΕ. The mechanisms involved are 
to decouple the temperature profile from the current density 
profile through the use of lower hybrid current drive and 
neutral beam injection to ensure that, at higher central 
temperatures, the current density in the centre does not reach 
the critical value that causes sawteeth oscillations. 
This will involve the following: 
a) Increasing the Central Deuterium Density nD(0) by: 
• injecting high speed deuterium pellets and higher 
energy deuterium neutral beams to fuel the plasma 
centre and dilute impurities; 
• injecting pellets to control the influx of edge material; 
• stabilising the m=2, n= 1 magnetic oscillations present 
at the onset of a disruption with magnetic perturbations 
produced from a set of internal saddle coils which will 
be feedback controlled; 
b) Increasing the Central Ion Temperature, T¡(0) by: 
• trying to lengthen the sawtooth period; 
• controlling the current profile (by lower hybrid current 
drive in the other region, and by counter neutral beam 
injection near the centre) to flatten the profile; 
• on­axis heating using the full NB and ICRF additional 
heating power (24MW, ICRH, and 20MW, NB) 
c) Increasing the Energy Confinement Time XE by: 
• increasing up to 7MA the plasma current in L­mode 
operation; 
• increasing up to 6MA the plasma current in the full 
power, Η­mode operation in the X­point configura­
tion. 
d) Reducing the impurity content, by: 
• using beryllium as a first­wall material to decrease the 
impurity content; 
• Controlling new edge material by using the pumped 
divertor configuration. 
In parallel, preparations for D­T operation are proceeding 
at full speed to ensure that the necessary systems for gas 
processing, remote handling, radiologiral protection, active 
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handling and operational waste management are fully com­
missioned and operating satisfactorily in good time before 
the introduction of trtium into the JET device. In addition, 
the tritium neutral injection system at 16()kV and α­particle 
diagnostics are being developed for this phase. 
The following sections describe various developments 
which are underway on JET to implement these systems. 
Current Drive and 
Profile Control 
The main objectives of current drive and profile control 
remain: 
• to suppress sawtooth activity and to benefit from 
higher core reactivity by sustaining peaked profiles of 
both density and temperature; 
• to modify local values of the current gradient and 
improve energy confinement in the plasma centre; 
• to assess the efficiency required for non­inductive 
operation of large tokamaks. 
The main tool which is being prepared to control the 
plasma current profile in JET is the generation of non­
inductive current by means of Lower Hybrid Waves. First 
results with a prototype system (LO) have already been 
obtained. The full system (LI) will be installed during the 
1992 shutdown. A high directivity ICRF antenna array is 
also being manufactured. Its main function is to provide 
plasma heating but it will also be capable of driving non­
inductive currents by means of Transit Time Magnetic 
Pumping (TTMP). These antennae (A2) will also be in­
stalled during the 1992 shutdown. A substantial amount of 
non­inductive current drive can also be produced by means 
of the 140 keV neutral beams (NB) and the bootstrap current. 
The present status of the efficiency in various non inductive 
current drive methods [ 1 ] is shown in Fig. 180. The required 
efficiency for Next Step devices is very high, especially for 
high density operation. However, current profile control can 
be achieved with lower efficiencies. 
Lower Hybrid Current Drive 
The main characteristics of the JET LHCD system are 
shown in Table XIII. The programme is organised in two 
stages. The first stage consists of a prototype launcher 
installed during the 1989/1990 shutdown [21. This proto­
Table XIII 
The JET LHCD System 
Frequency 
Power (launched) 
Launcher 
Fixed phasing in the 
multijunction 
Central Ν, 
Range of Ν, 
No. of waveguides in a 
horizontal row 
Phase accuracy 
Width of the Nn spectrum 
Directivity 
Density limit 
Power handling 
Estimated drive current 
atne = 2xlOl9m"3 
atne=5xl0 l 9m"3 
3.7GHz 
I0MW 
Multijunction type 
90 degrees 
1.8 
1.4 to 2.4 
32 
10 degrees 
0.2 
80% 
8x1 o V 
4­5kW cm"3 
3­5MA 
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F ig.180 Efficiency in various non inductive current drive 
methods 
type has the main technical features of the complete system 
which will be installed during the 1992 shutdown. Slight 
modifications of the geometry of the multijunctions ar­
rangement is required in order to fit the new magnetic 
geometry of the pump di vertor phase. The technical aspects 
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of the LHCD system and the initial results with the prototype 
launcher are presented in the section of this report on 
Technical achievements. 
The initial main results [3] are the following: 
• up to 1.6 MW of Lower Hybrid wave power has been 
launched for time duration of up to 20 s; 
• significant loop voltage drop has been achieved for 
19 3 
densities up to neo=3 χ 10 m 'corresponding to Lower 
Hybrid non inductive current up to 1 MA; 
• current drive efficiency (defined as Y=nIR/Pm""A/Vv') 
appears to increase with the volume averaged electron 
on "> 
temperature at a rate of dY/d<Te> ­0.15x10" m " A/ 
(WkV) up to γ~ 0.4x IO20 m"2 A/W at <Te> ~1.9 keV 
• increase of the central electron temperature is ob­
served in excess of 1 keV per coupled MW of LH 
power; 
• significant broadening of the current profile is ob­
served which increased with plasma density; 
• sawtooth free period up to 2.9 s have been achieved in 
ICRF heated plasmas. 
These results are quite encouraging in particular for the 
application of LHCD to large plasmas with high electron 
temperature. Effiency achieved on JET with the prototype 
LHCD launcher is indicated in Fig. 180 together with current 
drive efficiencies achieved with the JET 140 kV neutral 
beams. LHCD current drive efficiencies achieved so far are 
already within the range considered as necessary for the 
Next Step at low and medium densities. 
Horizontal camera 
KN3+FEB Profile Monitor 
Detector channel line­of­sight schematic 
Fig.181 General set­up of the neutron tomography system 
In orderto assess the radial profile of the LH induced fast 
electrons and to study the radial transport of the fast elec­
trons, tomography of the fast electron bremsstrahlung emis­
sion is being implemented using the general set­up of the 
neutron tomography system as shown in Fig. 181. Initial 
results with the vertical camera confirms a broadening of the 
radial profile of the fast electrons when the density increases. 
The horizontal camera will be installed during the 1990/ 
1991 shutdown. 
Ion Cyclotron Current Drive 
Ion cyclotron waves can induce non­inductive current drive 
either by asymmetric heating of minority ions or by direct 
interaction between the fast wave and electrons. The latter 
scheme appears to be a promising current drive method for 
a reactor grade plasma mostly due to its ability to drive 
central current independently of the density value. 
The interaction between the fast wave and electrons is a 
coherent combination of two forces parallel to the direction 
of the electric field: 
• electron Landau damping similar to LHCD; 
• transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP) where the 
driving force is a product of the magnetic moment and 
of the magnetic field gradient. 
Electron Landau damping and TTMP produce currents in 
the opposite direction. However, the 1TMP component is 
dominant when the electron beta of the plasma is large or at 
low frequency and TTMP current drive will take place at the 
plasma centre where the beta is maximum. The advantage 
of TTMP current drive compared to other schemes such as 
LHCD is the absence of density limit. Profile control in a 
reactor can therefore be obtained with TTMP current drive 
at the centre and LH current drive at the plasma periphery. 
Operation of JET at high beta values, where more than 
20% of the input power was directly absorbed by the bulk 
electron population, has allowed the theoretical background 
for such a scheme to be confirmed [4]. However, the present 
ICRF antennae system, where the two central conductors are 
strongly coupled and cannot be arbitraily phased, does not 
allow high directivity to be obtained, high directivity being 
essential for effective current drive. 
The new antennae array (A2), which is being developed 
for the pumped di vertor geometry of the JET new phase, will 
allow the directivity to be significantly improved due to a 
septum (isolating screen) so that the antennae can be phased 
essentially arbitrarily for TTMP current drive experiments. 
However, the presence of a septum changes the excited k\\ 
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Table XIV 
Antenna Parameters 
Antenna conductor to limiter distance 
Antenna conductor to backwall distance 
Antenna conductor to screen distance 
Length of one antenna element 
Half­width of the antenna element 
Current propagation constant in y 
Number of boxes energized 
Number of antenna per box 
Mid­line distance between two conductors 
a(m) 
d(m) 
Zsc(m) 
Cyna) 
^ (m) 
ß(m­') 
Nbox 
NyNz 
Mm) 
fiT 
(Al) 
0.06 
0.1 
0.012 
0.8 
0.055 
2 
8 
2.2 
0.31 
ßT 
(Al) 
0.12 
0.25 
0.012 
0.8 
0.105 
2 
4 
2.4 
0.4 
ITER 
(NET) 
0.2 
0.3 
0.05 
1 
0.125 
1.57 
30 
2.1 
0.55 
spectrum due to the current induced in them. Reduction of 
this effect is achieved by inserting slots whose optimum 
depth is based on testbed measurements [5]. 
The A2 antennae have four central conductors equally 
spaced in an integrated structure of two antenna boxes. A 
comparison between directivity for the Al and the A2 
antennae as a function of the toroidal mode number is shown 
in Fig. 182, showing that a 75% directivity can be expected 
with the new antennae. The corresponding antenna param­
eters are in Table XIV. These antennae are very similar in 
their design to the antennae which can be envisaged for the 
Next Step device whose parameters are also given in Table 
XIV. 
1.0 
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Fig.lS2 Comparison between directivity of the Al and the A2 
antennae as a function of the toroidal mode number 
Theoretical computation using the combined ray tracing 
and Fokker­Planck calculations has been employed to cal­
culate current drive efficiencies. Ray tracing has been 
carried out in full toroidal geometry for a non circularplasma 
including the poloidal field. A plot of the current drive 
efficiency factor y=ncRI/P for A1 and A2 antenna arrays as 
a function of the toroidal mode number is shown in Fig. 183 
predicting asubstantial improvement with the new antennae. 
AmaximumvalueofO.il is found for a T e= lOkeV plasma, 
corresponding to a driven current of 1 MA at a density of 3 
χ 1019 m"3 with 5 MW of ICRH power. 
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Fig.183 Current drive efficiency factor y=nß.ÜP for Al and A2 
antennae arrays as a function of the toroidal mode number 
The same technique has been used to optimise the pro­
posed ICRH system for NET/ITER like devices, in which 
JET has taken a leading role [6]. During the course of that 
study, it has been found that the Tokamak poloidal field can 
significantly change the k7spectrum and reduce the current 
drive efficiency, if antennae are located off the midplane. As 
shown in Fig. 182, an efficiency factor of 0.28 can be 
obtained for an array of 30 antennae located in the midplane 
of the torus for a plasma central temperature Te=30 ke V. Such 
an efficiency is comparable to LHCD and NB current drive 
techniques and make TTMP quite attractive for NET/ITER 
like devices. 
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1993 operational period. The system presently comprises a 
high­speed multi­pellet Advanced Pellet Launcher (APL) 
incorporating two­stage gun technology; a new slightly 
upgraded version of the ORNL Launcher for medium­speed 
pellets (the repetitive pneumatic single­stage launcher JPL 
II, compatible with the geometry of the new APL and the 
tritium, radiation, and remote handling requirements for the 
Active Phase of JET); and a pellet centrifuge for low­speed 
pellets at a high rate suitable for the requirement of the 
pumped divertor programme. The report deals with the 
relevant planning and design activities, including the pre­
paratory developments on the pellet testbed. Details of the 
high­speed Prototype Launcher have already been covered 
in the section on Torus Systems. 
The envisaged spatial arrangement of the three pellet 
sources is shown in Fig. 184. The APL and the JPL II are 
attached to the Pellet Injector Box (PIB), which acts as a 
differential pumping system to remove the driver gas of the 
pneumatic guns. The centrifuge bypasses the Pellet Injector 
Box PIB, but connects into the same main horizontal port of 
Octant No.2. Fig. 185 shows an elevation view, seen in the 
direction of the arrow indicated in Fie. 184. 
Pellet Injection 
This section summarises developments relating to the ad­
vanced multi­pellet injection system which will be installed 
during the 1992 shut­down and brought into operation in the 
The Advanced Pellet Launcher (APL) 
Measures for the implementation of the existing ORNL 
Launcher and the Prototype Launcher have always been 
guided by the principle that the interface to the torus (the PIB 
and its cryopump) should cope with the final requirements 
of an advanced launcher system. Thus, only modest up­
Removal path Pellet Injector box 
Pellet guidance track 
Pellet centrifuge 
t View of Fig 
Fig. 184 Conceptual sketch of future JET Pellet Injection (plan view); 
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APL: 
2 Banks of each 
5 Two-stage guns 
APL Sabot magazine 
Cryostat and 
breech unit 
Support beam 
^ 
Support steelwork 
First-stage gas 
removal buffer 
Pellet injector box 
(PIB) 
Guard vacuum box 
Fig.lS5 Conceptual .sketch of future JET Pellet Injection (elevation); 
grades can be expected, especially on the pellet characteris-
ing diagnostics. When the extent became apparent to which 
the two-stage gun principle might be expandable towards 
the goal of achieving higher pellet speeds, the support 
steelwork for the proto-type was designed to take peak APL 
loads. This may approach 4 MN (400 tonnes) at the time of 
reversal of a 60 mm diameter piston at 15 kbar. 
Since the results of the high-speed pellet experiments are 
not yet available it is hard to settle on a firm specification for 
the APL. Desirable features now aimed forconsist of: pellets 
in the 3 - 6 mm range: pellet velocities exceeding 5 kms" ; 
availability of- 10 pellets per tokamak pulse, some as close 
in time as a fraction of a second; and pellet material of 
deuterium, but tritium should not be ruled out. 
The conceptual design of the APL, which is still being 
carried out, is based on experience acquired during the 
construction and commissioning of the Prototype Launcher 
and on the JET Pellet Testbed. In addition, several R&D 
elements resulted from collaborative work with the CEA 
Centre d'Études Nucléaires de Grenoble (CENG), France, 
under a JET contract. Despite considerable efforts on both 
sides, there was no fully experimentally proven conceptual 
design available at the end of 1990, which would fulfill the 
desired specifications. Since the APL must start operation in 
1993, a modular approach seemed sensible. The design 
would permit implementation in a flexible way of up to ten 
two-stage guns (fall-back solution with a single shot per gun 
per tokamak pulse). Alternatively, fewer repetitive guns in 
combination with a pellet formation cryostat unit, was an 
option which could easily be adapted to the respective gun 
solution as well as the number of guns. This ensures that the 
system can be commissioned at least partially on time and 
can be expanded during operation. The design must also cal 1 
for easy exchange and upgrading of components not yet 
proven experimentally to lower the risk of operational 
failure. 
The two-stage gun would look very similar to the proto-
type launcher but upgraded in several respects. To achieve 
higher pellet speeds, the second-stage driver gas tempera-
ture and pressure will have to be increased, requiring a 
higher compression ratio and hence larger pump-tube length 
(in the Torus Hall, the limit is 5.5 m). The high compression 
section of the pump-tube as well as the actual barrel must be 
lined with a high-strength high-temperature material. These 
measures are now being investigated on the testbed. To 
achieve a launcher repetitivity of ~ 1 s" , the valve assembly 
at the rear of the pump-tube must be complemented to permit 
the fast release of first stage driver gas after the shot, and 
stoppage of the piston in the start position for the next pulse. 
CENG have successfully demonstrated the principle with a 
three-shot sequence (with closed barrel, no pellets) at 0.6 
s" on a prototype-like gun. A buffer vessel to store the first-
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stage gas needs to cope with ~ 10 shots during a tokamak 
pulse with up to 1000 bail each; such a vessel (~ 12 m" ) will 
be procured soon and located beneath the launcher steel­
work in the Torus Hall. It will be evacuated between pulses 
by a vacuum pump in the West Wing. 
Two designs of the pellet formation cryostat and the gun 
breech were experimentally investigated during develop­
ment work. The JET prototype cryostat used a transport 
chain and a parallel design at CENG uses a linear rod system. 
Both transport systems operate at near LHe temperature for 
the storage of pre­formed cryo­condensed deuterium pellets 
and the breeches use slightly different sealing techniques. 
These designs are being reviewed and revised, taking into 
account experience gained in the commissioning and opera­
tion of both systems. JET has concluded that the principle of 
using bushings, (short (= 2 cm) sections of the barrel which 
already contain the bursting disc to ensure the correct pellet 
starting pressure and the sabot to support the pellet during 
the acceleration) is still considered very sound. These bush­
ings can be loaded into a magazine (which in its final form 
will have to be mounted and exchanged by remote handling), 
filled with ice, placed into the breech where they connect and 
seal to the two barrel sections, and can then be discharged 
into a collector vessel with the remainder of the bursting disc 
still trapped in them. However, the used space per breech or 
gun of the present systems is incompatible with the ten gun 
arrangement, restricted in space by the acceptance angle of 
the torus port. Both transport systems are hindered with 
respect to the fast re­loading of the breech by the need to 
move a bulky transport system, and, in addition, the stored 
number of bushings. The hot second­stage driver gas 
leaking through the breech seal during the pressure surge of 
several thousand bar during the shot is jeopardising the 
stored pellets in waiting, as well as the low temperature of 
essential cryostat parts. The transport system of both 
designs is interlinked with the breech frame in a very 
complicated way preventing modular design. The shear 
mass of the cold box environment which has to be tempera­
ture cycled near LHe conditions in the cryo­condensation 
process is too large, leading to large cycle times and difficult 
operational scenarios. 
The revised design attempts to avoid these disadvantages 
in the following way: the breech unit is a module at room 
temperature in which the bushing is injected within ­10 s, 
from a LHe cryopump environment keeping the pre­loaded 
bushings at say 5°K for the day of operation. The injection 
of the bushing (~ 30 g) is performed by a shuttle with very 
small mass (~ 60 g) loaded from a gravity fed conveyor belt 
system, which permits the sorting of bushings with different 
pellet sizes (by choice of sabot) and moderately fast trans­
port to the shuttle within the protective environment of a 
large (several χ 10 £s~ ) cryopump (this also takes care of an 
instantaneous pumping of breach leakage). Pellets are being 
extruded into pre­cooled bushings by one extruder unit and 
these bushings are then handed over to the belt system. 
Thermal cycling is therefore restricted to the bushing pre­
and final­cooling grabbers. It is hoped that this design will 
stand up to the modularity requirements and avoid most of 
the undesirable features encountered in previous develop­
ments. A first test of a warm breech and shuttle for a higher 
performance gun is planned for mid­1991, with deuterium 
pellet tests starting towards the end of the year. Procurement 
on long lead items will commence in parallel, with an initial 
APL system starting commissioning in second half of 1992. 
The Intermediate­Speed J PL II 
The conceptual design of the JPLII was carried out in a joint 
effort between JET and US Department of Energy (USDoE), 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), U.S.A., whereby 
JET contributed the interface elements leading to the com­
patibility of the launcher with the JET environment condi­
tions. The JPL II was first split into two guard vacuum boxes 
each comprising two single­stage guns, each with their 
pellet trajectories either side of the two vertical banks of the 
APL. This made optimum use of the horizontal port / PIB 
acceptance angle (see Fig. 184, where the difficult remote 
handling removal path is also indicated). 
The two guns of each box are staggered, such that their 
extruders have sufficient clearance and that the respective 
actuators can be conveniently brought through the top 
flange (see insert in Fig. 185). All services, cabling and 
piping apart from a few vacuum connections, have been 
designed to connect at a top plate, easily reached by remote 
handling tools. The gas handling valve assemblies and a 
high­pressure helium driven compensator (to provide con­
stancy of the hydrogen propeliam pressure for long pellet 
sequences) combined with a lower (and therefore safer) 
hydrogen reservoir are integrated in the frame space be­
tween the guard vacuum box and the top plate. 
Each gun of nominally 3,4,5 and 6 mm inner barrel (i.e. 
pellet diameter) is essentially of the same proven design as 
that one of the present ORNL Launchers delivering pellets 
at speeds in the range 1.2­ 1.5 kms~ . However, a major 
upgrade in LHe economy (to keep the consumption per gun 
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to < 10 ăi' ), the doubling of the volume of the deuterium ice 
reservoir (forextended length of pellet sequences of 160,80, 
40 and 20, respectively), an attempt to increase the repetition 
frequency (10, 6, 2 and 1 s" , respectively) and a careful 
revision of sealing and joining technology towards even 
higher reliability and nuclear compatibility (particularly in 
view of the use of tritium contaminated deuterium as the 
pellet fuel) were all elements of this conceptual design. 
It is hoped that a positive decision concerning continua­
tion of USDoE collaboration can be made in early 1991 and 
that the JPL II will then be delivered by the US under the 
Pellet Agreement ready for implementation for the 1993 
experimental campaign. 
The Pellet Centrifuge 
A pellet centrifuge for JET should be capable of providing 
deuterium particles into the plasma beyond its recycling 
layer. This is to provide a minimum recycling flow into the 
divertor, which is sufficiently strong to sweep plasma impu­
rities towards the divertor and to retain impurities from the 
dump plates in the divertor. The order of magnitude for the 
gas flow equivalent should approach lOOOmbar^ s" , a value 
which has been used in probing X­point plasma experi­
ments. It is intended that up to this amount can be produced 
by the injection of 1.5 to 3 mm pellets in the plasma midplane 
at repetition frequencies up to40s" and relatively slow speeds 
of 50 to 500 ms" . Moreover, the centrifuge should be ca­
pable of maintaining these high gas flows for long pulses (~ 
60 s). 
A model for such acentrifuge is currently under construc­
tion for ASDEX Upgrade, a successor of the one used on 
ASDEX for several years. As far as mechanics are con­
cerned, JET has decided to use the ASDEX Upgrade centri­
fuge design with minor modifications (including slightly 
downgrading the pellet speed, which lowers the centrifuge 
stresses) and has placed a contract with the IPP Garching, 
FRG., to transfer the design and experience and to obtain 
advice on the systems expansion necessary to cope with the 
specifications for JET. The two elements which are of main 
concern (and will become even more severe in the larger 
fusion experiments) are: 
• The large amount of deuterium ice extrudate needed to 
produce these pellets for JET. (e.g., for 1 OOOmbaris" , 
the extrusion speed for 3 mm pellets is about 150 
mms" , which for 1 minute would correspond to an ice 
column of about 9 m). Therefore, the ice must be 
extruded from the laree to the small cross­section and 
cooled to the state, in which it is to be accelerated, in 
a semi­continuous manner, which is different for the 
IPP centrifuge. (For JET, it is sufficient for a tokamak 
pulse to have an extruder ice supply of about 100 bari 
which can be handled in one batch, for future experi­
ments even the condensation process will have to be 
included in the dynamics). 
The large gas losses of the pellet during acceleration 
(as much as 30 %) and during guidance on its way to 
the tokamak (another ~ 20 %). This means that as little 
as 50 % of the initial extrudate will arrive at the plasma 
boundary. With the now considerably increased amount 
of gas emanating from the pellets and the long duration 
injection, the usual technique of providing the centri­
fuge guard vacuum by the turbopump, on which the 
accelerator rod is mounted, breaks down and an addi­
tional large pump with speed of several χ 10 £s~ is 
required. 
Cold valves 
LN2 reservoir 
Vacuum vessel 
LHe Reservoir 
LHe Crypump 
Centrifuge 
(Turbopump) 
Ring gap for 
L·^ guide track pumping 
Extruder unit 
To Torus 
ι ^"Accelerator rod 
To Torus 
Pellet guide tube 
X (see text) 
Fig. 186 Sketch of pellet centrifuge, vertical cut and plan view. 
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So far, a conceptual design has been carried out (shown 
in Fig. 186). The centrifuge rod can be fed with pellets near 
its hub by any one of the extruder units (up to 6 are possible), 
each one with the option of a specific pellet size. The pellets 
will then be oriented on the rod hub to suit the accelerator 
track and will leave the tip of the rod at full speed to enter the 
guide system towards the tokamak. The large LHe cryo-
condensation pump on top of the centrifuge system will 
provide a guard vacuum of better than 10"" mbar for the 
accelerator/extruder during the most severe conditions and 
will also cope with the gas from the guide system by the outer 
cryopump evacuating the ring gap in the centrifuge vessel. 
The most difficult task is the design of the semi-continu-
ous extruder, which is now being undertaken, while the 
centrifuge re-design and the design of the vessel (requiring 
particular attention due to the large amount of deuterium 
stored, i.e. up to 2500 barf) are almost completed. The design 
of the cryopump is not expected to cause problems, in view 
of the wide experience JET has acquired over many years 
with similar and even larger sized units. If a final decision is 
taken in the near future, implementation of the pellet centri-
fuge system is envisaged for the 1993 experimental cam-
paign. 
Tritium Handling 
Introduction 
On original planning, the Active Gas Handling System 
(AGHS) is still required to be functional for the D-T phase 
of JET planned for May 1992. As a result of additional 
workload in the Project related to beryllium activities and 
extensive design and procurement efforts for the pumped 
divertor, progress on the upgrading of components for a full 
D-T phase has been slower than planned during the previous 
year. It is now unlikely that it will be possible that the 
original programme of D-T shots will be carried out and a 
limited programme of up to 100 shots is currently envisaged. 
Nevertheless, before tritium injection into the torus can start, 
it will be necessary to demonstrate that the AGHS and safety 
systems essential for tritium operation have been fully 
commissioned with tritium and that sufficient operational 
experience has been accumulated. Several months of active 
commissioning/operation of the AGHS in isolation will be 
required plus aperiod with the AGHS providing exhaust and 
gas introduction for D-D operation to satisfactorily demon-
strate torus interfaces. To meet this programme, the plan-
ning of tritium procurement and obtaining of official au-
thorisations is based on the introduction of tritium into the 
AGHS in September 1991. 
Preliminary investigation of the modifications required 
for a reduced D-T phase in 1992 have shown that: 
a) The expected required modifications to the torus and 
subsystems are minor provided the tritium inventory in 
the machine can be kept very low; 
b) The AGHS must be fully operational, although process-
ing (of impurities) may not be required on a daily basis 
and the cryodistillation system would only be required 
for clean-up of discharged protium. 
Fig. 187: The AGHS Budding in Summer 1990; 
Active Gas Handling System Building 
The AGHS Building (see Fig. 187) was officially handed 
over in May 1990 and required some minor modifications, 
which were outside the building contract. With some dust 
still prevalent in the building due to some minor building 
modifications and installation of cable trays and other 
mountings into the concrete, designated clean areas have 
been established in a number of areas of the building. This 
will permit continual and timely progress of the interconnec-
tion of the various subsystem packages as they are available 
without contamination of the process with further dust. 
A preliminary seismic "walkdown" has been undertaken 
on the AGHS building to determine whether there were any 
seismically vulnerable design details. Apart from minor 
modifications, such as extra stops to prevent the 
Cryodistillation modules swinging, the building is satisfac-
tory. 
Delays have occurred in the assembly of the Active Gas 
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Handling System (AGHS) due to the late completion of the 
building and due to serious delivery delays of a few key 
components. Plant design activities were nearly completed 
at the end of 1990. Only some interconnecting piping design 
was still underway. The overall status at the end of 1990 was 
as follows. 
Mechanical Forevacuum System 
The scroll-blowertype dry mechanical pumps (600m3/hrand 
150 m"/hr) were delivered and placed in position. Installa-
tion of pipework and valves is nearing completion. One item 
- a water condenser necessary for pumping of air saturated 
with humidity - will be delivered and installed early in 1991. 
Cryogenic Forevacuum System 
Buffer tanks and cryogenic distribution systems for liquid 
nitrogen and liquid helium were delivered, installed and 
wired to local connection boxes. The delivery of the CF 
modules, ie cryopumps, cold traps, transfer pumps and 
reservoirs is delayed to February - April 1991, but all 
connections have been prepared for quick installation. 
Fig. 188 shows the buffer tanks and partly installed 
cryodistribution system. 
Fi/·. I fiii: Buffer tanks and partly installed cryodistribution 
system; 
Impurity Processing Loop, Intermediate Storage 
Valve Box, Buffer tank, two Normetex pumps. Leak Test 
and Vacuum Box have been delivered and installed. Weld-
ing of interconnecting pipework is in progress. The delivery 
of Impurity Processing Modules is expected March 1991. 
Isotope Separation System 
CryoàistillatJon 
The cryodistillation system was delivered and installed in 
1990. Interconnecting pipework between components (ie 
process cold box. valve box, instrument box, instrumenta-
tion panel and helium refrigerator) is installed and leak and 
pressure-tested. Plant commissioning by the supplier will 
start in January 1991. Fig. 189 shows the upper part of the 
process cold box and Fig. 190 shows the instrument box with 
the outer containment withdrawn. 
Fig.189: The upper part of the process cold box of the 
Cryodistillation system; 
Fig. 190: The instrument box of the Cryodistillation system 
with the outer containment withdrawn ; 
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Gos Chromatography 
Most components were completed, delivered and installed 
in 1990. including the process box with four separation 
columns (see Fig. 191). column packing, valve box. heating 
and cooling unit. Pipework connection is in progress. 
Fig.191 : Column Heads of the Gas Chromatography System; 
Product Storage 
Two valve boxes for D2 and T2 storage and the dedicated 
leak test and vacuum box were delivered at the end of 1990 
and installed. Interconnecting pipework installation is in 
progress. 
Gas Introduction 
Design was completed and contracts placed for a valve box. 
gas transfer lines to the Torus Hall basement together with 
a front-end connection box. Delivery is expected during the 
first half of 1991, followed by installation. 
Exhaust Detritiation 
The Exhaust Detntiation System was designed for detritiation 
of all AGHS exhaust gas streams and for maintaining 
positive flow into the torus during maintenance operations 
when the tritium contaminated vacuum vessel will be opened 
to ambient atmosphere. This plant consists of one recombiner 
rack and three molecular sieve adsorber racks which can be 
alternately used for adsorption and regeneration to provide 
continuous duty. The system was delivered, installed and 
tested in 1990. Some outstanding work on the plant control 
system is expected to be completed in January 1991. 
Analytical Qovebox, Tritium Makeup 
A Glovebox containing equipment for the analysis of gas 
samples was designed and a contract was placed for con-
struction. The box will contain valve manifolds connecting 
to various gas sampling lines. Analysis will be done by a 
selection of two mass spectrometers (Omegatron for the H2, 
HD, D2, HT, DT, T2,3He and 4He species and a Quadrupole 
for the various impurity gases) and a multi-column GC 
system for quantitative analysis of hydrogen and impurity 
species. On-line purity monitoring for cryodistillation H2 
and Di products will be undertaken by specially designed 
ionisation chambers and thermal conductivity detectors. 
Valve manifold and handling equipment for T2 intro-
duction from transport-Uranium-beds are located in a sepa-
rate compartment of this box. Delivery for the glove box is 
foreseen in the first half of 1991. Some of the analytical 
equipment (Omegatron. Quadrupole RGA) is already on 
site. The delivery of the GC system is imminent. 
A G H S Control System 
The Active Gas Handling Plant Distributed Control System 
(DCS) was installed in the AGHS Building during summer 
1990. Before delivery to JET the system underwent a three 
months" hardware and system acceptance testing at the 
manufacturers site. The DCS includes 15 front end Distrib-
uted Control Units (DCU's) covering most of the AGH 
subsystems. Two long delivery process subsystems (Ex-
haust Detritiation and Cryogenic Distillation) were equipped 
with PLC's. An additional DCU was ordered at a later time 
to be installed in the Building J1S area and be used for data 
acquisition of the AGHS Gas Distribution to the JET ma-
chine. 
There is a dedicated Control Room in the AGHS building 
where a number of operators stations are installed in a 
modular L-shaped desk (see Fig. 192), which gives the 
operators freedom to create working clusters of screens as 
required during commissioning of the plant and offer good 
ergonomie design. All control room equipment was suc-
cessfully powered up in September 1990. 
The DCU's (installed either in the AGH plant area, or in 
the control equipment room), and the computer and console 
units are all linked together via a dual/redundant Ethernet 
communications highway system for increased availability. 
The same LAN is extended to DCU#16 via dual fibre optic 
repeaters. By the end of 1990, approximately 80% of the 
cabling (between field terminations and control units) was 
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completed and the site acceptance test is scheduled for the 
first quarter 1991. 
Plant completion and Commissioning 
The AGHS plant is expected to be completely installed in 
Summer 1991. This will be immediately followed by a 
commissioning phase without tritium to demonstrate plant 
performance. This performance will be critically analysed 
with respect to tritium safety prior to introduction of tritium 
at the end of 1991. 
S 
Fig.192: Aclive Gas Handling System Control Room: 
The AGHS Control system has provisions for data links 
to CODAS, PLC's, PC's and Intelligent Analytical Instru-
mentation (Residual Gas Analysers, Analytical Gas 
Chromatographs and various mass spectrometers). The 
detailed Software Requirements Specifications have been 
prepared by JET in parallel with the process design in order 
to achieve a high degree of consistency and also minimise 
the time required for revisions and debugging. One third of 
the software has been generated and tested with simulated 
inputs and outputs or is in the process of configuration. 
About half of the required customised mimics/graphics/ 
tables have been generated and tested. The availability of the 
mimics and the application software (sequences, control 
loops) at an early stage of the project will enable preparation 
of realistic commissioning and operating plans and evaluate 
the control system performance in advance of tritium opera-
tions. 
In addition to the AGHS Distributed Control System all 
the field instrumentation (eg electronic amplifier, signal 
conditioning units and power supplies) are installed in a 
number of subsystems. Approximately 70% of these cubi-
cles are completed and delivery to JET will be early 1991. 
The design of the Hardwired Interlock and Safety System as 
well as the Control room annunciator panel is subject to 
internal reviews before procurement. 
Radiation Protection Instrumentation 
(RPI) 
The RPI procurement contract with AEA Technology, 
Harwell, U.K., has continued throughout the year though 
completion is somewhat delayed. The contract is in two 
basic sections, the on-line electronic systems and the sam-
pling systems. 
On-line equipment 
The delivery of the on-line equipment has been considerably 
delayed. The first four area monitors have been delivered 
and are on pre-commissioning trials. The link to CODAS 
works well, but difficulties with local printers have been 
experienced. The delivery of the remaining units will be 
held back until after the problem is solved, probably early 
February 1991. 
Fig.193: Environmental Monitoring Equipment. 
Sampling systems 
All equipment for the sampling systems was delivered on 
time to JET. This equipment includes devices for environ-
mental monitoring, stack and working area monitoring 
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shown in Fig. 193. The devices consist of columns through 
which air is drawn by a pump. The first column contains 
silica gel and removes all water vapour including any tritium 
in oxide form. The second and third columns consist of a 
catalytic system which oxidises any hydrogen including any 
elemental tritium which is subsequently collected on a final 
silica gel column. The environmental monitors were in-
stalled and commissioned during June/July, and in August, 
a contract was placed to start the routine monthly analysis of 
the deployed samplers, both active and passive, around the 
site boundary. 
The stack samplers have not been installed as on-line 
equipment is awaited. The working area samplers haves 
also not been installed as the cabling has not been completed, 
though a few are to be installed in Building J1 in February 
1991 for precommissioning tests. 
Environmental Monitoring Programmes 
The programmes are:-
• Sampling and analysis of air, rain, soil, and ground 
water from the Culham site and river water from the 
Thames for beta, including, tritium, and gamma radio-
activity; 
• Gamma and neutron dosimetry at points around the 
Culham site boundary; 
• Tritium-in-air using both HTO and HT/HTO dis-
criminating samplers at the Culham site boundary; 
• Grass, crop and standing water sampling on the Culham 
site. 
The first two have been in operation for several years and 
the latter two are being introduced and due to be fully 
commissioned before the first tritium is brought on to the 
JET site. The grouping of the various programmes is 
determined by various factors, notably the methods used for 
analysis and the frequency of analysis. 
Beta and gamma analysis on samples from Culham site 
has been undertaken by AEA Technology, Harwell, UK for 
several years to determine the background levels of 
radioactive materials and to determine the effect of JET 
operations on these levels. There are four sampling point on 
the Culham site with airborne sampling at a height of 1 m. 
The mass of air sampled is about 75 tonnes per month. 
Rainwater is collected in a 40 cm diameter funnel and 
borehole samples are taken from a depth of several metres. 
River samples are taken from above and below the Culham 
discharge point. Essentially samples are taken quarterly, 
analysed and the full results presented annually. The opera-
tion of this programme is being reviewed and updated in 
view of organisational changes both at JET and Harwell, but 
the work itself will continue as before with possible en-
hancements to include grass, crop and standing water sam-
pling on the Culham site. 
Gamma and neutron dosimetry at the site boundary is 
carried out at 40 positions around the site boundary fence. At 
each location are two TLD dosimetry badges, one optimised 
for the detection of gamma radiation and the other for 
neutrons. These are identical to the TLD badges used for 
personal dosimetry at JET and are analysed using the same 
badge reader. These are changed and analysed monthly. 
These badges provide the integrated gamma and neutron 
dose from all sources, as opposed to the levels of radioactive 
nuclides determined by the beta and gamma analysis de-
scribed above. To date they have provided information on 
the baseline levels over the past few years at the site 
boundary. This programme will continue throughout the 
JET D-T Phase. 
A set of sampling devices for tritium-in-air monitoring 
has been installed around the Culham site boundary to 
determine the time integrated levels of tritium in air at these 
locations, as distinct from the tritium in liquid water levels 
described above. There are two types of device, the passive 
HTO samplers and the active HT/HTO discriminating sam-
plers. Both were developed under contract to JET by AEA 
Technology, Harwell, UK. There are 20 passive HTO 
samplers located around the boundary fence. These devices 
essentially consist of a container with silica gel and a device 
to allow the controlled diffusion of atmospheric air into the 
container where the silica gel absorbs all the moisture, 
including any HTO. At monthly intervals these will be 
bulked in four batches by compass quadrant and analysed for 
tritium content. This involves extracting all the water for 
silica gel and determining the tritium content by liquid 
scintillation counting. 
The active HT/HTO samplers are more complex devices 
as described above but also based on silica gel and will be 
analysed by identical techniques. Fourdevices are deployed 
at the same four sampling stations as the beta/gamma 
sampling programme. These are changed and analysed 
monthly. These will be the primary devices for determining 
the total tritium-in-air levels at the site boundary. 
Other RPI Related Work 
Contracts have been placed for the statutory annual testing 
of all JET's portable radiological protection instruments. A 
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call-for-tender is in preparation for the analysis of the stack 
and working area discriminating samplers. This analysis is 
similar to that for the environmental monitors but will be 
undertaken by contractors on site, due to the fact that there 
will be more samplers, they will be analysed more fre-
quently and tritium levels are expected to be higher. 
Progress in Obtaining Official Approvals 
for Tri t ium Operation 
JET is required under the Host Agreement to satisfy the 
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (LÍKAEA) in 
advance that the arrangements for tritium operation conform 
to the standards in the UKAEA. As certain UKAEA sites are 
licensed by the Nil under the Nuclear Installations Act 1965, 
JET has decided to adopt comparable standards. Formal 
permission is also needed from Her Majesty's Inspectorate 
of Pollution (HMIP) and JET must comply with various 
statutory requirements monitored by the UK Health and 
Safety Executive (HSE). Progress is detailed below. 
AEA Requirements 
As part of JET's intent to comply with the general intent of 
the Nil model licence, a Fusion Safety Committee has been 
established and will replace its predecessor the Tritium 
Safety Advisory Panel. The new committee has a much 
broader based membership for the review of not only the 
design of the AGHS but its operation, as well as for the whole 
of the JET site. The Safety and Reliability Directorate 
(SRD) of the UKAEA has granted JET permission to 
introduce up to 5 grams of tritium into the AGHS provided 
that this Safety Committee is satisfied that JET is ready to do 
so and that various agreed actions are carried out. 
HMIP Requirements 
JET must obtain the permission of the UK Department of the 
Environment, through Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollu-
tion (HMIP) before tritium may be brought onto site and 
before any discharges of radioactive material may be made. 
JET is already authorised to discharge the small amounts of 
radioactivity generated in the D-D phase and has been 
negotiating with HMIP on the conditions under which the 
increase authorisations for the D-T phase would be granted. 
These include the discharge monitoring arrangements; envi-
ronmental monitoring; and demonstrating that "best practi-
cable means' that are economically achievable have been 
used to limit the releases from the plant. An example of the 
latter is the facility to hold back and monitordischarges from 
the most significant routes so that recovery is possible if the 
discharge would breach any limit. In the AGHS, this is 
achieved by monitoring all process, service gas and second-
ary containment discharges and being able to delay discharge 
by means of a buffer tank. For liquid radioactive discharges, 
it is proposed to install holding tanks sufficient for at least 
one week's arisings. HMIP have indicated that these ar-
rangements will be acceptable and formal application for the 
use of tritium will be made early in 1991. 
In connection with the application for revised discharge 
authorisations, a re-appraisal of the routine releases is 
underway. This has taken into account the additional 
sources of tritium discharge, for example from permeation 
through the LHCD bellows and from protium discharge 
from the cryodistillation system. In view of the importance 
of the oxide layer on steel or inconel surfaces in reducing 
permeation of tritium, a contract has been placed with JRC 
Ispra, Italy to carry out tests on heated bellows under cyclic 
conditions. 
HSE Requirements 
The HSE have confirmed that the accountancy arrange-
ments for tritium at JET will be acceptable. 
Acüve Gas Handling System Safety Analysis 
This has continued in parallel with the plant design to ensure 
that proposed designs are capable of meeting safety criteria 
and requirements equivalent to those of a licensed site. To 
meet these standards, the AGHS has been designed to 
incorporate a series of engineered "barriers" to contain 
primary and secondary containment overpressures, recover 
releases from secondary containments and reduce tritium 
concentration of exhausted gases. 
Previous safety assessments had shown that identified 
failures within a subsystem would meet the design targets 
adopted by JET. A review of interconnections between sub-
systems, which is part of the final AGHS submission to 
SRD, has highlighted a number of areas which, although not 
directly breaching these design targets, could lead to certain 
releases in the event of multiple or certain common cause 
failures. To avoid these occurrences, and to provide addi-
tional safeguards against operator error, extra hardwired 
protection and interlocking has been introduced. 
Also completed was a detailed assessment of the inter-
connecting duct which provides the double contained inter-
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connection between the various subsystems within the 
AGHS. This system, which contains all­welded piping, was 
found to be acceptable. However, it highlighted the problem 
of using the standard nuclear plant failure data acceptable to 
the safety authorities for assessment of high quality process 
systems operating close to atmospheric pressure. 
The twelve nitrogen­filled valve and glove boxes used as 
secondary containment have over/underpressure protection 
system and use the AGHS control system to maintain a slight 
underpressure. The safety review of design and operation 
led to a requirements for slight modifications. With these 
having been made, the system permits timely detection and 
recovery of tritium should it be released into the secondary 
containment as well as detection of loss of integrity of 
secondary containment. 
The Gas Introduction System consists of a valve box in 
the AGHS Building, which contains a matrix of valves 
which permit supply of deuterium or tritium to the individual 
torus users; a triply contained transfer line; and a distribution 
box in the torus basement. The valves are interlocked to 
ensure that the correct gas of high purity is supplied to the 
torus systems at the correct time. The system has been 
reviewed and found to meet design targets. The total impact 
of the interface with the torus will be addressed in the torus 
Preliminary Safety Assessment Report (PSAR). 
In the course of their assessment of the Design Safety 
Review of the Intermediate Storage sub­system, SRD had 
expressed some concern over the possibility of air entering 
a U­bed during maintenance operations. To provide experi­
mental support for the calculations carried out by JET which 
showed that the containment design temperature would not 
be exceeded, SRD requested JET to carry out a test in which 
air was admitted to a fully conditioned U­bed. A controlled 
experiment has been carried out which, in addition to 
verifying the value of adiabatic heat capacity, has shown that 
the reaction resulting from the admission of air at room 
temperature self­extinguishes at a relatively low tempera­
ture. 
The hardwired safety interlocks are nearing their final 
design. These interlocks were reviewed for compliance with 
safety criteria and for consistency with a view to permit 
practical implementation, operation and recovery. When 
completed the design will be subject to a thorough reliability 
study. Its impact on total plant safety will be assessed in the 
Final Safety Assessment Report (FSAR). 
The final reliability assessment of the Exhaust Detritiation 
System was completed. Its contribution is important in 
meeting the design targets for the AGHS as well as the torus 
safety case [ 1 ]. Formal documentation of the impact of its 
reliability will be completed in the Final Safety Assessment 
Report (FSAR) for the AGHS and the torus. 
Torus Safety Assessment 
A Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) is being 
prepared for an optional 100 D­T shot operational phase 
envisaged for the second half of 1992. In view of the reduced 
time at risk and throughput of tritium associated with a 100 
D­T shot phase of six months' duration, it is anticipated that 
some of the modifications to the torus which would be 
necessary to achieve tritium compatibility for the full active 
phase ( 10 D­T shots over two years) will not be required for 
such a truncated D­T programme. Moreover, the accumu­
lated tritium inventories within the torus and ancilliary 
systems (chiefly the various cryopumps) will be maintained 
at the minimum practicable levels by frequent regenerations 
and, in the case of tritium retained within the first wall, 
through periodic detritiation by glow discharge cleaning and 
possibly controlled venting to the AGHS [2]. It is planned 
to reduce the number of high risk components such as 
diagnostic optical windows to the absolute minimum neces­
sary for the efficacy of the scientific programme. 
A numerical analysis has been performed of the potential 
for oxidation of radiatively cooled graphite tiles under 
accidental air inleakage conditions [3]. The results of this 
study indicated that underthemostonerousconditionsof tile 
plasma heating and graphite oxidation rates relevant to JET, 
the power radiated from the oxidising tiles would always 
exceed the power imparted to such tiles by the oxidation. A 
study of potential steam/graphite reactions, which might 
occur following water leaks inside the torus is in hand. 
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SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 1990 
The New Phase of JET: 
Pumped Divertor 
Plasma dilution is a major threat to a reactor. The entrain­
ment of impurities in a forced flow of plasma towards the 
divertor target plates is a candidate concept for impurity 
control in Next Step tokamaks. This form of active impurity 
control is the focus of the New Phase of JET: Pumped 
Divertor planned to start in JET in 1992 [1]. First results 
should become available in 1993 and the Project should 
continue to the end of 1996. The aim of the New Phase is to 
demonstrate, prior to the introduction of tritium, effective 
methods of impurity control in operating conditions close to 
those of a Next Step tokamak, with a stationary plasma (10s­
1 minute) of 'thermonuclear grade' in an axisymmetric 
pumped divertor configuration. Specifically, the New Phase 
should demonstrate: 
• the control of impurities generated at the divertor 
target plates; 
• a decrease of the heat load on the target plates; 
• the control of plasma density; 
• the exhaust capability; 
• a realistic model of particle transport. 
The New Phase of JET should demonstrate a concept of 
impurity control; determine the size and geometry needed to 
realise this concept in a Next­Step tokamak; allow a choice 
of suitable plasma facing components; and demonstrate the 
operational domain for such a device. 
Impurity Control Concept 
Impurities which are produced at the divertor target plates 
tend to migrate along the magnetic field, out of the divertor 
region and into the scrape­off layer (SOL) plasma, due to 
thermo­electric forces. This migration is opposed by fric­
tion with plasma flowing towards the divertor. The plasma 
flow increases rapidly on approaching the target plates, due 
to the ionisation there of target­produced neutrals, but the 
flow can be extended further from the target plates by 
reflection from the side targets and transmission through the 
private flux region (Fig. 194). Friction can then be effective 
over a greater range. It is also possible, in principle, to extend 
the effectiveness of the "natural" recycling by extracting 
some of the target­produced neutrals and directly 
"recirculating" them, e.g. by baffles, into the X­point region. 
Finally, it may be necessary to induce a moderate flow in the 
SOL, in excess of the natural flow from the main plasma, by 
strong gas puffing or shallow pellet injection. This imposed 
flow would then require pumping of an equivalent neutral 
flux from the divertor chamber to maintain a steady state. 
Target Plates 
(Hypervapotron) 
Recirculation p ^ g l o n Recycling 
Divertor 
Coils 
Fig.194: Schematic diagram of the JET Pumped Divertor. 
Impurity Retention by Plasma Flows 
Impurity retention in the divertor is determined from the 
steady state momentum equation for impurity ions along the 
magnetic field direction, x: 
dv: 
dx dx ' T., 
dTr _ dT 
+n.a.—­ + ηβ_—'­
dx ' dx 
A single impurity species of charge state Z, mass mz, 
density nz, temperature Tz, pressure pz, and flow speed vz is 
considered. The subscripts e and i refer to the electrons and 
the hydrogenic ions, and tz¡ is the hydrogenic ion­impurity 
collision time. The forces on the right hand side are due to the 
impurity pressure gradient (where pz=nzT7) the electric field 
E, friction, and thermal forces with coefficients o^ for 
electrons and βζ for ions. 
The simplest, realistic approximation to this equation 
gives: 
1 dn. my, 1 dT 
η. dx Ττ ' ' Η~'Τ dx 
The impurity density decays exponentially with distance 
from the target on a scale length, \: 
where: 
n:(x) = n:(0)e 
A. — AF — Aj 
jd>IX. 
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The frictional force is represented by: 
my Ζ2Γ(.ν) A, Ττ:ι Tt:(.x) 
and the thermal force by: 
Τ αχ 
To ensure impurity control, the frictional force must 
exceed the thermal force. The friction force is dependent on 
the plasma flow, Γ(χ) (and hence on the distribution of 
recirculated neutrals) and on the ion temperature, T¡. The 
thermal force is dependent on the ion temperature gradient 
scale length, and hence on the ion heat transport and ion input 
power, since the electron heat conductivity parallel to the 
magnetic field is dominant. For a large enough Γ(χ), n?(x) 
decreases towards the X­point until Γ(χ) becomes so small 
that thermal forces dominate. Beyond that point, nz(x) be­
gins to increase. At fixed power into the divertor and very 
high plasma density, nb at the position of flow stagnation at 
the separatrix, the plasma flow at the target, Γ, can be suf­
ficient for "natural" recycling to provide effective impurity 
retention. As nb is decreased at fixed power, Γ, decreases, the 
temperature in the SOL increases and the effectiveness of 
the friction force in overcoming the ion thermal force is 
strongly reduced. In orderto retain impurities, Γ(χ) must then 
be "extended'" further along the magnetic field, either by 
recirculation, e.g. at the X­point, or by injection of particles 
uniformly into the SOL. A simple analysis [2], assuming 
constant Γ(χ), predicts that for the case of recirculation at the 
X­point, the required plasma flow depends primarily on the 
ion heat flow, P¡ and somewhat less strongly on the connec­
tion length, sx and scales as: 
code EDGE2D [6] and the impurity model of Ref. |7] and 
includes: classical transport along the magnetic field with 
fluid equations for conservation of particles, momentum and 
energy (electrons, deuterons, impurities of arbitrary high 
concentration); impurity radiation with full non­coronal 
model (multi­ion impurity species); Bohm boundary condi­
tions; temperature and density profiles specified transverse 
to the magnetic field; 2­D Monte Carlo methods (NIMBUS 
|8]) for neutral deuterium and impurities (Be/C); and ero­
sion at target plates (calculated self­consistently, including 
cascades [9] and validated against JET experimental data 
[10]). 
Present JET X­point Configurations 
First steps towards validating these complex SOL models 
have been taken by establishing consistency with edge data 
in JET X­point operation [11]. In particular, the predicted 
edge conditions of T¡ significantly larger than Tc and divertor 
temperatures in the range of 10­20eV at high SOL density 
have been observed. T¡>Te is also required to reconcile 
probe and power balance measurements [12], while high 
values of T¡ are consistently confirmed using high resolution 
visible spectroscopy of neutrals and low charge state ions to 
measure Doppler ion temperatures near the plasma bound­
ary [13]. In addition, the calculations of Ref. [11] show that 
plasma flows can provide sufficient impurity retention to 
reproduce the measured impurity radiation near targets. The 
arrest of the carbon catastrophe by strong gas puffing and the 
subsequent low carbon ingress, despite the outer SOL strike 
zone temperature remaining above 2000°C, provides fur­
ther experimental support for impurity retention by plasma 
flows [14]. 
p." ■ *:2n 
This analysis does not include the contribution of the 
local high recycling region near the target, which, at high 
density and low temperature, leads to effective impurity 
control, reduced erosion and extended lifetime of the target 
plates. 
Detailed Modelling of Impurity Retention 
Impurity control in the flux surface geometries of present 
JET X­point and future JET pumped divertor configurations 
has been studied in more detail [2­4] using the 1 ­ /2D model 
(EDGE 1D) of the scrape­off layer (SOL) plasma [4]. The 
model is based on the plasma model [5] of the 2­D boundary 
The Pumped Divertor Configuration 
For the "slim" plasma in the pumped divertor configuration 
and a total input power of 40MW (shared equally between 
the ions and electrons and input uniformly along the separatrix 
into the SOL), calculated profiles of the deuterium and total 
impurity densities, the ion and electron temperatures, and the 
principal forces acting on the impurity ions are shown in 
Fig. 195 as functions of the distance along the magnetic field 
from the outside target. A fraction, fR of the target flux is 
extracted and reinjected uniformly along the separatrix from 
the main plasma into the SOL. Impurity retention is seen to 
be poor for fR=0 (Case (a)) and good for fR= 10% (Case (b)). 
The relatively low level of external recirculation makes a 
major change in the retention. The ion temperature in the 
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SOL is higher than the electron temperature, in agreement 
with experimental observations in JET. The temperatures 
near the target plates are in the 10­20eV range at higher edge 
densities and correspondingly larger hydrogen fluxes to the 
targets. The force balance shows that for f = 0, the inte­
grated friction force is insufficient to retain impurities, 
which accumulate near the point of maximum temperature 
until the impurity pressure gradient force balances the ion 
thermal force. For fR = 0.1, the external recirculation extends 
the range of the friction force sufficiently to enable the 
integrated value to exceed that of the thermal force, and 
impurities are effectively retained in the divertor region. 
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Fig. 195: Behaviour of various plasma parameters versus s./οί­
α case of poor impurity retention (left) and good impurity 
retention (right). fR is the fraction of target flux which is 
externally recirculated. 
Fig. 196 summarises the results of an extensive series of 
calculations in which the SOL density, nh, and the ion heat 
flow. P; were varied. The fraction, fR, of the target flux, Γ, 
which must be externally recirculated in order to retain 90% 
of the impurities in the divertor region is plotted against nb 
for P¡=20, 10 and 5MW. At high densities (nb>102()m ~3, 
corresponding to divertor target densities approaching 
10" m " ), Γ, is very large, friction with "natural recycling" is 
sufficient to retain target produced impurities and ί^=0. At 
moderate and low densities (nb<10~ m ' , corresponding to 
divertor target densities ­10" m"" ), Γ, decreases, the "natu­
ral recycling" flux is insufficient and an increasingly large 
flow fraction, fR must be recirculated externally. The plasma 
flow needed for adequate impurity retention is relatively 
independent of density for low and medium nb, is fairly large 
(typically ~2x 10"' s" near the X­point) and is probably not 
compatible with achievable steady state pumping rates. The 
situation improves somewhat at lower power levels, with 
lower values of fR being required for a given nb. 
Operation with clean plasmas is likely, therefore, only at 
high densities. Furthermore, the concept could be devel­
oped towards even higher density and lower temperature 
(eg. a cold radiating plasma or gas target). This would have 
to be proven further before incorporation into a Next Step 
tokamak. 
Evolution of engineering aspects 
Although basic designs and engineering principles are simi­
lar to the 1989 design, significant changes have occurred in 
certain areas, principally the magnetic configuration and the 
divertor coils, the design of target plates and certain features 
of ICRF antennae and limiters. 
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Fig.l9(>: The external recirculation fraction required for 90% 
retention versus SOL density, for two values of ion power flow 
in the SOL. Fig. 197: Details of four divertor coil arrangement: 
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The main modification was the move to a four divertor 
coils configuration (Fig. 197). The initial motivation for this 
change was the need to increase the connection length 
(length of field lines) between the X-point region and the 
target plates in order to provide better impurity confinement. 
The new multicoil configuration has proven to be much 
more flexible and versatile than the original single coil 
design, and will allow investigation of a range of plasma and 
divertor configurations. The range of configurations is 
illustrated by the two typical cases, the so called, fat and slim 
plasmas (Figs. 198 and 199). This much needed experimen-
tal flexibility fully warrants and justifies the design change. 
Details of the magnetic configuration are given in the 
following section. 
The new layout of target plates features three target 
elements in a U-configuration to accommodate the new 
plasma and divertor contours. Installation of the target 
plates will proceed in two steps. During 1993, Step 1 will use 
solid radiatively cooled beryllium blocks as target plates. In 
1994, Step 2 will use water cooled beryllium clad hyper-
vapotrons. This approach was motivated by the desire to 
start pumped divertor operation with a robust and simple 
design. The development of beryllium clad hypervapotrons 
has also proven to be more difficult than anticipated and 
additional time was required for the full qualification of 
manufacturing processes. Details are given in the following 
section. 
One difficulty of the ICRF antennae design was the large 
force generated by eddy currents flowing in the antennae 
structure during plasma disruptions. To minimise these 
currents, the antennae structures and conductors use thin 
metal sheets and stiffness is provided by corrugations on 
double walls. Resistive elements offering high resistance to 
eddy currents but low resistance to RF currents have also 
been incorporated. 
The "slim" plasma configuration requires that the ICRF 
antennae should be moved radially and tilted to match the 
plasma profile and achieve good RF coupling. The new 
design features spacer blocks for the antenna support struc-
tures and extension pieces for the RF conductors which 
allow this radial displacement. The toroidal layout of the 
antennae has also been modified to allow neutral injection in 
all possible plasma configurations. 
Nevertheless, in the divertor configuration, a limiter is 
required for plasma start-up and also as a protection for the 
ICRF antennae. The initial design used two fixed belt 
limiters located above and below the antennae. In the new 
configuration, the wide range of plasma shapes makes it 
impossible to use belt limiters which are at a fixed radial 
location. The new limiter design comprises six discrete 
poloidal limiters which extend from the top to the bottom 
saddle coils. These limiters will carry beryllium or graphite 
tiles and can be adjusted radially and tilted to provide 
adequate protection for the ICRF antennae. 
The Magnetic Configuration 
The original magnetic configuration with a single divertor 
coil at the bottom of the vacuum vessel had to be abandoned 
because it resulted in connection lengths between the X-
point and the target plates of only ~3m. Such a short distance 
did not give sufficient safety margin and, indeed, entailed a 
considerable risk that impurities would not be adequately 
confined in the X-point region. Moreover, the original 
configuration also lacked flexibility and basically allowed 
only one type of plasma divertor configuration. In view of 
the exploratory nature of the JET pumped divertor experi-
ment it was undesirable to restrict the experiments to a very 
narrow band of plasma types. 
The new four-coil configuration, although more difficult 
to build, provides flexibility and versatility that is essential 
for the type of experiment which is planned during the 
divertor operation. The configuration features four coils and 
it should be noted that contrary to conventional divertor 
systems, all four coils carry currents in the same direction. 
The two bottom central coils produce the X-point and have 
been lowered and flattened as much as possible to maximise 
the vessel volume available to the plasma. Two coils are 
used instead of one to facilitate sweeping and provide better 
access to the X-point region for gas injection. 
The two side coils allow a reduction of poloidal magnetic 
field in the region between the X-point and the target plates, 
thus changing the pitch of the field lines and consequently 
increasing the connection length. These side coils also 
contribute to sweeping the field lines. 
Since all four coils will have independent power supplies, 
great operational flexibility can be achieved. Figs. 198 and 
199 illustrate the range of configurations from the so called 
"fat" to the "slim" plasmas, as follows: 
• A "fat" plasma can be made using only the central 
bottom coils. This has a large volume, moderate 
elongation but short connection lengths; 
• A "slim" plasma can be produced by adding currents 
in the side coils. Longer connection lengths are 
achieved at the expense of a smaller plasma volume. 
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In addition, the elongation is larger and the vertical 
stability margin is reduced. 
Typical plasma parameters for these two typical configu­
rations are given in Table XV. Intermediate configuration 
between these two extreme cases can also be obtained. It can 
be seen that there is a possibility to study the effect of the 
connection length on the confinement of impurities and 
select the optimum configuration. Moreover, the side coils 
allow the connection lengths to be adjusted independently of 
the plasma current, and separately on the inboard and 
outboard sides of the X­point. 
The strike zone of the separatrix and scrape­off layer can 
be swept across the target plates to reduce the power 
deposition profile to an acceptable time averaged value. 
This sweeping action is easily achieved by shifting radially 
the centre of gravity of the divertor coil currents, while 
keeping the total current about constant. In the "fat" 
configuration, only the two central coils are used and the 
strike zone is swept 20 cm radially. In the "slim" configu­
ration the side coils contribute to sweeping and also control 
the connection length at about 7m while the strike is swept 
zone 20 cm radially. 
Table XV 
Reference Plasma Parameters for the Divertor 
Description 
Plasma current (MA) 
Plasma volume (m ) 
Connection length (m) 
Safety factor q95 
Growth rate ψ (s" ) 
Sum of divertor currents (MAt) 
"fat" 
6 
93 
3 
2.3 
270 
0.74 
"slim" 
6 
78 
7 
2.1 
800 
1.8 
Target Plates 
The layout of target plates has been modified to take into 
account the new magnetic configuration. The target plates 
are made up of three parts (see Fig.200). Horizontal plates 
at the bottom intersect the heat flux conducted along field 
lines. Therefore, these bottom plates are subjected to a 
severe power deposition. Vertical plates on either sides 
intersect the power radiated from the divertor plasma, and 
receive only a modest heat load. The horizontal and vertical 
plates are split into 384 radial elements grouped into 48 
modules of eicht elements each. 
Fig.198: Configuration with so­called 'fat' plasma: 
Fig. 199: Configuration with so­called 'slim' plasma: 
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F i ¡>.200: Layout of target plates: 
If it is assumed that the full plasma power of 40 MW is 
conducted to the target plates. In other words, the radiation 
in the main and divertor plasmas is negligible. Then, the 
peak power density on the bottom target plates would reach 
60MW/m2 with stationary field lines. Since such a power 
density is unacceptably high even for the most advanced 
heat sinks, sweeping the field lines is mandatory. A 20 cm 
wide radial sweep reduces the time averaged power density 
to 10-12MW/rrT. which can be accommodated by 
hypervapotrons of the type used on the JET neutral beam 
systems. In contrast to the bottom elements, the side 
elements receive only modest radiative heat load from the 
divertor plasma. Assuming that all 40 MW are radiated in 
the divertor plasma, then the power density on the side 
2 
elements should not exceed 3MW/m . 
The surface of the hypervapotrons facing the plasma 
must be clad with a low Z-material. The choice of beryllium 
is natural in view of the results achieved on JET, although it 
is recognised that beryllium impurities generated in the 
divertor plasma will radiate only a negligible fraction of the 
incident power. However, the choice of material other than 
beryllium would entail the risk of impurities migrating back 
to the plasma and jeopardising the benefits of a beryllium 
first wall. 
The most critical aspect of the development of the target 
plates is the bonding process between the 2-3mm thick 
beryllium layer and the copper-chromium alloy of the 
hypervapotron. This development proved to be more diffi-
cult than anticipated and there was a general concern about 
the long term reliability of a large number of beryllium clad 
elements subjected to severe heat cycles. Therefore, a more 
cautious approach involving two steps in the development of 
the target plates was decided. 
In the first step, solid beryllium blocks about 40mm thick 
will be used as target plates. These blocks will be radiatively 
cooled by means of a water-cooled stainless steel structure. 
The mechanical arrangement similar to the one used for the 
belt limiter allows easy replacement of individual blocks 
without having to remove any water-cooled structure. The 
energy handling capability of these blocks is limited and 
restricts the power and pulse duration. However, the ar-
rangement is robust, does not rely on any development and 
should guarantee trouble free operation during the initial 
phase of divertor work during which much of the explora-
tory research will be carried out at reduced power and pulse 
duration. 
In the second step, beryllium clad hypervapotrons will be 
used for the bottom elements, while solid beryllium blocks 
will be retained for the side elements. Therefore, the 
beryllium clad hypervapotrons will be required only by the 
end of 1993. This will allow time for the full development 
of the beryllium/copper bonding process and of a pre-
assembly testing method for the finished elements. 
Mechanical Design of Target Plates 
The forces acting on the target plates are due to eddy currents 
and "halo" poloidal currents. These currents can flow in the 
target plates during plasma disruptions and vertical instabili-
ties. Eddy currents have been carefully minimised by 
providing electrical paths which are as axisymmetric as 
possible, thus avoiding the circulation of currents in a 
direction perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field. Halo 
currents flowing along target plate elements may be mini-
mised by providing short circuiting parallel paths to the 
vacuum vessel at each extremity of the elements. However, 
the design assumes conservatively that halo currents up to 
about 7 kA can circulate in each of the 384 target elements. 
This results in forces of about 2 tonnes per metre on each 
element. The forces are expected to push the elements away 
from the plasma but again the design assumes conserva-
tively that these forces can act in either direction. This 
conservative approach is dictated by the lack of detailed 
knowledge on "halo" currents. 
The mechanical arrangements for the two versions of the 
target plates must be the same to allow an easy replacement 
when the second version is ready. In both cases rigid 
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stainless steel beams provide mechanical supports. In the 
first version, the beams are water cooled and acts as a 
radiator as well as a structure. In the second version, the 
beams are only a mechanical support. 
The bottom target elements are firmly clamped to the 
bottom divertor coils. The top ends of the side elements are 
firmly clamped to the side divertor coils. Thermal expansion 
of the elements, and relative displacements between ele­
ments and divertor coils are made possible by hinges and 
elongated holes which allow sliding. The replacement of a 
module will involve the removal of a small number of well 
accessible bolts and the cutting of the inlet and outlet water 
pipes to the module manifold. 
Design and Evaluation of Target Plates: 
Mark I (Solid Beryllium Blocks) 
In the first step, solid beryllium blocks approximately 50 
mm thick will be installed in all three parts of the target 
plates, horizontally as well as vertically. These solid blocks 
are held in place by a water­cooled stainless­steel structure, 
which at the same time absorbs heat from the irradiated 
blocks. The method of heat removal is blackbody radiation 
between beryllium and steel parts; tests will be made to 
assess the degree of thermal contact that is intrinsic to this 
design. Individual blocks approximately 80 mm long, held 
in pairs in a manner similar to that used on the JET belt 
limiters, will be positively located so that plasma strikes a 
well­defined smooth surface. The energy handling capabil­
ity of this design is limited due to the lack of active cooling 
of the tiles. However, using realistic figures for emissivity 
of blackened beryllium and steel, it has been calculated that 
a pulse of up to 5s with 20 MW uniformly conducted to the 
blocks could be sustained once every 45 minutes. During 
such a pulse, the tiles would undergo a temperature excur­
sion from 4(X)°C (standby) to peak values < 900°C. Prelimi­
nary thenno­mechanical analyses indicate that, provided the 
plasma facing surface of the blocks is castellated to 18 χ 18 
mm square and to a depth of 10­15 mm, the solid beryllium 
tiles could sustain 5s of half­power operation or Is of full 
Table XVI 
Brazed Joint Tensile Strengths ­ N/mm2 
Braze 
Temperature 
250 C 350°C 450°C 
BAg­18 
Incusil ABA 
90­165 
200 
75­165 
203 
40­140 
180 
power illumination with a localised plastic thermal strain of 
< 1% in the bulk of the material. Testing is necessary and is 
planned forearly 1991 to assess the fatigue life of this design 
under repeated, cycling. 
ße Brazing Development for Target Plates: 
Mark 2 (Qad Hypervapotrons) 
In 1984, an initial development contract studied the brazing 
of beryllium (Be) onto copper­chrome­zirconium (CuCrZr) 
substrates. The study resulted in a recommended brazing 
procedure of B Ag­18 braze at 650°C for 30 minutes. This 
temperature lies below the braze liquidus temperature (723°C) 
to minimise adverse effects on the precipitation hardening of 
the CuCrZrand the growth of brittle inter­metallics between 
Cu and Be. During 1990, this study was extended to assess 
(a) the effect of pressure on the joint during brazing; (b) 
higher brazing temperature up to 690°C; and, (c) silver 
sputter coating of the CuCrZr but no consistent improve­
ment was achieved. The tensile strengths of the joint were 
measured at elevated temperatures and the results are sum­
marised in Table XVI where the wide scatter in results can 
be seen. 
Following discussion with one of the suppliers of brazing 
materials, an active braze Incusil ABA (Ag­Cu­In­Ti) was 
tried with the results also shown in Table XVI. These look 
very promising and a second set of prototype target plates is 
being manufactured using this braze. 
To assess the performance of the braze under operational 
conditions using a dedicated Neutral Injection Test Beamline, 
two prototype Target Plates were prepared with four differ­
ent designs of Be tiles brazed on to the surface using BAg­
18. These designs consisted of both plain and segmented 
tiles, which were slit both partially and fully through to the 
substrate in order to reduce thermal stress. The results of 
these tests were as follows: 
• One section of a tile lost the thermal contact to the 
cooled base plate at a power density of­ 10 MW m " 
and subsequently melted at higher power densities. It 
is assumed that a fault in the braze initiated this local 
failure. 
• The brazed joints of all the other tiles remained intact 
until the power density during the beam­on period 
reached 16 MW m~~. Fig.201 shows a photograph of 
the tiles after the test programme. The faults are 
marked in the sequence of their occurrence. All faults, 
with the exception of the first one, occurred at exactly 
the same power level. 
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Fig.201 Tiles after lest programme; 
Explosive bonding of Beryllium to CuCrZr is being 
investigated as a possible alternative to brazing. The results 
of the first test of this process are being analysed and appear 
to be sufficiently promising to warrant continued develop-
ment. 
Pumped Divertor Cryopump 
An integral part of the pumped divertor is a large 
cryocondensation pump with a nominal pumping speed of 
5x10'is" . The pump shown schematically in Fig.202 
extends over the full toroidal length of the outermost di vertor 
coil which also acts as the mechanical support. The design 
is somewhat conventional utilizing a liquid nitrogen cooled 
chevron baffle to protect the liquid helium condensing 
surface, which consists of corrugated stainless steel pipes, 
from high temperature gas molecules and thermal radiation. 
A water cooled chevron baffle ensures that the liquid nitro-
gen chevron is protected from direct line of sight to the high 
temperature of the JET vacuum vessel. The design is 
compatible with the extreme conditions of up to 10 " particles 
per second and, in the D-T phase, a neutron flux of 10 
ns ' fora 10s pulse. The manufacturing contracts have been 
placed with European industry and provision of the 
cryosupplies is underway. 
The larger tiles, which can be seen in Fig.201, were 
exposed to a slightly lower power density and were not 
detached during the first test. However, in a second test, 
these tiles also started to detach at exactly the same power 
density as the other tiles. So far, there is no indication of 
fatigue failure and no apparent influence from the tile size. 
This is a somewhat surprising result in view of the large 
scatter in the measured strength of the brazed joint and the 
computations of thermal stress in the tiles which predict 
failure of the larger tiles before that of the segmented 
versions. Micrographs of the joint which were obtained after 
the tests show that contrary to original expectations the 
failures appear to be due to failure at the Beryllium-braze 
interface and/or an intermetallic layer close to this interface 
and do not occur at the braze-CuCrZr interface. It should be 
noted that the temperature of the brazed joint was ~ 370°C 
when the tiles detached. This corresponds to the upper limit 
of the expected operating temperature in the divertor and 
shows that the present braze is almost capable of withstand-
ing the expected power density but the safety margin must 
be extended considerably. 
Chevron Corrugated He pipe 
He support rod 
Support 
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i l clamp 
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Water 
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Back panel cooled baffle 
Fig.202: Divertor cryopump. 
Coils 
The arrangement of the coils in the vacuum vessel is shown 
in Fig. 197. 
Technical Design 
The required coil currents (ampere-turns) are determined by 
plasma equilibria but the coils also have to withstand forces 
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Table XVII 
Coil Currents, Forces and Technical Data 
Coil number 
Max. current in equilibrium (MAt) 
Max. force in 
equilibrium (tonnes) 
Max. force in vertical 
instability (tonnes) 
Rad. 
Vert. 
Rad. 
Vert. 
Number of turns 
Mean radius (m) 
Weight of copper (tonnes) 
1 
0.34 
220 
-10 
300 
-100 
16 
2.1 
3.1 
2 
0.56 
160 
110 
170 
140 
15 
2.5 
3.4 
3 
0.56 
-300 
260 
-330 
320 
15 
2.85 
3.9 
4 
0.65 
-870 
290 
-980 
350 
21 
3.4 
6.4 
due to the vertical instabilities occur with loss of plasma 
current. Forces and currents for equilibria and instabilities 
were calculated using the PROTEUS code to give the 
parameters in Table XVII. 
The coils will be mounted inside the vacuum vessel, 
which will be at 350°C during operation. Therefore, they 
will be enclosed in vacuum tight inconel cases and will be 
cooled continuously. The coils are of conventional con-
struction (water cooled copper, epoxy glass insulation) and 
are supported from the vacuum vessel by links, which are 
hinged to allow vacuum vessel movements. The links are 
connected to the coil by clamps and to the vacuum vessel by 
welded blocks. The coil watercooling system will recirculate 
warm water through the coil to avoid thermal stress prob-
lems. 
Calculations based on the forces given in Table XVII give 
a maximum von Mises stress in the coil copper of about 40 
MPa. The large inward force on Coil No.4 caused a 
tendency to elastic instability. This possibility was pre-
vented by increasing the coil cross-section. The maximum 
net force transmitted to the vacuum vessel by the coils is 
about 1000 tonnes. 
Manufacture Method 
Final assembly of coils will take place in the vacuum vessel. 
The two basic manufacturing methods are: 
• winding the coil in the vacuum vessel using a tempo-
rary winding table; or, 
• pre-forming the conductor sections into half or third 
turns at the factory and brazing the conductors to-
gether in the vacuum vessel. 
Both methods are feasible but the second has been chosen 
in conjunction with the coil manufacturer. In this method the 
sequence of operations is: 
• bend the conductors to the correct radius to make half 
or third turns; 
• assemble into a coil in the factory to check dimensions 
and fit; 
• disassemble and apply dry glass and Kapton insula-
tion to conductors; 
• deliver coil components and tools to the JET site; 
• assembly winding table and install other tools in the 
vacuum vessel; 
• assemble conductors on winding table in the vacuum 
vessel, and braze together to form coil, insulate joints 
after brazing; 
• apply dry glass tape and Kapton ground insulation to 
assembled coil; 
• assembly coil in coil case and weld two halves of case 
together; 
• evacuate case, vacuum impregnate coil with epoxy 
resin and heat to cure; 
• lowercoil to final position at bottom of vacuum vessel. 
Progress of Contract 
The Manufacturing Contract was placed in August 1990, 
design and documentation is almost complete and the main 
materials have been ordered. The coil parts will be ready for 
delivery to JET in early 1992 and in-vessel assembly is 
expected to take about four months. 
Forces Acting on the Vacuum Vessel 
The vertical forces acting on the four divertor coils will be 
transmitted to the vacuum vessel through 32 supports lo-
cated at the octant rigid sectors: hinged connections allow, 
relative radial displacement between the coil system and the 
vessel during bake-out. 
A total vertical load of 650 tonnes is expected for the 
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Table XVIII 
Max. Vertical Forces on the Vessel (tonnes) 
(Effect of local "halo" currents not included) 
Inner Coil (Left) 
Central Coil (Left) 
Central Coil (Right) 
Outer Coil (Right) 
Eddy Currents in the vessel 
Net force on the vessel 
Static configuration 
"Slim" 
-10 
110 
260 
290 
-
650 
"Fat" 
-
70 
125 
-
-
195 
Disruption/Vert 
Instability Upw. 
"Slim" 
-100 
60 
180 
120 
700 
960 
Disruption/Vert 
Instability Dwn. 
"Slim" "Fat" 
10 
140 
320 
350 
-340 
480 
-20 
100 
150 
-160 
-250 
-180 
design magnetic configuration at 6 MA, as shown in Table 
XVIII. This force will produce the reactions and stresses in 
the vessel, as follows: 
• Reaction at octant joint sector = 11 tonnes 
• Reaction at limiter sector = 30 tonnes 
• Maximum stress (at the bottom wall) =180 MPa 
During plasma disruptions and vertical instabilities, forces 
due to eddy current, induced in the vacuum vessel will act 
together with the forces transmitted through the divertor 
coils. Different cases have been simulated with the 
PROTEUS code for "fat" and "slim" plasmas: the worst 
load condition corresponds to an upward vertical instability, 
when the vessel should withstand a net vertical force of 
about 1000 tonnes (Table XVIII), with 700 tonnes due to 
toroidal eddy currents. 
The effect of local poloidal ("halo") currents during a 
vertical instability should also be taken into account. Esti-
mates show that a total current up to 1 MA can flow in the 
first wall components when the plasma approaches the 
vessel wall. Up to 300 tonnes of additional load can be 
transmitted to the vessel, but the timescale and the distribu-
tion of such a force is not yet clear. Further investigations 
will be carried out and experimental measurements will be 
attempted. 
The disruption loads on the vessel can produce up to 10 
mm displacement of the main vertical port even after the 
introduction of the new damper system and reduction in 
weight of the attached diagnostic systems. A maximum 
plastic strain of 0.5% has been estimated from a dynamical 
analysis of the port, which corresponds to a life of 1000 
cycles as shown by fatigue tests performed on the vessel 
material. It has been estimated that five years of operation 
should produce up to 20% of total fatigue damage at the port 
base, which represents a good safety margin for the vessel 
performance. 
Divertor Power Supplies 
The magnetic configuration (X-point) for the new pumped 
divertor will be achieved by circulation of DC currents in 
four discrete coils to be installed inside the vacuum vessel. 
The accurate control of the magnetic configuration (X-point 
position) and the sweeping requirements will be achieved by 
supplying the divertor coils from individual thyristor con-
trolled power supplies (PDFA). Following the mechanical 
design of the coils, the electrical characteristics were deter-
mined. Computer simulations were set-up to determine: 
• the voltage/current range of the power supplies under 
normal operation, in various configurations; 
• the voltage/currents induced in the power supplies 
during the plasma vertical instabilities and disrup-
tions. 
A basic configuration and rating of the power supplies, 
including the control and protection system was derived, 
which formed the basis of a reference design (Table XIX). 
A technical specification for the complete Poloidal Divertor 
Field Amplifier system, including the reference design, was 
written and a Call for Tender was issued in November 1990. 
Plasma Control 
Various simulations have been carried out with the PROTEUS 
code. These include scenarios for the plasma build-up, for 
sweeping the divertor strike zone across the target plates, 
and simulations of vertical instabilities and disruptions. 
These studies are performed to assess voltage and current 
requirements for the di vertor and shaping coils, forces on the 
divertor elements and at the vessel arising from eddy cur-
rents, and to provide basic information on the magnetic 
configurations needed for the assessment of heat loads and 
divertor performance. 
The requirements for the vertical stabilisation were of 
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Table XIX 
PDFA: Technical Data 
Nominal pulsed current 
repeated every 10 mins 
1 t of Nominal Current Pulse 
Nominal Continuous Current 
Maximum positive output voltage at nominal 
pulsed current and minimum supply 
voltage (28kV rms) 
Maximum negative output voltage at nominal 
pulsed current and minimum supply 
voltage (28kV rms) 
Maximum value of the peak instantaneous 
short circuit current at the output 
(connection point) 
40kA for 15 s, with linear rise and decay, 
32x l0 9 A 2 s 
8 k A D C 
+ 500 VDC 
[ + 6 5 0 VDC (option No. 1)] 
­200 VDC 
[­250 VDC (option No. 1)] 
l65kA 
particular interest. The simulations indicate that the ex­
pected growth rate of a vertical instability can be as high as 
8(X)s­l for a "slim" plasma configuration (see Table XV). It 
has been concluded that this plasma can be stabilised with 
the external radial field coil and the new fast radial field 
amplifier. There was some concern that deviations from the 
assumed plasma parameters such as the current profile of the 
stabilisation system and could even cause an MHD instabil­
ity within an Alfven time. Further studies which include a 
better modelling of the mechanical shell are foreseen to 
establish more firmly the limits of vertical stabilisation 
system, as it is presently conceived. 
Another matter of concern are the "halo" currents which 
are expected to flow across various components inside the 
vessel as a consequence of disruption and vertical instabili­
ties. Preliminary estimates have been made of the magni­
tude of these currents and some studies were performed on 
the likely distribution of the currents and on the resulting 
forces on components. It is considered to incorporate a 
model of the "halo" currents in the PROTEUS code in order 
to improve the design basis for supports for in­vessel ele­
ments. 
Fast Radial Field Amplifiers 
Although a more powerful and faster plasma vertical control 
system was a requirement of the present elongated magnetic 
configurations such an amplifier is essential to establish and 
control the plasma magnetic configuration in the divertor 
operating mode. A modular system has been conceived, 
based on an Η­bridge in which each arm consists of two Gate 
Turn Off (GTO) Thyristors, connected in parallel. 
Each Module has the ratings: Voltage ­ 2.5kV; Current ­
2.5kA; Rise Time ­ 0.5ms. The Fast Radial Field Amplifier 
(FRFA) will consist of two identical units each supplied by 
a circuit breaker. The two units will be connected in series 
so that each can be by­passed by a bipolar thyristor; each unit 
is made up of two modules that can be connected either in 
series or in parallel. 
The main elements of the Fast Radial Field Amplifier are: 
A rectifier transformer with two secondaries reduces the 
voltage from 36kV to approximately lkV, to supply two 
Thyristor Converter Units; filters are foreseen in front of 
each Module, which is a DC­AC power converter, capable 
of four quadrant operation (invertor). 
Following the tender procedure in March­April 1990, the 
JET­Executive Committee (EC) approved the contract to a 
limit of 2 MECU and established a panel of experts to review 
the design before full contract approval. The panel fully 
supported the JET design and the JET­EC subsequently 
released the funds for the full contract. 
ICRF Antennae Development 
The ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) antennae 
require close proximity to the plasma to achieve adequate 
coupling. With decreasing coupling, the voltage required to 
couple the full generator power is increased beyond that 
sustainable by the antennae. In the pump divertor phase, 
both the 'flat' and 'slim' plasmas would be too far from the 
existing (Al) antennae to couple significant power. How­
ever, the much increased clearance available between the 
plasma and the wall allows the design of new antennae with 
improved coupling. A new set of antennae (to so­called A2 
antennae) optimised to the new plasma configuration is 
therefore being produced. Initially, these will be set­up to 
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match the 'fat" plasma: operation with the slim plasma will 
require the antenna to be moved to a new position in the torus 
(requiring hands-on intervention in the torus). 
Thermal Analysis 
The duty cycle for design of the A2 antennae is 20 second 
pulse duration at 20 minutes intervals. With improved 
coupling, a reduced peak design voltage of 40kV is used. A 
screen design similar to the open structure of the A1 beryl-
lium screen, and which also uses solid beryllium elements, 
gives very low RF losses in the elements. These factors 
enable the antenna to be designed without active cooling. 
Only radiation cooling is used, much simplifying the design 
and increasing reliability. With the high temperature of 
operation, nickel coating will be used instead of silver, the 
increase in RF losses being balanced by the increased 
emissivity of nickel. 
Mechanical Design 
The dominant factor in the mechanical design is the minimi-
sation of the loads following a disruption. With the antenna 
projecting up to 0.7m from the torus wall, it is very exposed 
to changes in magnetic field, particularly radial flux changes 
during vertical disruptions. Furthermore, the pumped di vertor 
configuration is anticipated to have a faster vertical move-
ment at the onset of a disruption. These factors combine to 
produce forces not readily supported by the torus unless 
careful precautions are taken. The A2 antennae rely heavily 
on the use of the thinnest feasible material for fabrication of 
the antenna, much of this is only 0.8mm thick. Differential 
expansion and flexing of the torus then require a highly 
convoluted design to avoid stress concentrations. The 
resultant antenna (Fig.203) is a flexible structure which 
relies on connections to the torus by many articulated rods 
for mechanical support. 
The antennae also relies on the use of resistors in series 
with each pair of screen elements to limit eddy currents. 
These resistors, which must approximate to a short-circuit to 
the RFcurrents, are manufactured by nickel plating metallised 
ceramics. Prototype units are currently under test. Graphite 
tiles will be used to protect all sides of the antenna from the 
plasma. These will be mounted 15mm behind the poloidal 
limiters. 
RF Design 
The A2 antenna incorporates a septum between the two 
central conductors (Fig.204). This decouples the conduc-
Resistor units 
for screen 
elements 
Torus inner wall 
Corrugated 
housing 
Fig.203 A simplified side view of the A2 antenna, showing the 
screen and its resistive attachments to the flexible housing. 
Attachments of the housing to the torus are not shown. 
tors and allows operation with arbitrary phase differences. 
Both the septum and the side walls are slotted to a distance 
~ 100mm from the plasma to minimise induced currents on 
these items, which also degrade the k„ spectrum. The positions 
of the antenna in the torus will be rearranged to give two 
groups of four adjacent antennae, which also improves the 
spectrum. 
A full scale simplified model of the antenna has been 
constructed for low power RF tests which are presently 
nearing completion. These tests are used to define the 
optimum shape of the central conductors; as the antennae are 
no longer symmetrical top to bottom or left to right, this 
model is proving particularly beneficial forthis optimisation. 
The main limitations on the voltage of the existing Al 
antennae have been breakdown of the conical ceramic where 
the vacuum transmission line enters the torus. This ceramic 
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is being removed from the A2 lines, which will now be all 
metal coaxial lines from the RF window to the antennae. The 
mechanical support of the lines is now made by a cylindrical 
ceramic inside the antennae housing. These changes are 
accomplished by modifying the existing hardware, which is 
largely re-used. 
A full scale model of one quadrant of the antenna has been 
constructed (Fig.205), and is presently being prepared for 
high power RF testing under vacuum. This model includes 
all critical features of the antenna and can be tested in open 
and short-circuit configurations to fully evaluate the design. 
These tests wiUcommence shortly and are a critical element 
in the programme for completion of the prototype antenna 
by the end of 1991. 
L H C D Launcher Developments 
The LHCD launcher must be located close to the plasma to 
achieve good matching. The pumped divertor plasma 
presents two problems in this respect. The grill mouth must 
be re-shaped to suit either the large or small plasmas, and the 
launcher structure must be modified to enable the launcher 
to be moved sufficiently into the torus. 
The LI launcher is being modified to suit the larger 
pumped divertor plasma, and will now be installed for the 
first time in the pumped divertor phase. The launcher will 
not couple to the 'slim' plasma; an alternative approach to 
the construction of the launcher is being explored for the 
slim plasma campaign. 
The revised LI launcher will re-use from the existing 
launcher the side protection, disruption supports and hang-
ers for allowing movement of the launcher. Some modifi-
cation of these items is required to support the additional 
disruption loads in the new configuration. With the reduced 
duty cycle, no active cooling is being incorporated apart 
from the RF window, as in the existing launcher. Some 
minor external machining of the LI multijunctions is re-
quired, together with detailed changes in the connection of 
these to the incoming waveguides. The alternative ap-
proach, for which a feasibility study is presently underway, 
utilises quasi-optical transmission between the 48 input 
waveguides and the 384 reduced section output waveguides. 
This would enable matching to the small plasma by the 
rebuilding of a much simplified waveguide mouth. 
Diagnostics 
Definition of plasma diagnostics for the divertor. and engi-
neerinii desimi and integration into the divertor have contin-
Resistor unit for 
screen elements 
Central 
conductor 
Beryllium 
elements 
Septum 
Transmission 
ne and 
support 
ceramic 
Fig.204 A horizontal cross-section through an A2 antenna at 
the level of a transmission line connection. The slotted septum 
and sidewalls. the screen resistors and the ceramic support 
inside the antenna are important changes compared to the A! 
antennae. 
Fig.205 The full scale model of one quadrant of the A2 antenna 
to be used for high power RF tests. 
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Table XX 
Diagnostics for the New Phase of JET 
System 
KB2X 
KB3D 
KC1D 
KD1D 
KE4 
KE5 
KE7 
KE9D 
KF1 
KG5X 
KG6D 
KG7D 
KJ3 
KJ4 
KK4D 
KL3 
KM2 
KM5 
KS6 
KS7 
KT3X 
KT5D 
KT6D 
KT7D 
KY4D 
KY5D 
Ka1 
Diagnost ic 
X­point bolometer 
Divertor bolometer 
Magnetic diagnostic for divertor 
Calorimetry for divertor 
Fast ion and alpha­particle diagnostic 
q­profile Thomson scattering 
Lidar Thomson scattering 
Lidar Thomson scattering 
High energy neutral particle analyser 
X­point reflectometer 
Microwave interferometer 
Microwave reflectometer 
Compact soft X­ray cameras 
Compact soft X­ray camera 
Electron cyclotron absorption 
Surface temperature 
14MeV neutron spectrometer 
14MeV time­of­flight neutron spectrometer 
Bragg rotor X­ray spectrometer 
Poloidal rotation 
X­point target spectroscopy 
Toroidal view 
Periscopes 
VUV and XUV spectroscopy 
Fixed Langmuir probes for divertor 
Fast pressure gauges for divertor 
Escaping alpha­particle detector 
Purpose 
Time and space radiated power from X­point region 
Time and space resolved radiated power from divertor 
region 
Identification of flux surface geometry 
Poloidal temperature distribution on target 
Space and time resolved velocity distribution 
Measurement of q­profile 
Higher spatial resolution, ne and Te in plasma edge 
Te and ng profile in divertor region 
Ion energy distribution up to 3.5MeV 
Peak ne in X­point 
/neds in divertor region 
Peak ne in divertor region 
MHD instabilities, plasma shape 
Toroidal mode number determination 
ne Te profile in divertor region 
Surface temperature of target tiles 
Neutron spectra in D­T discharges, ¡on temperatures 
and energy distributions 
Monitor of low and medium Ζ impurity radiation 
Multichannel spectroscopic measurement of poloidal 
rotation 
Impurity and Η spectra spatially resolved 
Flow velocity 
Impurity density in divertor 
Impurity survey in the divertor region 
Plasma parameters at target 
Neutral particle fluxes on target 
D­T alpha­particle confinement 
Association 
JET and IPP 
Garching 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
Purchased from 
I off e Leningrad 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
UKAEA Harwell 
SERC 
Gothenberg 
UKAEA Culham 
UKAEA Culham 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
JET 
Status 
Commissioning 
Design 
Design 
Design 
Under 
construction 
Under 
development 
Design 
Design 
Under 
construction 
Under 
development 
Design 
Design 
Design 
Design 
Design 
Commissioning 
Under 
construction 
Awaiting 
installation 
Design 
Design 
In preparation 
Design 
Design 
Design 
Design 
Design 
Design 
ued during the year. Detailed engineering is underway for 
the diagnostic systems described below and the present 
status is detailed in Table XX. Magnetic geometry, electron 
density and temperature of the divertor plasma, radiative and 
conductive heat loading of the targets, and dynamics of 
impurity and hydrogen ions in the divertor plasma are the 
main measurement goals. 
Magnetic Geometry and Plasma­Target Interaction 
An important diagnostic task is to measure gradients of 
plasma parameters along the flux tubes in the divertor 
region, since these are manifestations of the active physical 
processes. For this, the magnetic geometry of the plasma 
needs to be determined accurately. This will be carried out 
with a combination of an array of magnetic flux and field 
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probes the divertor region poloidally encircling, and 
Langmuir probes located in the divertor targets. A coarse 
distribution of such combined measurements is sufficient 
since radial sweeping of the X-point and the plasma-target 
impact regions will give intermediate measurements needed 
to compute the spatial details of the target plasma param-
eters. Technical realization of the magnetic diagnostics, 
saddle loops and normal and tangential field coils, will 
follow closely the approach already used in JET. Since 
conventional Langmuir probes are susceptible to destruc-
tion in the divertor environment, new probes able to 'pop-
up' into the plasma for a short exposure, employing jxB 
devices or pressurized bellows assemblies, are under devel-
opment. 
Thermographic observation of the target using CCD 
cameras with infra-red (IR) filters and a 32x32 pixel cooled 
IR array, is in preparation for determination of surface 
temperature. While the IR array gives good sensitivity and 
wide dynamic range with coarse spatial resolution, the CCD 
camera has a small dynamic range, good sensitivity and 
excellent spatial resolution. Absolute calibration depends 
directly on the emissivity of the beryllium surfaces. Since 
the emissivity of beryllium under heat and particle load is an 
uncertain quantity, an in-situ calibration using thermocou-
ples is foreseen. Indeed calorimetry using thermocouples is 
envisaged as the main measurement of heat flux to the 
targets. At two toroidal locations, the inner, outer and centre 
target areas will be probed with fourteen thermocouples. 
The inlet and outlet cooling water temperature for all forty 
eight target modules will be measured, from which time-
averaged toroidal heat load distribution would be deduced. 
Miniaturized tetrode type pressure gauges similar to 
those employed in ASDEX and DIII-D are being developed 
to measure the neutral gas pressure and particle flux at the 
targets, and at the cryopump entrance. The short tubes 
required to couple the target area with the gauges will restrict 
the time resolution to 10ms. Three poloidal arrays are 
planned, 90° and 180° apart toroidally, to monitor 
asymmetries. 
Electron Temperature and Density in 
the Divertor Plasma 
Thomson scattering for the measurement of Te and ne is 
planned using the LIDAR technique. Coupled laser beam 
injection and scattered light receiving optics will be located 
in a main port at the midplane. Local measurements of Tc > 
lOeV and nc>3xl0 m" , with =4cm resolution along the 
laser beam, look feasible, using a 430nm, 1J, 200ps, Nd-
YAG laser. Alternatively, a Ruby laser beam at 694nm 
shared with the existing LIDAR system may be used, in 
which case the resolution becomes 5-6cm. This will enable 
measurements of Te and nc to be made along the field lines 
from the inner target plate region region to well beyond the 
X-point. In addition, the beam can be moved transversely, 
which provides profiles perpendicular to the field lines. 
Three inter-related microwave systems are under consid-
eration for measurements of Te and ne. These would share 
the same waveguides and antennae, and thus measure on the 
same sightlines across the plasma. The three systems are: (i) 
a two-colour interferometer, at = 130GHz and =170GHz, 
giving the line-integrated electron density; (ii) a multiple 
channel fixed frequency reflectometer operating in the fre-
quency range 60-90GHz, to give peak density / j c ; and (iii) 
an electron cyclotron absorption measurement giving a 
profile of neTc. From these three measurements profiles of 
nc and Te along the line-of-sight would be deduced. Such 
combined measurements would be repeated at up to three 
poloidal locations in the divertor region (three outside or two 
outside and one inside), giving information on the variation 
of ne and Te along the separatrix in the poloidal direction. 
Dynamics of Impurity and Hydrogen Ions in the 
Divertor Plasma 
A bolometer array, consisting of 32 detectors in 7 miniature 
cameras with good space and time resolution and large 
dynamic range, based on IPP/Tore Supra development, has 
been designed for determination of plasma radiation emis-
sivity profiles. Tests are in progress of solutions to the main 
technical problems, miniaturization of detector heads an 
associated cabling, and the requirement that the whole 
assembly withstand high temperature baking of JET, with-
out active cooling. A prototype detector has been built and 
tested. 
Preparations for combined visible and VU V spectroscopic 
measurements are underway. Since Te = 10-150eV in the 
divertor plasma, the most important spectroscopic region 
will be the VUV range of wavelengths from 8-120nm. The 
intrinsically poor spatial resolution of the appropriate VUV 
instruments will be compensated by complementary close 
coupled visible spectroscopy measurements in the range 
375-700nm. 
A new VUV instrument will combine a double flat-field 
toroidal grating spectrometercovering the region 20-150nm, 
with a 2m concave-grating grazing incidence spectrometer 
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for the region 2­30nm. These instruments will observe the 
divertor plasma from a top vertical port, with facility for 
radial scan of the divertor plasma. In addition, the vertical 
camera of the existing rotating mirror VUV system (KT1) 
will be relocated to the top port, permitting rapid (25ms) 
spatial scanning of the SOL­divertor plasma. Spatially 
resolved determination of impurity densities, ionization 
states, and constitution of the total radiation are amongst the 
measurement objectives using this instrumentation. 
Visible spectroscopy, using fibre­optic transmission, will 
be exploited for wide spatial coverage and good spectral 
resolution. A periscope coupled to a fibre­optic imaging 
system will be installed at the bottom of the torus for a close 
view of the divertor plasma and target surfaces. The light 
will be transmitted=100m to spectrometers in the Diagnostic 
Hall for analysis. In addition, a new midplane­mounted 
system looking obliquely into the divertor in two directions 
is being developed. Absolute line intensities for deduction 
of impurity influxes and densities, intensity ratios of lines 
from a species for electron density determination, Doppler 
broadening and line shifts for ion temperature and drift 
velocity measurements, continuum measurements for Zeff, 
and observation of lines from low ionization stages for 
identification of charge­state distribution are amongst the 
objectives. 
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Future Plans 
The JET programme was divided into phases governed by 
the availability of new equipment and fitting within the 
accepted lifetime of the Project. At the beginning of 1990, 
the planned programme was as set out in Table XXI. Taking 
account of the adjustments to the shutdown schedule and the 
need to allow for sensible periods of operation to establish 
high reliability in preparation for the active phase of operation, 
the period remaining for D­T operation was no more than 
eight months. However, with the advent of the proposal for 
a New Phase for JET until the end of 1996, the planned 
programme is now as set out in Table XXII. 
On the JET programme, Phase I, the Ohmic Heating 
Phase, was completed in September 1984, and Phase II 
(Additional Heating Studies) was completed in October 
1988. The present Phase III (Full Power Optimization 
Studies) is underway, with Phase IIIA completed and Phase 
HIB just started. Future phases are set out in the following 
paragraphs. 
Full Power Optimisation Studies ­ Second 
Part ­ Phase 1MB (Oct. 1990 ­ Dec. 1991 ) 
After the shutdown at the start of this phase, the following are 
planned to be operational: 
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Table XXI 
JET Development Programme co 1996 
1989 1990 1991 
Full Power Studies in 
Present Configuration 
1992 1993 1994 
Optimization in X­point 
Configuration & Next Step 
Oriented Studies 
1995 1996 
Tritium Phase 
4 
I 
• Pumped Divertor & 
RF Modifications 
j , i JG91 9a 1 
• Pumped Divertor Modifications 
• Other System Enhancements 
• Final Modifications 
for Tritium Operations 
• 1 beam line to 160kV­T 
• uncooled separatrix dump plates (with beryllium pro­
tection at the bottom, and graphite at the top); 
• gas injectors in the X­points regions; 
• prototype high­speed pellet launcher; 
• second neutral injector box converted to l40kV 
operation; 
• in­vessel preparation for the fast ion and α­particle 
diagnostic. 
The scientific aims of the operational period in this 
configuration will be to exploit these new additions in order 
to complete and obtain maximum performance in limiter 
configuration (current up to 7 MA) and to optimise X­point 
operation (current up to 6 MA), including a comparison of 
Η­modes in X­point configuration using beryllium or car­
bon dump plates. 
Preparations for D­T operations will also continue during 
this period, including commissioning of the Active Gas 
Handling System (AGHS) with tritium gas (subject to 
consent by the approving bodies). 
Table XXII 
JET Programme to 1992 
PHASE I PHASE IIA PHASE MB PHASE IMA PHASE 1MB PHASE IV 
Ohmic Heating Additional Heating Full Power Optimisation Tritium 
Studies Studies Studies Phase 
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 ι 1992 
. . I . 1 Ι ι 1 ■ , : 1 1 1 . , 
i 
Ohmlc Systems 
Separatrix 
Limiters 
Pelle 
NBI 
ts 
ICRH 
LHC[ 
Dlsru 
) 
ptlon control 
TrHlum and Remote 
handling 
i 
SMA 
Eight carbon 
mid­pia ne limiters 
Single pellet injector 
First NBI line (80kV) 
Three Agantennae 
ι 
Vessel restraints and 
improved 
volt­seconds for 7MA 
operation 
Additional P1 coils 
Carbon belt limiters 
ORNL multiple pellet 
injector (1.5kmsl ) 
Second NBI line 
(2x80kV) 
Eight A1 antennae 
Vessel 
reinforcements 
Separatrix dump 
plate supports 
Beryllium belt limiters 
One line modified to 
140KV D 
Instai' Vacuum 
Chamber 
i i , 
Modifications to 
Beryllium tiles 
Be antennae screens 
Prototype system 
Separat 
pia 
L 
ΊΧ dump 
es 
High speed pellet 
injector 
Second line modified 
to 140kVD 
Tntium plant and main 
RH modifications 
i 
One line modified to 
160kVT 
Full system* 
Saddle coils' 
Final modifications 
To go ahead onry if New Phase of JET approved 
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New Phase Programme­Phase IVA 
(Nov 1991 ­ D e c 1993) 
At the end of 1991, the Project will enter an extended 
shutdown, which will last until Spring 1993, in order to 
install the components relevant to the new pumped divertor 
phase. This will involve intensive in­vessel work to install 
the following equipment: 
• lower divertor structure with inertially cooled beryl­
lium target plates; 
• pumping chamber and cryopump; 
• internal poloidal divertor coils and corresponding 
power supplies; 
• modified limiters; 
• new ICRF heating antennae (A2); 
• full Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) system 
with its modified launcher; 
• divertor diagnostics; 
• multiple high­speed pellet launcher; 
• disruption control system using internal saddle coils. 
The single­null X­point pumped divertor configuration 
should enable JET to progress towards extended high power 
operation with 40MW additional heating made of neutral 
beam and ICRF power (eg plasma currents of 6MA for up 
to 3s, 3MA for up to 5s). The control of disruptions using 
saddle coils system and the control of sawteeth using the full 
power LHCD system should also be studied. 
The first operating period should focus initially on estab­
lishing reliable operation in this new configuration. Subse­
quently, attention should be devoted to the study of perform­
ance and effects of the pumped divertor in controlling 
impurities, plasma density and exhaust, and power loading 
on the target plates. 
New Phase Programme­Phase IVB 
(Dec 1993­Dec 1994) 
The proposed shutdown (~4 months) in late 1993 would be 
to provide an opportunity, in the light of information from 
the experimental programme and elsewhere, to implement 
modifications to the pumped divertor (eg enhanced cooling 
of the target plates). In addition, it should be possible to 
install other enhancements aimed at improving performance 
in the new configuration or for the D­T Phase (eg enhanced 
pellet injection or fuelling system, modifications to LHCD 
or additional heating systems, etc.). 
The primary objective of this second operating period of 
the new phase (to end­1994) would be to provide informa­
thé full 40 MW power and to establish with confidence the 
key design features of the Next Step in relation to: 
• impurity control; 
• fuelling; 
• helium transport and exhaust of ashes. 
Another objective would be to optimise reliability and 
plasma performance in the divertor configuration in antici­
pation for D­T operations. In parallel, active commissioning 
of the Active Gas Handling System and Remote Handling 
preparation should be completed. 
Trit ium (D ­T Operations) ­ Phase V 
(Janl995­Dec 1996) 
Subject to the approval of the JET Council and to necessary 
official consents, and when it is clear that the results in 
deuterium and general levels of system reliability justify it, 
the D­T phase would start in 1995, after a short shutdown to 
complete final modifications required for active operations. 
During D­T operations, it would be possible to study in 
depth the physics of α­particle production, confinement and 
heating and thermal excursions. In addition, the real expe­
rience of tritium operation in a relevant scale tokamak (ie 
tritium handling and recovery, fuel mixture control, confine­
ment properties of D­T plasmas, and remote maintenance 
and plasma diagnostics with large neutron and gamma 
backgrounds) will provide essential information for the 
Next Step. 
JET Programme with 1992 as end date 
As noted previously, for the present, the Project is proceed­
ing in a manner compatible both with pursuing the New 
Phase programme towards 1996 and with completing its 
experimental life with D­T operations in 1992. Plans have 
been developed for a campaign of D­T pulses which could 
be managed with a minimum of modification to the machine 
and existing subsystems. In order to keep the tritium 
inventory low, the plans involve a limited number of D­T 
pulses at the end of each operating day, immediately fol­
lowed by cryo­panel regeneration. The exhaust would be 
collected in the ActiveGas Handling System and isotopically 
separated for re­use after a few weeks of operation. This 
would entail the full operation of the AGHS. albeit not on a 
continuous basis and not using its capacity. 
Work necessary to prepare for such a campaign is pro­
ceeding, including: 
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• preparation for formal submission to the UKAEA 
Safety and Reliability Directorate of an overall safety 
analysis; 
• activation and shielding calculations for the limited 
D-T scenario; 
• modifications to diagnostic and ancillary systems, (eg 
conversion of one NI box for tritium injection, reduc-
tion of diagnostic windows, etc.). 
It is unlikely that, in the time available, multiple high-
speed injection of tritium pellets will be brought into opera-
tion. 
The 1992 and 1996 possible JET experimental pro-
grammes diverge at the end of 1991. However, as the JET 
Council has recognised, it is becoming increasingly difficult 
to maintain both options within the constraints in staff, 
money and time available. Before mid-1991, the Project 
will be forced, in the absence of a decision on the extension 
of the Project, into making choices which will adversely 
affect one or probably both paths. 
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Appendix I 
JET Task Agreements 1990 
Title 
RF HEATING DIVISION 
Associations 
(JET Responsible Officer) 
Duration of Agreement 
LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE ON JET EUR-CEA 
• Exchange of knowledge CADARACHE 
• Design and construction of special item (CEA/TA4) 
• High power tests (J. Jacquinot) 
PHYSICS OF LOWER HYBRID CURRENT 
DRIVE ON JET 
• set-up predictive and interpretive codes 
• participation in the LHCD programme at JET 
LH AND ICRF EFFECTS ON JET 
• CD efficiency including transport 
• Synergistic effects between FWCD and LHCD 
• Modulated heating modelling 
• Minority CD experiments 
• Effect of RF CD on MHD stability 
EXPERIMENTAL DIVISION I 
UNIVERSIDAD 
DI LISBOA 
(UTL/TAl) 
(J. Jacquinot) 
EUR-UKAEA 
Culham 
(J. Jacquinot) 
Completed. 
The prototype launcher 
built by CEA has been 
installed and operated 
successfully 
Completed 
In progress: Radial 
transport of the fast 
electrons has been 
included in the Bandit 
code 
PHYSICS OF SHAPED CROSS-SECTIONS 
EDGE PLASMAS & PLASMA SURFACE 
INTERACTIONS 
PLASMA WALL INTERACTIONS 
CULHAM UK 
(CULATA4) 
(P.E. Stott) 
CULHAM UK 
(CULA"A2) 
(P.E. Stott) 
GARCHING, FRG 
(IPP/TA2) 
(P.E. Stott) 
Started March 1983 
Started June 1983 
Started Jan. 1984 
NEUTRON PRODUCTION RELATED SWEDEN 
PHYSICS AND ASSOCIATED DIAGNOSTICS (NFR/TA 1 ) 
(P.E. Stott) 
Started Jan. 1984 
PLASMA SURFACE INTERACTIONS SWEDEN 
(NFRATA2) 
(P.E. Stott) 
Started July 1987 
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Tille Associations 
(JET Responsible Officer) 
Duration of Agreement 
NEUTRON PRODUCTION RELATED 
PHYSICS 
HARWELL UK 
(HAR/TA1) 
(P.E. Stott) 
NEUTRON PRODUCTION RELATED FRASCATI ITALY 
PHYSICS AND ASSOCIATED DIAGNOSTICS (ENEA/TA3) 
(P.E. Stott) 
PHYSICS OF TURBULENT AND 
CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT, MHD 
AND RELATED DIAGNOSTICS 
FOM 
NETHERLANDS 
(FOM/TA2) 
(P.E. Stott) 
Started Aug. 1985 
Started Jan. 1986 
Started Nov. 1987 
EXPERIMENTAL DIVISION II 
BULK IMPURITY PHYSICS AND 
IMPURITY RELATED DIAGNOSTICS 
EUR-IPP 
FRG 
(P.R. Thomas) 
Started Feb. 1983 
SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS: 
INTERPRETATION AND IMPURITY 
ANALYSIS 
EUR-CEA 
CADARACHE, FRANCE 
(P.R. Thomas) 
Started July 1984 
PHYSICS OF ION AND ELECTRON EUR-ENEA 
ENERGY TRANSPORT AND RELATED CREF, Italy 
DIAGNOSTICS (P.R. Thomas) 
Started Oct. 1983 
CHARGE EXCHANGE RECOMBINATION 
SPECTROSCOPY 
FOM, AMOLF, 
NETHERLANDS 
(M. von Hellerman) 
Started June 1983 
IMPURITY ANALYSIS AND PLASMA 
DIAGNOSTICS USING SPECTROSCOPIC 
MEASUREMENTS 
IMPURITIES AND OTHER TOPICS 
EUR-NFR, 
SWEDEN 
(P.R. Thomas) 
EUR-AEA, 
CULHAM, UK 
(P.R. Thomas) 
Started Jan. 1988 
Started June 1987 
THEORY 
TESTING THEORETICAL TRANSPORT 
MODELS AGAINST JET DATA 
THEORY AND MODELS OF ANOMALOUS 
TRANSPORT 
EUR-UKAEA 
CULHAM, UK 
(CUL/TA5) 
(T.E. Stringer) 
EUR-ENEA 
FRASCATI, ITALY 
(D.F. Diichs) 
Dec. 1986-Dec. 1991 
Started Jan. 1988 
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Appendix 2 
Articles, Reports and Conference Papers 
Published in 1990 
2. 
4. 
5. 
D-D fusion reactivity studies in high temperature JET 
plasmas. 
Adams J M Balet Β Boyd D Campbell D Challis C 
Christiansen J Ρ Cordey J G Core W Costley A 
Cottrell G Edwards A Elevant Τ Eriksson L 
Hellsten Τ Jarvis O Ν Lallia Ρ Lawson Κ Lowry C 
Nielsen Ρ Sadler G Start D Thomas Ρ 
von Hellermann M Weisen H 
Joint European Torus JET. March 1990. 35p. 
Report JET-P(90) 10 Submitted to Nuclear Fusion. 
A comparison between hypervapotron and multitube 
high heat flux beam stopping elements. 
Altmann H Falter H D Hemsworth R S Martin D 
Papastergiou S Tivey R Β 
Fusion Engineering. IEEE 13th Symp., Knoxville, 
2-6 October 1989.New York, IEEE. 1990.pp.931 -936. 
Peaked profiles in low q high current limiter plasmas 
in JET. 
Attenberger S Balet B Campbell D J 
Christiansen J Ρ Cottrell G A Edwards A 
Jones T T C Kupschus Ρ Lomas Ρ J Nielsen Ρ 
O'RourkeJ Pasini D Prentice R Sadler G Schmidt G 
Stubberfield Ρ Taroni A Tibone F Weisen H 
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating. 17th EPS 
Conf., Amsterdam, 25-29 June 1990. Contributed 
papers. Geneva, European Physical Society. 1990. 
pp.I-5 - I-8.(Report JET-P(90)14, pp. 121-124.) 
Nonlinear evolution of ideal internal kink modes in 
tokamaks with nonmonotonic q profiles. 
Avinash K 
Physics of Fluids B: Plasma Physics vol.2 no. 10 
October 1990 p.2373-2382. 
Determination of local transport coefficients by heat 
flux analysis and comparisons with theoretical models. 
Balet B Bartlett D Cordey J G Gowers C 
Hammett G W von Hellerman M O'Rourke J 
Morgan Ρ Nielsen Ρ Sadler G Stubberfield Ρ M 
Weisen H 
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating. 17th EPS 
Conf., Amsterdam, 25-29 June 1990. Contributed 
papers. Geneva, European Physical Society. 1990. 
pp.I-162 -1-165. (Report JET-P(90) 14, pp.61 -64.) 
6. Determination of local transport coefficients by heat 
flux analysis and comparisons with theoretical modes 
Balet Β Cordey J G Stubberfield Ρ M 
Submitted to Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 
October 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)51. 48p. 
7. Extrapolation of the high performance JET plasmas 
to D-T operation. 
Balet Β Cordey J G Stubberfield Ρ M 
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating. 17th EPS 
Conf., Amsterdam, 25-29 June 1990. Contributed 
papers. Geneva, European Physical Society. 
1990.pp.I-106-I-109.(ReportJET-P(90)14,pp.65-68.) 
8. High temperature L- and Η-mode confinement in JET. 
Balet Β Boyd D A Campbell D J Challis C D 
Christiansen J Ρ Cordey J G Core W G Costley A E 
Cottrell G A Edwards A W Elevant Τ Eriksson L-G 
Hellsten Τ Jarvis O Ν Lallia Ρ Ρ Lawson Κ 
Lowry C Morgan Ρ D Nielsen Ρ Sadler G 
Start D F H Thomas Ρ R Thomsen Κ 
von Hellermann M Weisen H 
Nuclear Fusion vol.30 no. 10 October 1990 
p.2029-2038. (Report JET-P(89)81.) 
9. Double crystal X-ray spectroscopy at JET 
Bamsley R 
Submitted to Rev. Sei. Instrum. and JET Report 
JET-P(90)39. 
10. Electron impact ionization of neutral chromium. 
Bartschat Κ Reid R H G Burke Ρ G Summers H Ρ 
Joint European Torus (JET). October 1990. Report 
JET-P(90)48 (Preprint of paper to be submitted for 
publication in J. Phys. B). 
11. Risk assessment methodology for the JET active gas 
handling system (AGHS) and the significance of the 
exhaust detritiation system in meeting design safety 
targets 
Bell A C BallantynePR 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3-7 September 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)56 -
Volume II, pp. 151-156. 
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12. Deposition of carbon and beryllium and retention of 
deuterium on probes in the scrape­off layer of JET. 
Bergsaker H Coad J Ρ Behrisch R Clement S 
Lama F Prozesky V M Rover G Simpson J C Β 
Journal of Nuclear Materials, 176& 177, pp.941­947. 
Joint European Torus (JET). 1990. (JET papers 
presented at 9th Int. Conf. on Plasma Surface 
Interactions and Controlled Fusion Devices, 
Bournemouth, 21­25 May 1990). pp.299­311. 
Report JET­P(90)41­II 
13. JET design, construction and performance. 
Bertolini E 
Nuclear Energy vol.29 no. 1 February 1990 p.31­45. 
14. Supplying JET from the UK 400kV supergrid: a major 
engineering achievement relevant to the next step. 
Bertolini E Cleobury E Dwek M Jervis Β Marchese 
V Mondino Ρ L Murphy G 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3­7 September 1990. Contributed papers. JET 
Report JET­P(90)56 ­ Volume I, pp. 1­6. 
15. Fast wave current drive in the ion cyclotron range of 
frequencies. 
Bhatnagar V Ρ Jacquinot J Moreau D Rimini F 
Start DFH 
Joint European Torus (JET). October 1990.24p. Report 
JET­P(90)22 Preprint of an Invited Paper presented at 
the Joint Varenna­Lausanne Int. Workshop, Varenna, 
Italy, August 1990. 
16. ICRH produced Η­modes in the JET tokamak. 
Bhatnagar V Ρ Bures M Campbell D Clement S 
Hatayama A Jacquinot J Start DFH Stork D 
Tanga A Tibone F Tubbing Β J D 
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating. 17th EPS 
Conf., Amsterdam, 25­29 June 1990. Contributed 
papers. Geneva, European Physical Society. 1990. 
pp.I­255 ­1­258. (Report JET­P(90) 14, pp.13­16.) 
17. ICRH produced Η­modes in the JET tokamak. 
Bhatnagar V Ρ Jacquinot J Tubbing Β J D Stork D 
Tanga A Balet Β Bosia G Bures M Campbell D 
Clement S Hatayama A Lawson Κ (Culham) 
Tibone F Start DFH 
Joint European Torus (JET). July 1990. 33p. Report 
JET­P(90)44 Submitted to Plasma Physics and 
Controlled Fusion 
18. JET ICRH antenna for pumped­divertor geometry. 
Bhatnagar V Ρ Jacquinot J Kaye A 
JET contributions to the Workshop on the New Phase 
of JET: The Pumped Divertor Proposal (25­26 
September 1990). Joint European Torus JET. 1989. 
pp. 146­164. Report JET­R(89)16 
19. Beamline duct gas release conditioning and the 
upgraded duct wall protection system of the JET 
neutral injectors. 
Bickley A J Jones TTC Papastergiou S Challis C D 
Davies J F de Esch Η Ρ L Stork D Altmann H 
Fusion Engineering. IEEE 13th Symp., Knoxville, 
2­6 October 1989. New York, IEEE. 1990. 
pp. 1438­1443. 
•20. An optical scanning diagnostic for neutral beam 
alignment on JET 
Bickley A J Jones T T C Norman Τ Stork D 
Wight J 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3­7 September 1990. JET Report JET­P(90)56 ­
Volume I, pp.55­60. 
21. Problems and methods of self­consistent reconstruction 
of tokamak equilibrium profiles from magnetic and 
polarimetrie measurements. 
Blum J Lazzaro E O'RourkeJ Keegan Β Stephan Y 
Nuclear Fusion vol.30 no.8 August 1990 
pp.1475­1492. (Report JET­P(89)63.) 
22. An analytic procedure for currents and forces 
calculations in JET 
Bobbio S Bertolini E Garribba M Miaño G Noll Ρ 
Senatore E 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3­7 September 1990. JET Report JET­P(90)56 ­
Volume I, pp.85­90. 
23. Feasibility of diagnostic of JET LHCD plasmas by 
means of X­ray crystal spectroscopy. 
Bombarda F Brusati M Giannella R Rimini F 
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating. 17th EPS 
Conf., Amsterdam, 25­29 June 1990. Contributed 
papers Geneva, European Physical Society. 1990. 
pp.IV­1713 ­IV­1716. 
24. MHD modelling of density limit disruptions in 
tokamaks 
Bondeson A Parker R Hugon M 
Submitted to Nuclear Fusion, and JET Report ­
JET­P(90)73. 
25. Beryllium related maintenance on JET 
Booth S J Celentano G Newbert G Pick M Tesini A 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3­7 September 1990. JET Report JET­P(90)56 ­
Volume II, pp. 133­138. 
26. Automatic VSWR control in JET ICRH transmitters 
Bosia G Lamont B Sibley A Schmid M Wade T 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3­7 September 1990. JET Report JET­P(90)56 ­
Volume I, pp.67­72. 
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27. High powertestsof the JET prototype LHCD launcher 
Brinkschulte H Rey G Brusad M Ekedahl A 
Gormezano C Kaye A Lennholm M Pain M 
Panissié H Plancoulaine J Schild Ρ 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3-7 September 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)56 -
Volume I, pp.91-96. 
28. Simulation of propagation, absorption and current 
drive efficiency of lower hybrid waves 
in reactor relevant JET discharges. 
Brusati M Gormezano C Knowlton S 
Lorentz-Gottardi M Rimini F 
Radio-frequency power in plasmas. 8th Topical Conf., 
Irvine, U.S.A., 1-3 May 1989. New York, American 
Institute of Physics. 1989. pp. 122-125. 
29. Global influx impurity behaviourduringlCRFheating 
in JET with beryllium limiters. 
Bures M Jacquinot J Campbell D Lawson K 
Stampivi Start D F H Thomas Ρ 
Journal of Nuclear Materials, 176 & 177, pp.387-391. 
Joint European Torus (JET). 1990. (JET papers 
presented at 9th Int. Conf. on Plasma Surface 
Interactions and Controlled Fusion Devices, 
Bournemouth, 21 -25 May 1990). pp. 107-121. Report 
JET-P(90)41-I 
30. ICRF heating/plasma edge interaction in JET with 
beryllium gettering. (Invited paper). 
Bures M Jacquinot J Stamp M Lawson K Thomas Ρ 
Fusion Engineering and Design (Procs. IAEA 
Technical Committee Meeting on ICRH/Edge Physics, 
Garching, F.R.G., 2-5 October 1989) vol. 12 nos.l&2 
April 1990 pp.251-259. 
31. Impurity release from the ICRF antenna 
screens in JET. 
Bures M Jacquinot J Lawson Κ Stamp M 
Summers Η Ρ D'Ippolito D A Myra J R 
Submitted to Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 
October 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)49. 
32. Role of the antenna screen angle during 
ICRF heating in JET. 
Bures M Jacquinot J J Start D F H Brambilla M 
Nuclear Fusion vol.30 no.2 February 1990 pp.251-263. 
33. The JET in-vessel inspection man-machine interface 
BusinaroT Junger J F 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3-7 September 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)56 -
Volumell, pp.109-114. 
34. Design features of the JET vacuum enclosure for safe 
operation with tritium. 
Caldwell-Nichols C J Usselmann E 
Fusion Engineering. IEEE 13th Symp., Knoxville, 
2-6 October 1989. New York, IEEE. 1990. pp.716-719. 
35. Methodology of tritium and radiation compatibility 
assessments for JET diagnostic and other systems and 
the preliminary results 
Caldwell-Nichols C J 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3-7 September 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)56 -
Volume II, pp.145-150. 
36. Confinement and stability in JET: recent results. 
Campbell D J and the JET Team 
Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion vol.32 no. 11 
November 1990 (Controlled Fusion and Plasma 
Heating. 17th European Physics Society Plasma 
Physics Division Conf., Amsterdam, 25-29 June 1990. 
Invited Papers. Edited by F C Schuller), pp.949-964. 
(Report JET-P(90)34) 
37. The independent assessment of planned tritium 
operations at JET 
Campbell Η E Rowbottom M D 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3-7 September 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)56 -
Volume II, pp. 163-169. 
38. Sawteeth and their stabilization in JET 
Campbell D J and the JET Team 
Nuclear Fusion Supplement (13th IAEA Conference 
on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion 
Research, Washington, U.S.A., 1-5 October 1990, 
IAEA-CN-53/A-6-3), JET Report - JET-P(90)62, 
pp.119-131. 
39. Proposal to measure the q profile on JET 
by Thomson scattering. 
CarolanPG Forrest M J Gowers C W Nielsen Ρ 
Review of Scientific Instruments vol.61 no.10 pt.II 
October 1990 (Procs. 8th Topical Conf. on High 
Temperature Plasma Diagnotics, Hyannis, 
Massachusetts, 6-10 May 1990). pp.2926-2928. 
40. Measurements of the energy distribution of fast tritons 
and helium atoms escaping from the plasma in JET. 
Carruthers E V Zhu J Stangeby Ρ C McCracken G M 
Coad J Ρ Erents S Κ Goodall D J Η Simpson J C B 
Partridge J W 
Journal of Nuclear Materials, 176 & 177, pp. 1027-
1031. Joint European Torus (JET). 1990. (JET papers 
presented at 9th Int. Conf. on Plasma Surface 
Interactions and Controlled Fusion Devices, 
Bournemouth, 21-25 May 1990). pp.313-326. 
Report JET-P(90)41-II 
41. Octant removal at JET for a toroidal field coil exchange 
Celentano G Macklin B Booth S Last J R 
Papastergiou S Pick M A Presle Ρ Scott S Tesini A 
16th Symposium on Fusion Technology, London, 
UK, 3-7 September 1990. JET Report JET-P(90)56 -
Volume II, pp. 169-174. 
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42. High ßp plasmas in DIII­D. 
Challis C D and others 
Bulletin of the American Physical Society vol.35 no.9 
October 1990 (Program of the 32nd Annual Meeting 
of the Division of Plasma Physics, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
12­16 November 1990). (Selected abstracts), p.2024. 
Paper 5F10. 
43. Stability of high ε β discharge in DIII­D. 
Challis C D and others 
Bulletin of the American Physical Society vol.35 no.9 
October 1990 (Program of the 32nd Annual Meeting 
of the Division of Plasma Physics, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
12­16 November 1990). (Selected abstracts), p. 1972, 
Paper 3P2. 
44. Transport modelling of high β plasmas in DIII­D. 
Challis C D and others 
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